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PREFACE

For many years elementary school mathematics has been a study of

numbers and their properties taught in terms of techniques and manipulations.

In recent years a number of people and organizations have wo'ked to

change this pattern", As a result there are now being advocated a nutber

of "new" programs in elementary school mathematics.These programs have
in common an increased emphasis on the structural aspects of mathematics

and an attempt to show the "why" of arithmetipal computation.

Now it is certainly (fair for yol to ask what all_this fuss aboUt "new

programs" and "modern mathematics" involves and why you should concern

yourself with such matters. An answer that is too obvious, but true
t

nevertheless, is that mathematics as well as many other aspects of tne

world we live in is changing at a rapid rate. Less wT11 known is the fact

that in the past few decades the uses and applications of mathematics have

also changed enormously, and, therefore, some sound knowledge of mathematics.

is becoming a prerequisite for fruitful work in an ever increasing number

of(occupsions. This knowledge must include why mathematical processes

work as well as how they work.

The new approach tO-mathematics can be greatly helped by using the

new and better ways ,hich have been developed in recent years of presenting

knowledge in many fields to children. It is not enough for today's children

to learn mathematics by rote memorization. Children now in elementary

school will face problems we cannot predict. These problems will be solved

not by knowledge of mathematical facts alone, but by knowledge of mathe-

matical methods of attacking problems. New andVas yet unknown questions

may involve, and in fact i-equire, new and as yet unknown mathematics for

their solution. Naturally, we cannot teach this, but we must teach methods

of mathematical thinking as well eis the basic content of mathematics if

we are to fulfill our responsibility tC the youngsters in our charge.

In this period of transition it has been difficult for a teacher

even to discover what mathemittics is needed in Neer to teach the modern

approach to mathematics in the elementary school, let alone to have a

chance to learn it. We hope to point oft to you some of these aspects of

mathematics and to provide you with enuugh experience in them so that you

can work better with children regardless of the particular program you

are teaching. You will find most new programs have much in common. The
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conimon element is an atte:-t to lead students to understand principles

rather than merel.-, ....:lesent to them rules for memorization. It-is

por,ant to note tna*,. u\,...rre par, f what In presented here is background

material for you as a teacher and i nox intended to be,transmitted to your

students per se.

We knot'! -that you as teachers have some knowledge of mathematics.

What wt attempt td do in this course is to strengtten your understanding

of mathematics and its uses. Hence, by the time you finish the course

we 5,ope you will have a better compr.ehension of mathematics; not merely

of now to compute wit: numbers but of what numbers are and why we can work

with them as we do. As you study this course, read the text and do the

exercises yo7will discover that you are increasing your understanding of

some of the basic notions underlying the mathematics that you are teaching.

The upgrading of the mathematics program involves new teaching methods,

new ways of looking at the subject and new understandings of underlying

4" principles as ,well as some neliDmathematics. At first you may find that

this new way is not easier to teach but you will also find that the gratifying

response of children to any prioigram which gives the-conceptual aspect its

16) proper attentIon makes teachirfg and learntng more exciting, and more interesting.

Overview

The baiic topics in the curriculum are typically Number Systems,

including their properties and operations: Geometiy; Measurement; and

Applications. Figure P-1 shows briefly the main strands that will be dealt

witn in developing these topics from Kindergarten through Grade Eight.

Numbers and
Operations
(Place Value)

Geometry .

Measurement

4 Applications
and Models

K 6

Whole'

Numbers

Fractions,

Ra*ional Numbers
(Positive arc: Negative)

Real
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.
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Similarity

Lengths Area,
'Standard Units

Volume

'Sets bf

Physical *jests
Problem Solving,

Y
Number Sentences

...."

Figure P-1
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We may think of mathematics in three ways. One way is La an exercise

in the manipulation of tymbols. This wr.i stresses the computational skills

which are still important. Children must acquire computational skill and
(

practice is necessary to develop this facility.

However, another way to think of mathematics isas an abstract system;

.children should understand the unifying, structural and organizational

ideas which establish a mathematical system. These are the conceptual ideas

which they will rely on for their understanding of each new concept in their

mathematical learning.

Since the inspiration for mathematics comes from the physical world,

duplications are also essential. 'In fact, there must be a blending and a

balance of all three aspects, the conceptual, thecomput-E;Monal and the

applications in the curriculum. It'is to help you achieve this balance

tnat is the aim end purpose of this course.-
.
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INTROLUCTION

4

, 1962. a conference of representives of the Mathematical

'Association of America, MAA, the National. Councti. of*Teachers of Mathematics,

NCIM, and the Sdhool Mathematics Study Group, MSG, was held. The purpose

of' the conference was teconsider what furnbr uses could be made of motion

pictures and television.tb improve instruction in mathematics at all levels.

One ,lof the results of this conference was the sugge4tion that the SMSG ,

prepare a course With mathematical content which could be used' in the

in- service training of elementaryischool teachers. The idea was to help

them prepare to teach any One of the new, curricula being suggested by various

groups. It was also hoped'that such a course might help any teacher under-

stand better and therefore teach better

or new.
...

The SMSG accepted this' suggestion.
i

Teacher Training prepared an outl'e of

any mathematics curriculum, old
4

Panel on Elementary School `s*

sucha course. In the summer of
04'14

A

1962 there was prepared a preliminary version of a text.cto accompany the

filni when
/hey

were made. During.the year 1962-63,.thirty half-hour

films yeae made with ProfessOr Stewart Mbredock as lecturer, using the

outline and preliminary text as a guide line. In the summer of 1963, the

text presented here was written bearing in mind the films as made and the

many suggestions. and comments received on the. preliminary'edition.

This.text is designed primarily to be used,with the set of films mentioned

before, providing further reading materiq'as well as problems and gxercises
4

to help fix the ideas in mini.

In addition, however, it is felt that this material may be used"

independently of the films by teachers in elementary schools who wish to
.

improve their knowledge of mathematics. It has been written with ;the' idea'

that many of those who study it will not have consultants or profesiors at

hand to answer questions. Hence, many details-are included which may seem:

dhvious to some but which, it is hoped, will be helpful to others.

Mathematics should always be studied with pencil in bend and lots Of

papel: at the eljoow. Problems in each chap -ter should be worked as they
t

occur in that chapter as they are part of- the deitloptent. Solutions for

such problems may be checked immediately with those provided at the end of -

>

the chapter. Exercises at the end .of theevarious chapters may serve to
.

a 8 t.
e"



4review and clinch the iddiats presented therein. Answers.for these will be
fouhd at the end of the book.

A gloSsary of terms' which may be new and unfamiliar is provided for
easy reference.

ti
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Ch.apter 1

PRE-NU MER IDEAS

Introduction to Sets

. .

We cannot determine'exactly the time when man began to use numbers.

Surely in the very early stages of man's development even the wisest men

knew veil little about 4he numbers we use today because there was no need

to do so. Presumably, food and shelter were obtained from what was

available-at the time and in the immediate environment. When the first crude

forms of society developed, the necessity for keeping records of possessions .

became important and this involved some use of number. The basic ideas

that underlie these firdt attempts at keeping records may seem very simple

yet these are the ideas upon which our mathematical structure is built.

It is interesting to note that primitive man's first attempts to solve sit-

uations concerning humbers correspond rather closely to the way young children '

:think about =her situations long before they have learned to count or, to

use numbers abstractly. When prin .ive man makes marks on the ground to

keep account of his flock and then pairs each mark on the ground with each

of,his animals, he is going through essentially the same process that young

children experience when they go to the cookie jar to get one cookiefor

each of their friends. In the firii case the set of marks on the ground is

matched with the sec. of animals. In the second case the set of cookies is

matched with the set of children.

Sets

We think of numbers as abstract ideas about things. In fact numbers

are abstractions and concepts derived from collections or sets of things.

The concept of set is fundamental for communicating ideas in mathematics'

just as it is in everyday language. We speak of herds, flocks, committees,

armies, teams, groupd, etc. All of these terns may be replaced by the word

set. 'A set is a collection of things and the things in the set are called

the elements or members of the set. It is important to distinguish.between

the set and the elements within the set. If these are physical objects it

is, easy to construct the set by grouping the members and putting them in

a container; then we know that is a member oT the set and what is not'a

member: Another way of identifying the set is by listing its members.
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Suppose we have a set such as a set df toys

A = (doll, ball, sailboat, airplane).

'-:,-- .

/1

For convenience the members of the get or the words that represent t e.

members of the set are enclosed' within braces. The set itself is indicat d

by the letter A. tn set A all members have the common Property of being

toys. However, there need be no relation among the various members of 4,

set other than being members of the set; nor is the order of listing members

important.

B = (elephant, the color red, telephone, spaceship)

B = (the color red, spaceship, elephant., telephone) '

In B there is no relation among the members of the set other than that

they all belong to B. It is a set because its members are specified as

being members of the set.

A set may have many members; it may have a single member; it may have

no member at all. If a set has na member, it isnomed the entity set.

Two examples of the empty set are

E = (mail carried by the pony express in:_1963)

F = (jet planes that existed in 1963 B.C.)

The convention of using braces for sets is also used for the empty

set. It is designated ( ). The empty space between the braces indicates

that there is no member of the empty set. Any. example of the empty set his

the same members as any other example, Of the empty set because none of them

has any member. This is why we say the empty set; there is only one such set.

Seta are definite things. The elements of a set may be concrete objects

such as an elephant or an abstract idea such as "the color red." Once the

set has keen in to us we can discovermany ideas about it and about sets

like it. One of these ideas about sets is the concept of number. In the

next chapter we will explainand develop this concept from our intuitive

knowledge of the properties of sets.

Summary

'The notion of set is discussed as a key pre-number idea. By so doling we

have the beginnings of a way by which we will be able to connect numbers to

sets of physical objects. This connection'is important because it enables '

arithmetic to be applied td the physical world and it is thraogkorking with
.0

'sets that we effectively teach numbers to childreh.

2 .
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Problems*

Pretend that you know nothing about number and y9u don't know how to count.
How would you solve the following problems?

1.

2.

3.

4.

5

6.

1

You have a handiU1 of dimes that you wish to share with a friend. How
can you Make sure that you and your friend share equally?

Suppose you are interested in finding out whether there are more girls
than boys in a school auditorium. What would you do?

There are two pastures of goats. One pasture is separated from the other
by a very swift river. The two primitive tribesmen who own each of these
pastures want to know whic11, has more goats. They have a raft which will
transport one of the tribesmen but will not transport the goats.
There are'pebbles scattered around both pastures. Whdt mightJthey do?

You own a set of tools that is so large that you cannot remember all that
is in the set. How could you devise a scheme by which you can keep track
of each tool?

You have as many textbooks as there are desks in your school room. The
principal of the school notifies you that there will be as many children
in your class as there are desks. What conclusions can you make concern-
ing textbooks, desks and children?

Given two sets. How can you determine whether one set has as'many
members as the other set or whether it has more or less member, than
the other set?

7. You have a friend who speaks no English and you do, not speak his language.
How can you convey to him the idea of the numbw ve'usini: sets? How
can you convey to him the idea of a triangle Uttrg sets?

t,

1.

Solutions for Problems

Fair each dime that you give to your friend with each dime that you

keep for yourself.

2. Line up boys on one side of the auditorium And girls on the other side.

Pair off one boy to one girl.

3. Each tribesman collects one pebble for each of his goats. One tribesman

crosses the river with his set of pebbles. The two tribesmen pair their

pebbles one by one. If there aremore pebbles in one man's set than in

the other man's set, he has the greater number of Goats.

* Solutions for problems in this chapter are on this page.

3
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4. Draw an outline of each tool on the board where they hang. If the set

of tools doesn't match the set of outlines, there are missing tools.

5. You can put a book on each desk and seat a child at each desk. This

pairs the books and the desks, and also pairs the children with the

desks. Thus there is one book for each child and one child for each

book. We have the'same number of books as children.

6. By pairing the elements of one set with those of the other. If the

pairing comes out even, each set has as many members as the other.

Otherwise the set which has some elements left unpaired has more members

than the other.

7. You may point to many sets of objects each having five members. You

may display many represehtations and various models of triangles and

by tracing with your finger the outline of each, convey the idea of

triangle:

14
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.Chapter 2

WHOLE NUMBERS a

. .

In Chapter 1 the idea of a set was introduced and the statement made

that out of some of the basic properties of sets the idea of number would

be developed. The problems at the end of the chapter were carefully

designed to introduce some of these properties which will be more care-
.

fully developed in this and the following chapters. Many times in this

bobk we will talk about physical models to help-clarify ideas. It will

help you both now and later to actually make such physical models and work

with them as you read. Different kinds of buttons,.coins, checkers, etc.,

would be-excelIentas members of sets which you could use to illustrate,

.the various situations we shall talk about.

Description of a Set

The first basic idea leading to.the.notion of number is the idea of

a set itself which we began to look at in Chapter 1. An important part

of the idea 91 a set is that a set is completely specified when its

members are specified% Thus the set (Mary, Bill; Max, Dick) is the, -

'same set as the set (Dick, Mary, Max, Bill). The same set may, well have

many different descriptions. In fact, the set named before may very

well be the same as the set of students now working at the chalkboard.

Thus a set may b4 determined by naming its members (without regard to their

order) or describing them by some property they have in common. Remember

that if a set has no members or there are no objects which possess the

specified property; the bet is called theempty.set. Thus the set of,

purple cows is ().

Pairing the Members of Two Sets

A Second basic idea leading towards number involves two sets. Sup-

pose that we have two specific sets of objects A and B where

A = (11,0,0) and B = (1, Y). We can think of pairing the individual

members of A with those of B. To carry out this operation, we choose

one member, in any way we wish, from the f rst set and at the Same time

one member from the second set. We put these two objects aside. Next

we repeat the processy.choosing one of the remaining members of the first

5
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4,

set and one of the rer ning members of the second. We put these aside,

and then continue. We keep going until we run out of members of one of

the sets (or perhaps both at the sametime). Foj' example, we start a

one-to-one pairing of the members of A and B by choosing the

from A and the X from B. We put them aside and for the second step

we choose the A from A and the Y from B. Now we are finished since

we have used all the members from B even though the 0 is left in A.

Another way of picturing this is to connect the members of the first

set with the members of the secund set that they are paired with. The

example above,can be pictured in this way:

X)

When we pai two sets, there are only three, ossible outcomes. .

In the firt place we might run out of members of the two ets at the

same time. In this case, we say that the sets match. For example, these

two sets match: (A, 0) and (X, Y), but these two do not: (b4 0;0)

and (X, Y). c.

In the second place, we might usP up all the elements'of the second

ettfore running out of members of the firs: In this case, we say

that the first set is more than the second.

For example: (A, C1217) is more than (X, Y). A is more than B.

Finally, we mfght use up all-the members of the fiiit set before those

of the second. In this case we say that the first set is less than the

second. For exampley CI, Of; is less than (W, X, Y, Z).

The most important fact abol!tt the operation of pairing is that the

outcome does not depend on the order in which we pick out the members.

Thus, if we pair t .gets and discover that they match, then we can be

sure that if we shuffle%the members of the first set and also shuffle

the members of the second set and then repeat the operation, the outcome

will be thesame. They will still match. Whether or not two sets match

depends only on the sets and not on the way the members of the sets are

arranged.

It is this one -to -one pairing c. the members of two sets which is the

method y.: should have used to answer the problems posed in Chapter 1.

If you have the boys and girls in the auditO.ium pair up, you can quickly

6
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tell if there arc. as-many girls as boys.' If you paint a picture of each
tool you own on a peg board, and hang each tool in front of its picture, it

is obvious if.one is missing.

Matching Sets

If there is a one-to-one,pairing of all the members of one set with. .

all the members of another set, we have a matching of the two sets and a

tr

one-to-one correspondence of their members.

There are some obvious but important properties of this relation
between sets wkich we call matching.,

1. It is always true that a set'matches itself. Thus 4f

A = ck,

then theget ck, ill). is the sameset A
and the sets can be matched by pairing each child in the firet listing
with himself in the second.

2. tf A and B are any two sets and if A ,matches B, then
B matches A.

This is true site the one-to-one pairing of each member of A with a
member of B can be considered equally well as a one-to-one pairing of
'each member of B with a member of A.

3. If A, B and C are .403, three sets, and if A matches

B and B matches C, then A matches C.

JIbus in th!e-probletposed in'Cha ter 1 about the school children, textbooks
and desks, we can put a book ach desk, since we know these pets Match.
Also, we can neat'each child at a desk and know that there are no empty
desks since these sets match. But w we have a one-to-one pairing of

books with children and so we know t4.set of books matches the set of
children.

The three properties listed above enable us to talk about a whole
collection of matched sets'since if D matches any one of the three
matched sets A, B and C, it will match the other two and so on for
any other set which matches A, B, C or D. We will return to.tAis

collection o matched sets shortly.

The More Qhan Relation

a '

When we paired off the members of A with those of B, it might have

happened that we ran out of members of B before we had used up all the
members of A or vice versa. In the first case we said that A was

7 1 7,
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more than B. Thus the set (04 O, p) was more than the set (X,Y).

We also sai-that (X, Y) is less than (A, CO, CO. The set C in Figure 2 -1

is more than the set D since in the one-to-one pairing of members illus-

trated we run out of members of D. before we use up all the members of C..

= )

L'

Figure 2-1., .54t{-C which is more than set D.

Just as there were some,important properties of the matching relation-
.

ship between sets, so there are some important properties of the "more

than" relationship.

1. If A, B a&1 C artany three sets and

'if A is more than b- and B is more than

C then A ili more than C.

0

This follows most clearrly rrdm consideration of Figure 2-2.

Q e}
no members of B

paired with. these.

no members of C

paired with this

no members ,of C

paired with these.

Figure 2-21 If A is more than B and B" is

more than C then A is mars*: than C.

2. If A and B are any two sets such that A

is more than B and if C is any set which

matches A and D is any set that matches B,

then C is more than D.

This also &rtelwa from'a figure such as Figure

8



C =

A = (

B =(

D= -

Figure 2 -3. Anothereproperty pf "more than."

We can pair each member of .D with a member of

pairings fibma iiibeiOf D- to a member of B

a member of C. But when all the members of D

are still some memLer; oe C; such as Z, which

C by tracing through the

to a member of. A to

member of ,D. Thus C is, more than D.'

are thus paired, there

are not paired pith any

Finally ,we mention again, for emphasis, a property mentioned before.

If A and 'B are any two sets, thtn 'just one of
the following occurs: A is more than B; A matches
B; or A is less than B.

2

We can see that this must be true by thinking about the pairing of members ,

of A and B. Either we run out of members of B before we do those of

A or we have ust enough or there are members of B leftft over when we

run out of those of A. These situations correspond exactlyto the three

casein listed above.

It should be mentioned here that the relationship "less than" has

properties corresponding exactly, to those of "more than" since to'ay

"B is less than A" is to say exactly the same thing as "A is more

-than B."

9
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Problems*

Here are some sets:

A

=

0 0

I

P.

13 =

D =

ship

pumpkin

cookie

ball

X

' a. Which,pairs of sets match? Draw arrows to show the matching.

b. Which sets are less than A? Draw arrows to shoy the pairing,
and show the memberi of A left over.

2. Give an example of sets A, B and C such that A is less than
B and B is less than C. Draw arrows to show that A is less
than C.

3. Give-examples of sets'A, B, P 'and Q with A tees than B,.

P matching. A and Q matching B. Draw arrows to show that P
is less than Q.

le

4. Which of the following sets are empty Sets?

a. The set of girls ten feet tall.

b. The set of boys five yearsold.

c. The set of women who have been President of the U.S.A.'

d. The set of bald headed men.

. e. The set of children with brown hair.

Properties Common to Some Sets

Now what do all these considerations of sets, pairing elements of

sets, sets matchingor being more than or lesc than other sets, and col-

lections of matching sets have to do with numbers? Numbers and their

properties are ideas associated with sets and properties of seta, but how

can we get hold of ideas just by looking at sets? Consider how you might

try to get across the idea of a triangle to someone who speaks no English.

You could show him a set of objects of triangular shape. Out of .a whole

* Solutions for problems in this chapter are on .gage 18.

lO
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mass of different shaped objects you wdeld pick up a triangular one nd

put it iii the set, birt a circular one you would.reject. After seeing

(this kind/Of selection made several times,'your friend would pirably get

the idea. Similarly, if you wanted to explain the word "blue".to someone,

you could put into one set a blue sweater, a blukcoat ablue'hat.

At this point he might think "blue" meant someth!IA.to wear, but if you

added a blue flower, a book with a bluecoveandel blue electric /light

bulb, he might get the idea. If not, we could continue adding blue

,;.,,,objects to the set, rejecting red and greenones, until he could make the

correct decision himself thus indicating that he has the idea.

A Collection of Matched Sets. 1.

SO it is with tne sets ire have been talking about. What, is the

property we want to acquire out of our consideration of sets of objects?

This time it is not the color or shape of an object which determines

whether it goes itto our collection, it is whether a certain set Under,

consideration matches a, given set. Thus these sets (1), Al, [3,*,Qr.

and (I', Q, R, S, T) share a common property; they can be matched with

each other. There are many other sets with the same common property,

i.e., sets such as (* ,o,o, r,J) or (boy, cow, dog, cat, pig)

which can also be matched with each of them. The property shared by all

the sets which cant e matched With these is the elusive idea thatwe are
after. It is called the number property of these sets. For these partiL

culdr"sets, we choose to call the number property "five" And to,Write

All the sets, which match the set (6,ii,13) share a different number

'Property which we call "three" and write as "3." Of course,many other.

sets of objects share this number property. 'tie set (Joe, Jane, John)

has the number property 3; the set (boat, hous,; car, garage, bank).

has the number property 5. In order to write this easily,' we use

N(A) as an abbreviation for the phrase "the number property of A."4

Since this number property IA a property shared by all the sets which

match, A we can say that if A, and B are sets which match, then they

have the same number property and we can write, N(A) = N(B).

ro
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A

Number

It is important to realize that'the number property associated with

( 0,0,0) is northing which has'mamidifferent names. A Roman knew

this, he-called it tres and wrote III; a Chinese knbws it, he calls it
11

satin and writes c7.,: ; a Frenchman and a German know it, they call it

trois and drei, but write it 3 as we do. There are many names by which

this number property may' be called, they are the numerals,, III, etc.

But it is the number property shared by all the sets which match (0,0,0),

which is the number itself. It isn't the name,%-the numeral, which fs

important; it is the recognition that A

a numberis the common property shared by a
collection of Matched sets

which'ik the important idea we must get. Such numbers are called whole'.

numbers- and we see that ttry are'connected fundamentally with sets of

objects. The propertielof these 'e numbers will therefore follow

naturally fror the properties of sets which were so carefully listed a

few paragraphs back.

With each collection of matched sets ws. associate a certain number:

with the sets which match (X, Y), the number 2; with those which match

(P, Q, R, S), the number- 4; with those which match (0), the number

1; With the empty set ( ),A the number 0; and so on. We say the

empty set because there is only one. The idea of zero as a number is a

difficult idea for many people. As a matter Of fact, it was historically

late in being accepted. But it is extremely useful, in fact almost vital

for us.

ProbYems

5. Name the. number property associated with the collection of sets which

match the following sets.

a. (0,A) e. (r,s,t,u,v,w,x,y,z,p,q)

f. (living members of the U.S.'Senate)b. .(R, S, T, U, V)

c. (

d. ( 0 )

g.

h.

(the people in your immediate family)

(the things in your ,handbag or poc

,
et).

6. Specify sets for which each number given would be the number propert

associated.

a. 4

b. 5

c. 3

d. 0

e. 9

f. 1

12
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Properties of Number

When two sets are compared by a one-to-onetpairing of their members,''

we find that A may match B, that A may be mortthan B,' or that
A may be less than B and 'these are the qnly things thatan'happen.

Corresponding to these three situations,vwe can say in the first case

N(A) and N(B) are equal, N(A) = N(B); 'in the second case .F(4)

is greater than N(B), N(A) > N(B); anein the third case N(A) is

smaller than N(B), N(A) < N(B). Note tie symbols > and < teexpreas
the relationship "greater than" and "smaller than" between numb&s. _Haw

are we to decide between two numbers, say 4 and 6, as to which oneds'
the greater? We'go right back to a set out of the collection associate4
with 4 and a set out of the collection associated with 6. We know we

can decide by a one-to-one pairing of members of these sets that a set

of 6 is more than a set of 4 and therefore we say that 6 > 4 or 4 < 6.

Ordering the Whole Numbers

) We can compare any two whole numbers in this way. Therefore

we can now take any set of whole numbers, such as (6, 3, 2, 0, 4, 1, 5),

compare them in this fashion, and then order them by putting them in a

row with the smaller ones to the left. Thus we soon find by comparing

their sets, that 2 < 4 'and we already know 4 < 6. So we order them

2, 4, 6., What about 3? Comparing sets of 3 with sets of 2 we find
2 < 3, so 3 goes to theright of 2 but where in relation to 4 and 6?
Comparing a set of 3 with a set of 4 we find 3 < 4. Now we have

2, 3, 4, 6. In like manner we consider the numbers 5, 0, 1 and

discover that the correct ordering is 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6.

Problem

7. Put each of the following sets of numbers in order.

a.

b.

c.

(3,

(6,

(5,

1,

0,

7,

2)

4,

3,

5)

1,

.

9)

d. (4, 3, 2, 1, 0)

e.7 (5, 1, 4, 3,.2)

f. (1, 4, 3, 7)

p

13
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Successive Numbers

If we look at sets o and 3 we see that in the pairing

.stt(, ,(3)

the set of members eft over after all the possible pairings is a set, (0),

with exactly ones tuber. Any set, therefore, which is more than a set of

2 must either plated a set pf 3 ot be.more than a set of 3. This means

thatthere is no whole number which isoieater than 2 and also smaller

thali 4 We say that 3 'is one morekan 2.

Any nunbpr such as 6 in the ritzier property of a set of matched

sets Take dne such 'set. It.is always possible to put another object
/

in. this ee" Thus we can put () into the set A = (ei,o,c1,11,r)

and get the 'set B = (.1,c),c3,10,*,a,r). This is one of a collection

of matched sets and to this collection is associated a number N(B) which

is one more than 6. Of course, this is the number we call 7. But the

important thing to realize.is that for any number we can always go through

. the same procedure and find another number which is one more than it.

How can we possibly name. all these numbers? This is a very real question

to which many different answers have been given. Chapter 3 will be devoted

to exploring the different answers and deciding which one is best for us.

Counting .11
. .

The ordering of the whole numbers which we have achied, 0, 1, 2, 3, ...,
4

ispof course, the basis gf what we'call counting. For this purpose we .

drop the 0 and consider the ordered set of the so called "counting
t

numbers," 1, 2, 3, 4,... . There is a very remarkable fact alut

a set of these numbers which in some ways seems so obvious that it'is

hard to appreciate, If we take driy set of these counting numbers starting

pith l' and going up say to 2; we have a set of objects. We might well

itask: To what collection of mate ed sets does this set belong? In other

wards: What is its

objects are in this

t e last number n

number prope y? Or in still other words
.

,

set? Now the remarkable property of this

in the ordered set we selected is exactly

: How many

set is that

the answer

the members

of such a

o this question. This is why we can use such a set to count

f a given arbitrary set A. IZ we want to count the members

set, we pair them off one by one with the ordered set of counting numbers

tit
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until we run out of members.Of A. Thus, to count the set (6,0, C ;*)
'

we mightPaAr them off in thiE fashion: CP0--wl, 04171.2, *4074,5, Are-7.4,

The last number which we'use in this ppirin isthebaulper which "counts"

the/ set and names the number property of set. ;TLs is Just,because,

,ye have achieved a matching of the members of this_set with the members
oof,a set of the ordered numbers and.we knnW 'the last number;' 4; of this

set 'tells us the number, of members in the set. qkactly the same procedure
-

will work for an arbitrary `set A and the :pairing of its melberg.with
.

the counting numbers" 1, 2, 3, 4.0, q: tells us that A has n members:)

. M ,

ater Sentence : / .

. - ,..

Wren we tItilt bout numbers and say for example that six is greater
: 1thand`our-or writ 6 > 4 zwe are using Aumbers in a sentence or writing'

.

Aga rumlib oer sentence." Frequently, we will want 1111!taik'aboui humbei4'or

writealnUmber: sentence about two numbers without,tp¢eifying whiCh'aumbers

.wo mean.' F9,r example, we may-wantit9 Ipecak abobtfhe number,prOpertY of .

and B. We have .rit,,ten this as 14) sor.li(B). :We also use
,

.

such as a _and bf, for thil purpose, i;e., to repregent numbers. od

A A more than B we write > N(B). or a > b. Yig also
number sentence. To.say a = b is to say that A arid, B are

fromthe same collection of matched sets and therefore have the

sets

lettert

Thus if

is a

sets

both

same

number property. NuEber seatences and,

will be studied carefully in later

A iMber Line,

are going to be very useful-to us

chapter4.,

Another very usefut,device in/our study of numbers is to think of

themn relatiopito a "number line." We simply draw a line as in 'Agure 2-4a

with arrows on both ends indicating that it can,go on and on if we want

it to.

(a)

(b)

(c)
0 I

>
2 3 4 5 6 7

Figure 2-4. A number line.
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Then we mark on it as in Figure 2-4b a number of equally spaced marka or

dtts. And then starting at the left we label the dots with the whole

numbers in order, 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5,'6, 7, ... . The arrows on the number

line indicate we can extend it if we Want to; the three dots ... at the

end of our list of numbers indicate that we can extend it if we want to.

Now the order of the whole numbers shows up clearly by the position of the'

labelled dots. The dot labelled 7 is to the right of the Act Igtelled 5.

Correspondingly 7 > 5. Of course,.this is so since we labelled the dots

in order, but sometimes pictures and diagrams help us.tc see and retain

ideas more easily. The number line'is going to be extremely useful to us

again and again in our future work.

Summary

Let us summarize briefly what we have done. We considered sets and

their properties and from these ideas developed the idea of number. The

properties of whole numbers correspond to the properties of sets. We

list some of these in FigLre 2-5.

Sets Whole Numbers

The one-to-one pairilg of K For any whole numbers either

members of A and

results in either
.

A: matches B N(A) = N(B) or a = b

Aelsmore than B N(A) > N(B) or a > b

A is less than B N(A) < N(B) or a < b

If A is more' than B

and B is more than C

then A is more than C.

If a > b

and b > c

then a > c.

If A is less than i If a < b

and B is less than C and b'< c

then A is less than C. then a < c.

Figure 2-5. CorreEpondence between numbers and sets.

The whole numbers cfa be arranged in an order and this order used

as the basis of counting.

Numerals are names for numbers. The same number may have several dif-

ferent numerals. The problem of names for numbers; particularly large

numbers, is the topic of Chapter 3.

16
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Exercises - Chapter 2

1. Which sets below are of the same type?

a. (a, b, c, d, e, f)

b. (C3, 0,05,40i1

c. (1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6)

d. ( )

e. (A,430, 0, 40,4')
.

2. Match the elements in Set A with the elements in Set B and tell
which set has more elements.

A=

B=

3. If the eleMents of set A' match with the elementsof-set B and
the elements of set B match with the elements of set C, what can
you say about the elements of Bets A and C?

4. What numberL are associated with the following sets?

a.' (- )

(Aid)

C., (,C1,,A,°)
d. (1)

e. (0,,.0; e; 8, @, 2,\5, 8,
5. Which of the following sets are empty sets?

a. The set of girfe.fifty feet tall.

b. The set of married ken.

c. The set of ugly women.

d. The setof men from Mars.

e. The set of children in your school.

6. Construct a set and a set B and write a number sentence to show
that A is less than B.

7. Write number sentences using symbols to show the number property of
A and the number property of B.

17
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8. Suppose you want tc explain "wide" to someone who speaks no English

and you do not speak his language. How would you go about conveying

to him the idea of "wide"?

9. Write number sentences using appropriate symbols to show the relatiop-

ship that exists'among these sets.

A = (41, (), eg, r )

B = (a, b, c, d)

C = (p, q, rj

10. List several symbols for real objects.

11. What is the smallest. whole number represented 'on the number line?

12. What can you.say about eVery'number represented by a point on the

number line that lies to the right of a given point?

./

13. If one number is greater than another, what do you know about their

places on the number line?

14. What do the arrows on either end of the number line indicate?

*

1. a. A matchers D,

B matches C

Solutions for Pro

A 112 t /1

D=
l;1

B = (4114!,

C = (shfp:?4mpkin, cookie, ball)

Many other pairings are possible.

b. C and B are both less than A. A =

C = (ship, pumpkin, cookie B = (0104
A = (C) ,.1,1V) *is left over.

is left over.

Many other pairings are possible but in each case some member of

A will be left over.

=

18
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2. A =

B f),'
C 0, 41,<,>, (40,4.)

A = 0) are left over.

3. P = (knife, fork, spoon)

A = (b- k. car, dog).

B = (ho1use, c

.

(cow b

P = (kni e, fo , spoon) cow, dog are left over.

4. a and c are }empty sets as of 1963.

,5. a. .2 e. 11

b. 5 f. 100 in August, 1963.

c. 0

d. 1 n Only yod-Can give these.

6. 'a. (boy, girl, man, woman)

b. (hammer, saw, drill, nail, screw)

c. (X, Y, Z)

a. )

e.

.f.

7. a.

b.

c.

(9, 6, 5, 3, 1, 2, 4, 8, 7)

IP)

(1, 2, 3) d.

(0, 4, 5, 6) e.

[1, 3, 5, 7, 9) f.

(0, 1, 2, 3, 41'

(1, 2, 3, 4, 5)

(1, 3, 4, 7)

19
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Chapter 3

NAMES FOR NUMBERS

Introduction

In the preceding chapter we studied briefly the idea of a set and its
elements. We found that some sets had, the property that their elements could,,
be matched with each other in a one-to-one correspondence.. From such sets
we extracted the idea of number as a property of a set of matching sets.
This was called the number property of a set. We found that some sets
had "more" elements than others and out of this came the idea of the "order"
of numbers and the possibility of using numbers to count the elements of
a set. Numbers can be represented by points on a number line and the order
of numbers corresponds to a sequence of the points assigned.

The Beginnings of Numeration

Now the problem must be faced as to how the numbers are to be named and
what symbols can be used for writing them. This is a problem which has

received attention over many years from the early days of the cave man down
to the present era when the advent of high speed computing macHines has
forced us to look anew at the question.

In primitive times, men were probably aware of simple numbers in counting,
as in counting "one deer" or "two arrows." Primitive people al&o learned to
use.nuMbers to keep records. Sometimes they tied knots in a rope, or used
a pile of pebbles, or cut marks in a stick to zepresent the number of objects
counted. A boy counting she might have t:,:o pebbles, or he might make
notches in a stick, as

One pebble, or one mark in a stick would
represent a single sheep. The same kind of a record might be made by tally

marks as are used even to this day in, for inalance, counting votes in a
class election, 1441 II . When people beganato make marks for numbers, by

making scratches on a stone or in the dirt, or by cutting notches in a stick,
they were writing the first numerals. Numerals are symbols for numbers.

Thus the numeral "7" is a symbol for the number seven as are the marks
above. Numeration is the study of how symbols are written to represent

numbers.

21
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Distinctions. Between Words

In working-in any field in mathematics, the distinction betweenc-dif-

ferent words is usually very important. Thus the word "numeration" used

here is not the same word as "enumeration" with which'you may be more

familiar. An enumeration of your classlls a counting off of the members

of your clasd.

Principles of numeration cannot be de rciied effective', if conf sion

exists regarding'the terma nuMber and numeral. These are not synony

AriuMber is-4-dolicepg',' an abstraction. A numeral is a symbol, a name for

a number. A numeration system is a numeral system, not a number system,

or naming numbers.

Admittedly there are times when making the distinction between such

words as "number" and "numeral" becomes somewhat cumbersome. However, an

attempt should be made in treating elementary arithmetic to use such terms

as "number," "numeral" and "numeration" with precise mathematical meaning.

This may be an appropriate time. o comment op the correct use of the

equal sign "=". For example, when we write

5 + 2 = 8 -
,

we are asserting that the symbols "5 + 2" and "8 - 1" are each names

for the same thing--the number 7. In general,'when we write

A = B

we do not mean that the letters or symbols "A" and "B" are the same.

They very evidently..are not. What we do mean is that the letters "A"

:and "B" are each being used as names for the same thing. That is, the

equality

A = B

asserts pte00cisely that the thing being named by the symbol "A" is identical

with the thing being named by the symbol "B". The equals sign always should

be used only in this sense.

It is imperative to recognize that a number may have several names.

The symbols VII, 7,8-1, 2 + 2 + 3 are all names for the same number, seven.
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Numeration Systems

It is of interest to look at some different systems of writing nuderals
and to contrast them with our own Hindu - Arabic System to see the advantages
-inherent in it.

The edrliest systems started out with tally marks, i.e.,
I for one,

II for two, for three, etc. . You .can see that we will run into dif-
o

ficulty quickly under this system, particularly when we wish to write large
numbers. If we examine 'different numeration systems, such as the Egyptian,

the Chinese and the Roman, we find that tally Marks, letters and various
forms of special symbols are always used for small numbers. 1t is when the
necessity for naming large numbers arises that 'the advantages of certain

systems of numeration over others become apparent.

lb avoid using too many symbols, a process of grouping evolved very
early in the history of man's civilization. Just what grouping means and

how it helps will.be explained in this chapter. Some numeration systeis

grouped by twenties, some by twelves, some by twos, but almOst universally

grouping was by tens. This may be because counting began by matching fingers
and we hav&ten fingers onfour two hands. Vestiges of other grOupings in

our language are the words "score,". "dozen," "couple," etc.

Egyptian Numerals

One of the earlier systems of writing numerals of which there is any

record is the Egyptian. Their hieroglyphic, or picture numerals, have

been traced back as far as 3300 B.C. Thus about. 50100 years ago Egyptians

had developed a system with which they could express numbers up to millions.

Egyptian symbols are shown in Figure 3-1.

Onr'Symbol Egyptian Symbol Object Represented.

1 / or I stroke or vertical staff

10
heel bone

100 9 coiled rope or scroll,

1,000
lotus flower

10,000 G pointing finger

109,000 Ck7 burbqt fish (or polliwog)

1,000,000
astonished man

Figure 3-1. Egyptian symbols for numbers.
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The Egyptian system combined a simple tally system with the idea of

grouping by tens. Thus, one was represented by a single mark /, and'

///

ninq by /// ; note grouping by 3's for eade in reading. For ten, instead

/// ///

of writing ///, they considered all these possible tallies as being

///

combined into a single group and Tepresented it by a new symbol r) Then

instead of writing ten n's for a hundred, they considered this as a single

group and introduced again' new symbol 9 for it, and so on. This is the

fundamental idea of grouping which is an important advance in numeration

systems.

Using the Egyptian symbols, we can write two hundred thirty-three

as 99 n n n iii. Note that in this system we need symbols for each of

the various groups such as ones, tens and hundreds. Because of the-tallying

idea we find that nine hundred eighty-seven is awkward to write since the

symbols must be repeated so often. Thils

999 nn n tit

on? nnn 987.

9'nn n
The Egyptian system was an improvement-over the cave man's system of

tallies because it used these ideas:.

1. A single symbol could be used to represent the number of objects

in a group. For example, a heel bone represented a group of ten.

2. The system was based on groups of ten. Ten strokes made,up a

heel bone, ten heel bones made a scroll, etc.

3. Symbols were repeated to show sums of numbers. Thus the symbols

9? 9 mean 100 + 100 + 100 or 300.

Our numerals 4 11 23 20,200 103

Egyptian
numerals

1 1 1 1 1 n I nnill 6396)
.

7990An
191110a la

'T
/77

J,

Figure 3-2. A table showing how Egyptians wrote certain numbers.
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The prime disadvantage of the Egyptian system is that they used no

symbol for the number zero and so their numeration system, while using the

same base ten as we ordinarily do, could not use the idea of place value.

'Problems*

1. Write numerals for the following numbers in tallies and in Egyptian
symbols.

a. . 9 c. 8

b. 12 d. 19

21 Write in Egyptian symbols.

a. 232 c. 2354

' b.. 1111 d. 6002

Other Numeration Systems

In many ways the Roman numeration system is'the same as the Egyptian

except that the Romans used different symbols and added symbols for five

and fifty so that there did not have to be quite so many repetitions in

writing certain numerals. The common Roman symbols are snown in Figure 3-3.

Our numeral 1 5 10 .50 100 500 1000

Roman numeral I V X L C D M

Figure 3.3. Roman symbols for numbers.%

Historians believe that the Roman numerals probably came from pictures

of fingers like this, (, 11, 111 and 1111. They then used a hancb\VG

for five. Gradually they omitted some Of the marks and Wrote V. Two fives

put together gave. X the symbol for ten. The other symbols were letters

of the alphabet: In this system 987 would be written as DCCCCIMEXVII.

In later Roman times, they adopted a subtractive idea where if an X were

written before' C, the numeral xc would stand for ninety, whereas CX

would stand for one hundred ten. This is the system we see used to this

day for inscriptions of dates on buildings, etc. In this fashion 987 would

be written as CMIXXXVII. %.

The Chinese developed a numeration system which avoids the tedious

repetition of symbols as tallies. They had symbols for each digit from one

to nine and symbols for ten, hundred, thousand, etc. To write five hundred

* Solutions for problems in this. chapter are on page 30.
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they wrote the symbol for five and the symbol for hundred. To illustrate

this we will use our own symbols for digits and the Egyptian symbols for

ten4and hundred. Thus, three hundred would be written as 39 instead

of 999 , and 987 would appear as 99 8 fl 7. Notice 1.01i fewer and fewer

symbols are needed as the system gets better and better: What is still

missing? Curiously enough it is the symbol for the number of the empty set.

Problems

3. Write in RoMan numerals.

a. 4 232 c. 2594

b. 1111 d. 1963

4. Write in Chinese syitem using Arabic digits and Egyptian symbols as

in the text.

a. 2594 C. 452

b. 1963 d. 6020

0 and the Decimal System

Further advances in numeration systems had to wait for the invention

and general acceptance of the symbol 0 fdi the number.zero. Systems up

to this point always needed special symbols for groups of tens and hundreds.

If the value of a symbol is going to, depend, as it does in our system,

on the position it occupies in the written numeral, we must have a method

and a symbol to determine its position. In 987 the value of the 9 as nine

hundked is determined by its beingin the third position. But, if the 8

and the 7 were not there to hold the tens and, units positions, we could not

tell whether the 9 represented nine hundred, ninety, nine thousand or

even just plain nine. In saying nine hundred seven we know that we have '

nine hundreds, but if we had to write the numeral without the symbol "0"

we might try 97 or even 9 7 but we would have no way of being sure what'

the nine represents because we do not know what position it is supposed to

be in. The symbol 0 enables us to Write 907 and be sure the 9 stands

for nine hundred since the 0 pushes it over into the third position. It

is this use of 0 to establish the positional character of our numeration

system that distinguishes it from all the earlier ones. It is this, combined

with our practice of grouping by tens and hundreds, that gives us our decimal

place value system. The,word "decimal" comes from the Latin word decem

which means teh. It is used to indicate that the basic grouping is by tens.
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Thii system is said to have the base ten. .After looking at our own system

with base ten, we shall also look briefly at systems with different bases.

Problem

' 5 Write the following numbers in our own system.

a. 999 (1(1(1111

ON\

b. DXVII

c. XCIX

d, Mann

e. 3Q 4 (1. 5

f. 7493
g. 3 9 6 (1 7

h. ct9r
h

Let us now analyze our decimal place value system. We are going to

group by tens and hundred and are going to indicate groups by positional

places in the numeral. First we need symbols for all the numbers up to ten

and, as we saw, a special symbol for zero. These are the familiar digits,

0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8 and 9, the so called Hindu-Arabic numerals.

Written in t''.e first position these digits indicate how many units there

are in the number. Next to indicate the number of tens, we write the ap-

propriate digit in the second position to the left, holding open the first

position by writing a 0 there if another digit is not required. In the

same way we write a digit in the third position to represent the number of

hundreds required and so on in the fourth and fifth positions for thousands

and ten thousands, etc. In this system a digit in any position in a numeral

has a value ten times that which it would have if written one position to

the right. Thus, the 7 in 7063 means seven thousand, while in 6752

it, stands for seven hundred and in 1673 for seventy.

How would we write a decimal numeral to indicate the number of x's

in the following set?

x x x x x x x x x x x x x xXXXXXXXXXXXXXY:XXXA'
X x x x. x x X x X 7

xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX i.XXXXXXXXIIXXXXXXX
Figure 3-4. A set of x's.

21
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We group these by tens and hundreds in Figure 3-5.

ixxxxxxxxxxl
Ocxxxxxxicxxi
ix_XXXxxxxxx,
ixxxxxxXxx xi

hundreds

X'XX,X

4

tens units

Figure 3-5

Analyzing this grouping wesee that we haveone group of hundreds,

no group of tens and four units. So the numeral can be written as 104.

Without the n to hold the secondplace or position open, how could we hatre

written a symool for this number?

The decimal place value system adds the powerful idea of positional

value to the Method of grouping to give us a numeration system peculiarly

adapted to ease of writing and ordinary computatiJn. It is these facts and

not the fact that the base of the system happens to beaten that make it

so good. In fact, if we examine systems with different bases which still

use the idea of grouping and positional value, we shall gain greater under-
-

standing of our own system. This we shall do in the next chapter.

Exercises - Chapter 3

)

1. Which of the numerals below are names for the same number?

a. III b. 111 c. 3 d. 7 - 4 e. 5 - 1

2. List six numerals that are symbols for five; for eight; for four.

a

2g 7

.1



Write decimal numerals for each of the following:

d.cJczP9111 b. c/tr ()r()\!?\

c. ,? (\4i.ra
9 r\nr (1099 (An 11'

(IA
Explain the difference in meaning of 'the Roman II and the decimal

notation 11.

From the list below write all the.letters which are beside correct

names for 467.

a.

b.

c.

d.

e.

f.

g
h.

i.

Four hundred sixty-seven

Forty -six and seven more

Forty-six tens and seven

Forty hundreds + sixty-seven ones

300 + 160 7 4)

Seven plus four hundred

400 + 6o + 7

300 + 150 + 17

467 tens'

e

6. Answer Yes or No.

a. 3,729 is '37 tens plus 29 ones.
/ .

b. Ten hundreds plus forty tens plus nine ones is the same as one

thousand forty-nine.

5,000 + 500 + 1 = 5,501.

36 hundreds + 1 ten + 18 ones = 3,628.

734 = 600 + 120 + 24.

c.

d.

e.

Write the base ten

a. Five thousands

b.

c.

d.

e.

numeral for each.

+ six hundreds'+ eight

3 thousands + 8 hundreds + 16

6 thousands + 15 hundreds 2

8 thousands + 4 hundreds + 14

9 thousands + 12 hundreds + 3

29

tens

tens

tens

tens

tens 1.6three ones

+ 5 ones

+ 7 ones

+ 16 ones

+ 14 ones

3

J

: lo
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1. Tallies

a. 1114 1111

b. i t g 1 1 4 4 I I

2. 11. 99 nnn 11

b. T911

Solutions for Problems

Egyptian

III

111-

nil

C.

Talli6s

t1-14 1.1 1

11-141111

Egyptian

ill
Ill
11

nm
ill
111

999 Ann In
nra i

d. Tint 11

11+
3. a. CCXXXII

b. NMI
e.
d.

14COCCIV

imam
4. a. 2165? 9(.1 c. 4 9 5 ñ 2

b. I 9 9 6 rt 3 d.

5 a. 367 e. 30,045

b. 517 f. 700,403

c. 99 g. 367

d. 1492 h. 1492
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Chapter 4

NUMERATION SYSTEMS

What is it that makes, our system of numeration superior to those

of ancient times? Essentially it is the idea of place value, which

became easy to use only aftervthe number zero and the numeral 0 were

introduced. Some people' feel that the use of ten as the base of our

system is essential to its sugcess, but probably the only reason we

use ten for this purpose is that man happens to have ten fingers on

his two hands. The purpose of this chapter is to make clear the ,prin-
.

ciple of place valiie and how it contributes to our ease in handling

numbers.

We are .so familiar with our own system of numeration using base ten

that we sometimes fail to sense clearly that it is but one of a broad

class of numeration sy0ems all of which have the same feature of place.

value but use different bases. It may help to see the features of our

place value system if we study others with different bases. We have

selected the system ttith seven as its base for this purpose.

The characteristic of any place value numeration system is,the idea

of grouping and the use of a'symbol in a certain position in a numeral

to represent the number of groups of a certain size corresponding to

that positiok' Thus when the base is ten the groups represent units

or tens or hundreds,, etc., and the numeral "243" means two hundreds

and four tens and three units. Since the grouping is by tens iri
system, its base is ten and we call the system a decimal system from

the Latin word decem which means ten.

Note that while we use special words like 'hundred," "thousand)"

"million," etc., to represent the;asizeof certain groups the important

thing to realize is that for any given symbol each place to the left

has ten times the value of the given place. The first place tells us

bow aszky grou s of one. The seconidiplace tells uc how any groups of

ten, or ten ti e (10 x 1). The tl..ird place tells us how many groups

of ten times ten (10 x 10), or one hundred; the next, ten times ten times

ten (10 x 10 x 10), or one thousand, and soon. By using a base and the

ideas of place value, it is possible to write any number in the decimal

-
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system using only ten basic symbols, for example, the digits 0, 1,42, ..., 9;

There is no limit to the size Cf numbers which can be represented by

the decimal system.

If now instead of grou ing by ones, tens, and ten tens, we use groups

of ones, fives,'and five fives or ones, sevens, and seven sevens, we would

be using place value systems with bases five or seven respectively.

We saw that the numeral 243 in the decimal system means 2 hundreds +

4 tens + 3 units or 2 groups of ten tens + it groups of ten + 3

units. If the base were seven, what would the numeral 243 mean? It

would mean 2 groups of seven sevens + 4 groups of sevens + 3 units.

We write it as 243
where theubscript "seven" tells us that we

'seven
a

are using seven as the base. We would not write the numeral as 2437

because the numeral 7 is not used in this base.

What wo ul d 243 be if it were converted to base ten?
seven

=.(2 x [7 x 7]) + (4 x [7)) + (3 [1])*243 =.(2

= (2 x49) + (4 x 7) +3
= 98 + 28 + 3

= 129ten,

If we use five as a base for grouping, the five basic symbols are

the numerals 0, 1,'2, 3, 4.

What would 243
five

be if it were converted to base ten?

243five = (2 x [5 x + (4 x [5]) + (3 x [10

= 50 + 20 + 3

73ten

* When we wish to indicate grouping in a mathematical sentence, we use
parentheses:

. (7 + 10) +3 = 17 + 3 = 20

When we wish to indicate further groupings within the parentheses,
we use brackets to keep the groupings clearly indicated. Thus:

129 (1 x [10 x 10)) + (2 x [10] + (9 x [1))

32



Once again

2030
se en = (2 X (7 X 7 x 7)) + (0 x (7 x 7)) + (3 x (7)) + (0 x (1)).

= (2 x 343) + 2].

= 686 +21.

= 707
ten

While

2039five = (2 X (5 X 5 x 5)) + (0 x (5 x 5)) + (3 x (5)) + (0 x (1))

= (2 x 125) +15

265ten

Notice the importance of the symbol for zero in any place value

system. Without it we would not know whether 23 meant 23 or 203

or 230. In fs;ct, 1t is the absence of such a symbol in the ancient

Babylonian numeration system that makes the translation of their mathema-

tical writings so difficult.

Let us look a little more closely at the systems whose bases are five

and seven. How do we write numerals in these systems? What numerals

in base five and seven represent the number of xls in each of the follow-

ing two sets?

X x xx x x xx
x x x xx .x x xx x x x

x
x

x

Figure 4-1.

We group these by fives in Figure 4-2.

ri XXX XJ.
X Xrixxxxj

22
five

x

x
x

100
five

Figure 4-2.

This shows that the numerals may be written 22five and 100
five.

33
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We group the same two sets by sevens in Figures 4-3 and 4-4.

(xxxxxxx] xxxxx

15
seven

Figure 4-3.

xxxxxxx'X X' XX X

xxxxxxx

34
seven

X X X X

Figure 4-4.

Thus the numbermay be written in base seven as 15 and
seven

34
seven

. Written in base ten the numbers are of course 12 and 25.

In more detail we see that in Figure 4-3 there is one group of seven

and five more. The numeral is written 15
seven

. In this numeral) the 1

indicates that there is one group of seven, and the 5 means that there

are five ones.

Th Figure 4-4 how many groups of seven are there? How many x's

are left ungrouped by sevens? The numeral representing this number of

x's is 34
seven

. The 3 stands for three groups of seven, and the 4

represents four single x's or four ones.

When grouping is by sevens the number of individual objects left can

only be zero, one, two, three, four, five, or six. Symbols are needed

to represent those numbers. Suppose the familiar 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, and

6 are used for these rather than new symbols. No other symbol is needed

for the base seven system.

If the 'x's are marks for days, 15
seven

is a way of writing one

week and five days. In our decimal system this number of days is "twelve"

and is written "12" to show one group of ten and two more. We should

not use the name "fifteen" for 15
seven

because fifteen is 1 ten and

5 more. We shall simply re ad 15 as "one, five, base seven."
seven

*The base name in our decimal numerals is not written since the base
is always ten. From now on any numeral wit'out a subscript will be

considered a base ten numeral.

34
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Notice that in base ten, zero, one, two, three, four, five, six, seven,

eight, and nine are represented by single
f
symbols. The base number "ten"

is represented as 10, and it means one group of ten and zero more.

With this in mind, think about counting in base se ,en. The next

numeral after 6
seven

would be 10
seven

, nat is, one seven andno, ones.

What would the next numeral after 66
seven

bei Here you would have 6

sevens and 6 ones plus another one. This equals 6 sevens and another

seven, that is, seven sevens. How could seven sevens be represented without

using a new symbol? A new group is introduced, the seven sevens group.

This number would then be written '100
seven

. W hat number does this numeral

name? The answer is given below. Go on from this point and write a few

more numerals. What would be the next numeral after 666
seven

Now you are readyo write a list of pi.ace values for base seven.

7x (7 x 7 x 7)

7 x 343

2401

Place Values foE Base Seven

7 x (7 x 7) ,;,;

7 x 49

343 .

Figure 4-5.

7 x 7

7 x 7

49

Notice that each place represents seven times the value of the next place

to the right. The first place on the right is the units place in the

system with base seven as well as in that with base ten. This is char-

acteristic of all place value numeration systems. The value of the decond

place is the base times one which is seven. The value of the third place

from the right represents a group of (seven x seven) or forty-nine, and

in the next place (seven x seven x seven).

In general, for,any base B the value of positions
may be illustrated:

Now what is the numeral
ten

for the ndmber represented by 100
seven

?

It is (1..X [seven x seven]) + (0 x seven]) + (0 x one) = forty-nine,

since forty-nihe is written in base ten as 49, then
100se 'yen.= 49.
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xxxxxx xi

4

'In'like manner we see that

246 = (2 X seven X seven) + (4 x seven) (6 x one).
seven

Figure 4-6 shows the actual grouping represented by the digits and

the place values in the numeral 246
seven

.

1XXXXXX Xi
xxxxxxx
Ixxxxxx xl
XXXXXXX
Ix x x x x x.xJ

.x

,XXXXX13E1

XXXXXXX
Ix xx x x xnc

x x x x x xl
X.XXXXXX
125xxxxx xl

'xxxxxx xJ

Ixxxxxx xl

IXXXXXX xi

1

Pixxxxx xl xxxxxx

Ixxxxxx xi

(2 x seven x seven) (4 x seven) (6 x one)

Figure 4-6.

If we wish to express the number of x's above in the decimal system

of notation, we may write:

= (2 x 7 x 7) + (4 x 7) + (6 x 1)246
seven

= (2 x 49) + (4 x 7) + (6 x 1)

= 98 + 28 + 6

= 132

Problems*

1. How would you write the numeral in'the base_sevenfor the number

45? Illustrate by showing groupings of "x's" or dots.

2. dw consider 111 and make a diagram showing how many groups of sevens

and seven sevens there are. What numeral is this in base seven?

Summary
'I

.

The essential components of any positi nal numeration system are:

a base, for example, base seven; a zero; or eTed symbols, for example,

0, 1, 2,,3, 4, 5, 6; and place value using successive multiples cf the base,

for example, 1, 7, (7 x 7),. (7 x 7 x 7), (7 x 7 x 7 x 7), etc. Note that

the numeral for the base within the system is,alwaYs 10, that is, 1 of

the base and zero ones. Thus in our clecimal system, "ten" is 10; in

base seven system "seven" is 1°seven;
in base twelve system "twelve" is

1°tvelve'
etc. In general, if a numeral is written in a base B system,

* Solutions for problems are on page 38.
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the first symbol on the right indicates the number of l's,.the next place

to the left indicates the number of B's, the next place to the left the

number of B X B's, etc. Within this system B is written 10i,

B X B is written 100
B'

B X B X B is written 1000
B'

etc.

Exercises Chapter 4

1. What is the base ten value 'of the "5" in each of the following

numerals?

sev
a. 560

seven
b. 6

95seven
c. 5060

en

2. In'the base seven system write the value of the fifth place counting

left from the unit's place.

3. What numeral in the base seven system represents the, number named by

six dozen?

4. On planet X-101, the pages'in books are numbered in order as foRows:

1 ,L,A,EL61,E,1- ,

etc.

What seems to be the base of the numeration system these people

use? Why? How would the next number aftert__I be written? Write

numerals for numbers, fromp to EJL
5. Create a place value system where the following symbols are used.

Symbol Decimal Value Name0 0 - do

1 re

2 me

3 fa
I 4 re-do

Write the numerals for numbers from zero to twenty in this system.

6. Group a set of objects so that you will have sets of eight fives and

two Ones. What is the numeral which represents this grouping?

7. Group the sa= set of objects so that you will have sets of tens.

What is the numeral which represents this grouping?

374G



8. Now group the same set of objects to show sets of seven. What is

the numeral which represents this grouping?

.9. When grouping in fives, ye use place value and symbols to name the

numerals. What are the symbols needed in order to write numerals in

the base five system? In the base seven system? In the base eight

system?

10. Write the base five numeral for each of these items.

a. 9 =
five

d 15 =
five

b. 24 = e. 3
five five

22 =c. 32 =
five

f.
five

11. Now write the base seven numeral for the above items.

12. Write in base ten the numeral representing the number of objects

which is meant by each of these base five and base seven numerals.

a. 23five =

b. 13five

" 2five

d. 24
seven

e. 33
seven

J. 41
seven

13. The following numbers are written using base ten. If you were to write

each number using first the base three system, then the base seven

system, which would require.more digits?

a. 7 o. 12 e. 5

b. '10 d. 2 , f. 3

14. Repeat Problem 13 using base two and base five.

4

:volutions for Problems

xxxxxx xxx xl xxxxx
xxxxx xxxxl

kc xxxxx xxxxj
Ix x x x_x_x x x x xl

(4 10) + (5 x 1)

45

38

X X X

+ (3 X 1)

k



Ixxxxxxxl

IXX XX X X XI

,xxxxxxx
Ix xxx xx xj

Ixxxxxxxj

2. 111 in the decimal system means

(1 x 100) + (1 x 10) + (1 x 1)

or using seven as 'a basis for grouping we get

xxxxxxx
xxxxxxx
PCXXXXX xj

(xxxxxxx]

PCXXXXX X1

xxxxxxx

Ixxxxxxx,J

Ixxxxxxxl

xxxxxxx
(2 x seven x seven)

Thus 111 = 216seven'

39

t

(xxxxxxx xxxxxx

+ (1 x sPven) + (6 x one)

48
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Chapter 5

PLACE VALUE AND ADDITIOU;

In the last chapter we noted that we ordinarily combine the place

value idea with the use of ten as'a e to get our decimal system of

numeration. By using a base and the id of place value, it is pos-

sible,to write any number in the deci system using the ten symbols

0,' 1, 2, 3, 4, 5,.6, 7, 8, 9. We also i dicated that ten is probably

used as a base because man has ten finge and it is natural for

primitive people to count by making compar sops with their fingers.

If man had six or eight fingers, he might have counted by sixes or

.., eights. Since,he does have twenty fingers and toes he sometimes counts

by twenties.

By investigating...8ther'number bases, we became more aware of hdw

our own system works. If, instead of grouping by tens and ten tens,

we use groups of fives and five fives or sevens and seven sevens, we

are using place value systems with bases five and seven respectively.

In general, we can use any whole number greater than one as the base

of a number system. If we use b as the base, then the first place

on the right still indicates the nuMber of ones in the number, but the

second place is used to tell how many groups of b, the third place

how many groups of b x b, etc. If five is used as the base, we need

only the digits 0, 1, 2, 3 .and 4 to write any number; if three is

used, we need only 0, 1 and 2!

In a numeration system with p. place value principle, the base of the

system determines the number of digits to be used in writing numerals in

that system. A numeration system with base twelve has been advocated and

in fact when we buy eggs by the dozen and pencils by the\ross (twelve ddzen)

Oe are using just such a system. The main disadvantage of this system is

that it would-need two new digits to represent ten and eleven. We invent

the symbols X (read dec) and C (read el) for use when we want to discuss

this system later on.

We will write a few numbers in the base three system to review. the

pattern. We start with 0, 1, 2. The next number is written 10 to

indicate that we have 1 group of three and no units. Then 11, 12, 20.

21, 22. This last numeral means 2 groups of three and 2 units; this

is eight. The next number would be nine which is 1 group of three threes

and no threes or units and so would be written as 100
t e'
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For example, 1221 as a base three numeral wbuld be:

1221
three

= (1 x (3 x 3 x 3)) + (2 x (3 x 31) + (2 x 3)

= 27 + 18 + 6 + 1 or 52..

A base two or binary system is ofinterest to us because it is used

by some modern, high-speed computing machines. These computers, some-

times incorrectly called "electronic brains," use the babe two betause

an electric switch has only two positions, Hon" or "off" and these two

positions can be used to represent the two digits 3 and 1 of the

binary system.

The numeral 11010 in base two stands for

(1 x (2 x 2 x 2 x + (1 x (2 x 2 x 2)) + (0 x [2 x 2]) t (1 x 2) ± (0 x 1)

or 16 + 8 + 2 or 26.

x 1)

Counting in the base two system would go: 0, 1, 10, 11, 100, 101, etc.

42
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A chart such. as the following one is helpful in seeing bitter the

numeral sequence for placi value numeration systems with different bases.

BASE

Twelve Ten Eight

e

Seven Five Three
.1

Two

1 1 l' 1 1 1 1

2 2 2 2 2 2 10

3 3 3' 3 3 lo 11

4 4 4 4 11 100

5 5 5 5 10 12 101

6 6. 6 6 11 20 110

7 7 7 10 12 -21 111

8 8 10' 11 13 22 1000

9 9 11 12 14 100 1001

)(

I

10

ill

12 13 20 101 1010

t..
13 14 21 102 1011

10 12 14 15. 22 110 1100

11 13 15 16 23 111 1101

12 14 16 .. 20 24 112 1110

13 15 17 21 30 120 1111

14 16 '80 22 31 121 10000

15 17 21 23 32 122 10001

16 18 22 24 33 200 10010

17 19 23, 25 34 201 10011

'18, 20 24 26 40 202 loloo_._

19. 21 25 30 41 210 10101

1X. 22 26 42 211 10110
.

.31

(
1 E, 23 27 32 43 212 10111

20 24 30 33 44 220 11000

21 25 31 34 100 221 11001

As seen from the chart, the base numeral always appears as 10. when

written in that particular base system. Similarly, in a particular base

system the numeral 100 always designates the number obtained by multiply-

ing the base by itself. We should read the numeral 10
seven

as "one

zero, base seven" not as ten, in order to avoid unnecessary confusion.

Figure 5-1.
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Numbers may be expressed by different numerals. For example, twelve

may be written as x111, XII, inten, 15
seven

, or 1100two and so on.

These numerals are not the same, yet they represent the same number. The

symbols used are not in themselves numbers. "XII" is not twelve things

nor is "10
twelve

." They are only different numerals, or symbols for

twelve. In fact, even "twelve" is a symbol for twelve.

Properties of Numbers

We have been studying what numbers are, how they may be symbolized

by different kinds of numerals, and how they may be represented on a

number line. Let us now consider some of the properties of the operations

used in combining numbers and the results from using different operations

of combining given numbers. Are there rules which numbers obey or is

each number a law unto itself? Are there numbers which merit special

attention because they act in unique ways?

The four ways of combining numbers with which you are most familiar

are addition, subtraction, multiplication and division. In this and

tne next two chapters addition and subtraction will be studied. In

Chapters a, 9, 10 and 11 multiplication and division will be analyzed

and explained.

Since numbers were defined in terms of sets of objects, we will

go back to the idea qg sets in order to get started in this new in--

vestigation. Let consider a pair of sets which have no elements in

common. If set has no elements in common with set B, we express

this idea by saying that A and B are disjoint Sets.

There is a standard way of making a new set out of a pair of such

sets. For example: if we have the set of boys in a classroom anal the

set of girls in a classrooms we can join these two sets and get the set

of pupils in the classroom. If A is the set of boys and B is the set

of girls, the set of boys and girls is written Au B and is read as

'A join B," or "A union B" or the join of A and B. We use this

operation of joining only if A and B are disjoint; in other words,

only if no element belongs to both A and B. Another example of the

joining of two sets:' if A is the set of frogs in a pond and B the

set of turtles in a pond, then. A U B is the set containing frogs and

turtles in the pond.
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The notion of joining sets is the basis for the notion of adding

numbers and the basic facts about the joining of sets underlie certain

arithmetical facts. To take one property that has a direct link to addition,

if A and B are sets, then Au B is the same as 131,1 A. That is,

it doesn't matter which comes first and which comes second in performing

the join operation. We say that the join operation is commute tative. In

the example of the frogs and turtles, Al) B and Bk., A is the same

set of turtles and frogs in the pond.

A second property of the join of two sets that has a direct link

to addition indicates how we can proceed if we have three sets, for we

know that the join operationcan only work on two sets at a time. If

A, B and C are sets, then because A U B is a set, we may consider

(A U B) U C as the join of (A U B) and C and because B U C is a

set we may consider A U (B U C) as the join of A and (B U C). The

interesting fact is that either way we consider the various joins, the end

result is the game, that is, (A U B) U C = A U (B U C) and we say that

joining is associative. Thus, if A is a set of nails, B is a set of

screws and C is a set of tacks, then (A U B) U C is the set of nails

and screws joined with the set of tacks and A U (B U C) is the set of

nails joined to the set of screws acid tacks. In both cases the resulting

set is the same.

If A is the set of brown cows and B is the set of purple cows,

then A U B is still the set of brown cows since B (the set of purple

cows) is a set that has no members. A set which has no members is

called the empty set. The set of all boys eightjeet tall in a third

grade classroom; the set of all three-year old children in college or

the set of all crocodiles .in the Yukon River are all examples of the empty

set. Children delight in using their imaginations to make up examples

of the empty set.

How does the notion of the "join of two sets" help us. understand the

idea of addition? Addition is essentially an operation on two numbers:

given two numbers a and b we can always associate with them a third

number c . The problem is how to determine c. In Chapter 3 weearnedt

how to count members of a set and thus how to determine the number property

of the set. If we have two numbers a and b, we can choose a set A

having a members and a disjoint set B having b members. Now consider
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the join of A and B which is the set Au B. By definition:

If N(A) = a and. N(B) = b, then
a + b is the number of members in A U B.

In order to illustrate this definition in a concrete manner; let

us consider the case of adding 3 and 4. We look for two sets A

and B which have the number properties we want. A could be the set

(tc,O,A) and B, the'set ( 01E. , Q,
,
). We first check that

A and B are disjoint sets. Then AU B = ( 4X, C),4, , ).

By counting its bombers we see that the number property of this set is

7. Remember the number property of any set /' "is simply the number of

elements in the set and is written N(A). In our example we found dis-

joint sets A and B such that .N(A) = 3, N(B) = 4, and then we found

that IOW B) = 7; hence, by our definition 3 + 4 = 7.

It is important to remember that addition is an operation on two

numbers, while joining is an operation on two sets. We put together

or. join two sets to form a third set, while we add two numbers to get a

third number. Since addition of two numbers is defined in terms of the

join of twio sets, we may determine the properties of addition by consider-

ing the properties of,joining sets. By giving children many experiences

in joining sets'and determining the -number properties involved, we can

teach not only the properties of addition, but the addition facts such

as 2 + 2 = it, 2 3 5; 3 + 4 7, etc.

The first important property of addition is simply that we can always

do it. That is, if we add two whole numbers, we always get a whole number.

Technically, we say that the set of wtiolenumbers is closed under the

operation of addition. Thie property is called the closure property.

Observe that subtraction does not have this property.

What other propertfit of addition can we get from our definition that
,1

a +:%b is thenutber of members in IOLJB ? To find b + a we have to

coniider the number of members of B U A. We already know that B U A

is precisely the same set as A U B. Therefore it is true that for any

whole numbers a and b,

a+b=b +a.

This property of addition may seem so obvious that it is scarcely worth

mentioning, but like the property of closure it is a property that sub-

traction does not have. For example, 8 + 2 = 2 + 8 but does 8 - 2 =

2 - 8 ? We name this property the commutative property of addition

or we may say, "addition is commutative."
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If addition is an operation on two numbers, how can we add three

numbers i, b and c ? We add two of them together and then to the

result we add the third number. Is it important which two we add first?

Going back to the definition of addition in terms of the union of sets,

we find that (a + b) + c is the number of members in the set

(Au B)l) C while a + + c) is the number of members in the set

Au C). Since these two sets are identical, the number we get

either way is the same: (4 + 6) + 7 = 10 + 7 = 17 but also 4 + (6 + 7) .

4 + 13 = 17. Thin, property is called the associative property of addition

or we may say, "addition is associative."

That is, for any three numbers a, b and c

(a + b) + c = a + (b + c).

Repeated use of the associative and commutative properties enables

us tdgroup numbers for addition in the most convenient form. To add

7 + 6 + + 2 + 4 we may first use the commutative property to say that

+ 3 = 3 + 6 and 2 + 4 = 4 + 2. Now we associate the first two numbers

and the second two numbers to get (7 + 3) +'(6 + 4) + 2 = (10 + 10) + 2 .

22. ,

There is one whole number which plays a special role with respect

to addition and that is the number zero. If ue join the empty set to

any set A we still have set A. Therefore we see that 0 + a = a + 0 = a.

Since the addition of zero to any number leaves that number identical,
ti

we say that zero is the identity element with respect to addition.

Zero is the only number with this interesting property.

Addition on the NUmber Line

Another useful way of thinking about addition is to consider it with

respect to the representation of numbers on the nol4ber line. Draw a

number line with the point 1 lying to the right cf the point 0.

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

Figure 5-2. A number line.

To add the number 3 to the number 4 start trom 0, move four

units to the right to the number 4, then move three more units to the

light from the number 4. We stop at 7 so 4 + 3 = 7. Although we
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are using the specific numbers 3 and 4 for our example, this process

will work for any numbers 'a and b and illustrates the closure property.

.411111111111 .21.
0 5 10

I

7 _11,i

Figure 5-3. Closure property: 4 + 3 = 7

The commutative property may be illustrated on the number line.

4 --b.f.-3-104

1 3 A.4 4 _;

0 5 10

Figure 5-4. Commutative property: 4+ 3= 3+ 4

The associative property can also be illustrated on the number line,

though the process is a bit more involved. Figure 5-5a shows (3 5) + 4

by first showing (3 + 5), then taking the result and adding 4 to it.

Figure 5-5b, on the other hand, shows 3 + (5 + 4) by first showing

(5 + 4), then taking that result and adding it to 3. The dotted seg-

ments show the result of (5 + 4) being moved down to be added to 3.
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3 5 _____-__pi
(a) 44(...1 1111 I I I I i t t 1 t t)0,0 - 5 io

(3 + 5 ) )4 4 --.4
(3 + 5) + 4

5

(b) AL
Job5 10 ti

3 -2.4. (5 + 4)

3 + (5 + 4)
'4

Figure 5-5 . Associative property: .(3 + 5) + 4 = 3 + (5 + 4)

If the number line is used frequently to illustrate addition of

whole numbers, the familiarity w.th its properties will help a great, deal

in working with numbers and in answering questions about numbers.

Exercises - Chapter 5

1. A = (dog, cat, cow, pig), and

B = (duck, horse, elephant)

What is A U B ?

2. R = (2, 4, 6, 8, 10, 12) and

S = (1, 3, 5, 7) .

What is R V S ?

3. If P is the set of all white horses, and G is the set of all

lavender horses, what is set PU G ?

4. Draw number lines to show the following addition examples.

a.

b.
c.

d.

e.

f.

3 +5 = 8
9 + 2 = 11

4 + 8 = 12

2 + 6 = 8

(3 + 5 ) +7 =15
3 +(5 +7) =15
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5. Which of the following mathematical sentences are direct examples

of the commutative property of addition?

a. 18 4 11 = 11 + 18

b. 203 + 401 = 200 + 404

c. 6 + 7 = 5 + 8

d. 8 + (7 + 3) = (8 t 7) + 3

e. 1,207 +\09 = 109 +.1,207,

6. By which property of addition are each of the following mathematical

sentences true?

a. (2 + 3) + 4 = 2 + (3 + 4)

b. (18 + 19) + (39 + 12) = (39 + 12) + (18 + 19)

c. (8 + 9) + 6 = 6 + (8 + 9)

d. (8 + 9) +'6 =8 + (9 + 6)

e. (8 +9) +6,,6 (9 +8) +6

7. Consider the mathematical sentence (6 - n) - 1 = 6 - (n + 1)

a. What is the largest whole number n which Makes this sentence

true?

b. What is the smallest whole number n which makes this sentence

true?

d. Find all the whole numbers n which make this sentence true.

8. For each of the mathematical sentences below decide which whole

numbers can make the sentence true. There may be no answer, one

answer, or more than one answer.

a.

b.

n-1=1- n
n - 10 = 10 - n

c. 6 +n =n +6
d. n + 50 = 50 + n

c. 10 + n = 10

f. 9 - n = 9

g. n.= n - 1

9. Use number lines to illustrate the following examples of the

associative property of addition.

a. (2 + 3) + 4 = 2 + (3 + 4)

b. (5 +1) +2 =5 +(1 +2)
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10. Let A = (bicycle, telephone, radio, airplane) and

B = (canoe, diving board, lake)

a. What is the number property of A ?

b. What is the number property of B ?

c. What is the number property of AU B ?

11. What advantages or disadvantages, if any, do the binary and duodecimal

system have as compared to the decimal system?

12. People who work with Thigh speed computers sometimes find it easier

to express numbers in octal, or eight system rather than the

binary system.' Conversion from one system to the other can be done
very quickly. Can you discover the method used?

Make a table of numerals as skiown below:

Base ten Base eight Base two

1 1 1

2 2 10

5 5 101

7

15

16

32 T

64

Compare the powers of eight and two up to 256. Study the powers

and the table above. 101,011,010two = 532
eight'

Can you see why?

13. An inspector of weights and measures carries a set of weights which
--

he uses to check the accuracy of scales. Various weights are placed

on a scale to check accuracy in weighing any amountfrom 1' to 16

ounces. Several checks have to be made, because ascale which

accurately measures 5 .ounces may, for various reasons, be inaccurate

for,weighings of 11 ounces and more.

What is the smallest number of weights the inspector may have in his

set, and what must their weights be, to check the accuracy of scales

from 1 ounce to 15 ounces? From '1 ounce to 31 ounces?



Introduction

Chapter 6

SUBTRACTION AND ADDITION

In the preceding chapter we dealt with the fundamental connection
. between the union of gets and the addition of whole numbers. This

fundamental connection is:.

N(A) + N(B) = N(AUB),

whenever A and B are disjoint sets. Here N(A) .is the nuMbet of
elements in A or the number property of A, and N(B) is the number
of elements in- B.

We now come to the operation of subtraction of whole numbers. This
operation is more complicated, conceptually, than addition. There
are two fundamentally different approaches to subtraction. The first
approach starts with set operations and defines the operation of sub-

traction of numbers in terms of these operations. The second approach
..is mare abstract, and defines subtraction directly in terms of addition,
of whole numbers.

To make things even more.acomplicated,
the first approach, the more

concrete one, can be done in two different ways, thug yielding three
"Efiferent Ways of thinking about subtraction.

In the classroom, no sharp distinction is mad. e between these dif-,

ferent approaches, but it is important that the teacher realize what the
differences are in order to guide learning more effectively. We shall
therefore discuss these approaches one by one. In order to do this, we
first need to discuss two more concepts related to sets, namely "subset"

and "remainder set."

Subsets

So far we have only considered disjoint sets. Now we consider a
different case. Suppose we have a set A and another set B all of
whose members are also members of A. Then we say that B is a subset
of A. An illustration of this is

A = (all the members of a class of children)
B = (all the boys in the class bf children)
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Each member of B is a member of A, so B is a subset of A.

Here is another example:

A = (0,,o.,E1*)

Some of the subsetsof A are

((),z)

(0)

Is the set 'B = (C),C3,e) a subset o f

there Is at least one member of B, name

A.

!bre generally we see that'

? The answer f..s no, because

e, which is not a member of

B is a subset of A if every member of B
is a member of A.

Another way tosay this'is

B is a subset of A if there is no member
of B which is not also a member of A.

Both statements say exactly the same thing.

The second statement above leads us to accept the statement that

the empty set is a subset of the set A, since .there is no member of

the empty set which is not a member of A. In fact, the empty'set is

a subset of every set.

Notice also that according to our definition of subset, any set

is a subset of itself, for it is surely true that every member of A

is a member of A.

Thinking in terms of a set of numbers, let

A = (2, 4;6)

We can write all the subsets of A :

A (2, 4,6) E = (2)

B = (2, 4) F = (4)

c = (2, 6) G = (6)

D = (4, 6) H =( )
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Remainder Sets

Suppose we have 4 set A apd another set B which is a subset
of A. Now consider the set which consists of all the elements of'

A which axe not elements of B. We call this new set a remainder set
and denote it by A - B. For example, if A id the set of all the

children in your class and B is the set'of boys in your class, then
A - B is'the set of girls in your class. Similarly, if A = (()).,0,141
and B = (0,0), then A -. B = (ZN-cit). Also, A -. A = ( 3, the

empty set. Note that removing the elements of subset B from A is

indicated by the symbol "-", read "wiggle," and not by the familiar

sign IL" which we reserve for the subtraction of two numbers.

We now have two set operations, that of forming a union and that

of forming a remainder set. The fundamental connection between them is:

B) L)B = A
4

In words: If we first form the remainder set A - B and then form

the union of it with B, we get back the original set A. For example,
if A is theset of children in your class, and if B is the set of

boys, then A B is the set of girls in the class, and thr union of
- B) and B i? the set of all girls and all boys, in other words,

the whole class. We say that these two operatiOns are inverse.

The idaa of the inverse of an operation is a very important idea

in mathematics, as it is in many non-mathematical situations, and it

is an idea which you will meet again and again. If we wish to put

the idea in a non - mathematical situation we might ask the question,

What will "undo" taking two steps backward? The answer is taking

two steps forward. The inverse of falling asleep is waking up; the

inverse of putting on a coat is taking it off; the inverse of standing

up is sitting down.

First Definition of Subtraction

We can use the idea of remainder set to define the operation of

subtraction of whole ntu.bers. If a is a number and if b Lis a number

lees than or equal to a, we first choose a set, A such that N(A) = a.

Next we pick a set B which is a subset of A and such that N(B) = b.
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These two sets determine the remainder set A - B. The number of elements

in A - B is, of course, N(A B). Then the first definitiorof sub-

traction is
a - b = N(A -

16

For example, if it. = 5 and b = 2, we

A = (0,/\,[1,1te).

Next we can choose B to be the subset

B = (^,*)

Then A - B = (o,o,e).

B).

can choose A .to be the set

Now our definition tells us that

5 - 2 = N(A B) =3.

Note that if we made a different choice for la, for example

B (o, e),
the result would be the same/ Also, if we had chosen a different

set A, for example A = (V, W, X, Y, Z), and any two member subset of

this set as p, the result would still be the same.

Problem

1. Use this definition of subtraction to compute in detail 7 - 3.

Second Definition of Subtraction

This definition does not use the idea of remainder set, but uses,

the ideas of union of disjoint sets and of one-to-one matching. If a

is a number and if b is a number, with b < a, we start by choosing,

a set A with N(A) = a and a set B disjoint from A with N() = b.

Cg is used for this set instead of B to remind.us that it is a set

disjoint from A and not b. subset of A as B was in the first

definition. In both cases the use of the letter B in the name reflects

the fact that the set is chosen to have b members.)

* Solutions for problems in this chapter are on page 65.
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Next we choose a set C, disjoint from both A and B in such a way

that A and (B l.)C) are in one-to-one correspondence. That is, there

is a matching of the elements of A to the elements of EL) C. Then

the second def.inition of subtraction is

a -.b = N(C) .

In other words, having chosen appropriate disjoint sets A and
o

we look for a third set C with just the rift number of members so that

the union of this set and the set B will exactly match up with the Set

A. The number of members in such a set C tells us "how much largqr"

A is than E.

As an example of this definition of subtraction let us again use

a = 5 and b = 2. A can bt the same set (o,/\,o,*,) as was used

before, but B must now be a disjoint set with 2 members. Let

= (X, Y). Now if C is chosen to be the set tilpna, seta, gamma) it

appears to be a perfect choic,e.to fit the definition because ilikJC

can be put into one-to-one correspondence with A. Such a matching,is

indicated in Figure 6-1 by arrows.

(.

B U C n Y, alpha, beta, gamma)

: , I

A = (07 4; )

Figure 6-1. A matching of 73 U C and A.

Now by the second definition 5 - 2 = N(C) = 3.

Problem

2. Use the second definition of subtraction to compute in detail 7 - 3.

The most important thing to say about this definition of subtraction

is that it always gives exactly the same res4.t as the first definition

We can illustrate this with the example, 5 - 2, used above.

I
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First Definition Second Definition

We choose the same set
A in both cases.

A = to,4,,00k
In the second def-
inition we choose

and

In the matching of

Figuie sub-

? set of A which

matches the elements

of E is

Tb apply the first
definition we now
take this subset as

A = (Opn,,0,*,6)

E = (x, Y)

C = (alpha,

B

E U C = (X, Y, alpha,

A = (C),LS, ,

/

i.e., .13 =
.

Then, A - B = (0,*) which in the
matching of Figure 6-1
is in one-to-one cor-
respondence Kith the
elements of C.

Therefore, N(A B)

But by Definition 1

a - b = N(A B) and by Definition

(O,LN

N(C)

'2 a b = N(C)

beta, gamma)

beta, gamma)
A*,

Therefore, the second definition gives precisely the same result as the

first definition.

Problem

3. Show by following tne pattern of the preceding paragraph that there
is a good reason for the fact that the results in Problems 1 and 2

are the same.

Now the question naturally arises as to why we should bother with

two different definitions if they both give the same result. Why not

use just one of them?

The reason is that there are two quite different kinds of problems

that we commonly meet and it is important to know that the same mathe-

matical operation can be use to solve both kinds of problems.
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The first kind is the "take away" type:

"John has 5 dollars and loses two.of them.
How many does he have left?"

The second kind is the
t
"how many more" type:

"John has t dollars. Bill has 2 dollars.
How many more dollars does Bill need in order
to have as many as John?"

The first definition of subtraction fits very well with the "take

away" type of problem, and the second fits very well with the "how many

more" type. But in each case the problem is solved by means of the

subtraction: 5 - 2'= 3.

Third Definition of Suktraction

In this definition we do not use sets at all, but instead work

directly with whole numbers and the operation of addition.

Our definition is:

a z b is the number n for which b + n = a.

Another way of putting this is:

The statements

a - b = n

and

b + n = a

aleah exactly the same thing.

From this point of view, subtraction it the operation of finding the

unknown addend, n, in the addition problem

b + n = a.
a

For example we know that

5 2= 3 because 2+ 3= 5.
r

Also, since we know that both

8 + 6 = 14 and 6 1118 = 14,

we get both

J4 - 6 = 8 and 14 - 8 . 6.

In general any addition fact gives us two subtraction facts automatically.
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Problem

4. The two statements a - b = n and b + n = a mean the same thing.
Working with whole numbers 6, 4 show the related addition and
subtraction facts.

There are two reasons why it is important for teachers to understand

this way, as well as the first two, pf thinking about subtraction.

The first is that this is the way that children usually think when they

are developing their shills in computation. The second is that as

children move through school, and study other kinds of numbers, such as

fractions, decimals, negative numbers, etc., they will meet this idea

of defining subtraction in terns of addition again and again.

It is important to realize. that all three definitions of subtraction

are equivalent and yield the same properties.

Properties of Subtraction

The operation of subtraction has some important properties that

are easily seen.

For any number a, a - 0 a.

For any number a, a - a = O.

For any.numberb a and b,

with a > b, (a - b) + b = a

and (a + b) b = a.

The first is true because A - B =A if B is the empty set.

The second is true because A - A is always the empty set. The third

is true because, as we saw above, (A - B = A.

From the third statement we See that subtracting a number and adding

the same number are inverse operations. One undoes what the other does.

For example

and

(7 - 5) 5 =7

(7 +5) = 5 -.7.
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It is important to note that the operation of subtraction does not

have some of the propeAies that the operation of addition has. We

can always add two whole numbers, but we can't always subtract. For

example, we can add liand 7, but 4 - 7 is not defined. The reason

is that if we have a set A such that N(A) = 4, we cannot find any

subset B of A which has 7 members. Consequently, subtraction is

not cloied.

Moreover, subtraction, unlike addition, is not commutative. It

is true that

4 7 = 7 + 4.

But 4 - 7 is not even defined, although 7 - 4 is.

Also we see that subtraction is not associative. For example,

(9- 5)- 3 =4 -3 =1

but

9 (5 3) =9 2 7.

Problems

5. By the definition of subtraction we see that if b n = a, then
n = a - b and that (a - b) + b = a. Which properties are exempli-
fied by the following:

(a) (202 - 200) + 200 = 202

(b) (y - x) + x = y

(c) 1(30 - 15) - 5] + 5 = 15

(d) 5 + 0 = 5

6. Does the sentence (5 - 7) + 7 make sense? (See third item under
Properties of Subtraction.) k

*7. Show by the use of the properti s 'f addition and subtraction that
the following sentence is true:

If b > a, a + (b - a) = b.

Check that it is true by using several pairs of numbers.

I
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Subtraction on the Number Line

If we consider subtraction with respect to the representation of

numbers on the number line, we can illustrate mon3, of its important pro-

cesses and properties.

What is the answer to 9 - 4 7 We start on the number line at 9

and take away or move to the left 4 units thus arriving at 5 which is

our answer.

Figure 6-2. 9 - 4 = 5.

We know that 9 - 4 is the number' n for which 4 + n = 9. This oencept

can be shown on the number line as follows where we see that n = 5

by bringing back the arrow representing n so that it starts at 0.
4

0
9

n

e I 1 1 1 1

n =
5 9

5

Figure 6-3. Since 4 + n = 9, 9 - 4 = n = 5.

We illustrated in Figure 5-5 the use of the number line to show the

associative propertylof addition. Subtraction does not have ..he associative

property for (13 - 5) - 2 = 8 - 2 = 6 while 13 - (5 - 2) 13 - 3 = 10.

n Figures 6-4 and 6.5 t these problems are worked out on number lines.'

Figure 6-4a shows that 13 - 5 = 8 and th4.result is used in Figure 6-4b

to get the answer 6. Similarly 2igure7-5a shows that 5 - 2 = 3 and

this result is used in 6-5b to get the answer 10.
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0 8 10 13

13 - 5 = 8

8

Figure 6-4a. 13 - 5 = 8.

1.*-- 2 - f

..C1 1 I 1 1 I I t I I I I I i i
o 6 e 4) 13

1
8 2 6 ------.1

Figure 6-4b. 8 - 2 = 6.

Figure 6-4. No number -lines showing (13 - 5) - 2 = 8 - 2 = 6.

5

1-* 2

0 3 5 10 13

- 2 =3-4

Figure 6-5a. 5 - 2 = 3.

13

3 1
1 I 1 I I04(

0 13 15

13 - 3 - 10 -.4

Figure 6-5b. 13 - 3 = 10.

Figure 6-5. TWo number lines showing 13 - (5 - 2) = 13 - 3 = 10.
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Exercises - Chapter 6

. 1. A = l o A 0)
B = 10/0)1E/E>)
What the number property of A ?

What is the number property of B ?

What is the number property of AlJ B

)A1
2. A =

List all the subsets of A.

3. A={v 0V)00E-->}
B=IUDV}
Join to B a set C disjoint from B such that B L)C = A.

This illdstrates the set form of the method.

If A =104)00)171E)0)%1
)0Iand B=

exhibit A - B.

5. If from a set of 8 members we remove a set of 2 members, how many

nembers does the resulting set have? This illustrates the method.

6.

If A=i(110)0)0

and C C0 ID a Zi
exhibit B such that A t...) B = C. What is N(B) ?

7. Snow a representation on the number line which illustrates the fact

that 10 -'3 = 7. Use the same figure to illustrate the idea that

3 + 7 = 10.

8. Show a representation on the number line which- illustrates that the

associative 1roperty does not hole under the operation of subtraction.

(9 - 6) 3 / 9 (6 3)
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9. What operation is the inverse of adding 7 to any number? What is

the inverse of subtracting 8 ?

*10. If A and B are disjoint, show that (A, B = A.

What happens if A and B .are not disjoint?

11. Set A = (1,2,3,4,5,6,7,...,100). Which of the following sets

are subsets of A ?

a. B =

b. C = (0,1)

c. D = ( )

d. E = (4,8,12,16)

e. F = (0,3,104)

1. Choose A =

Solutions for Problems

) with N(A) , 7.

Choose B = (*,111,0) 'hick is a subset of A and N(B) = 3.

A - B = (E,0, e,°)
By definition, we know that 7 - 3 = N(A B) = 4.

2. Choose A = (0,4,0,*,(),e,a) with N(A) = 7

Choose E = ( a, b, c ) with N(B) = 3

Now choose a set C disjoint from both A and B

C = (®, _,0,4P} and N(C) = 4

so that by matching (g U C) with A we can put fuc in one-to-

one correspondence with A.

fUC=f a, b, 9,9: T,O, )

A = (6,L,L],*,(),e,t)

By definition we know that 7 - 3 = N(c) = 4
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3. In the solution of Problem 1 we chose A = (C) ,,CD,*,0,e [],)
such that N(A) = 7.

Ir Problem 2 we chose the same A and for B we chose ( a, b, c).
In Problem 2 matching of B VC with A the elements of B were

matched with (02,0). We can use this as the subset B which
we need to use Definition 1. In this case A - B = (*,(),e,0)
and this is the exact set which matches C, so N(A B) = N(C)

and the two methods must yield the same result since by - b
N(A B) and by (2) a - b = N(C).

4. By using whole numbers 6, 4 we can illustrate the fact that a - b = n
and n = a 'mean the same thing.

Thus 6 - 4= 2 because 4 + 2 =6

and 6 - 2 = 4 because 2 + 4 = 6 .

5. (a) inverse property of addition and subtraction

(b) inverse property of addition and subtraction

(c) inverse property of addition and subtraction showing grouping

within the parentheses. 30 - 15 is another name for 15.
(d) identity element of zero (Zero added to any number results

in that number.)4

(e) identity element of zero (Zero subtracted from any number

results in that number.)

6. (5 7) + 7 does not make sense in the present context because
5 - 7 is not a whole number. For any numbers a and b,

(a - b) + b = a if a > b.'

TO show that a + (b - a) = b if b > a we use the commutative

property of addition getting a + (b - a) = (b - a) + a, which

by the third item in Properties of Subtraction is equal to b.

7.

00"
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Chapter 7

ADDITION AND SUBTRACTION TECHNIQUES

Intrdduction

We have used sets to describe addition, and subtraction and to de-

velop its properties. Knowing that 5 + 3 is the number of members

in A Li B, where A is a set of 5 members and B is a disjoint set

of 3 members, enables us to count the members of A V B and to dis-

cover that 5.4- 3 is 8. Knowing that 5 + 3 = 8, from the definition

of subtraction, we can see that 8 - 3 = 5. This is fine, but it does

not really help us much if we want to determine 892 + 367 or 532 - 278.

To do problems like these quickly and accurately is a goal of real im-

portance. It is a goal whose achievement is made much easier in our

decimal sygtem of numeration than in, for instance, the Chinese or .

Egyptian systems.

This.unit is concerned with explaining the whys and wherefores of

"carrying" and "borrowing" in the processes of computing sums and differ-

ences. Regrouping is a more accurate term for "carrying" and "borrowing"

and will be used throughout this text.

We must recall how our system of numeration with base ten is built.

What does the numeral 532 stand for? It stands for 500 + 30 + 2;

or 5 hundreds + 3 tens + 2 ones; or again, since one hundred stands

for 10 tens, 532 stands for 5 groups of ten tens + 3 groups of

ten + 2 ones. Also if we know that a number has 2 groups of ten tens

and 7 groups of ten and 8 ones, we can write a numeral for that number

in the form (2 x (10 x 101) + (7 X 10) + (8 x 1) or 200 + 70 + 8 = 2781.

When we write the numeral in this stretched-out way, we have 4ritten

it in "expanded form."

Regrouping Used in Addition

Let us assume that we know the addition facts for all the one-digit

whole numbers and that we understand our decimal system of numeration.

How does this help us? Letts try some examples. Suppose we want to

add 42 and 37. Since we are adding (4 tens + 2 ones) to

(3 tens + 7 ones) we get (7 tens + 9 ones) which we can write as 79.



lxxxxxxxx:e xj

(xxxxxxxxx xf

7
fs.

Essentially what we are doing is finding how many groups of tens

and how many units we have and then using our system of numeration to

write the correct numeral.

Let us add 27 and 35. This time we have (2 tens + 7 ones)

(3 tens + 5 ones) which may be illustrated:

OcxxxxxXxx xl
Ocxxxxxxxx xf

2 tens

bcxxxxxxxx xj
[xxxxxxxxx xf
jxxxxxxxxx xl

3 tens

By putting these groups together we now have:

lxxxxxxxxx l
rxxxxxxxxx xl

X% XX X X X

7 ones

X XXX x

5 ones

[XXXXXXXXX XI XXXXXXXXXXXX
(xxxxxxxxx x)
xxxxxxxxxx

5 tens 12 ones

We now regroup the 12 ones and get another set of 1 ten and 2 ones.

x x

2 ones

XXXXXXXXXX
1 ten

We now add 5 tens + 1 ten + 2 ones.

(xxxxxxxxx xl
ixxxxxxxxx 244

lxxxxxxxxx
lxxxxxxxxx xj

X X

5 tens + 1 ten + 2 ones

= 6 tens + 2 ones

= 62

al
68

7 :)
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When we add 68 and 57 we get 11 tens and 15 ones which we rewrite

as follows:

68 = 6 tens + 8 ones

57 = 5 tens + 7 ones

11 tens +15 ones = (1 hundred + 1 ten) + (1 ten + 5 ones)

= 1 hundred + 2 tens + 5 ones

=125

If we switch from vertical to horizontal foul, we write

68 + 57". (6o + 8) + (5o + 7)
= (6c + 5o) + (8 + 7)
= 110 +

= (j.oc + lo) + (10 47 5)

= loo + (10 + 10) + 5

= loo + 20 + 5

=

use of associative property

and commutative property

use of associative property

Thus, for example, whenever we add 7 groups of one kind to 5 groups

of the same kind, we get 12 groups which we write as -4. group of the

next kind + 2 groups. It is this 1 which we can think of as "carrying"

over to the next group.

69
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Precisely the same process is used in adding three or more numbers.

,Once again the associative and commutative properties of addition are

important.

563 +

Thus:

787 + 1384 can be thought of as follows:

563 = 500 + 60 + 3 = (5 x 100) + (6 x 10) + (3 x 1)

787 = 700 + 80 + 7 = (7 x 100) + (8 x I0) + (7 x 1),

13842 1000 + 300 + 80 + 4 x 1000)+ (3 x 100) + (8 x 10) + (4 x 1)

and the sum 563 + 787 + 1384

= (1 x 1000) + (15 x 100) + (22 x 10) + (14 x 1)

. (1 x 1000) + ((1 x 1000) + (5 x 100)1 + [(2 x 100) +

(2 x 10)] + ((1 x 10) + (4 x 1)]

[(1 x 1000) + (1 x 1000)] + ((5 x 100) + (2 x 100)]

[(2 410) + (1 x 10)] + (4 x 1)

= (2 x 1000) + (7 x 100) + (3 x 10) + (4 x 1)

= 2000 + 700 + 30 + 4

= 2734

This is usually abbreviated a great deal. Butit is important that the

underlyinepattern be'understood and the abbreviations recognized. Thus:

500 + 60 + 3 , 563

700 + 80 + 7 can be written'with 787
1384

1000 + 300 + 80 + 4 partial sums 1.7 sums of ones
, indicated as :

1000+ 1500+ 220+ 14 220 sums of tens
1500 sums of hundreds
1000 sums of thousands
273k

and the operation 1. still further abbreviated to:

at®
561 563
787 -inally, by omitting 787

, even the carry over 1384
277T numerals we get;

Regrouping Used in Subtraction

In the operation of addition we operate upon two numbers called addends

to produce a unique third number called the sum. The process of subtrac-

tion can be thought of as finding an unknown addend which added to a known

addend will'produce a known sum. If n is the unknown addend, a - b = n

is the number n such that a = b +71. This is the third definition of



subtraction discussed in Chapter 6. When the numbers are small, the

unknowri addend is easily determined, if.the usual addition facts are

known. Thus 6 - 2 = 4 because 6 = 2+ 4 and 17 - 9 = 8 because

17 = 9 .+ 8. We easily do 49 - 17 as this is simply the answer to the

question: what number added to 1 ten and 7 ones will produce 4 tens

and 9 ones? It is, of course, 3 tens and 2 ones which we write

directly as 32.

An example with larger numbers such as 523 - 376 will perhapa

make clearer the usefulness of expressing a number in expanded form in

order to underkand the process of subtraction. We are focusing for the

moment on the conceptual aspects of subtraction. Of course, we do not

ordinarily usethis form in computation. Let us go back to our example;

523 - 376; that is, find the number which must be added to 376 to yield

the sum 525, Since recognition of the answer is not immediate, we proceed

to something like this. First we write

523
- 376

Now the usefulness of expressing 523 and 376 in forms that clearly

delineate what each place means is apparent. The objective is to put at

least as great a number of ones in the ones' place in the sum 523

as in the ones' place in the known addend 376; to put at least as many

tens in the tens' place in the 541 as in the tens' place in the known

addend; and so on.

Thus we may write:

523 = 500 + 20 + 3

376 = 300 + 70 + 6

as an initial step in accomplishing our purpcse.

Next we write

523 = 500.+ 20 + 3 = 500 + 10 + 13 = 400 + 110 + 13

5

.
376 = 300 + 70 + 6 = 300 + 70 + 6 = 300 + 70 + 6

and the answer can be seen to be: 106-4 40 + 7 o: 147.

There is no need fdr.a special term to describe what we are doing

and we do not usually write it out in detail. The primary issue is to

recognize the need for at least as many ones in the ones' place f the

71
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sum as in the ones' 'lace of the addend, at least as many tens in

the tens' place of the sun as it*. the tens' place of tne addend, etc.

Of col.rse, this is tie process usually known as "regriouping."

it us now return to the subtraction 49 - 17, and let us re-

examine this problem from the point of view of the first, definition .

of subtraction in Chapter that is, in terms of remainder sets.

We can take for our set A a collection of .'s aqanced as follows:

A
XXXXXXXXXX
XXXXXXXXXX
Ixxxxxxxxx xj

XXXXXXXXX

Now we need to pick asubset B of A which contains 17 members.

-Tien the number of members of the remainder set A - B will be 49 - 17.

There are many ways to chc..'se B . One of them is this

XXXXXXXXXX
lxxxxx x x x xl

A
Ixxxxxxxxx xl
jxxxxxxx

XXXXX XXX
B

But when we choose B this way, the remainder set A - B is not easy

to count. Some of the original bundles of ten have been broken up, and

pieces of them are in A - B.

t is much better if we bhoose B so as to either include all of

a bundle of ten or none of it. Here is one way:

A

lxxxx.xxxxxxl
Oxxxxxixxxxxl
jxxxxxxxxsx xj
XXXXXXXXXX

XX X X X X 3)X X

Now it is easy to count the remainder set A - B . It can be done

in two steps. Looking at the right hand side above, we see that the,number

of units in the remainder set is ) - 7 = 2. Lookin at the left hand

side above, 'we see that the number of bundles of ten in the remainder

set is it - 1 = 3. Therefore the number of members in the remainder

set is 32.

The important thin,- to notice is that since we dealt only with complete

bundles ^f tan, we could count these usinf only "small" numbei4s.
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Now, let us examine in. the same way another problem' 32 - 17 .

We can Pick A to be a set of 32 x's

A

(xxxxxxxxx x)
xxxxxxxxxx
ix xxxxxxxxxi

. X X

We need to pick a subset B with 17 members, that is, one bundle of

ten and seven units. But A nas only two units., so we will have to

use some of.the members of A in the bundles of ten. As we saw above,

it is best if we use only whole bundles. Therefore, we will take one

of the bundles of ten in A and put it in with the units. Now A looks

like this

A
XXXXXXXXPX X
Ixxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxxxxx

Now it is easy to see how we can pick a convenient subset B which

has 17 ,members. Here is one:

A
xxxxx

B

Now it is easy to count the remainder sdt A B. The number of

units is 12 - 7 = 5 and the number of tens is 2 - 1 = 1. Therefore

32 - 17= 15.

Let us repeat this problem, 32 - 17,..using expanded form rather than

sets. We can write 32 as:

3 tens + 2 ones

or-2---anks + 1 ten + 2 ones

or 2 tens + 12 ones

Written another way:

32 = 30 + 2 = (20 + 10) + 2 = 20 + (10 + 2) = 20 + 12

Now the number to be added tc 17 (1 ten and 7 ones) to give 32

(2 tens and 12 ones) is seen to be 1 ten and 5 ones, or 15.

This result can also be readily seen either by thinking in terms of a

remainder set or in terms of a missing addend.
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Figure 7-1 displays the computation 68 - 49 in some detail using

the procedures discussed here.

Horizontal Form Vertical Form

Step 1: 68 and 49 are written in expanded form

68 - 49 = (6o + 8) - (4o + 9) 68 = (6o + 8)

49 = (4o + 9)

Step 2: 68 is regrouped as 50 + 18 because, fooking ahead,
we see the need for more ones in the ones' place
because (8 - 9) cannot be computed with whole numbers.

68 - 49 = (5o + 18) - (40 + 9)" 5o + 18

+ 9

Step 3: Now we rearrange so as to subtract 9 fvom 18 and 40

from 50.

68 - 49 = (5o - 4o) + (18 - 9)

= 10 + 9

= 19

50 + 18
40+ 9

10 + 9 = 19

Figure 7-1. The subtraction: 68 - 49.

It is recognized that this explanation is long and wordy in written

exposition. The actuacomputation is fairly brief. Details are sup-
,

plied in an attempt to explain the basis for regrouping in computational

processes which are frequently executed properly but almost universally

misunderstood.

Another Property of Subtraction

In Chapter 6 we considered some of the important properties of

subtraction. In the example worked in Figure 7-1, we used another

important property which now is stated formally:

If a + b is the name of one number and c + d
is the name of a second number, and if

a +b>c+d and al.,o a>c and b>d then

(a +,b) - (c + d) = (a - c) + (b - d).

Figure 7-2 gives another illustration of this property for

68 - 42. It shows that in writing a subtraction in the vertical form

the property is applied automatically.
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Horizontal Form Vertical. Form

68 42 = (60 + 8) - (4o + 2) 68

= (6o - 4o) + (8 - 2) - 42

= 20 + 6 26

9.26

Figure 7-2. Example of the rule (a + b) - (c + d) (a c) + (b.- d)

The relation between the illustration and the statement of the property

is seen if you think of a 'replaced by 60, b replaced by 8, c

replaced by 40 and d replaced by 2.

The property is applicable to other subtractions such as 342 - 187.

,More steps are required, however, beCause of the necessary regrouping.

HorizOntal Form

342.- 187 = (300 + 40 + 2) - (100 + 8o + 7)

= (3o0 + 30 + 12) - (100 + 8o + 7)

= (200 + 130 + 12) - (100 + 80 + 7)

= (200 - loo) + (130 - 8o) + (12 - 7)

loo + 5o + 5

=155 4

Vertical Form

342 = 300 + 40 + 2 = 300 +'30 + 12 = 200 + 130 + 12

187 = 100 +180 + 7 = 100 + 80 + 7 . moo + 8o + 7

loo + 5o+ 5 = 155

Sramary

It is important that students thoroughly understand the positional

system and think of regrouping in many different ways. This understanding

of the positional system and its many regrouping potentials leads the

student to see that each numeral indicates a sum of parts end this is

useful in explaining the techniques used in addition and subtractian.
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Exercises - Chapter 7

1. Use expanded notation to do the following sums.

a. 246

139

b. 784

926

c. 777
964

d. 123

987

e. 486

766

f. 949

892

2. How would you regroup the 300 to do the following subtraction example?

300
178

Show the answer in various groupings.

3. Which of the following are other names for 8060 ?

a. 8000 ones

b. 8021 - 21

c. 8 thousands

d. 07000 4 1000

e. 800 tens

f. 80 hundreds

g. Boo° - 0

h. 8000 + 0

what property or properties of addition are you using when you check

addition ty adding from top to bottom after you have added from bottom

t9p?

- a. when you use two addends.

b. when ybu use three or more addends.

Lc the following subtraction examples both horizontally and vertically

showing all the regrouping.

a. 764 b. 402 c. 71

199 139

s63



Chapter 8

MULTIPLICATION

Introduction

Chapters 5, 6 and 7 dealt with addition and subtraction of whole
numbers. The point was made but is worth repeating and emphasizing here,

that addition is an operation on two numbeio. which yields a third number.
Thus, given the numbers 7 and 3, addition yields 10. The given numbers
are not necessarily different numbers; nor is it meant that the third number

referred to is necessarily different from any of the given numbers. For
example,

for the given numbers 4 and 4, addition yields 8;
for the given numbers 4 and 0, 'addition yields 4; and
for the given numbers 0 and 0, addition yields 0.

.4"
All that is meant is that if a is a whole number and b is a whole number,
then a + b is always a whole number. Thus; the set of whole numbers is
said tobe closed under addition; in other words, Addition has the property
of closure for whole numbers.

On the other hand, if a, is a whole number and b is a whole number,
it is not always true that a - b is i whole'number. If a is 5 and
b is 8 for example, 5 - 8 is not a whole number. Recall that by one
sot the definitions for subtraction, 5 - 8 is that number which added
to 8 is 5. That is,

5 - 8 = n if and only if 8 + n = 5,

and since neither of these statements is true for any whole number n, it
can be concluded that 5 - 8 is rot a whole number.

Problem *
..

1. For each of the following pairs of numbers (a, ), tell whether
a - b is a whole number and whether b - a is whole number.
For example, for (5, 8), a - b is not a whole number, but b - a
is a whole number.

a. (4, 9) b. (9; 7) c. (0, 3) d. (0, 0)

Another interpretationIf r subtraction was presented as removing a .

i

subset from a set; it is ir4o Bible to remove a subset of 8 from a set
of 5. Hence again, 5 - T oes not name a whole number. Many such

* Solutions for problems inthis chapter are on page 90.
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exceptions can be found, but it requires only one exception to show that

the set of whole numbers is.not closed under subtraction.

Addition was mentioned as a special way of assiEninE a unique number it

to an ordered pair of numbers. For example,

to the ordered pair (7, 3) is assiEned

the number -0; that is, 7 + 3 = 10.

Since addition is an operation on a pair of numbers, addition is said to

be a binary operation. (The "bi" is the same "bi" as in "bicycle" or "biped"

or "bivalve." In each case it indicates. "two.") There are many possible

binar: operations on an ordered pair of numbers; the most familiar binary

operations are addition, subtraction, multiplication and division. In

each case, a pair of numbers is combined to produce a third number.

Multiplication as such a binary operation is the subject of this chapter.

Multiplication assigns a unique number called the product to a pair of

nuMbers. When tne number 20 is associated with the ordered pair (4. 5),

multiplication may to indicated. Numbers were defined in terms of sets of

objects, and an interpretation of 4 x f = 20 may be referred to the notion

of sets. How 20 is determined from the two numbers 4 and f is central

to the interpretation.

For a physical interpretation of x 5 we ma:, set up .4 rectangular

array of 1- rows witr. 5 objects in each row and count the number of objects

in the array. An arra% for 4 x 5 and arrays for various other such products

are illustrated in Figure 8-1.

2
3

=LO ;x5

4

4 x = 20

Figure 8-1. Various arras to illustrate multiplication.

From Figure 8-2a it may be seen that a 4 b: 5 arra: is the union

of 4 disjoint sets, each set having 5 members. Consequertl:, 4 x 5

can be computed b: the successive addition,

4 addends

5 '5 +5 +5,

tnat is, 5 is used as an addend 4 times. (This is sometimes referred

to as the repeated addition description of multiplication.) It is also true

78
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that the array is the union of 5 disjoint sets, each set having 4 members

(
(1

(IL )
4 sets, -5 members

in each set.

(a)

5 sets, 4 members

in each set.

(b)

Figure 8-2.

(see Figure 8 -2b). Thus 4 x 5 can be computed by the successive addition
of 4 as an addend 5 times.

Definition of Multiplication

The result of multiplying two numbers is their product and may be
defined in terms of counting sets as follows:

Given numbers a and b, an a by b rectan-
gular array of objects can be constructed such
that there are a rows and b columns in the
array. The product, written a x b and read
a times b, is grIAtdto be the number of
objects in the ark-ay.

This definition gives a means of computing a product by physical manipulation
of sets, and makes several of the important properties of multi lication
fair y evident.

As in the special case of the 4 x 5 array, in genera) an a by b
arr is the union of st: disjoint sets (rows), each having members.
Hence, a X b can be computed by the successive addition of b to itself
a times. It is also true that the array is the union of b disjoint sets
(columns) each of which !,as a members. If the first number indicates the
number of rows and the second the number of columns, then a x b is an
array of a rows and b columns. The a and b are called factors
and a X b is the product.

The product of every hair of hole numbers is a whole number; hence,
the set of whole numbers is close under multiplication..
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Problems

2. For each pair (a, b) where a is thougtit of as the number of rows

and b the number of columns, draw an ay to show the product, a X b.

a. (2, 5) e. (1, 4)

b. 4(5, 2) f. (4, 1)

c. (5, 6) g. (0, 3)

d. (6, 5) h. (7, 0)

3. For the number pair (a, b) where a = 3 and b = 3, draw an array

to show the product, a X b; also draw an array to show b x a.

4. In adding, there is a particular number a such that a + a = a;

find this number a.

5. In multiplication, is there a number a such that a x a = a?

6. Are there more than one number a such that a x a = a?

7. If possible, draw an array for a x a such that a x a = a.

The rectangular array offers a nttual way of displaying various

results of mixing and matching. For example, if a store offers a sweater and

skirt ensemble with each sweater available in white, blue or gray, and each

skirt available in white, blue, gray or red, the various ensembles possible

may be eAsplayed as follows:

white
(w)skirt

gray (,)

skirt 61

red to
skirt 1 1

blue to
skirt 1 /

white sweater (w) W w W g W r W b

blue sweater (B) B w B g B r B b

gray sweater (0) G w G g G r G b

Problem

8. Dori has 5 blouses'and '6 skirts. How many mix and match outfits

can Doris make? Assume that each blouse will match wiTh each skirt.

8o
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The Commutative Property of Multiplication

From:the study of various
arv-...yz another property of whole numbers

may be discovered.

4

5
2 1

2 x 5 = 10

5

2

5 x 2 = 10

Notice that 2 x 5 = 5 x 2.

5 4

5

4 x 5 = 20 5 x 4 = 20

Notice that 4 x 5 = 5 x 4.

Figure 8-3. Models to illustrate the commutative
property of multiplication.

In general, if a and b are whole numbers, a x b = b x a. This is the
Commutative Property of Multiplication. This property may be seen from the
definition directly, for an a by b array can be changed into a b
by a array simply by rotating through 90 degrees.

a

b

Figure 8-4. The commutative property
illustrated by same model.

8

Commuting the order of factors does not alter the product (3 x 7 = 7 x 3).

Commutativity is pedagogically quite important because, for example, the
product of 3 and 7 seems simpler than the product of 7 and 1. Thin

property also reduces the number of multiplication facts to be remembered

:

sine a x b and b x a may be learned simultaneously, and the property
is u efla in simplifying calculations.

Problem

9. Show by trying to indicate the steps in repeated addi'ion how the commuta-
tive property of multiplication would

simplify the calculation of 1000 x 3.

81
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The Associative Property of Multiplication

Multiplication is a binary operation, and given three numbers, (a, b,

it is not immediately obvious whether any meaning may be attached to

a x b x c. Ore may note that if a and b are whole numbers, (a x b)

is a single whole number. Now this whole number may be paired with c

to obtain a product. This is indicated by (a x b) x c. Or alternately,

one may note that (b x c) is a whole number, and may be vlireewith a

to obtain a product which may be described as a x (b X c). For example,

(3 x 2) x4 = 6 x 4 =24,

and 3x (2 x 4) = 3 x 8 = 24.

In general, it is true that (a x b) x c = a x (b X c), so it does not matter

how the pairings are grouped; a unique number is assignei to thetriple

(a, b, c) as the product. This freedom of grouping is siinilar to the-

associative property of addition, and is called the Associative Property

of Multiplication. That is, for any three whole numbers a, b, c;

(a x b) x c = a x (b x c),

This is, in fact, the property which permits a x b x c to te written

without parentheses. The same procedure used above also permits multiplication

to be extended to more than three factors.

Problem

10. Show by grouping with parentheses how a x b x c X d may be regarded

as a product involving 3 factcrs instead of 4 for each of the following:

a. 2X3 X 4x5 = 2v3x 20

b. 2x3x4x5 = 6x4x5
c. 2x3x4x5 = 2x12x5

Since multiplication has the commutative and the associative

multiplication has the same flexibility in grouping and rearranging of

the factors as addition has in the grouping and rearranging of the addends.

For example, for

25 x 15 x 3 x 4, it can be seen that the product.

of 25 and 4 is 100 and the product of 3

I and 15 is 45, consequently, 25 x 15 x x 4 = 4500.

This flexibility amounts to a sort of "do-it-whichev -way-we-want"

principle in any problem where only multiplications re involved.

g29



Problems

11. Show that 2 x 3 x 4 = 8 x 3 involves both the commutative and the
associative properties of multiplication.

12. What property or properties are involved in each of the following?

a. 2x3x4 = 2x 12
b. 2 x 3 x 4 = 3 x 8

c . 2 x 3 x 4 = 6 x 4

d. 2x3X4 = 2x4x3
e. 2x3x4 = 3x2X4
f. kx3x2=4X3x2

The physical model of a box made up of cubicaL blocks with dimensionk
'a by b by c, may be used to il strate the associativity of multiplication.

, \

J
C

a x b blocks in
each vertical slice;
c vertical slices.

a lib1

Y,

C

b x c blocks in each

horizontal slice; a
horizontal slices.

Figure 8-5. Model illustrating the associative
property of multiplication.

The number of blocks in such a box is (a x b) x c and is also a X (b X c)
indicating that it is true that (a x b) x c = a x (b x c).

The Identity for Multiplication

The number 1 occupies, with respect to multiplication, the same
position that 0 occupies with respect to addition. Notice that,

1 x 3 = 3 x 1 = 3,

1 x 5 = 5 x 1 = 5,

1 x 6 = 6 x 1 = 6,

1 x 8 = 8 x 1 = 8.

It is true that 1Xn=n for all numbers n because a 1 by n array
consists of only one row having n members, and therafnrc the entire array
contains exactly n members. Since 1 x n = n, the number 1 is called
t e identity element for multiplication.

5
1 F7-7. . .

1x5 =5

6 a
1 r--

x 6 = 6 ix8 =8
Figure 8-6. Arrays of 1 by n.
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Multiplication Property of 0

The number 0, besides playing the role of the identity element for

addition, also has a rather special property with respect to multiplication.

The number of members in a 0 by n array (that is, a? array with 0

rows, each having n members) is 0 because the set of members of this

array is empty. Similarly, the set of members of an array of n rows,

each of.them haying 0 members, is empty. Thus for any number r.,

0 xn=nx0 = 0.

What has been done so far shows that multiplication, as with addition,

is an operation on the whole numbers which has the properties of closure,

commutativity and associativi.4. There is a special number 1 that is an

identity for multiplication just as 0 is an identity for addition. More-

over, 0 plays a special role in multiplication for which there is no

corresponding property in addition.

The Distributive'Property

We have seen that multiplication may be described by repeated addition.

Aside from this, there is another important property that links the two

operations. This property which we shall now stud:: is the basis, for example,

for the following statement:

4x (7 + 2) = (4 x 7) + (4 x 2).

This example may be verified by noting that both 4 x (7 + 2) and

(4 x 7) + (4 x 2) give the same result:

4 x (7 + 2) = 4 x 9 = 36, and

(4 x 7) + (4 x 2) = 28 + = 36.

The property is called the Distrib ive Propert5, of Multi licati n over Addition.

The distributive property states that if a, b and c are any hole numbers,

then

ax (b, + c) = (a x b) + (a x c).

The distributive property may be illustrated by considering an a by

b + c array. .

b + c b + c

a

0000000006
a I"

1

Figure 8-7. An a by b + c array.
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It is true that this array is formed from an a by b array and an a
by c array.

a a

. An a by b array An a by c array
...

Figure 8-8. Makeup of an a by b + c array.

Consequently, the number a x (b + c) of members in the large array is the
sum of (a x b) and (a x c), the numbers of members of the subsets.

That is, a x (b + c) = (a X b) (a x c).

Since multiplication is commutative, both the "left hand" and the
"right hand" distributive properties hold, that is,

Left hand: a x (b + c) = (a x b) + (a x c), and
Right hand: (b + c) x a = (b x.a) + (c x a).

For example, by these distributive properties,

Left hand.: 3 x (5 + 8) = (3 x 5 + (3 x 8), and
Right hand: (4 + 7) x 2 = (4 x 2 + (7 x 2).

Recalling that when we say A = B we mean A and B both name the
same thing, then if A = B, it really makes no difference whether we write
A = B or B = A. With this in mind, since the left hand distributive
property says that a x (b + c) and (a x b) + (a x c) name the same
number, the statement

aj X (b + c) = (a x b) + (a X c)

can equally well be written as

For example,

x b) + (a x c) =ax (b c).

(3 x 5) + (3 x 8) = 3 x (5 + 8).

Similarly, the right hand distributive proper* may be expressed as either

(b + c) x a = x a) t.(c x a)

or (b x a) + (c x a) (b + c) x a.

Foriexample,

(4 x 2) + (7 x 2) . (4 + i) x 2.
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The distributive property is very important as it is the basis of shortcutting

many a computation that appears invo2.vgd: Thus,

Left hand: (5 x,4) + (5 x 6) = 5 x(4 + 6)

= 5 x 10 = 50; also

Right hand: (7 x 9) + (3 x 9) = (7 + 3) x 9

= 10 x 9 = 90.

The convenience in such shortcutting may be further illustrated by the

following examples: .

(9 x 17) + (9 x 83) = 9 x (17 + 83) = 9 x 100 .

(24 x 17) + (26 x 17) (24 + 26) x 17 = 50 x 17

(854 x 673) + (146 x 673) = (854 +'146) x 673 =

(84 x 367) + (84 x 633) = 84 x 1000 = 84,000.

900;

= 850;
1000 x 673 = 673,000;

Problems

13.

14.

Use the distributive property to compute each of the following:

a. (57 x 7) + (57 x 93)

b. (57 x 8) + (57 x 93) [Hint: 8 = 7 + 1)

Show that (57 x 5) + (57 x 5) = 57 x 10 by the distributive property.

The question may now arise: Given three numbers 4, 7, 2, is (4 + 7)0(

the sane as 4 + (7 x 2)? Is 4 x (7 + 2) the same as (4 x 7) + 2?

Neither of these is true since:

(4 + 7) x 2 = 11 X 2 = 22,
4 + (7 x 2) = 4 + 14 = 18,
4 x (7 + 2) = 4 x 9 = 36,

(4 x 7) + 2 = 28 + 2 = 30.,

Hence, extra caution mist be exercised when both addition

are intermixed. !

One might questi4 whether additi.on distributes over

That is, is it always the :as that
4

and multipLication

multiplication.

a+ (b = (a + b) x (a + c)?

This would be false if any set of numbers a, b and c can be found that

would disprove the statement. For example, a = 1, b = 3, and c = 2

may be tried. For these values,

a + (b x c) = 1 + (.".: X 2) = 1 6 = 7, but

(a +I b) x (a + c) = (1 + 3) X (1 + 2) = 4 x 3 . 12.
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So it cannot be stated that a + (b x c) is always equal to
(a + b) x (a + c).

Another related question may arise as to whether multiplication
distributes over subtraction; that is, whether it is true thatIt

ax (b - c) = (a x b) - (a X c);

For the values a = 1, b = 3, c = 2,

a x (b - c) = 1 x (3 - 2) F 1 x 1 = 1, and
(a x b) - (a x c) = (1 x 3) - (1 x2) =3 - 2 = 1.

Other examples may be tried and it will turn out that in every instance
multiplication does distribute

over subtraction, subject to the restriction
of course that b >c, otherwise b - c is not defined for whole numbers.

As a further remark that may be of interest, consider that 3 x 5 can
be thought of as 3 fives. Since 5 = 1 + 1 + 1 + 1 + 1,

3 fives = 3x5 = 3x(1 +1+1+1+ 1)
= 3 + 3 + 3 + 3 + 3 = 5 threes

=5 x3.

sx

So by the distributive
property, the commutative property of multiplication

may again be illustrated.

Summary

The properties of addition and multiplication developed so far for
.whole numbers may be summarized as follows, where a, b and c are whole
numbers.

1. Whole numbers are amp, under addition and multiplication

a+ b and a x b are whole numbers.

2. Addition and multiplication are COMMUTATIVE operations

a +b=b+a and axb=bx a.

3. Addition and multiplicatidn are ASSOCIATIVE operations

(a + b) = a + (b + c) and (a x b) x c = a x (b x c).
N' "

4. Thee is an IDENTITY element 0 for addition and an IDENTITY element 1
eo'r multiplication

a 0 = a and a X 1 = a.

5. MUltipl cttion is DISTRIBUTIVE over addition

si X (b + c) = (a x b) + ( x c).
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o. Multiplication is DISTRIBUTIVE over subtraction whenevcr subtraction

is defined

ax (b - c) = (a x b) - (a x c).

7. Zero has a special multiplication property

0 x a = 0.

Exercises - Chapter 8

1. What mathematical sentence is suggested by each of the arrays below?

a. b.

r. d.

2. Mr. Rhodes is buying a two-tone car. The company offers tops in 5

colors and bodies in 3 colors. Draw an array that shows the various

possible results, assuming that none of the body colors are the same

as e'v of the top colors.

3. Mr. Rhodes is buying a two-tone car. Colors available for the top are:

red, orange, yellow, green and blue. Colors available for the body are:

red, yellow and blue. Draw an array to show the various possible results.

If Mr. Rhodes insists that the car must be two-toned, how many choices

)does he have?

4. In an experiment, 3 varieties of plants are each tested ith 5 I

different plant hormones. A plot is reserved for each variety with

each hormone. How many plots does this experiment require?

*5. An ensemble of sweater and skirt is offered with the sweater available

in five different colors and the skirt i4 4 colors. The skirt also

comes in either straight or flare stic ft,r each of the 14 colors.

How many different ensembles are possible?
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6. Complete the following statements by using either "always," "not always,"

or "never."

a. Theyroduct of two even numbers is an even number.

b. The product of two odd numbers _is an even number.

c. The product of two even numbers is an odd number.

d. The product of an odd number and.an even number is an even

number.

1

7. Here is an array separated into two smaller arrays.

0000 ;D.

(n = 4 x 8)

Array A

(17 = 4 x 3)

Array B

(q = 4 x 5)

Array C

a. Hoy many dots are in array A? array B? array 70?

b. Does n = p + q?
La .

C. Does 4 X 0 = x 3) +14 x 5)?

8. Show two different ways of working the following problem to illustrate

the dipributive property. d
.

,-,

"Jerry sold paperbacks at 90 cents each. On Monday, he sold 23 and

on Tuesday, he sold 27. How much money did he collect?

9. A familiar puzzle problem calls for planting

10 trees in an orchard so these are 5 rows

with 4 trees in each row. The solution is

in the form of the star shown in the figure

to th9 right. Why dresnItithis star illustrate

the pioduct of 5 and 491

10. The middle section cf an ditorium seats 28 to a row, and each side

section seats 11 tc a : /. What is the capacity of ails auditorium

if there--are 20 such rows?

11. What property of numbers is used in the following regrouping?

96 + 248 = 96 + 4 + 244 = 100 + 244 = 344.

12. Use the do-it-whichever-way-we-want princible to get the, answer quickly.

a. 5)(4 3x2x1
b. 125 x 7 x 3 x 8

c . 250 x 14 x 4 x 2

89
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13 t. Which of the following are true, .

a. 3 + (4 x 2) = (3 + 4) x (3 + 2)

b. 3 x-(4 2) = (3 x 4) - (3 x 2)

c . (4 + 6) x 2 = (4.x 2) T (6 x 2)

d. (4 + 6) + 2 = (4 + 2) + (6 + 2)..

e. 3.+ (4 x 2) = (3 x 4) + 13 x 2)

CO

1.

14. Make each..df

tributive property.

a. 3 x (k\+

the

)

following a true statement illustrating the dis-

= (3 x 4) +(3 x 3)

b. 2x ( \\+ 5) =.(2 x 4) + ( x 5)

c: 13 x (6 + = (i3 x ) + (13 x

d. (2 x 7) + ,(3 ) =

_)
) x 7

5

Solutions fell' Problems

1. a. a - b = 4 - 9 1s not a.whole number.
b- a= 9- 4 is a whole number.

b. a - b = 9 - 7 is a whole number.
b - a = 7 - 9 is not a whole number.

c. a - b = 0 - 3 is not a whole number.
b- a= 3- 0 is a whole number.

d. a - = 0 - 0' is a whole number.
b - a = 0 - 0 is awhole number.

2. a.

b.

c. g. (the empty set)

d.

#

. -h.* (ttie empty set)

90
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'3.

S.

o

a x b b x a .

r

4. .0 3.

5. Yes

.6. fes; both 0 x 9 = 0 and 1 x = 1, so a may be either. 0 or 1.

7. (i.e.,,a 1 x 1 array)

8. 5 x 6 = 30
1000 addends

9. 1000 x 3 = 3 + 3 + + 3'= 3000
3 x 1000 = 1000 + 1000 + 1090 = 3000.

10. a. 2"x 3 x 4.x 5= 2.x Ix (4 x 5) = x 3 x 20
b. 2 x3 x4 x5 =(2 x 3) x4 x5 = 6 x 4 x
c. 2 x3 X(4 x5 = 2 x(3x4)x5 =2 x12 x5

r.

11. 2x3x4=2x4x 3, commutative

= (2 x 4) x 3,. associative

= 8 x a, renaming

12. .a. 2 x 3 x 4= 2 x (3 x 4) = 2 x 12, associative

b. 2x3xl = 3x2x4, commutative

= 3 x (2 x 4), associative

.= 3 x 6

2 x 3 x 4= (2 x 3) x 4= 6 x 4, associative

hi: 2 x 3 x 4= 2 x 4 x 3, :commutative
e. 2 x 3 x 4= 3 x 2 x commutative

f. 4 x 3 x 2 = 4 x 3 x 2, none involved ^t

13. a. (57 x 7) -I' (57 x93) = 570( (7 t 94)
= 57 x 100 = 5700

b. (57 x 8) + (57 x93) = (57 x [1 +71) (57x93')931)

= (57x1) + (57 X 7) t (57 x 93)
= (57 + (57.x + 93r)

= (57 x 1) + (57 x 100)

= 57 + 5709

= 5757

14. (57 X:5) + (57 x 5)-= 57 x.(5 +5) = 57 x f6.
./
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In tne receding c

members in each row was

Chapter 9

DIVISION

apte rectangdlar array of a rows with

as" hysical model for a x b. From this

and from "other'models, the.properties.of multiplicatiOn for whole numbers,

were developed. -We saw that multiplication of whcae numbers has the

properties of closure, commutItiVity and associativity, and that multi-

plication is distributive, over addition. Also, the numbers 1 and OA

have the special properties that

1Xa.aXlIka, and
0 x a =',a.x 0 = 0.

The first three properties exactly parallel the same three properties

for addition, and 1 plays a role for multiplication- closely corresponding

'to that of 0 for addition.' The similarity in behavior of the two opera-

tions lead's to the question-as to whZr there is an operation which bears

to multiplication ksimilar relation as subtraction does to addition; nakely,
I-

an inverse or undoing operation.

called division.

, The procedure adopted for the stud of the properties of subtraction

The answer to this is the operation

using sma'l whole numbers before looking at the techniques. for adding and

subtracting large numbers will be followed in developing properties of
-;"

division using bmall whole numbers! The techniques of multiplication and

division for large numbers will be considered in the next two chapters.

In the operation of multiplication applied to the, ordered pair (4, 5),

in order to determindthe unknown number n which is the product 4 x 5

of the two known 'factors 4 and 5, we counted the number of members in

a 4 by' 5 array- -that is, in an array of 4 rows with 5 members in

each row (or 4 disjoint sets with 5 members'in each set).

An associated problem is to start with 20 objects and ask how many

disjoint subsets there are 'in this set if each subset is to have 4' members.

Tn terms of arrays, the question is "if a set of 20 members is arranged

4 to a row, how many rows will there be?" in this particular case, the

ansster is 5, but in mahy cases there would be no answer; for example,

20 objects arraaged' 6 to a row does not give an exact number of rows.



AP

P.

X
?C

X xy .7 . 'r

e .X X X X
' . ...../

.

X X X X ..7

X X X X p

*X X X X

Figure 9-1. 20 objects arrange 4 to a row.

It is true that ordinarily we do carry out sabh a division process

pas 20 .divided by 6 obtaining a quotient and a remainder. In speaking

of division as an operation in the set of wh'ole numbers, the expression,

20 divided by 6, is meaningless because it is not a whole number. The

process as indicated by , remainder 2, will be more fully developed

,,6/7
later when the techniques of division are discussed in detail. It will then

be pointe4 cut that for any ordered pair (a, b) with b 0, the dividend /

a may be expressed as follows:

a;= (q x b) + r, where a is the dividend,

.
q is the quotient,

b is the divisor,

and r is the remainder.

r the pair (20, 6), '

20 = (3 X 6) + 2.

We may identify the quotient 3 as the largest number of complete rows in

an array of 20 objects, 6 to a row.. In fact, the statembnt-,

20 = (3 x 6) + 2, is precisely the procedure for checking the division

process indicated by 3 , remainder 2.

6/-0

Closure

....

The operation of division applied to the ordered pal of numbers
/

(20, 4) means that an unknown factor n Must be determi 4 such that if

ilk and n are the two factors, the product will be. 20. That is, it is a

dumber n that will make either one of the two number sentences 4 x n = 2Q'
.. ..., 1

or n x 4 = 20 a true statement. The two number sentences, of course, say,

the same thing since for any whole number n, 4xn=nx4. Under the /

operation of division, to the ordered pair (20, 4) is attached the whole

' .

. .

911,
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number 5... For the ordered pair (2Q, 6) there,isIno such number that ,

.., .

.",
, can be attached; nor is there for- (5, 15). :to, under the operation bf

di:ision, (20, 6) or (5, 15) are not defined in they set of %tole s/

numbers. Division therdfore does'not have the property of closure inthe
.

,

15)set of whole numbers. The last case for '(5, 15) is simpl.an eiample.of
.

.. t -/the fact that in the orderei pair of whole numbers (a, b), if, b > a,
/_ .,

and a f 0, the operation
.

iof division never yields a whole number.
. -

., 04 -

Problems* ) -...

.4,

,/ 1. What D erty of numbers asserts that for ally whole number n, " -

?.4Xn=nX4 '

.r.

2, Find the number attached to each of the'rollowing ordered pairs under
the operation of division.

(?0.,5)

b. (28,4)

c. (6, 1)

d.

e.
,

' f.

Definition of Division

(72, 9) A

CO4, 8)

(4'2,, 7)
''*

3

I
The normal eymbol for the Operation of division is . 'Thus,

8 4 2 is the unknown. factor; if there is one, which multiplied by .2 ,

gives tie product 8. It is, therefore, 4. It also the number of

columns in an arrN, of 8 objects 4cranged in 2 equal rows or fof d into ,

disjoint subsets, 2 objects each subset ('see Figure 9-2).

8 objects.arranged
in 2 equal rows,

Figure /-2a

Set of 8 objects in disjoint
subsets, 2 objects in each subset.

Figure 9-20

As another example, 17 +4 is the numb'er n, if any, for which

n x 4 17. A few'trials will suffice to indicate that there is no such

whole number. Also, the attempt .to arrange an array of 17 element's in

equal columns of 4 membevs each is doomed to failure As a matter of

fact; there'is no a by b array vfitn 17 (members except the 1 X 17

. or the 17 x I array.

"Solutions for prObiems in this chapter are on page 104.

I



There are many problems where the number relationship can be recognised

as that of a known producta and one known factor. The numiler sentente to

translate this relationship will express a, problem in division. ThdO, if .

,f

75 tulip bulbs are to be planted in equal rows of 15 .each. how many bulbs

' will be gn each raw? The numberesentence to express this relationship is
70"

n X 15 = 75 or n = 75 + 15.

Since division may be described as finding an unknown factor in a

multiplication problem. when the product and one factor are known, if a

and b are known whole numbers, a + b = n and a=bxn are two 0'

number sentences which say the same thing. . This "missing facto? concept

in division parallels the "missing addend" concept in subtractioh where it

is noted that if a and b are known whole numbers,. a - b n and

-4 a = b + n are two number sentences which say the i.A.me thing. Accordingly,

if b 0, division may be defined, as follows:

a +b=n if and only if .a=bX n.

c Why b = 0 lit° be ruled out in division will be discussed in the nextee
4.

section. as of

In the same way as subtraction is the inverse of addition, division

by n may bc.thoughyof as the inverse of multiplication by n. Thus,'
o e

(8 x 3) + 3 = 8 and (17 )i 4) + 4 = 17. .
.

However, caution must be exercised in thinRing about multiplication as the

inverse of division because it is true that

1 4

(15 +3) x 3 = 15 while .(8 + 3) x 1 is meaningless

since 8 + 3 is not a whole number. This is similar to the caution we

must exercise in this "doing and undoing" process with subtraction; thus

while

(15 - 3) + 3 = 15 is'perfectly acceptable,

-4
(5 - 13) + 13 is meaningleSs J

5

since (5 - 13) is not a whole number. 'Of course, the restricts n will

be removed later when the set of who1,1 numbers is extended to include

numbers for which '8 + 3 and 5 - 13 have meaning.
A



Problem

- 3. Tell' whether each of the/folloldng statements is true or whether it

is meaningless for whole numbers.

a. (3 + 9) - 9 . 3 e. (3 * 9) X9 = 3

. 1)-) (9 + 3)( 9 =3 t
f. (9 x 3)' * 3 =9

, c . (3- 2 9,) + 9 = 3 g. (9 * 3) x 3 ='9

d. .(36 x 9) 3 = 9 ,

The Role of 0 and 1 in Division

The operation of division was connected to the operation of multi:

plication by the statement that v. V

a * b = n if and only if a = b x n.

Since 0 and 1 played,special roles in multiplication, it may be appro-
.

priateto pay particular attention to the two numbers in division.

Tip. a = 0 and b is any number not zero; then O* b is that number

.n, if thet.e is one, such that 0 = b xn." From the multiplication facts,

0 = b x n is certainly true if n= O. So,

0 *) = 0 if b O.

The above is true for a = 0 and b / 0.' Now consider a = 0 and

= 0; this is th4e case, 0 i 0. Ry,the definition of divsion, 0 * 0

is equal to that number n, if there is one, for which'it is truethat

0 = 0 x n. But.bytile special multiplication proprty of 0, 0 X n .

d is equal to 'a 'for any whole number n whatever. Thus

0 * 0 is an ambiguous Symbol.

_ .

The apse of a * Or, where a .)0 is.still another situation. This

,-' .

must be equal to that number n spsh that a = 0 x n. But this is a

,

. ,

'contradiction in terms for any number a not equal to 0 since we must

have a = 0 x n and 6 x n is always equal to/ 0. For this reason,

a * 0 is meaningless for a / 0; that is, _
,

..
. .

a * 0 'is undefined.-

1 ,sr .

'Notice that' 0 * b = 0 if ,b i 0, brut that a * 0 is eitherambiguous ,

4
4,wegningless, depending on whether or not a = 0. In eitheitcase, division).

by zero is to be avoided. Thus, 0 plays a,very special role with respect

97 .
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to divisiona-role that is not understood clearly by many. In summary,

2 a + b is ambiguous i a = 0 and b = 0;
a + b is meaningless if a 14 0 and b = 0;
a + b is zeib'if a = 0 and b 0.

/

-
Problem 1

4: Tell whether each of the foHating is ambigugus, meaningless, zeros or
cannot be determined.

a. .6 4. 15 04 a

0 + 6 ' e. 0 4 0

) c., a + O.

Using the tefinitiod it Can be seen that foi any ( 0) whdle number

b, 1 + b is not a whole number at all unless b = 1, whlie a + 1 = a

for any whole number a. Consequently,

a + 1 = a for any whole number a;

1 .4.1Disnotawholernultherwilessb-1.

In the sense that a + 1 = a, the number 1 acts ;somewhat like an identity
. \

element for division. Unlike the identity element for multiAlicaiibajil

which, for any a, lxa=ax1 thenumber 1 is liA actingto actng as1,

an identity element for division if it is(tO the fght'ofi the symbol

a
Problem

5. Teliwhethreach of the following is a whole number, is not a whole
number, or cannot be determined; if pdssible, name the whole number.

'a. 8 4. 4 .

b. 2 + 4 *

c. 3 + 3 3

d. 6 4. 0

e. ,0 13

i b, b. is a whgle number and b = 1.

g. 1 b, b is a whole number and' b. 1. -

h. a + b, a and b .are whole numbers and b > a.

i.

e T
0 + b, b is.a'whole number and b 0.

j. a + b, a. and b are whole numbers and .a > b.

k. a + b, a and b are,Whole numbers and' a = b.

2.°

o

1 0 4
: "

ti

4

1,
I.

.

-t.
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Properties Of Division

Many examples may be given to show that the whole numbers are not
\

closed under diyision.' For example, while 6 a 3 = 2, 3 + 6 is not a

whole number. These same two examples show that 6 3 3 + 62,1 hence

the operation is not commptative. To see that division is not associative,
1

again many. examples may be produced. We need only one example, and. such

an example is the following:

'\,
(12 +

12+
6)

(6

+ 2

+ 2)

=

=

2 + 2
12 + 3

= i',

= 4.

but

The different results obtained for (12 + 6) + 2- on the one.hand, and

for 12 + (6 + 2) on the other, shows that, in general, itis not true that

(a + b) "+ c = a + (b + c).

.So far, division with respect to whole numbers.has revealed itself as

an operation that does not have the properties of closure, commutativity

and associativity. Furthermore, division by 0. is to be avoided.

'To free ourselveF.from the impression that not much can be said about thfi"..

operation, we need to consider
t
only the important notion'that division by

b. it the inverse of the operation of multiplication by b. That is,

(a x b) + b = a, prolOded, of course, b 0.

Problems

6. For which of the following is it true that (a + b) +c=a+ b + c)1

'a. 4 + 2 + 2 e. 9 +.9 + 1

b. 4 + 2 + 1 f. .9 + 3 +

c. 24 + 6 + 2 g. 9 -+9 + 3

d. 0 + 5 + 1

7. From the results of the'preceding exercises, under what conditions will:
(El + b) + c = a + (b c)?

. The Distributive Property

Recall that, relating multiplication to addition and subtraction was .

o
the distributive property. In a limited way, division also has a distributive

a
property, but care is needed in using'it. This is so because division is

/1St commutative and hence it is not expected that 'a +s(l c) would be
. .

the same as (b + c) + a. In.general,

if b + c > a, a + (b + c) is not a whole 4

number unless a = 0, but (b.+ c) may

,' 'be a whole number.1

I .

991
0:5
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If (b + c) + a is a whole number and if b + a and c + a are

whole numbers, then itis true that

(b + + a = (b + a) + (c a).

This is what we mean when we say that division has a limited distributive

property; that it has only the right hand distributive property, and only

. when (b A) and (c a) are defined. For example,

(15 + 24) + 3 + 3.= 13, and
(15'4. 3) + (24 + 3) = 5 + 8 = 13,

anddthus we see that the two results are the same; that is,

(15 *24) + 3 = (15 + 3) +(24 +3).,

On.the other hand,

. 20 + (2 + 5) = 20 + 7 is not a whole number, whereas
(20 + 2) + (20 5)- = 10 + 4 = 14 is a whole number.
So 20 + (2 + 5) A (20 + 2) + (20 + 5).

In general then, a + (D'+ c) ,4 (a + b) + (a + c), Lut it'is true that

(b c) + a = (b + a) + (c + a), ,provided b + a and c 4. a have

mening. Many examples may also be'produced to confirm that division

I has the right hand distributive property over subtraction, provided each,

of the indicated subtraction and divisions has meaning; that is,

(b - c) a = (b a)- (c a), provided b -.c,
15 + a, and c 4.'a are whole numbers.

As an example, we can use (2h - 15) + 3 and (24 4.3) - (15 + 3) to

illustrate this point, but it must be borne in mind that this is merely

an example, and does not prove our larger claim that the right hand

distributive property holds whenever each indicated subtraction and

division has meaning for whole numbers.

Note that 39 can also be.written as 30 + 9 and so

4 39.* 3 = (30 + + 3 = (30 + 3) t (7 3).

°However, if we write 39 as 25 + 14 it would be incorrect to say that

(25.. + 14) 4. 3 = (25 4. 3) + (14 4. 3)

since tne latter two expressions are not whole numbers. Later when we

study "fractions," we shall see that, as a statement about "fractions,"

this will be correct. Thii amounts to the sametype of relaxing of

1106.



restrictions as when t e set

new numbers is Closed under

the set of whole numbers is

' closed under division.

Incomplete Pc.-rays

9

of'whole numbers is extended so that the set of'

subtraction; when "fractions" are considerh;
41115

extended so that the set of new nwribers

We have found thatto determine -a.+ b, we may sometimes-enlist the

aid of a physical model in the' form of smarmy. For example, to determine

35 + 5, we put the 35 elements in 5 rows and we find that this can be

done with exactly seven elements in each row.

On,the other hand, if an hilbemrg were made to determine 37 + 5,

there is n: whole number n such that 37 = x.n;, hence 37 + 5 is not- .

defiled in the set of whole numbers. However, an approach may be made

guided b, the procedure in. setting up an array as before. Filling out .5

rows with the 37 elements, ilcan be seen that one
I

element in each row

requires 5 elements;' 2 elements in each row requires 10 elpments;

3 in each row. 15 elements, etc:, until 7 elements have been displayed'

in each of 5- rows. The array now employs 35 of the 37 elements, with

2 elements left over. This situation eaL be expressed by the number

sentence,

37 = (5. .x 7) + 2.

5

7

1 ... .

*re inder 2

Figure 9-3. Rearrangement of 37 elements in an array.

Essentially what has keen done is to set up as large an array as possible

'which has 5 equal rows and obserye the number of elements left over.
. .

If no element remains undisplayed, then the quotient obtained is precisely

.the missing factor n in b X n = a; otherwise, the process is said to

yield a remainder.

From the physical model that had helped to.determine the missing factor,

the procedure has shifted to a process of obtaining a quotient and remainder,

using this model as a guide. This process is then applied to such questions

7



as 37 5 for which it may be known that there is no missing.factot among -

the whole numbers. This is done by expressing 37 as (7 X 5) + 2, where

'.. 7:. is the quotieht. If general, this is done by expressing' a as (q X b) + r,

where q -is the quotient and r is the remainder. This can also be achieved

,by group ig the 37 elements in disjoint subsets of 5 elements in eech

subset. By this, we find 7 disjoint subsets an0 again with a remainder

of 2 isee Figure 9-4), So, i

.

S 37 = (7 x 5) .4- 2.

Figure 9-4. Grouping 37 elements into disjoint sets.

Note that in one regrouping we have 37 = (5 X 7) + 2 and in another

regrouping, 37 = (7 X 5) 4- 2. Since 5 x 7 = 7 X 5, .the two regroupings

are equivalent; that is,

37 = (5 X 7) + 2 = (7 X5) + 2.

In terns of,the i-ilered,pair-.(a,"b), the regrouping is a n (q X b) + r,

or, inL.the familiar form, q remainder, r.

Problems

bre

8. For (37, 5) name the 2 and the r in the sentence 37 = (7 X 5) + 2.

9. For each of the following ordered pairs, express the pair (a, b)

as a = (q X b) + r.

a. (20, 3r b. (20, 4) c. (3, 7)

).0. For each of the above number pairs, name the quotient q and the

remainder r.

11. By what property of whole numbers is it true that

X7) + 2 = (7 X 5) + 2?

12 What is the basis for checking by the proeeiure,

7
x 6 for the problem 6 r 3 9

7/75

45

102 1 08
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13. Tell whether each of the following is more readily visualized by a
rectangular array of. 7 rows or by disjoint subsets with 7 in each

)
subset. J

.
.

.

a. 42 pieces of candy are to be divided equally among 7 children.

b. 42 (pieces of candy are to be packaged ( pieces toa package.
t .

.4*. Explain why 89; tea cups cannot be packaged in 7 equal sets.

15% A standard deck f 52 'playing cardsis to be dealt to 3 players.
Write a number sentence telling how many cards each player is to
receive If the entire dec is to be dealt out asmuch as possible.

16. 'A standard dealt of 52 cards s to be dealt to 7 players. Each
player is to be%dealt. 5 cards. Write a number sentence telling how
many cards are to be dealt and how many cards are to be left in the
deck. HOW many more cards may each player'be dealt?

Division of whole numbers is defined as an operation in which two given

whole numbers are combined to produce a third whole number. We have found

that it may or may not be possible to produce a third Whole number depending

on the numbers we start with EVendf division is not possible as such an
4 ,

operation, there is still a process that can be used in obtaining a quotient

and a remainder. Certaizi properties of division as an operation were

investigated in.this chapte' and will be useful in developing certaYcom-

putational techniquep. For xample; in Chapter 11, when the techniques of
. .

;
long division are studied, we shall see that the distributive property will

be of great value.

Exercises - Chapter 9

1. Rewrite each mathematical sentence below as a division sentence.

Find the unknown factor.

a. 5 x n = 20 , d. 9 x n = 72

b. p X 4 = 28 e. 8 x n =

c . nX 1 * 6 f. q X 7 = 42

2. Which of the symbols below are meaningless? Which are ambiguous,?

Which are zero?

a.

b.

c.

d.

e.

8). 0 fe

0 4 4 g..

0 . . 0 h.

(4 x 0) 6. i.

4. x (0 * 6') j

(4 *10) x 6

(5 x10) + (7 x 0)

9 , b

0 14 +9)

(3 .x 0) -is 3
.

1%0 9
103
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3. A marching band, always forms an array when it marches. The leader

likes to use many different formations. Aside from the leader, the band

has 59' members. The leader is trying very hard to find one more

member. Why?

4. Does division have the commutative property? Give an example to sub-

stantiate your answer.

5. Give five illustrations of the distributive property for divisiort4

6. Which of the following

a. (15 + 5

.b. (5 + 15) * 5

c. 5 + 15)

d. (14 + 6)

is distributive for whole numbers?

e. 4 a (14 + 6)

f. (15 - 5) 5

g. (5 - 15) * 15

h. (15 - 15) 15

7. Explain whether a b is ever a whole number, if b > a.

Solutions for Problems

1. Commutative property of multiplication

2. a. 4 d. 8

b. 7 e. 8

c. 6 f. ..,

3. a. True e. Meaningless

b. little f. True

c. Meaningless g. True
....

. .--

d. True

4. a. Meaningless

b. Zero

c. Cannot be determined; ambiguous if a = 0 and meaningless-if a / 0.

d. Cannot be determined; ambiguous if a = 0 andNzero if a j 0.

e. Ambiguous.

. C

L.



5. a. Whole number; 2

b. Not a whole number

c. Whole number; 1

d. Not al±hole number

e. Whole number; 0

f. Whole number; 1

4

6. a. False

b. True

c. raise

dL. 'True

e. True

f. True

g. True

7. If = 0, or c = 1,

8. q= 7; r = 2

9. a. 20 = (6 x 3) + 2

b. 20 = x 4) + 0

C. .3 = (0 x +.3

10. a. q = 6;

b. 1. q =5;

c. q = 0;

12.

r = 2

r = 0

r = 3

8.

h.

Not a whole -number

Cannot be ciptermined; zero if
a7= 0 and.not a whole number if
a A 0.

i. Whale number; 0

j. Cannot be determined; meaningless
if b = 0, the whole number a
if b = 1, and not a whole number
if b >1 unless a is a. multiple
of b.

k. Cannot be determined; ambiguous
if a = b = 0 and the whole number
1 if a -='1, A Q.

or both a = 0 and c =

Commutative property of multiplication

For any ordered pair of whole numbers (a; b) when b A 0, a

and an r may be found such that a = (q x b) + r.

13. a. 7 rows, 6 members to a row.

b. 6 disjoint subsets, 7 in each subset.

14.

15.

16.

89

52

52

=

=

7 is not a whole number%

(17 x 3) + 1

(5 x.7) + 17; 2 more cards may be dealt to each player.
A

01,

105 1 1 I
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,Chapter

TECHNIQUES OF MULTIPLICATION AND DIVISION

..
,

Computing with Large,NUmbers -

The properties of the operations which have been so carefully set
N

forth will now be used to develop techniques for computing the results

of the operati S of multiplication and -division of whole numbers
.,-

when the numbers are so large that the results are not immediately available
.

from memory. For example, knowing that 'a x b is the number of elementsc,,-

in an a by b array is of'litt4 help if we are asked to compute 275 X 352.
,

It is just too much trbubleto count so many elements. But we can make

use of the commutative a;.d associative properties of multiplication and
,

addition, the distributive property, the special properties of 0 and 1
. .

,
f ,

as factors, the multiplication and addition facts for small numbers which

we assume known and our decimal (base ten) syStem of numeration (see

Chapter 5) to help us in our Obmputation. If you have ever tried to multiply

two numbers, even fairly small ones, which are written as numerals in the
. .

Roman system you will appreciate more than ever our own place valu system.

-Try (XVII).X (DCXI). The properties of numbers do not depend on t e

numeration system we 1.17e for naming them, but facility. in computatio

lean heavily on it.

The process, of Co sting a number such as 7 x 24 depends'on the idea 1

47of renaming 24 as e sum,of two smaller numbers so that we can compute

by the ordinary table of known "multiplication facts." When .24 .has been

so renamed, we apply the distributive property; thus we might say

7 x 24 = 7 x (9 + 15) = (7 x 9) +.(7 x 15).

and in turn this is,equal to

\ (7 x 9).+ [7 x (8 + 7)] = ( x 41-(7 x 8) + (7 x 7))

= 56 4. 49 = 168.

There are other ways of renaming 24 and if we try several of Ihem we soon

discover that the way which makes our computation easiest is to write 24,

in the standard expaded form with base 10. That is, wp write

124 = (2 X 1:0) + 4. We may write out the details of the computation
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,.........----

naming at Op step the property which justifies it. Then 7 x 24 =

7\x [(2 x 10) + 4] = [7 x (2 x 10)] + (7 x 4 distributive

= It7 x 2) x 10] + 28, associative

= (14 x 10) + 28, renaming 7 x 2 as 14

=1(10 + 4) x 10] + (20 + 8), expanding base 10

= (10 x 10) + (4 x 10) + (2 x 10) + 8, distributive

= (10 x 10) + [(4 + 2) x 10] + e, distributive

=41 x 100) .3- (6 x 10) + 8, renaming

168, renaming.

QC course, we neve go through this amount of detail when actually doing

problems: N this is condensed .as follows:

7 x 24 = 7 x '20 4)

; L,(7 x.20) + (7 x 4)

= 1101+ 28 .

= 168

Problems*
40i-

ti

1 :1 Rewrite- 24 as the sum of three numbers, each less than 9 and show

the computation involved in 7 x 24.

2. Use the condensed form as shown in the example, 7 x 24 = 7 x (20 + 4),

to show the computation for 7 x 42.

/
tice that the compufirion shown by the cOndensed form is gctual y

being don when the multiplication is put in vertical form but that eertain

abbreviations and omissions are made tq save writing. Th,

4
be written

20
may e wren as

x
2

7 x 7 x 7
140 + 168

.

or more usually as

24

x7
28 (= 7 x 4) which may be shortened to

140 (= 7 x 20)

168

24

x7
73
14
.168

*Solutions for problems in this chapter are on page 116.

108

1 13

4
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or even, if one can remember the "2 tens" from 28 = (2 X 10) + 8 an4

add it mentally to the "ti tens" from 140 = (1 x 100) + x 10), we

can .T;ri

24
x7
168

These same proce dures may be used for finding the products.of pair of

larger pumbers. The thought process and the record of results become mere

Suppose n = 20 X 34;
Pthen 2e 5( 34 = 20 X.(30 +14, since 34 = 30 + 4

= [20 X 30] + [20 X 4], dis&.il)utive ,

a [ (2 X10) X 30] + '[ (2 X 10) X 4], 'since 20 2 x 10
[ (2 x 16.kx (3 x 10)] + [ (2 x 10) x 4], distibutive.

lity using the associative and commutative pi.operties we know. that

(2 X.10) X (3 X 10) = (2 X 3) X (10 x 10) = 6 5c 100,

(2'x',1o) x 4 = 4 x x 10) = (4 x 2) x to = 8 x-lo.

and more complex.

. We have therefore:
3 ,

20 X 34 = (6 x 100) + (8 010)
, ,.

4: -which:by, our decimal system of-numerationtcan be written as 680. Notice;
that the ical form of thismultiplication carries out the same ideas i

though ,i. much condensed :form, f
...

314
, 1

Iv

i.

X 20
8o (= 20 x 4) ,

600 (r 20,X 30) kt
.

Letts try 34 46.

34 x 46 = (3Q + 4) x 46 = (30 x 46) + (4 x 46), distributiVe

= [39' + 6)] + [4 x (40

= (30 x. 40) + (30 x 6)`+ (4 x 40) ,+ (4 x 6), diStributive

= 1200 + 180 + 160 + 24
= 1564

109 1

G.

1
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*Witten in a sort of expanded vertical form the computation looks like this:

46 (4C+ 4o + 6 4o + 6

x34 x (30 + 4
=

).._S2

+ x4

40 6 40 6

=x30 30 x 3o x 4 x 4

1200 + 180 +. 1 0 + -7 = 1564

In normal vertical forg, bait still unabbreviated, it looks like this:

46

(4 x 6

4. 1200 30 X

160 x 4

180 30 X

15N

This is usually shortened to read:

46 46 .4 21!

71 and soietimes to 184

1380 138

1564 1564

gstimatei of the Product

eit

a

Sometimes particularly if you are interested in estimates rather,than

exact_answers, you can think like this:

38 x.*3 = (3o'+ 8) X 43 = (3o x 43) + (8 x 43)

= (3o x40) 4 (3o x x + (8 x 3)

,

= (4o)x 3o) + k3 xa + (4o x 8/ + (3 x 8)f

. 4

A rough estimate of the a nswer would be 30 x 40; for a better estimate,

adds 1;0 x 8 to`the,rough estimate; and for a still better estimate, add

.30 x 3 to the second estimate.

38.
x4

(40 X 30 1200

40 x' 320
3 x 3o
3 x 8

90
24
ET

1200

,

1200 .

,203

o

.° 1200

90
320

/ IZI5'

still'

better

1200

*320

,90 ..

24

1654

exact

answe

1200 1520

rough better
estimate esti:ate



Notice that in this case we start multiplying with the digits on theleft

- wklic/ represrait the larger partiof the given factors.

Notice xlso the positional system coming into play in -each ofd the

intermediate computations. For example,

40 x 3o = 4 x 10 x 3 xio

= 4 x 3 )5 io x

= 12 x 100

= c10 + 2) X 100 .0

= (10 x 100) + (2 x 100)

= (1 x 10001, + (2 X 100)

This indicates a 12 in the hundreds' position, or a 1 in the thousands'

position and a 2 in the hundreds' Position. The pattern of the number

.of zeros should also be noted in the multiplication process.

Problems

3: Show a.ro h estimate and:Ahow successively better estimates for

a. 43 X 21

b. 76 x 58

4. How many zeros follOW the 8 'in 200 X 40,000?

5. Write the number sentence which states that one-hundred thousands is
one one-hundred-thousand.

6,. Since 2 X 5 = 10, how many zeros follow the 1 in 20,000 X 50,.000?
In which position is the 1 in 20,000 x 50,000?

To multiply'three digit or larger numbe4.s., the same techniques apply.

For example, if

n...= 234 X 433, 'we may write

n ft (200 + 30 + 4) x 433

= (200 x 433) + (30 x 433) + (4 x 433)

= (4 x 433) + (3o x 433)+ (200 x 433)

x 234
435

1732
12990
86600

101322 234 x 433

I

10
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It might bewellat this time to go back to our definition of the production

Of 12 X 14 as the number of/plements in an dray of .1.e rows of 14

elements per row and see how our computation process is reflected in our

array. First we represent the array:
'

We separate

C

I.*

12

7

12 X 3.1r

Figure 10-1.

t into sereral smaller arrays:

10 4
;

12

12 X (11,,-t- = (12 X 10) + (12 X4)

Figure 10-2.
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s 10 14.

Cf4.

. . . ......
.

10

9.40

2
).. .

10 4

12 x 14 = 12 x '(10 + 4) = ,(12 X 10) + (12 x 4)

= + x 10 + (10 + 2) x 4

= (10 x 10) + (2 x 10) + (10 k'd.4) + (2 x 4)

Figufe 10 -3.

The folir arrays in Figure 10-3 iportray.the four partial sums which the
(

A
distributir of the multiplications gives.

Also the results'now can be put in the form

(1 x 100) + (2' X 10) + (4 x 10)) + k2 x 4) = (1 x 100) + (6 x 10) + 8,
0

and the product can be easily read as 168 in our decimal numeration.

Division Algorithm

We have noted in Chapter 9 that the whole numbers are not closed

under the operation of di4.rision., Thus, for example, for the ordered ppir

(37, 7), division as an operation does not yield a whole number. The

attempt to set up an arrayof 37 elements in 7 rows fails, but,in the

'attempt, we are led to a division process which gives us a quotient andJjt

a'reinailhder--namely 5 and 2. This process is called the "division algor-

.ithe (after the ninth century Arabian mathematician Al-Kwresai who wrote

the first book on arithmetic algorithms). "Algorithm," or "algorism,"

as it is sometimes spelled, is a technical word in mathematics which means

a numerical process that may be applied again and again to reach a'soltnion

or a problem. For a b,- the division algorithm then eventually

us the `Largest whole nuebe.' 2 such that q X b < a. If q X = a,

then a is the missing factor. If q x b < a, then a is the quotient

and there is^a remainder. So a = (q x b) + r, where r may r may not

be O.

113
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Let, us examine more'closely what occurs as we-attempt to set up an

array of 37 elements in' f As. First, tram the set of 37 elements.,

/
we obtain 7 eltlents and place these 7, "one to a row. ,Inthe original

t

set of the 37 elements now remain 30 eljpents. We proceed to obtain
'

another 7 elements from the remaining elements, etc. This process is
. 7

indicated as follows: . '
14k,

''v

,-,

.....,

37

7

relemen4.4Ahe original set ,

*

eleTents 'remain bafter'displaying to a my
10

elements remain after displaying .2 to a row

. 1

elements' remain after dfsplaying
.

to a row

,

t(

30

-7'
23

- 7
IT
-7 .,

9 elements remain after displaying 4' to a row

Li as

2 elements remain afteridisplaying.5 .td a row

This process is referred to as the repeated subtraction description-of
kkr

division and parallels the-repeated addition description cd mul.tiplication;

The final step shows that the quotient is 5 and the remainder is 2.

Nolice that each step may be described as follows: , I

37
- 7

37 (1 x 7) +30
- 7.

37 (2 *7) + 23 23

- 7
37 . (3 x 7) + 16 Zil

-7
37 (4 x 7) + 9 9

-7
37 = (5 x7) +2 2

r 30 2 r .23
or as 7/-37( ) 7/7 '

' ' 7'fli r 2,. In the

.;

.

ar '

example,
73

4 r 9
, thg 4 is sometimes referred to ag the parti9l

. -7

.

. . 757'
r 16.3

quotient; as is the 3 in 16,
etc. Inthe algorithm, fihat we

.
6

are
.

lookiftg for is the largest nutber of complete cplunms possible in the

array; in this .case it is 5, so, 5 is the quotient. In the chain of

repeated subtractions we get closer and closer to the quotient desired.

We can imagine, then, tht same process applied to a + b; ultimatelyi we

want to get the largest number ,q such that a = (q X b) + r.
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It is : likely that we would want to go through all this manipulation

every timq weheave to compute a 0), but for the youngstera,in the lower

grades, this Isind of pr06dure puts computation in a manageable size and

can be refined. asthe youngsters akquire more and more experience with the

algorithm.
I

EXercises - Chapter 10

1.

4

Use the Commutative, asswilative.and.distributive properties of

multiiti4atiFin to do the examples below. FollowYthe form ofthe
fi*

.P..ustration.

20 x 37' = 20 X (30 + 7) (Think of
, 37 `as ,30 + 7)

= (20 k 30) + (.20 >C7) ( rdstributive Propetty)

^ 600
a

140 (Write the products)
.

= 740 (Addition

a. 40 x 30 . d. 90 X 57

fr b. 42 x 30 e. 50 x 76

c. 76 x 80 f. 52 x 474

2; In'the example to the right, explain why 433
234the 866 on the fifth, line does "not

1732'
represent 2 x 433. 1299

866
1101322

1

3. For the above example, write out the full decimallit9appion of 4 x 433

to get 1732.

4. By the distributive property, show how 4 x

repeated addiVOn of four 433's.

5. Use the repeated subtrlction process to describe each of
.

then write each dividend in the form; a = (q X b)

4

may be considered the

a. 47 4 8

b. 28 * 7

3

6. How many times must 4 be subtracted from. 95

indicated by 95 4?
4

,

sP
115 1. 220

+ r.
the following;

in the algorithm

N
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Solutions for Problems

J. 7 x 24 = 7 x (8 + 8 + 8) = 7 x [B.+ (8 '+ 8)]
= (7 x 8) + [7 x (8 + 8)]

= (7 x By + (7 x 8). + (7 x 8)

= 56 '+ 56 + 56

= 168

2.' 7 x 42 = 7 x.(40 +2) = (7 x 4o) + (7 x 2)
= 280 + 14

14

: . i

. 29
.

3 a. 120.x 40 800 rough estimate

20 x 3 = 40
.

860 . better estimate, ...
1x40 = +40. ,iii , .%

900 sti.17 better
.,.... i

l 1x 3 = LI
903. exact answer

qh. ..

(
b. 50 x10;= .3500 .roiigh estimate

..

. 5o x 6 Lloo *.
3800 better estimate

8x 70 = m6.o_
4369 still better

8x 6 = + 48
4108 exact answer

4. .16 zeros

5. 1,00 x 1000 -1 x 100,000

6. 9 zeros; the 1 is in the billions'



Chapter 11

DIVISION TECHNIQUES

Uniqueness of and r

In the last chapter we observed that division as an operation for whole

nuMbers.may or may not yield a whole number. Whether or not a b was

defibed in the set of whole numbers, we nonetheless did arrive at a proces

which is called the division algorithm. The algorithm gave us the largest

whole number 3 such that q X b < a, and enabled us to express the dividend

as

a = (q x b) + r, provided b 0 and r < b.

Throughout the discussion, when Ire spoke of the quotient and the remainder,

we had been assuming implicitly that there was only one such 3, and only

one such r, and our experience with division ofwhole numbers had War; .
led us to believe_ otherwise As a matter of fact, it can be shdwn thaefor

any pair (a, b) with b # 0, the quotient 2, aad the remainde'r.r

are uniquely determined. By this we mein there is one and only one such a
and one and only one such r, where. r'< b. Before showing this, let's

look at an example such as (37, 5). The Number 37 is represented on the

number line byiane'and only one point; so is the number 5 (= 1 x 5);

so -are the numbers 10 (= 2 X 5), 15 (= 3 x 5), etc.; so is 0 (= 0 x 5).

See Figure 11-1.

0 5 37

0x5 1x5 2x5 3x5 4x5 5x5 6x5 7x5 8x5

Figure 11-1. Determining 2 and r for 37 t 5.

The numbers 0, 5, 10, ..., form an ord 'ed set of multiples of 5:

(0, 5, 10, 15, ... ).

If we start to represent some of these on the number line, we shall see that

0 is to the left of 37; 5 is to the left of 37; 10 1j to the left

of 37'; 15 is to the left of 37; etc. Eventually we get to a point

xpat Maprese.ts the first one of the multiples of 5 represented on the

117 122
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V
lember line to the right of 37. In this case, it is 8 x 5 or 40. The

multiple of 51 just preceding this is the one we are interested in; namely,

7 x 5. Remember that considering division in terms of an array, this is the

largest 5 row array that 'can be completed for 37, _Insi_that the number

of elements, 7, is the quotient. -35 (or 7 x 5) is tie largest multiple

of 5 not exceeding 37. Returning to the number line,' 35 is represented

by one and only one Point. From this, the quotient q (= 7) is uniquely

determined.and the remainder r (= 37 - 35 = 2) is uniquely determined.

In general, for any pair (a, b) such that b 0, the same procedure

Scan be followed. The number a is represented on the number lie by one

and only one point; so is 1 x b; so are the numbers 2 X b, 3 x b, etc.;

so is 0 X b. Eventually, there will be a first one of the numbers in the

ordered set

. (0 x b, 1 Xb, 2 x b,

that is to the right of a in the number line. Let's call the multiple of

b just preceding this q x b. There is one and only one point representing

q X b, hence is uniquely determined.

0 a

qXb

Figure 11-2. Determin4 a and t on the number line.

If q x b coincides with a, then q is the missing factor such that

= q x b; here, the remainder is 0. That is, a = (q x b) + 0. If

q x b does not coincide with a, then there will be a remainder. Since

q x b and a are whole numbers, the difference, a - (q x b), is a whole

number. This is the remainder r, and a = (q x b) + ,-. The numbers a

and q x b are uniquely determirod, hence, so is r.

Computing with Large Numbers

For small numbers we can usually see whether or not for a b = a

or for the equivalent sentence,b x n = a, there as an unknown factor n

which multiplied by the known factor la will give the known product a.

Thus, 18 * 6 = n has the solution 3 since 6 x 3 = 18, and 67 : 13

ha's no solution in whole numbers. It is not obvious, however, whether

648 + 24 has a whole number solution or not.

118 1 2 3
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For the expression, 67 ..13, we find that we can put 13 elements,

.one in each of the 13 rows of our array and have 54 .left. We can put

out another 13 and have 41 left. Again, we put out 13 and have 28

left. Next time we have 15 left and then 2. We have put 5 elements

in each row and have 2 left. So we can write C7 = (5 x 13) + 2. Noticefto

that in doing the problem we repeatedly subtracted 13 elenients. Instead

of doidg this repeated subtraction of 13 eler9entd we might tr7 to see how

large a multiple of 13 we could subtract from 67 at once.

If we'iuess 6 we find that 6 X 13 = 78 and, we cannot subtract 78

from Z67. If we try 4 we can't go wrong, but we do not get our result

immediately.-

67 = 52 + 15 = (4 x 13) + l5 but 15 > 13 so we can

still write 67 = (4 x 13) + (1 x 13) + 2

67 = [(4 x 13) + (1 X 13)] +2

67 = (5 x 13) + 2.

Our beF choice would be 5 since 5 x 13 = 65 and we can write directly

67 = 65 + 2 = (5 x 13) + 2.

Notice what we are attempting to do. If we cannot get at the quotient

immediately, we split the dividend 67 int two addends's° that the divisor

13 is a factor of at least 6ne of the adde s. +Thus, 67 may be expressed

as 52 + 15, where 13 is a factor of 52. We could have expressed 67

as 26 + 41, where 173is a factor of 26. The point is that we simply

want 13 to be a factor of at least one of the addends.

In the example where 67 is split into 52 + 15, the divisor 13

is a factor of one of the addends, namely 52. The other addend, i5, is .

greater than the divisor. We can express 15 as 13 + 2, where again the

divisor 13 is a factor of the first addend 13. This process can continue

until any addend either has the divisor.as a factor, or is less than to

divisor. In our example,

67 = 52 + 114. 2.

Both 52 and 13 have 13 as a factor; Y2 is less than 13. The number

sentence may now be restated
;

67= (4 x 13) + (1 x 13) + 2

= ((4 x 13) +" (1 x 13)] +2

= x + 2.

119 1 2
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,
When thevdividend is split into two addends so that the divisor is

a factor of at least one of these addends, it may turn out that the divisor

is also a factor of the other addend. For example, in 65-+ 13,- we may

write

65 = 39 + 26.

. In this case,A 13 is a factor of both 39 and 26; then we may apply the

right hand distributive property to get the missing factor. Thus,

65 = 39 + 26 = (3 x 13) + (2 X 13)

= (3 + 2) x 13 = 5 x13,

and 5 is the missing factor; so- 65 * 13 = 5.

To illustrate further' if we want to try to find a rubber n such that

166 ; 15 = n, we can write

165 = 150'+ 15

= (10 X 15) + (1 X 15).

Then 166 * 15 = [(10 x 15) + (1 X 15)) 15

= [(10 x 15) 15) [(1 X 15) I 16).

By the definition of division as the inverse of AltiplicattOn

(10 x 15) * 15 = 10 and (1 x 15) + 15 = 1.

So, 166 +15 = + 1 = 11.

If we try the same process with 191 + 15, we may- notice that

191 = 150 +

150 has 15 as a factor; the other addend, 41, is greater than 15. '

So we continue to split 41 into addends, for example, into 30 + 11.

Now 191 = 150 + 41 = (150 + 30) + 11, and while we know that both 150

and 30 have 15 at a factor since

1 5 0 + 1 5 = 1 0 and 30 * 15 = 2,

we also know that., 11+ 15 is not a whole number. It is evident that we cannot

apply the distributive property of the division operation to the whole sum.

Nevertheless, the part,of the sum in parentheses, (150 + 30), has 15

as a factor and we can say

(150 + 30) + 15 = (150 + 15) + (30 + 15)

= 10 + 2

= 12.

2:; 120



, Now using the facts that Oa b) x b = a (if a b is a whole number)

and (150 + 30) 15 = 12, we can write

1)1 = (150 + 30) + 11

# i,1 = [(150 + 30) 15) X 15 + 11

191 = (12 X 15) + 11:

The computation process is to subtract from 1)1 as large'a multiple of

15 as is easily recignized aria to repeat this Process as many' times as

possible. WO write this in a vertical set-up as follows:

2
10

15/371.
(10 'x 15) 1:)0

41
( 2 x 15) 30

11

We were able-to subtract 15, (10 + 2) times before gettinEa remainder

whichwas less than 15.

191 = [15 X (10.+ 2)) + 11

= (15 X 12) + 11

Suppose we want to tr:, 575 I 25. ',/e can write it in a slightly different

form.

5/.57
ajO, 10 -(250 = 25 x
32,

222 10 ( zx 10)

7')
1

75 I 3
' (75 = 25 x 3)

0 23 = 10 + 10 + 3

Thic time we dia not subtract as lerge a multiple of 25 'each time as we

might have so the process took a little Unger, but we got the correct reset.

Because of the form in which the series of trials is indicated in the

computation, this is sometimes referred to as the "escalator method."

We might have done

In this case we write

25/575
222

75
7c,

0

20

23

`,75 = (23 x 25) + 0.
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Here, the object is to refine the process so that the first partial quotient

takes care.of the 100's, the second takes. care of the 10's, etc. If

the. dividend were in the thousands, then the objtct is to refine the process

so that the first partial quotient takes care of the 1000's, and so on.

To see the mechanism involved in the technique, let us. examine 5439.4- 4

and its' corresponding algorithm in vertical form:

4/5439
4000
mg
1200
239

200

39
36

remainder 3

1000'

300

50 .

9

1359

As we cam see from the various steps, the dividend, 5439, is split into

the' addends successively thus,

5439 = 4000 + 1439

= 4000 + 1200 + 239

= 4000 +1200 + 200 + 36 + 3.

Notice that in the final splitting, the 1000's, 100's and 10's all have

4 as a factor, and we can apply the right hand distributive property to at

least this portion of the sum. Hence,

5439 = ((4000 + 1.200,+ 200 + 36) + 4] x 4 + 3

[(1000 + 300 + 50 + 9) x 4) + 3

. (1359 X + 3.

Problems I',

1. For 15,139 ;. 13 show the splitting of 15,139 into addends of

1000's, 100's, etc., such that each addend greater than 13 has 13

as a factor. Show this also in the vertical (escalator) form.

2. Do the same for 40,728 8.

'3. Show whether 648 24 has a whole number solution.

The technique we have developed is known as the "division algorithm"

or the "division process." It enables us to write any ordered pair of

numbers (a, b) in the form a = X b) + r, where r < b, re rdless

whether or not a b is defined in the set of whole numbers. If w find

" Solutions for problems in this chapter rre onpage 125.
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that 4.= 0 we have shown that there'is'an n such that a = n.X b an4'

therefore a f b = n and the operation of division applied to the numbers
a and b yields a whole number n.

Let us emphasize the very importtint fact about whole numbers which we
have just established.

If (a, b) is any ordered pair of whole numbers
with b A 0, it is always possible to findtwo
whole, numbers q and ,r with r< b such that
a= (q X b) + r.

What happens if b > a? Suppose b= 15 and a = 9. We can write
9 = (0 X 15) + 9, or in general a = (0 X b) +.r. We see that q = 0
endslia = r.

.In applying the division algorithm to large numbers, an ability to

,make a good estimate of the product of two numbers is a great help. Suppose

we want to try: 978 f 37. What we want to do is subtr ct multiples of 37

ts,

from 978. Shall we subtract 100 X 37? This is much o large. 10 X 37?
This is all ight, but the larger the number we subtract ch time, the quicker
we get thro . An estimate of 30 X 37 shows that this product is over

- 1000 and so somewhat too large. We next try 20 X 37 and find this is

all right. If"we
.

seythe work up in the standard form for.the division

algorithm, theefact that we are using 20 as the multiplier is not quite

Obvious, so we change the form slightly to Make the situation a little

clearer. Thus

+a.

37 97
740 (740 = ?0 >437).
23

So far ye have 978 = (20 x 37) + 238. We follow the same procedure with

238. Then

37
'2 (222 = 6 x 37)

and 238 =,(6 X 37)' + 16. Notice how thelprocess repeats itself'. We now have

978 = (20 X 37) + (6 x 37) + 16

= ((20 + 6) x 37] + 16

= (26 x 37) + 16, and we are finished

because 16 < 37.
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The work can be exhibitedin complete form as:

-26 (20 +6)

37 97
740

TSB
222 +

16 2

a

but we usually write the two stafles as

2

3757.
74

23

and then

'or '1'1:87573
740

222 ;

-16

26

74
Tst;

222

The first step conceals from many people that what we are really doing

subtracting' 20 Art37 from 976. Of course, once we understand what is

going on, all the short cuts and time having 'abbreviations and omissio

possible are permissible. Hower, we hould keep in mind that the division

process applied to (a, b) is essent. Ily subtracting from a as large

multiples:bf b as is conveniently possible until the remainder is-less

than b and then counting up how,many such multiples have been subtracted.

Many probleks have a number relationship which when put into a number

sentence reveals the need of applying the division process.' For example,

how many 47 passenger buses will a school have to order to take its 820

Pupils on a school excursion? We don't know if they will fit evenly into

a certa number of buses, but we rather doubt it, so we set up the number

sentence

820 = (q X 47) + r and we find that

820 ..-,- (10 x 47) + 350 so we need more than 10 buses
0 .

350 = (5 x 47) + 115 so we need more than 10 + 5 = 15 buses

115 = (2 x 47) + 21 so.we need 17 buses and have -21 children

left. We either order 18

smaller bus or some private

buses have been filled, sin

buses and have:some empty seats or provide a

cars for the 21 children remaining after 17

ce we don't want to leave anybody behind. More

quickly, of course, we could compute

17

. 475T5
47

350 820 = (7 x 47) + 21.
329

21

I 2 9124
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Exercises - Chapter 11

Use the division process as described in this unit for each of the
ordered pair of numbers given below. Then-write the mathematical sentence
corresponding to a = (q X b)'+ r for each case.

6. (14,'23)

7. (23, 14)

8. (720, 19) r

9. (51, 100)

10. (655, 47)

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

11.

(512, 8)

(644, 7)

(526, 21)

(779, 16

(836, 42)

For the Pair (37, 7), show the segments of 7's on the number line

and locate the point representing 37. Find the quotiept.:3 itund the

remainder r: on the number life. For example, for (23, 5),

1x5 2x5 3x5

23

I"40.00

1045 55
q = 4

r = 3

\
12. Followthe directions in the above exercise for the pair 6, 6).

13. Do the same for the pair (3, 8).

14. Write the number sentence in the form a = (q X b) +r for the pair

.1'; --)--(0.,52)

Solutions for Problems

1. 15,139 =.13,000.+ 1300 + 780 + 52 + 7

13 15
13001390 1000

2139
1300 100

1T37
780 60

59
' 52 4

7 1164

125 1 3 0

11
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Chapter 12

SENT NOES, NUNMER LINE

In developing the properties ofnutbers Lnd various operations on

numbers, we have been using a rather special language involving

symbols for numbers, such as: 1, 5, 2, 9, 3, ;

symbols for operations, such as: +, x, t ;

and symbols showing relations between numbers, such

as: .+., >, <, >
.pl

We have seen that a-number may be named by many numerals, for example,
28

3 + 4, 9 - 2, 77, 7, VII, all name the same number, and we may write

28
.3 + 4 = 9 - 2, or 9 - 2 = --,

.

or 3 + 4 7, etc.,

to show that these are numerals for the same number. In this way, we form

mathematical sentences, where the symbol, 4, acts as the verb. .,he numeral

to the left acts as the subject, and the numeral to the right acts as a

predicate noun.

A statement as "7 - 5 = 2" is in mathematical: form, but it can be

put into. words as in the sentence, "If five is subtracted from seven, the

result is two."\ The sentence, "The result of adding the number five to the

number nine is the number fourteen," can also easily be put in the much

shorter form "9 + 5 = 14." A great deal-of mathematics is in the form of

sentences about numbers or number sentences as they are called. Sometimes

the sentences make true statements as in both of the above examples; some-

times the number sentences are false asin the cases "5 + 7 = 11" or

"17 - 4 = 3." Whether it is true or false no more disqualifies the statement

as a sentence than the statement, "George Washington was vice president

under Abraham Lincoln" is disqualified as a sentence.

Open Sentences

As we have noted; al senitences may bt true: "George Washington

was the first Presidt of the United States," or false: "Abraham Lincoln

was the first President of the United States." We also encounter sentences

such as: "He wasthe first President of the United States." If read out

of context, it may -sot be known to whom "he" referred and it may thus be

impossible to determine whether the sentence is true or false. In fact,

127
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t

1:] was the first President of the United States" may be a test question

requiring th, name of the man for which it would be a true, sentence. Such

a sentence is galled an open sentence and is .reat usefulness not only in

history tests but in many other situations as well. In fiLct, open number

sentences are the basis of,a great deal of wz:rk in arithmetic. For example,

our definition of subtraction really used an open number sentence. "7 - 5

is that :umber wnich makes the open sentence 5 + = 7 a true state,dent."

Problem'

1. Tell whl\h, of the following sentences is an open sentence. If Possible, ,

tell whetter the sentence is true or false.

5 +2 = , 2

5 3 = ? :-

5 + 0 _

factor of

7 2"=

V =

IV = 5

h. D = 1000 + 2

"nn n n
Any number sentence as to have a verb. The most common ones are: ',is

equal to;" "is not equal to;" "is more than;" "is less. than;" "is more than

or is equal to;" "is less than or is equal lo." The s,mbols which we use for

these verbs are listed below. I

> ;

< ;

"is not eq,a1 to"

"is ';.ore than"

"is :ess than "'

;

;

:

;

7

;

-

- ;
<

., t 4

> 1

10

> ; "s Lore 'i.an or ec.F,,1 to" ; -, > any one.:digit number

< ; "is less tLan or eq,a: to" ; 0 < any whole nuMber

None of ti.e examides listed above are open sentences. They make

statements about -pecific ,nambert, whiz:. are described or represented by a

single numeral sac:. as 7 or 't., a mathematicel or number phrase such as

i + 4. If we want to write an open nmber sentence, we will use an open

number phrase suck. as Elf 7 or 1 -0 where the symboliDis used

to help you remember that the empty space may be filled by some numeral.

Because symbols lie Ej are aw4ward to type cr write, we frequently use a

* Solutions to problems in this, cnapter Ware on pace 137.
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letter such as n or a for the same purpose. Thas, a simple open number

phrase may be written as, n +.7 instead of + 7 and an open number,

sentence as n + 7 = 10. What number or numbers will now make this open

sentence a true statement? In this case the answer is easily obtained by

trial. 3 + 7 = 10, while 0 + 7 10, 1 + 7 i.10, 2 + 7 # 10, 4 + 7-i 10

and we see that ; is Inc only number rich does the trick.

Whst number or numbers will make the open sentence c 5 a true

statement? Again, by trial we find that 0 < 1 < 5, 2 , 5, 3 < 5

and 4 <5 are true ,statements while 5 5, o < fs;., 7 < 3, etc., are

false statements. -Thus we see that any member of the set (0,11, 2, 3, 1)

makes the statement true. What about the open sentence n + 6.< 11?

We can translate the sentence into words by sayint "/,he Sum ofa certain

number and 6 is less than 11" and we see the numbers which make this

a true statement are again the members of the set (0,...1, 2, 4).

2. Tell which of the following sentences is an open sentence. If possible,
tell whether it is true or false. If it is an open sentence, tell
what number or numbers will make it a true sentence.

a. DC = 600

b. CD = DC

c. a =a

d. a+b=b+ a

Solving Open Sentences

e. 5+ a 5

f. a = 5

g, 3 is a factor of n

n. ; is a factor of x n.

Open number sentences are called equations if the verb in them is "=".

Sentences with any of the other verbs listed above are called "Inequalities."

Those numbers which make the sentences true are called solutions of the

equations'or inequalities. When,you have found the entire set of solutions

of an'open 'sentence, you can say that you have solved the sentence.

Open number sentences are frequently used to solve problems. To do

this, you must be able to describe the numbers in the problems by number

phrases and to translate the, clues given in the problem into an equation

or inequality. TO work with number phrases you must be able to translate

the phrase into words. The open phrase 0+ 5 or the equivalent phrase

n +5 may be translated as "a number increased by 5." It may, of course,
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have mamS, different translations, such as:

"a nuMber n added to 5;"

or "the sum of a number and 5;"

or "five more than a number n."

However,. all of the translations have the same mathematical meaning.

Furthermore, all the English translatiOns mean the same as "n +5,"

silth practice, we learn to understand 'the different ways of expressing a

number phrase.

Consider the following sentences: 0

The sum pf

n + 8 . 16;

8 and. 7 is 19;

4 +5 = 10 - 1;

3 < 2 + 6;

> 2 + ; .

n = n + 3.

These are all number sentences. One of them is false, two of them are true

and three of them are ope sentences. One of the open sentences is true

for only one number, one f them is true for three.different numbers, and

one of them is true for acy whole number. Can you identify each statement

with the appropriate open sentence?

EXamination of the sentences in the list should verify that n + 8 = 16

is true for only one number, 5 > 2 +0 is true for three different

numbers, and 3 + n n + 3 is true for any whole number.

Since open sentences contain words or symbols which do not refer.to proy

one thing, frequently they are neither true nor false. However this is

not always the case. It is interesting to examine the followinE. sentences.

What can you say about their truth?

"13 - x = 7."

"George was the first Presidentof the United States."

"3 + x = x + 3."

"If Jimmy was.at Camp Holly all day yesterday,
then he was not at home at that time."

These sentences are similar in that each contains a word or symbol which can

refer to any one of moihy objects. DO you see any difference between the

first two sentences and the second two? Can the first two sentences be true?

Can the first two sentences be false? Can either of the last two sentences

ever be false? We can see that the first two may be false, whereas the last
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two are always true,.

We said above that' by solving an open equation or inequality we mean.

finding that number, or all those numberv'whIch make the sentence a true one.

At this time, you-can do this primarily by trial and error after thinking

carefully about what the sentence says. For instance, to solve the equation

n=4-7means to find the number which is the result of aading 4 to 7.

The answer is, of course, 11. To solve n + 5 = 32 is to fil that number

which added to 5 will give 32, or n = 32 - 5 = 27. On th, other hand,

to solve n - 4 < 7 means to find all those numbers ftom which 4 srmy tie

subtracted and for wflich'the result will be less than equal to 7.

2 such a number? 7',b, because 2 - 4 is not a whole number. Is 3? No.

But 4, 5,.6, 7, 8, 9, 10 and 11 do make the sentence true. On the other

hand, 12 - 4 = 8 which is more than 7. So 12 and any other larger

',number make the sentence false. We see that the set of solutions:is

(4, 5, 6, 7, 8,9, 10, 11).

Use of Matheliatical Sentences
IN.100

The use of a mathematical sentence to solve a problem may Le illustrated

as follows: 1

There ate 22 children in a class. 10 of the children are boys.

How many are girls? We can write several different open sentences to express

the relatioraip among the numbers involved. Thus, 10 + n = 22 or 22 - n = 10.

In each case, we can think "a number added to 10 gives the sum 22."

The only number which makes this a true statement is 12. 'This is the solution

of the number sentence, and the answer to the problem is "there are 12

girls in the class."

Ia using number sentences to solve problems, the key to the situation

is in recognizing the relatio-ship between the numbers in the problem. This

relationship is written as a number sentence. The solution of the number

sentence is found and.the result used to answer the question po'sed by the

problem. One more example.

John put 23 of his marbles in a bag and Jim put 48 of his marbles

in the same bag. If Tom takes out 35 marbles, how many are left in the

bag? The number relationship can be thought of as the number of marbles left

in the bag plus the number Thin took out equals the number John and Jim put

in." This gives the equation n + 35 = 23 + 48.. SoMeone else might think

of the relationshi- as "the number of marbles left in the bag is the difference

between the number John and Jim put in and the number Tom took out.",



n = (23 + 48) - 35.

Solution Set on the Number Line

This yields n = (23 + 48) - 35. Of course, both open sentences have the

left in the bag." Notice that n + 35 = 23 4-48 if and only if

same solution: 36. The answer to the problem is: "There are 36 .marbles

....

A

12. N a

Frequently, a picture of a solution set using the number line can be

drawn. Consider the following example for the open sentence

0 + 3 = 8.

This open sentence has the solution,. 5. The solution set is H. On

the number line this solution can be represented as shown below:

1'

I 1111411i
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 >

Figure 12-1. 0+,3 = 8.

Since the only solution for the sentence is 5, a :,lid "dot" or circle,

is marked on the number line to correspond with the point for No other

Mark is put-on the drawing.

The solution set of the inequality n -

can be represented thus:

which we solved previously

2 3 12 13

Figure 12-2. n 4 7.

Note that on the number line we indicate the solution set by heav:, solid

dots. The solution set of n - 4 > 7 cannot he completely represented

because it consist's of all numbers greater than 11. We can indicate it,

however, as in Figure 12-3 where the heavy dots'continue right up to the

arrow and the word "incomplete" indicates that all the numbers represented

by points still further to the right belong in the solution.'

I 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 P.I I 6 4
/ .

Figure 12-5. .n - 4 > 7.
incomplete
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Operations on the Number Lines

Number sentences can,also be pictured _fl tne number line as shown belotr.

4

t t t

0 I 2 3 4 5-'6
7

,17

Figure 12-5. n + 4 = 7.

Recalling that n + 4 = 4 n, and that 4 + n = 7 if and only if

n = 7 - 4, we can observe that

n + 4 = 7, 4 +3-1- = 7, and n = 7

are all statements which sa:, the same thing. We can picture the number

sentence n = 7 - 4 as follows and note that the arrow for n agrees with

the arrow for n in tne picture for 4 + n = 7 in Figure 12-7.

t t t t t t t I

0 I 2 3 4 5 6 7

Figure 12-6. n = 7 - 4.

The picture for the sentence 4 + n = 7 takes the following form:

. n

.4: ti t t t' t

0 1 2 3
_L.>.

4 5 6 7

7

Figure 12-7. 4 + n = 7.
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Just as addition and subtraction may be shown on the number line,

multiplication and division may also be illustrated. For example, to show

3 x 4, consider an arrow for 4. Three such arrows laid end-to-end (tail

to head) indicate 3 x 4 (see Figure 12-8).

3, x 4 = 12

< I I t'li I t I I it t. 1 I t I

0 4 8 12 18>

Figure 12-8. Multiplication on the number line.

Figure 12-9 illustrates the.operation of division for 12 + 4; exactly

three 4-arrows fit end-to-end, showing 12 + 4 = 3.

illt----.4 4 4-----]
.,--

< t t I I I I I 1 I t I t t I i>..

0 4 8 12

Figure 12-9. Division on the number line.

For the division process indicated by 17 + 3, we see from Figure 12 -10

that the algorithm will yield the quotient 5 and the remainder 2.

r+-- I3 o 3 10 3

I

0 4 8 L2

Figure 12-10. 17 = (5 X 3)

41.
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Exercises - Chapter 12

1. Write a number sentence shown by each number line.

a.

b.

.1*-1--
0 I 2

n .1 4H
t t t t t

-4

2. that number must

as 10 + pi= 30

b. 0 = p + 0

c. 0 - p = 0

0 I 2

3 4 5 6 7

6

3 4 5 6 7

L

n
6.1

represent so:41.ch ma tical sentence is true?

_ 9 = 20

e. 40 - p = 10

f. 15 - p = 12

3. Write a mathematical sentence using n, 12 and 15.

4. Tell what operation is used to find n in each of these true mathematical

:sentences.

a. 5 + 6 = n d. 75 = n + 31

b. n = 7 - 4 e. 5 4 n

c. n + 2 = 43 f. 91'60==

5. Write <, >, or = in each blank so each mathematic sentence is true.

6.

8 6

b. 3 + 4 6

c. (20 + 30) .(30 + 20)

d. (200 + 800) (200 + 700)

e. (1200 + 1000) (1000 + 1200)

How much of a number line must be shown to picture these mathematical,.

sentences?

a. 15 + 18 = na

b. 140 - n = 40

c. n = 10.-P 20 + 30
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7. Apply the "undoing" idea to these mathematical sentences. Solutioris

to (a) and (b) are given.

, Do

a. 5 2 = 7 7 - 2 = 5

b. 6 - 4 = 2 2 4 = 6

Undo

c. 5 3 = 8

d. 18 - 10 = 8

e. 25 20 = 45

f. 3 n = 6

g. n- 2 = 4

h. p - n = q

8. Tt mathematical'sentence x 4 = n is snown on the. number line in

Figure 12-11; write the mathematical sentence for Figure 12-12.

4 1 4 4 H
.1

12>0 3 6 9

I

FiLure 12-,11. The sentence 3 x 4 = n.

#

<I
3

3 + 3

4

6

.4
3

'1

FuiT 12-12.

4

9. Draw on the number iine the algorithm irdicated by 18 5.

9 12
>.

3H
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A.

1. a. Not open; true

b. Not open; false

c. Open

d. Not open; true

e. Not open; true

2. a. Not open; true

b. Not open; false

c. Open; true for all numbb's a g. Open; time for all multiples of 3

d. Open; true fOr all numbers h. Open; true fora11 numbers n
a and b

12

Solutions for Problems

,f. Not open if V stands for Ro
numeral; false. If V stands
for some unknown number, then open.

g. Not,open; true

h. Not optn; true

i. Not open; true

e. 0

f. Open; 5.

a

2
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Chapter 13

POINTS, LINES AND PLANES

Int ro8ttc tion

A

Up to this point in our work we have been studying whole numbers and

their properties. However, numbers are not the only things in mathematics

that interest people. Points, lines, curves, planes and spac4/also belong

in mathematics. The study of such ideas is called Geometry. For over

4000 years men have studied geometry, trying to understand better the world

in which they live. -

Sometimes geometry has been closely associated with the process of

measurement. Students have computed perimeters, areas and volumes associa-

ted with certain geoMetric figures. Sometimes geometry is treated as a

deductive science, building a whole series of theorems on the basis or a

few undefined terms and unproved axioms.

Neither of these is the approach taken in the next tl?ree chapters.

Rather, the object is to direct attention to some of the geometric prop-

erties Of familiar objects which do not depend on measurement and to ,

do so without setting up a formal deductive system. However, thinking

logically about the ideas presented is important, as logical thinking is

important in understanding any mathematics at any revel. In Chapter 16

the ideas and processes of measurement will be introduced.

We begin with the consideration of such mathematical ideas as point,

line, plane, space, curve and simple closed cl.rve. Then some representa-

tions of these ideas in the physical world will be considered in order

to use these concepts and their representations to improve our understanding

of the world in which we live.

Points

What is meant by words such-as point, line, plane, curve and space?

If we look up the meaning of any word in a dictionary, we will find the

word defined in terns of other words. If we continue looking up the words

used in the definition, we eventually will find one of these words defined

in terms of the original word whose meaning we were seeking or some suc-

ceeding word in the chain. Hence every such set of definitions is circular.

In order for the dictionary to be helpful, we must know the meaning of some

word in the circle prior to using the dictionary.
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In geometry, no attempt is made to give a definition for such terms

as "point" or "line.". What is done instead, is to describe many, properties

of points and lines. This -will help us in thinking of physical models

of geqmetric figures. We will draw pictures of these physical models,

b it i? should be remembered that the pictures are only a help in thinking--

about the geometric ideas and are not the objects being discussed.

Thus, the idea of a point in geometry is suggested by the tip of a

pencil or a dot on a piece of paper. A dot represents a point in that it

indicates a location at least approximately. A point might be described

as an exact or precise location in space. But note that even this descrip-

tion involves the word "space" and when we try to describe what is meant

by "space," we will do it in terms of "point." A point might also be

thought of as represented by a corner,of a room where two walls and the

ceiling meet, or as the end of a sharply pointed object. These are rep-

resentations in the following sense. The dot made on a sheet of paper is

merely an attempt to mark the idealized geometric entity, the "point."

In fact, the dot covers not one point but an infinite number (in this

instance more than can be counted). Viewed under some magnifying device

such as a microscope, any dot is clearly seen to cover many locations.

Hence no device can be used to mark a point accurately.

. A poor representation
of a point.

Figure 13-1.

A better representation
of a point.

Also, we observe that a point may be thought of as a fixed location.

A point does nct move. If the dot made on a sheet of paper'were erased,

the location previously marked b'y this dot still wou,;_d remain. Agaili,

if the sheet of paper were moved to some other place, the point originally

marked by the dot would remain fixed. Perhaps a more graphic demonstra-

tion of the permanency of the geometric point is given by the demolition

of a building. The points occupied by each corner of each room remain

unchanged. The difference is that they are nollonger represented by the

physical objects called the corners. They would now have to be described

by some set of directiOns leading to the location, such as 10 feet

north of some marked roint and then 12 feet up. Finally, think of a

pencil held in some position. Its tip represents a geometrical point. If

the pencil is moved, its tip now represents a different geometrical point.

140
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A pant .s usually represented by a dot. .It is customary to assign a

letter to a point and thereafter to say "the point A" or "the point B."

We write the letter we have assf.gned to a particular point next to the

dot which represents the point.

Problems

1. Look up the definition of "point" in your dictionary. Look up the

key words in thii definition .and continue until you see a circular

pattern. How many different words occur in the circle?

2. TO the same, for "small."

Sets of Points

Once the geometrical meaning of point is understood, we are then

prepared to envision geometrical space or simply space.

Space is the set of all points.

Since points can be thought of as represented by locations, space may be

thought of as represented by all possible locations.

If we.take two points A and B in space and think of moving the

tip of a pencil from the location of A to the location of B, the path

traced by the pencil tip will give a pretty good idea of a curve from

A to iB.- There are, of course, many paths which might have been taken

besides the one we did select. Each path consists of a set of points and

the-set of all points pn such a path is called a curve.

Figure' 13-2. Five curves from A to. B.

Each of the five paths represented above is called a curve. Even the one

usually called a straight line is a special case of a curve. (Note that

this mathematical use of the word "curve" is not the same as the ordinary

use.)

A curve is a set of points: all those

points which lie on a particular path

from A to B.

* Solutions for the problems in this chapter are on page 150.
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: Now think of the particular curve which may be represented by a string

tightly stretched between A and B. This special curve is called a ,

line segment or a straight line segment.

Another representatio:. of a line se,,ment would be the pencil mark

drawn with a ruler and pencil connecting two points. The curve includes

the points A and B which are called the endpoints of the line segment.

The line segment can be thuaght Of as th, line of sight between A and

B and can be deJcribed as the most direct path. The line segment exists,

of coarse, independently of any of its representations. For example, if

the stretched string were removed, the line segment would remain since it

is a set of locations. The symbol for the line segment determined by the

points A and B is AB. The fact that, we say "the line seoLent AB"

implies that there is only one such segment.

)
*If AB is extended in both directions
along the line of sight so that it does
not stop at any point, the result is a
straight line. Its symbol is A.

For brevity a straight line is called simply a line. Note that a line is

a set of points, a particular set of points whose prop, '.es we describe

but which cannot wholly be represented in a figure beca,.ie of its indefinite

length. We have to use our imagination to conceive of the unlimited nature

of the line.

Problems

3. Mark three points A, B and C on a sheet of paper. Draw all
possible line segments determined by these points. How many seg-
ments did you get? Name these segments. How many lines are
determined? Did you take care of all possible situations?

Mark four points A, B, C and D on a sheet of paper. Continue
as in Problem 3.

Properties of Lines

From the representation of a line segment it is possible to abstract

certain propn-ties of the line. Ihus: through a point 'A many lines can

be drawn; in fact so mahj that we c.not possibly count them all.

other words, there may be infinitely many lines passing through a single

point A.

IA2
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Many lines through A. One line thrbugh both A and B.

Figure 13-3.

If a second point B is given different from A, there is always one

' line which passes through both A and B but more importantly, there is

only one such line, which is said to be determined by the two points.

The intersection of two lines is, of course, the set-of all those-points

which belong to both lines. There is ustlalknust one such point. These

two important properties of lines can be stated as follows:

1) If two distinct lines are given which intersect,
their intersection consists of exactly one point.

2). If two distinct points are given, there is exactly
one line which contains both points. >,,

In the representation of pqints as dots, it may be possible to draw two or

more distinct lines between these dots if the dots are not initially small

enough. Thus, . However, the realization that the dots are

only an approximation of the idealized notions of point and line should

clarify this apparent contradiction. The use of smaller and smaller dots

quickly forces the correct conclusion.

The line determined by two different points such as C and D in

Figure 13-4 is called "the line CD." The symbol for it is 5., Note

that CD is the symbol for the line segment with endpoints at C and D

while tril is the symbol for the line determined by C and D but which

goes on and on beyond either C or D in both directions.

A

A representation of n An incomplete representation of 6.

Figure 13-4.
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Besides AB and the two points A and B determine another particu-

lar set of points called "the ray AB" and for which the symbol is AB.

The ray AB consists of th point A and all
those points of the line An on the same side
of A as B.

7

B

A representation

of AB._

(a)

Incomplete representations Many rays Alr,

of At and. 4. st, (1X, It

(b)

Figure 13-5.

A beam of light emanating from a pinpoint source is another excellent

representation of a ray.

Since there are only two directions in a line from a fixed point on

the line, there,can be only two distinct rays on the line with the fixed

point as a common endpoint. See FigUre 13-5b. However, since any point-

of the line may serve as the endpoint of a ray on the line, a line contains

more rays than can be counted. See Figure 13-5c.

A ray may be a less familiar concept than a point or a line, but it

is a very useful one, particularly when we come to talk about angles.

determined by
points in one line.

(c)

Problms

5. Mark threepoints A, B and C in that order on the same line.

Indicate AP, BC, AC, el, el. Which of these are names for

the same ray?

6. Whai is th difference between AB and AB; between AB and AB;

.between AB and AB?

7. Make a point A on a sheet of paper. Draw four rays with endpoint

A. How many rays are possible all with endpoint A?

8. Draw a ray A. How many rays are there w th endpoint A which
contain point p? Is AB contained in A ? How many line segments

are there on AB which have A as one endpoint?
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Planes

Perhaps a more familiar concept is that cf the set of points we call

a plane. Once again we do not define a plane, but we describe its proper-

ties and its relationship to' lines and points and thus attempt to get a

good idea of what is meant by it. Any flat surface such as the wall of

a room, the floor, the top of a desk or a door in any position suggests

the idea of a part of a plane in mathematics. But as with a line, a plane

is thought of as being unlimited in extent. A plane is represented by

a picture or a drawing of a flat surface, but this is only a-representation

of a part of a plane. An ever-growing table top provides a better and

better representation. Also, we must remind ourselves that we are only

representing certain sets of points in space. If the table were removed,

the'set of points (locations) does not change.

A plane of which the table top Is a partial representation 1.s the set

of all points of all the lines obtained by extending the line segments

with endpoints in the table top. In this way it is'clear that a plane

contains more lines than can be counted, in other words, infinitely

many lines.. Nbreover, if two points of a line are contained in t;. plane,

then the entire line is contained in the plane.

The Relationships of Points, Lines and Planes

Consider now the relationships between points, lines and planes.

We shall tr:, to put them down in a somewhat systematic fashion: Remember

that space is simply the set of all points and that lines and planes are

special sets of points some of whose properties we have tried to specify.

We have already noted certain relationships, one of them being:

Property 1. Through any two different
points there is exactly
one line.

We think of a plane as being "flat." If any two points in the plane

are selected, they determine a line. Where are all the other points of

this line? The straightness of the line and the flatness of the plane

suggest that they lie in the plane. Thus:

Property 2. If two different points lie
in a plane, the line deter-
mined by the points lies in
the plane.
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A plane. Surface of a can is not a plane.

Figure 13-6.

In Figure 13-6 the surface of a tin can is not a plane since a
cuts through the space inside the can and does not lie wholly on the

surface.

Can there be more than one plane containing two different points?

Think of twc points at the hinges of a door. The door, which represents

part of a plane, can swing freely, and therefore there must be many planes

through the two given points..

I

Figure 13-7. 3 planes containing A and B.

.Another way to think of it would be to think of a 3 < 5 card held at

opposite corners between the thumb and third finger. The card can spin

freely and in each position represents a portion of a plane.
MA

Prope=rty 3. Through 2 points in space,
and hence through a line in -

space, there are many possible

planes.

It seems that two different 'points determine a line. How many are

needed to determine a plane? By "determine" we mean that there is at least

one plane containing the given points and no more than One_

11.6
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Tne card mentioned above held between thumb and third finger can

no longer spin if a third finger is extended. The tips of the three.

fingers determine a plane. A three-legged stool always sets firmly on the

floor while a badly made faun-legged table may woJble. These illustrate

the idea that three points can fix a plane. Of course, they must not lie

on the same line since, for instance, if there were another point C

on AB in Figure 13-7, all three planes would contain it as well as A

and B. So:

Property 4. Any three points not in the
same line determine one and
only one plane.

Figure 13-8. A plane is determined by 3 points not in a

Two intersecting lines also determine a plane since we can p-0.4 tWO

points in one line and the third one in the other line and use Property

In the same way a line and a point which is not in it determine one and

only one plane.

Problems

9. Do three points always determine a plane? If not, why not?

10. May four different points no three of which lie in the same
straight line lie in one plane? Must they lie in one plane?
Draw pictures to support your answer.

Intersections of Lines and Planes

If the intersections of lines and planes are considered, tisee more

interesting properties can be ncted.

Two different lines may not intersect at all, but if they do, what

could their intersection be? A single point. ..Ptst think of two pencils

and how they may be held.

If a line and a plane intersect, their intersection must be only a

single point unless the whole line lies in the plane. In this case the

line is a subset of the plane.
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C
N

M
I

.. .c.

Figure 13-9. AB and AC intersect at A.

Line AB lies in plane MN.

AC intersects plane MN at A.

These ideas are summarized in

Property 2.

Property 6.

the following properties:

If two different lines in
space intersect, their
intersection is one point.

If a line and a plane inter-
sect, tneir intersection is
either one point or the entire
line.

A core difficult thing to see, perhaps, is how two planes intersect.

Of courz,e, the fl,,or anu ceiling of an ordinary room represent portions

of two planes which woul0 not intersect at all. The and a flat

wall seem to intersect in a straight line. In fact, consideration of

any two planes which Lave some points in common will probably indicate that

the;, must meet in a straight line. This is indeed true. It is stated

in Property 7.

Property 7. If two different planes
intersect, their inter-
section is a'straight line.

Figure 13-10. Planes I and II intersect in AB.

The ideas of point, line senents line, ray, pla,le and space which

have been considered !-.ere are basic to geometry, bat, obviously, there

are many otner interesting point sets to loot: at. This we wil" begin

to do in tne next chapter.
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Exercises - Chapter 13

1. How many different lines may contain:

a. one certain point?

b. a certain pair of 1: ats?

2. How many different planes, may contain:
. -

a. one certain point?

b. a certain pair of points?

'c. a certain set of three points not all in the same line?

a. If two different lines intersect, how many points are there in

the intersection?

1

b. If two different planes intersect, how many lines are there in

the intersection? How many points?

4. Given two points A and B as shown below:

A.

B

a.. How many line segments can you draw I:1th endpoints A and B ?

b. HoW many lines are there that contain both A and B ?

5. Draw points A and B.

a. Draw a ray with endpoint A.

b. Draw a ray with endpoint B.

c. Draw AB.

d. Draw Al

Which of the following is correct?

6. A line has

a. one endpoint.

b. two endpoints.

c. no endpoints.

7. A ray has

a. one endpoint.

b. two endpoint's.

c. no endpoints.
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8. A line segment has

aw one endpOint.

b. two endpoints.

c. no endpoints.

9. TwcY points in space are contained in

a. only one plane.

b. many, many planes, but we could count them.

C. more planes than can be counted.

10. Complete this sentence: Two intersecting planes in space intersect

in a

11. Consider A B C D

a. What is the union of MN and g ?

b. What is the union of 0 and C ?

c. What is the union of 17 and MI

d. What is the union of BC and BA ?

,

12. How many lines can be drawn through four points, a pair of them at

a time, if the points lie:

a. in the same plane?

b. not in the same plane?

Solutions for Problems

1. The answer will depend on your dictionary. In one dictionary the

definition of "point" involves "line" and the definition of "line"

invoEres "point."

2. "Small" in one dictionary is defined in terms of "little" and "little"

in terms of "small."

3.

C
In this case there are determined three

B

segments AM, EU and AC, and also

AB, 44A three lines AB, BC and C.

, while there are still

the same three segments, there is now only one line AC.

But in the other case 4
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4. There are three possible cases.
B

C

'13

In this case there are six segments

AB, AC, AD, BC,.BD and CD and also six

lines.

In this case there are still the same

six segments, but only 4 lines: It, bt,

CD and AC.

Again 6 segments, but now only
A

one line A.

A

A

A.

B C

A

A

B C

II and AZ are names for the same ray.

el and. 51 are names for the same ray.

6. AB is the segment
A

7.

8.

AB is the line

AB is the ray

A

A

AB

BC

AC

CA

CB

There are infinitely many rays possible with endpoint A.

A

One ray from A contains B.

Yes. AB is contained in
A

Infinitely many such, as AC, AD, etc.
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9. No, as they may all lie in one line.,

10. They may but they do not have to. In a picture of a cubical block

of wood, points A, P, H and Z lie in one plane, but points

A, P, S and Z do not.

,
t)

S
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Chapter 14

CLOSED CURVES, POLYGONS AND ANGLES

Intersecting Planes and Lines

pi the last chapter we considered lines and planes and some of their

properties and relationships. In particular, we looked at the various

ways in which these sets of points could intersect each other, saying

that

'1. If two different planes intersect, the inter- ,

section is a single line.

2. If a line and a plane intersect, the inter-
section is either a single point or the
entire line. t i I

3. If two different lines intersect, the
intersection is a single point.

It is possible, of course, for two planes not to intersect ft all,

in which case we say that they are parallel. The same is true f4xr a

line and a plane or for two lines. See Figbre 14-1.

Figure 14-1.

In this figure, planes I and II are parallel whereas planes I

4 44 k
and III intersect in EH. AB intersects plane I in point A but
44
AB is parallel to plane III. Two planes always either intersect or are

parallel. It is possible, however, for two lines not to intersect and

yet not to be parallel to each other either. This is the case with V

and EF. Such lines are said to be skew and they never lie in the same

plane. We speak of two lines as being parallel only if they lie in the

same plane and do not intersect. rz and EH are parallel.
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Problem'*

1. Consider this sketch of the outline of a house.

E

Think of the lines and planes sug-
gested by the'figure. Name lines
by a pair of points and planes by
three points. Name:

a. a pair of parallel planes
b. a pair of pleases whose intersection is a line
c. three planes that.intersect in a point
d. three planes that intersect in a line
e. a line and a plane which .do not intersect
f. a pair of parallel lines

g. a pair of skew lines
h. thtee lines that intersect in a point

The Separation Properties of Points, Lines and Planes
14

There is another very important idea closely connected with the
tr

relationship between points, lines and planes, and that is the idea of

separation. What is involved may be made clear by some examples and

illustratiOns. Think of a plane represented by the wall of a room.

This plane separates space into two sets of points, those in front of the

wall and those behind it. In this sense we think of any plane as having

two sides and we say that a planeiseparates space, that is, it divides
t'

the,Dointd:bf space into three subsets, one of which is the plane itself

while the other two -are the points on each side of the plane. By conven-

tion.we refer o these latter two sets of points as half-spaces. Note

that the separating plane does not lie in either half-space. Later on

we shall use "half-plane" and "half-line" in a similar sense. Points are

in the same,half-space if they are on the same side of the plane. If

points such as A and B in Figure 14-2 are on the same side of the plane,

then there always exist curves, connecting A and B which do not inter-

sect the plane. In particular AB does not- intersect the plane. On

the other hand, if points such as A and C are on opposite sides of

the plane, then any curve connecting A and ,C even AC must interA-

sect the plane. Note that while the segnynt AB does not intersect

the separating plane in Figure 14-2, the line AB .may very well do so.

* Solutions for problems in this chapter are on page 167.
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Figure 14-2. Plane I separates space.

In tie same way, if we consider a certain plane and a line in that plane,

the line separates the points of the plane into two half-planes. Thus,
14

in Figure 14-3, MN separates plene I into two half-planes such that

A and B lie the same half-plane but A and C lie in different

- 14

Figure 14-3. A line separates a plane.

half-planes. The line MN does not lie in either half-plane:( There exist,

curves in plane I connecting A and B which do not intersect MN.

AB is such a curve. On the other hand, every curve in plane I connect-

ing A and C must intersect a We see that AC does.

In the same manner, a point in a line separates a line. In

A B P C

Figure 14-4. A point separates a line.

Figure 14-4, P separates line 2 into two half-lines such that A and

B lie in the same half-line, but A and .0 lie in different half-lines.

The point P does not lie in either half-line. Again AB does not

intersect the separating point P while AC does..

1551 5 9
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The three case. are Much the same idea applied in different situa-

tions. Thus:

1. Any plane separates space into t half-spaces.

2. Any line of a plane separates the plane into
two half-planes.

3. Any point of a line separates the line into
two half-lines.

The separation properties ok r

points with respect to lines, °

")
lines with respect torplanes, and

planes with respect to space
0

.
have not usually had much attention drawn to them in elementary geometry,

but they really are quite interesting and important although a little

tricky to comprehend at first acquaintance. It might be of interest to

'consider whether there are any curves which are not separated by points

or any surface's which are not separated by curves. Does a single point

separate a circle? Does a circle separate a plane? Does a circle sep-

arate the surface of a sphere? Does a circle alwa s separate the surface

of an inner tube? See Figure 14-5. How about c lei AMC ? How about

circle PQ11 ? How about circle PST ?

'A circle on a sphere. Circles on an inner tube.

Figure l4-5.

A further discussion of some of these questions will be found later on

in this chapter. Some experimentation will probably convince you that a

circle always does separate the surface of a sphere but does not always

separate the surface of an inner tube. Neither circle Pa nor circle

PST separates that surface.
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Problems

2. Consider a piece of paper as a representation of a plane.

a. Does a segment Aleparate the plane? A ray? A line?
b. Into how many parts do two intersects lines separate a plane?

Two parallel lines?

3. a. Does a half -plane separate space? Does a line?
b. Into how many parts do two intersecting planes separate space?

Plane Curves

Let us go back to the idea of a curve and see what more we can learn
Y

from it. A curve from A to B is any set of points which can be rep-

resented by a pencil point which started at A and moved around to end

up at B: Such/a curve might wander around in space and cross and recross

itself many times. we want to confine our attention to fairly simple

curves and so we impose some restrictions. The first is that our pencil

point stay in the same plane. Such curves are called plane curves. We

can represent them by figures we draw on a sheet of paper.

A plane curve is a set of points which can be
represented by a pencil drawing made without
lifting the pencil off the paper.

Line segments are examples of such curves. Curves may or may not

contain portions that are straight. In everyday language we use the A
term "curve" in this same sense.' When a baseball pitcher throws a

curve, the ball seems to go straight for a while and then "breaks" or

"curves."

(a)

D

> B

A

ii

(b) (c) (d) (e) (f) (8)

Figure 14-6. Curves.

157 1 6 1
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Figure 14-6c is an important type of curve-called a broken-line

curve. A, B, C, D, E are points of the curve. We say the curve contains

or passes through its points. Of course, each cuwe contains many other

points besides those specifically named.

We need a way to distinguish curves such as those shown in Figures

14-6f and 14-6g from other curves. These are called closed curves.

A closed curve is a plane curve whose representation
can be drawn without r tracing and with the pencil
point stopping at the s point from which it started.

If a closed curve does not intersect itself at any
point, we call it a simple closed curve.

Figure 14-6f is a simple closed curve. We could speak of going around

the curve and, when we do, we pass through each paint just once (except,

of course, the startinfepoint).

(a)

(a)

J

(b) (c) (d)

Figure 14-7. Curves.

(e)

(d)

Figure 14-8. Simple closed curves.

7
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Curys a, d and e in Figure 14-7 are closed curves. Each curve

in Figure 14-8 is a simple closed curve, but not one of those in Figure

14-7 is.

From looking at representations of simple closed curves we might guess

that any such curve separates the plane into two parts, one of which might

be called the interior of the curve and the other the exterior. As a

matter of fact tnis is true and is a very important property of a simple

plane closed curve, tut one which may not hold if the curve is drawn on

another surface. See, for instance, Figure 14-5, where the circle PQR4

does not separate the surface of the inner tube.

Every simple plane closed curve separates the
plane in which it lies into two parts, the
interior of the curve and the exterior of
tne curve. The curve itself does not belong
to either ;art.

When a line separated a plane into two half-planes we could join

any two points in the :.sine half-plane by a segment which, did not intersect

the line. In like manner, any two points in the interior of the simple

cloned curve can to ,:oined iy a curve which does not intersect it. The

Lame iL true for two point., in the exterior as illustrated in Figure 14-9a.

Again, if point h is in the interior arid noint S in the exterior

of the curve, ',,e can never ,join R and S ty asplane curve which does

not intersect th._ :ven simple closed curve. See Figure 1 --,b.

.-",--
.

/

(a) (b)

Figure 14-4. InturiJr anti exterior 3f a simple closed curve.

Sometimes one sim;:e closet: ,:urve may be entirely in the interior of a

second such curve as in Figure I.-10.

1h
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Figure 14-10. C1 lies in the interior of C2.

The interior of any simple closed curve, together
with the curve, is called a region. The curve is
the boundary of the region.

Note that the boundary of the region is part-of the region. There are

other sets of points which are also called regions. For example, in

Figure 14-10 the set of points which are between the two curves, together

with the curves, may also be called a region. Its boundary is both curves.

Problems

4. Which of the following are closed curves? Which are both closed and

simple?

(a) (b) (d) (e) (r)

5. Consider the capi.al letters as ordinarily printed. Which of them

are simple closed curves? Which of them separate the plane?

6. Draw a picture of a simple closed curve made up of four segments.
Is this a broken-line curve? Do you know a name for such a figure?

Polygons

If a simple closed curve is the union of three or
more line segments, it is called a polygon.

Note that a curve can be the union of three or more segments without

being a polygon. See Problem 4 c, e and f. Polygons hate special names
\,5

according to how may line segments are involved. Those with three segments

are called triangles, with four, quadrilaterals. After that, the names

are made up of the 'reek word for the appropriate maser followed by the

syllable "gon." Thus, pentagon, hexagon, octagon, and decagori are the

names for the polygons,,with 5, 6, 8 or 10 sides respectively.

160
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a. triangle b. quadrilateral c. pentagon d. octagon e. decagon

Figure 14-11. Polygons.

The simplest of the polygons is the triangle. A triangle is the

union of three line segments. Let A, B and C be three points, not

all on the same line. The triangle ABC, written as CABC, is the union

of AB, AC and BC. Recall that the union of two sets consists of all

the elements of the one set together with all the elements of the other.

Each of the points A, B and C is called a vertex of the triungle.

(The plural of vertex is vertices.) The segments AB, BC and CA are

called the sides of the triangle. It should be noted that the triangle is

the union of three line segments and specifically does not include the

interior. We shall study triangles and other polygons again in a later

chapter.

Problem'

7. Which of the following are polygons?

(a) (b) (c) (d)

Definition and Properties of Angles

(e) (f) (g) (h)

There is another geometric figure or set of points to be considered

now and that is an "angle." An angle is the union of two rays which have ,

the same endpoint but which are not parts of the same line.

A R T

(b)

Figure 14-12. Various angles.

In Figure 14-12a the angle is -PI Note that in Figure 14-12b

the point S is a point of the angle since S is in Ta but point W

is not a point of the angle since it is not in either or it

(a)

NIP

(c)

161 6 ;,-;



The common endpoint of the two rays is called thL vertex of the angle.

The symbol for an angle .s L and the angle is usually named by naming

three points of the angle; the first being a point (not the vertex) on

one ray; the second being the vertex; and the third being a point (not

the vertex) on the other ray. Thus the angle represented in Figure 14-12a

is L BAC or CAB. In Figure 14-121 the angle may have various names:

L QPR or L SPT or BPS, etc. Note that it is correct to say

L QPR = :PS since trey are simply different names :or the 'same anjle.

Just as a simple closed curve divices rlane into two parts, tic

interior and tne exterior of the curve, so does an angle divide the plane

into two parts, wnich we shall call the interior and exterior ):: tle

But which part shall we call the interior? An easy way to dee::e iz as

follows: Consider BAC. CA, AB and BC determine a

curve, in fact, they determine a triangle whicn nay an interi,::. i2AC

divides the ;:lane into two parts. The interior lz ti.at .f t.c

tarts whion tne interior of tne triangle. Fi(ut. 1.

heir to make this ,:fear.

rip

C

Interior of Interior

Ficare 1L-1.5. Interior of an an-Lc.

Anotner method of determinin: the interior of an an,::le is to use

zeparation property of a line in a plane. In Fi.-ure / ABC Is

determined by tre rays BA and BC. These rays in t.u-n determine tie

lines VI and BC. Ea separates the plane into two :.alp- ;,lanes anu

lies in one of them. We mark this half-plant: witn noriLontal

::imilarly BC secarates the plane into two half-ilanec and A lies in

one tf them. We mark trig half-1.1ane vertic-.1. 7r at rtion

of t-.e plane whicn is s. -acted twice is the inter..cr
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Figure 14-14. Interior cf Z ABC.

If we consider the segments AB and BC we see that they determine

rays andand BBC and thus determine an angle. It must be remembered

that the angle consists of all the points in both rays and not just those

points in AB and BC. This is why we should be careful to observe that

while a triangle or a polygon determines its angles, the angles are not

part of the triangle. As a point set, the Z ABC consists of the rays

A and g blt the 6ABC contains only the points of the segments

BA and BC (as well as those of AC).

Problems

Figure 14-15. Z ABC is not a subset of 6ABC.
A p

8. 'In the adjacent figure P lies

in the interior of a certain angle.
Name the angle and shade its interior.

9. The first definition of the "interior of an angle" was in terms of

the "interior of a certain triangle." The second definition did not

use the "interior of a triang7-." 'le could therefore define the

interior of a triangle" in terms of the "interiors of its angles."

Write such a definition.

10. It is incorrect to say L ABC = ZXYZ.
Why?

A

B
C

A
x.

Y
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We have been concerned in the last two chapters with various geometric

figures or sets df points and some of their properties. These are point,

space, curve, line, plane, surface, polygon, angle, etc. We have discus-

se eir relationships, their intersections and separation properties,

but we have not mentioned anything about their measures or their sizes.

These are, of course, topics of interest and importance and will be taken

up in the next chapter.

Exercises - Chapter 14

1. Which of the curves below are simple closed curves?

(a) (b) (c)
CJ

(d) (e) (f)

2. The curve below does not intersect itself. Wh z. is it not a simple

closed curve?

3. Which of the curves below are not simple closed curves?

(a) (b) (c) (d)

4. draw three examples of each of the following:

a. curves that are neiti-er closed nor simple.

b. curves that are closed but not simple.

'c. curves that ar

C.

both closed and simple.

164 1 ` 3
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5. Which of these simple closed curves are pictures of polygons?

(a)N:3 (b) I
(c),

(d) (e)

(h)

(f)

(i)

6. Which figures above are pictures of quadrilaterals?

7. Name, the vertex and the sides of each angle below.

(a)
(b) U

xb

(a)

t - -

8. Is point C in the interior or exterior of 2:BAD?

D

9. Is AC (except for point A) in the interior or in the exterior of

Z. BAD ?

10. Answer the questions of EXercises 8 and 9 in the following case.

A

165
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11. Consider the figure below made up of segments and EU and

rays B- D and CE. Does such a figure separate the plane? Does i'

have an interior? If so, explain how you might decide what the interior

is.

In each figure below P is in the interior of both L BAD and L BCD.

Is P in the interior of each polygon?

A
B

C

D p B At

13. Con-ider a long narrow strip of paper. Draw any closed curve on this

paper. Does it separate the strip? Cut along the curve and see if

the paper falls apart.
A

F

D

- - -
B

E

C

14. Take a similar strip of paper and paste its ends together so that

BC is matched with AD forming a band. Draw a closed curve and cut

along it. Will the band always be separated? Try the curve FGE.

15. Take a similar strip of paper. Paste the ends together after turning

BC over so that now C falls on A and B on D. Draw a closed

curve from E around to E again as indicated by the dotted line

in the figure and cut along this curve. Is the band of paper separated?

Such a band as this is called a Moebius band. Its curious properties

are explored in many semi-popular books on mathematics.

166
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Solutions for Problems

1. ehere are many sets of planes and lines satisfying the various

requirements. We name one set in each case.

a. ABH and ICD. e. and AMC

b. ABH and BHD f. Al and BC.

c. ABH, BCD and ABC g. ag and 2
d. FHD, GHD and BHD h. tg and MI

2. a. A segment does not separate a plane, nor does a ray.

A line does. There is a

path from C to D which

does not intersect AB or AB.

b. Two intersecting lines separate a plane into four parts. 'Two

parallel lines separate a plane into three parts.

4

3. a. A half-plane does not separate space nor does a line.

b. Four

4. (a), (b) and (d) are closed. (a) and (d) are both closed and

simple. (c) and (f) are not closet because of the endpoints.

(e) cannot be traced by a pencil without retracing some segments

or lifting the pencil. Therefore it does not satisfy the definition.

5. D and 0 aXe the only simple closed curves. A, B, P, Q and R

as well as D and 0 separate the plane.

6. It is a broken-line curve. It is usually

called a polygon or a quadrilateral. This

figure is considered again.in Chapter 15.

B

7. (b) and (c) are the only polygons.

8. P is in the interior of L ABD.

E

9.' The interior of a triangle is the portion of the interior of ealh of

its angles which is common to all tc.ree of them.

10. These are not the same angle and "=" always means two different names

for the same object or idea.
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Chapter 15

METRIC PROPERTIES OF FIGURES

Introduction

In the last two chapters we studied several geometric concepts/

We could not define precisely what we meant by point, line, plane and

space because we found that if we tried it, we eventually ended up in a

circle defining space in terms of point and point in terms of space.

The best we could do was to give descriptions of what we meant, draw pic-

tures to represent the ideas, and discuss properties of and relationships

between the various sets of points which were called lines, planes,
0

curves, segments, etc.

We studied how many different points were necessary to determine

a line or a.plane;how lines and planes might or might not intersect

and what their intersections would have to be; how a point, a line and

a plane could separatrrTsPectively, a line, a plane and space. We

looked at curves, particularly at simple closed plane curves which we

found had the interesting property of separating tkie plane into an interior

and exterior region. A simple closed curve which is the union of line

segments we called a polygon.. We found that we can determine a line by

specifying two points of the line, and we can determine a plane by

specifying three points which were not all in one line. For other figures

we may have to specify at least some particular PiAnts. For instance:

to determine a segment we cannot take any two points in the segment, we

mast specify the two endpoints; for a ray, we must specify the endpoint

and any other point; for an angle, the vertex and then any two other points,

One in each ray; and for a triangle we must specify each of the three

vertices.

Nowhere in these two chapters have we looked at any properties of C

geometric figures which needed the idea of size or measure. But now,

in order to consider some V the familiar figures such as rectangles and

circles, we need to be able to compare two segments so as to say whether

the first is longer than the second or the second is longer than the first

or whether neither statement is, correct. This concept of "longer tnan"

is much the same as the concept "more than" used in comparing two numbers

in Chapter 2. At that time, we used the word "equals" and the symbOl

"=" to mean that we had two names for the same number. Thus,

169
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8 - 5 = 12 t 4 because both 8 - 5 and 12 s 4 are names for the

number 3.

In all our work we are going to reserve the word "equals" and the

symbol "=" for this idea, that is to say,' if A, B, C, etc., are names

for points, A = B means that A and B are both names for precisely

the same point. AB = CD means that either'4 = C and B = D or that

A = D and B = C so that we are talking about the same segment.

A

Figure 15-1.

In Figure 15-1 it is not true that AB = CD since A is notalthe

same point as either C or D.

It.is, however, true that a = 5 because the two different segments

do determine the same line. In the same figure, AB = AD, since in each

case the ray consists of the half-line to the right of A together with

the point A.

Congruence of Segments

We come now to the problem: how do we compare two segments AB

and CD ? Since A and B are fixed locations in space, we cannot

move them around. It is possible, however, to have a representation,

of the line segment on a piece of paper or as a stretched, taut piece of

string or as the segments between the tips of a compass. If there is

a similar representation for CD we can physically compare the two rep-

resentations. Although we cannot move the segments, we can move their

representations. Suppose the tips of a compass are used to represent

AB. -Place one tip of the compass on C and see where the other tip falls

on the ray CD. If it falls between C and D, we say that CD is longer

than AB. If the tip of the compass falls on D, AB is congruent to

CD, If it falls beyond D, AB is longer than CD.

It is perhaps a bit difficult to see why we want to say that segments

are "congruent" instead of using the more familiar word "equal." But

strictly speaking the familiar usage "two lines are equal" is inaccurate

on two counts. First of all, it is clearly "line segments" rather than

"-lines" that are being referred to. Secondly, and more to the point here,

what is really being said is that the two segments have the same "length"

or "measurement." The "length of a line segment" is a number which measures
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the segment in a sense which will be discussed in Chapter 16, ane to say

that two lengths are equal is to say that the same number is the measure

of each. But, without this idea at all, it makes perfectly good sense

to say that AB is congruent to CD, with the meaning attached to this

statement in the previous paragraph, and this is all we need at the moment.

Notice that this method of comparing two segments is not the same as,

but bears a resemblance to the method of comparing two sets in Chapter 2.

If we tried to match the elements of set P with those of set Q and

ran out of elements of P before we did those of Q so that we matched

the elements of P with those of a proper subset of Q, we said Q

was "more than" P. It was also possible for P to be more than Q

or for P to "match" Q. These relationships between two sets roughly
. -

correspond to the relationships between two segments when they are com-

pared as we did a moment ago.

For brevity in writing, symbols are needed to represent these rela-

tionships between segments. Since the symbol "=" has been reserved

to indicate two different nam s for the same thing, whether it be a

number, a set, a segment, a4concrete obje ''t or an idea, we need a new

symbol for congruence. To indicate that AB and CD are congruent

we write AB = CD. If CD is longer than AB, we see that AB is

A

C

B

Figure 15-2. CD > A.B.

D

congruent to a subset of CD, CE in Figure 15-2. We.write this

CD >AB (or AB < CD). Note that this use of the symbols ">" and

"<" indicates a comparison relationship between line segments. In Chapter

2 we used the same symbols to indicate a comparison relationship between

two numbers. We should keep carefully in mind the difference between

the two usages. Usually it will be easy to see when we are talking about

segments and when we are talking about numbers.

When we compare two segments AB and Cr oy the method outlined

above, only three things can happen: the tip of the compass, representing

B, can fall between C and D, or on D or beyond D. Accordingly

we find that one and only one of the three statements AB < CD, AB = CD

171
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and AB > CD will be true.

If we compare AB with two other segments CD and EF, as shOwn

in Figure 15-3, we may find that CD > AB and AB > EF. If we now

copare CD and EF, we will always find that CD > EF. Thus:

If CD > AB, and AB > EF; then CD > EF.

Figure 15-3. Comparing three segments.

Suppose we have a segment CD and a point A fired on a line AP, as

in Figure 15-4. Using the tips of a compass to represent CD, we can place

one tip on A and with the other tip determine two points of AP, say R and

S, one on each side of A so that AR ; CD and AS ; CD. Thus we can de-

termine two segments with endpoint A on line AP congruent to CD.

C D

Figure 15-4. AS ; CD; AR ; CD.

If, as in the above figure, SA ; AR and A is between S and R, we

gay that point A bisects SR.

Problems *

1. If AB ; CD and CD ; EF, is it true that AB ; EF ? Why or why not?
I& t95 ICE 7

2. If AB > CD and AB > EF is it true that CD > EF ?
Why or why not? Is m >70B ?

* Solutions for problems in this chapter are on page 183.
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Congruence of Angles

We can compare two angles in much the same way as we compared two,

segments. Thus if two angles z AMC and L PQR are given, we can take

as a represbntation of z ABC a tracing, say L A'B'C', and make the

ray B'C' fall on QR with B'A' falling in the same half-plane as

QP and with B' falling on Q. See Figure 15-5. Now if B'A' falls

on QP we say that L ABC ; PQR.

C

Figure 15-5. L AMC z PQR.

13'

A'

P
C'

15

But Mt may fall in the interior of Z. PQR in which case LAW

is less than / PQR or / ABC < L PQR. See Figure 15-6.

C
R

Figure 15-6. z. ABC < L PQR.

P
A'

C'

>
Q

7.

Finally A'B' may fall in the exterior of L PQR and in this case

L ABC is greater than L FQR or L ABC > L PQR. See Figure_15-7.

B C

At

R

Figure 15-7. ABC > L PQR.
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Again as in comparing segments we find that these three are the only

possibilities. That is: .either Z ABC <Z FQR or Z ABC =./ PQR

or / AMC >Z PQR. .

There is a special angle of great Aiportance called a right angle

which we may illustrate as follows. Take any point F on g such that

A and B are on opposite sides of P and take any point Q not on

A.B. Draw PQ. This is illustrated in Figure 15-8. We get two angles

/ APQ and Z BPQ. If we compare these.angles we may occasionally find

that they are congruent. In this case we say that L APQ and / BPQ

are both right angles.

A / B

APQ > LnPQ

Figure 15-8.

Q

A p

APQ BPQ

Z's APQ and BPQ

are right ankles.

Models of right angles occur in many places in the world as, for

instance, at the corner of an ordinary sheet of paper. A model

can be made even from an irregular sheet of paper by folding it twice,

as shown in Figure 15-9.

A Ay;

"s1"--.
B B

Figure 15-9. Folding an irregular shape to
get a rodel of a right angle.
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If / APB IL / BPC, are these angles right
angles? Why or why not?

4. If / ABC >Z PQR ,and / PQR > ' XYZ, what can be said about
XYZ and / ABC 3:

5. What is wrong with each of the following:

AB = VB; ABC > BC ?

Convex polygons

Now that we can compare two segments and decide whether they are

congruent or not and also comr.are two angles, we are able to learn a

little more about polygons.

If we consider quadrilaterals and other polygons with more than

three sides, we soon see that two quite different situations are possible.

These are illustrated in Figure l;-10 where the polygons represented in

a, b, d surely have a different character from those in c and e.

(a) (c) (

Figure 15-10. Various polygon

How shall we distihtuish these? Perhaps the easiest way is to obse:ve

that in a, L and d the interior of each polygon belongs to the interior

of each angle determined by a vertex of the polygon and the two .segments

of which that vertex is an endpoint. This is not the case in c and e.

C

A

Figure lc-11. The interior of a polygon.

f 7 .)
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Tf the interior of a polygon is part of the
interior of each angle determined by a ver-
tex and the two segments of which that vertex
is an endpoint, then that polygon is called
convex.

Another way to define a convex polygon is as follows. See Figure 15-12.

A polygon is convex if for any two points
A and B on the polygon, A$ contains
besides A and B only points in the
interior of the polygon.

Usually, it is convex polygons that we are interested in.

B

Simple convex
polygon.

Simple non- convex Neither simple nor
polyelpn. convex'. Not a polygon.

Figure 15-12.

Problem

6. Is it true that all triangles are convex?

Classification of Triangles

Triangles can be classified by comparing their sides or their angles.

(We really should not speak of an angle of a t Jangle, since we s w above

that the set of points which is the angle is of a subset of the a of

pointra ch is a triangle. But since the se nts of the triang e do
.

.

determine hree angles, we use the words "angle of a triangle" for the

more corre4t but much longer "angle whose rays re determined by the sides

of a triarigle.")

First:

Considering the sides of a triangle.

a. If all three sides are congruent, the triangle is equilateral.

Ib. If two sides are congruent, the triangle is isosc les.

c. If no two sides are congruent, the triangle is s.alene.

1179



Equilateral

AB = BC ; AC

15

Isosceles

RQ

Scalene

XY <YZ <XZ

Flg:re 15-1j. Triangles classified according to sides.

?..econd:

Considering the ankles of a triangle,

a. One angle may be a right angle. Such a triangle is called

a right triangle.

b. All angles may be less than a right angle. In this case

the triangle is said to be acute.

c. One angle may be greater than a right angle. Such a

triangle is called an obtuse triangle.

In cases (a) and (c) comparison of angles will show that the other

two angles are always less than a right angle.

A

Right Acute Obtuse

/ ACB is right Each angle < right angle Z XYZ > right angle

Figure 15-14. Triangles classified by angles.

It is interesting to 'note that if you compare the ankles of an

equilateral triangle you ill find that they are all congilient and if you

do so for the angles of aa isosceles triangle you will find that two of

tilem are congruent. Can you determine which two? Is it also true that

if two or three angles of a triangle are congruent then two or three sides

will be? If you try this with some models, you will find that it seems

to be true. As a matter of fact it really is true.

Problems

7. Sketch: a. an obtuse triangle; b. a ' angle which is both obtuse
and isosceles; c2 an acute, scalene tri le.

8. An equilateral triangle has been defined above. Now define an
equiangular triangle.
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Classification of Quadrilaterals

Triangles are always convex, but other polygons may ndlpbe. However,

usually it is convex polygons that we are interested in. There are many

interesting types of convex polygons. Those with four sides, the quad-

rilaterals, may be classified as were triangles by listing special

properties of their sides or angles. Such a classification is given below

for a few of the best known cases.

(a) The scalene quadrilateral. gone of its sides are congruent.

(b) The parallelogram. Its opposite (non-intersecting) sides are

segments of parallel lines. They are also always,. congruent.

(c) The rectangle. It is a parallelogram whose angles are all

congruent. They are also all right angles.

(d) The square. It is a rectangle whose sides art all congruent.

/17
(a) scalene (b) parallelogram (c) rectangle (d) square

Figure 15-15. Special quadrilaterals.

Circles

The properties and relationships of triangles, quadrilaterals and

polygons with a greater number of sides are studied at length in plane

weumetry. But row let us shift our attention to another :Ample closed

curve with which you are probably quite familiar. This is the circle.

What is a circle? You know that to draw a representation of a circl

put the metal tip of a compass at the point you want for the cente

keeping it fix d and the spread of tl-e compass unchanged, draw the

The segments f om the center to all the points of tne curve are congruent.

Thus points and B belong to the same circle uith center 0 if

and only if 1 OB. More formally:

A c rcle is a simple closed curve having a point

0 in its interior and such that if Aand B
are any two points in the curve OA = OB.

4\ _ 178 1 8 1
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The center is not a point of the circle. In Figure 15-16 point 0

is the center of the circle.

Figure 15-16. Circle.

A line sec-nent with one endpoint at the center
of the circle and the other endpoint on the
circle is called a radf.us.

OP, OA and OB are all radii. Clearly all radii (radii is the

lural of radius) of a given circle are congruent. OP = OA = OB.

Sometimes we name a simple closed curve by a letter, as "the circle

C." When we say "the circle C," C is not necessarily a poi.it of the

circle. In fact frequently the circle is named by its center point.

A circle is a simple closed curve. Consequently, it has an

interior and an exterior. Suppose we have a circle with the center at

the point P and with radius PR. A point, such as A, is inside

the circle, if PA < PT, while a ;Dint, such as B, is outside the

circle if PB >KC. Thus it is easy, in the case of the circle, to describe

precisely what its interior and its

exterior are. The interior is the

set of all points A such that

< PR. The exterior is the set of

all points B such that PB > PR.

Now, shade lightly the inter-

ior of the circle as shown. What 1

is the union of the circle and its

interior? The union of a simple

closed curve and its interior is

called a "region." The union of

the pircle and its interior is a

Figure 15-17.

Figure 15-18.
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circular region. Note that the circle is the curve only, while the cir-

cular region includes the curve and its interior.

The word diameter is closely associated with the word radius.

A dianet. : of a circle is a line segment which
contains the center of the circle and whose
endpoints lie on the circle.

ror the circle represented by the

figure at the right, three diameters

are shown: AB, MN and VW. (A

diameter of a circle is the longest

line segment that can be drawn in

the interior of a circle such that

its endpoints are on the circle.) How

many radii are zhown in the figure?

In Chapter 14 we saw that a point in a line separated the line

into two half-lines. Consider a similar question with respect to a

circle. Des point Q separate the circle in Figure 15-20 into two

parts? If we start at Q and move in a clockwise direction we will,

in due time, return to Q. The same

is true if we move in a counter-

clockwise direction. A single point

does not'separate a circle into two

parts.

In Figure 15-21, the two points,

X and Y, do separate the circle

t

into two parts called ar s. One

of the arcs contains the point A.

The other part contair. B. No path

from X to Y along he circle can

avoid at least one of the points A

and B. Thus, we see it takes two

different points to separate a circle

into two distinct parts. The arcs are

written XAY and XBY or sometimes

V

Figure 15-19.

j

c

st XY if it is clear from the

ntext as to which arc is meant.

180 ,
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Summar/

We have considered in this chapter methods of comparing segments and

angles. Th4: law enabled us to identify and classify some familiar

geometric figures such as triangles, quadrilaterals and circles. Remem-

ber that there is, as yet, no way to measure segments or angles, that is

to say how "long" a segment is or how "big" an angle is. lb "measure"

a segment or an angle is to assign a number to it in some way. The im-

portant problem of how this may be done is the subject of the next chapter.

Exercises - Chapter 15

1. Which of the following segments are congruent?

A

B

L

D
E

F

I

H

2. In each of the following pairs of segments determine if AB <CD,

AB >CD or AB = CD.

A B A

D

C

B

D

3. Wnich angles are right angles? Do not guess but make a model of a

right angle for comparison purposes.

A
(b)

(c)

J

15
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4. Ix the figures for Exercise 3, (a) compare L DEF with each of

the others. (b) compare / GEE with each of the others.

5. (a) Classify the following triangles by considering their sides.

(b) Classify them by considering teir angles.

6. Given the circle below:

a. Name two radii-of the circle.

b. Name the diameter of the circle.

c. Is point Z in the interior or exterior region?

d. Is point L in the circular region?

e.

P. Are QA and COeongruentl--

g. Name three different arcs with enl oint A.

Name four points in the circular region.

7. a. Does a straight line separate a

b. Does a circle separate a plane?

c. Does a point separate a straight line?

d. Does a point separate a circle?

3. a. What is a simple closed polygon?

b. What is a convex polygon?

c. What is an equilateral triangle?

d. What is a circle?
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9. 0 is the center of a circle and OA is a radius. If OA >OB
does B lie in the circle or in the interior of the circle?

10. Two circles are given both with center O. OA is a radius of one

and OB a radius of the other. If OA < OB what is true about

the circles?

11. Fold a piece of paper twice to get a model of a right angle. How

meny right angles can youfit together side by side around a point

in the plane?

12. If two circles with centers A and B are given, two rather different

methods could be thought of to describe congruence of circles:

(a) in terms of matching representations of the circles, (b) in

terms of comparing the radius of one with that of the other. Dis-

cuss the two methods.

13. Consider polygon ABCD. Take a point Al on line Pa.

P A' B'

Make A' B' = AB and B' C' = 11171. = CD and D' E' ; DA, D

being sure that the segments intersect only at their endpoints.

What is the union of these segments?;

14. For any one circle, what is the intersection of all its diameters?

Solutions for Problems

1. If AB ; CD, then a representation of AB can be made to coincide

with CD. The representation AB will then also serve as a

representation of CD end °ince CD = EF, it can be made to coincide

with EF. This shows that AB = EF. fes, CD ; AB.

183! 3
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2. NO, because CD is congruent to a part, of AB and EF is also'

congruent to a part of AB, but we do not know whether then two

parts are congruent or not. It may be that CD < EF ot EF or > EF.

A. B A B A.- B

No, only one of AB >CD, AB ; CD, AB< CD can be true and we

already know that a > CD.

3. The angles are not right angles. For right, angles it is necessary

that A, P and C lie on one straight line. See the definition.

4. LAW > Z XYZ.

5. AB ; Ff. A segment cannot be congruent to a ray though AB

might be CD.

"=" means different name for the same object and

the line n is not the same object as the ray A.

L ABC > BC. Comparisons are made between objects of the same

kind. Two angles may be compared or two segments
but not an Engle and a segment.

6. Yes, all triangles are convex. This is hard to prove but easy to

see by drawing a few figures.

7.

obtuse obtuse, isosceles acute, scalene

8. An equiangular triangle is a triangle whose three angles are

congruent to each other.

184
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Chapter 16

LINEAR AND ANGULAR MEASURE

Introduction

In the first twelve chapters of this book we were concerned with

the idea of number. We talked about whole numbers, how to use them in

counting the members of a set, how to add, subtract, multiply and di-

vide them. In the last three chapters we studied geometric figures but

without measuring them. We come now to the problem of measurement.

What do we mean by measurement?

TO measure a line segment is to assign a number'to it. This cannot

be done by counting the points of the segment since there are infinitely

many points in any.segment. We hay' to develop some new concept to take

the place. of counting. We want to compare the "sizes" of two segments

and this is done by comparing each segment with a certain arbitrary unit

in a Manner which is the subject of this chapter. When this concept of

"measurement" has been developed we will find that it is applicable

not only to line segments but in a closely related fashion to angles,

areas of regions, volume of solids, time, work, energy and many other

concepts or physical objecTs.

Measurement is really one of the connecting links between the phy-

sical world around us and mathematics. So is counting, but in a different

way. We count the'number of books on the desk, but measure the length

of the desk We count t e number f hot dogs we'need for picnic, but

cJmeasure the' amount of mi fie nee .

The Measure of a Segment

Let us start by considering how to asure a segment. IniChapter 15

we saw how to compare two line segments AB and CD in order to say

whether AB > CD or AB ; CD or AB < D.

When AB and CD can be conveniently represented by a drawing

can a piece of paper, this comparison can be carried out, at least approx-

imately, by tracing a copy of AB and placing it on top of the drawing

of CD. But, even if AB and CD were much too long or much too mi-

croscopically short to be drawn satisfactorily on a sheet of paper at all,

it would still be possible to conceive of AB and CD as being such

x$58
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that exactly one of the following three statements is true:

1. r13 < CT)

2. AB = CD

3. AB > CD

In mathematics, we think of the endpoints A and B of any given

line segment as being exact locations in space, although these endpoints

can be represented only approximately by penciled dots. Similar:4,

Al; is considered as having a certain exact length, although this length

can be determined only approximately, by "measuring" a drawing represent-

ing AB.

Let us describe the process of measurement. The first step is to

choose a line segment, say RS, to serve as unit. This means to select

RS and agree to consider its measure to be exactly the number 1.

We should recognize that this selection of a unit is an arbitrary

Choice we make. Different people might well choose different units .and

historically they have, giving rise to much confusion. For example,

at one time the English "foot" was actually the length of the foot of

the reigning king)and the "yard" the distance from his nose to the end

of his outstretched arm. Imagine the confusion when the king died if

the next one was of much different stature. Various standard units will

be discussed a little later but meanwhile we return to the choice of RS

as our unit, recognizing the arbitrariness of this choice.

1

R

Figure 16-1. The unit RS

Now it Is possible to conceive of a line segment, CD, such that the

mit 115 can be laid off exactly twice along CD, as suggested in

Figure .6-2.

I

IN 9
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UNIT

R

UNIT UNIT

C D

Figure 16-2.

Then by agreement the measure of. CD is the number 2 and the length

of CD is exact4 2 units although CD can be re 'presented only'ap-

proximately by a drawing. In the same way, line segments of length exactly

3 units, or exactly 4 units, or exactly any larger number of units

are conceptually possible, although such line segments can be drawn only

approximately. In fact, if a line segment is very long--say a million

inches long--no one would want to try to draw it even approximately; but

such a segment can still be thought of.

We can also conceive of a line segment, AB, such that the unit }{S

will not "fit into" AB a whole number of times at all. In Figure 16-3

AB is a line segment such that starting at A the unit RS can be laid

UNIT

UNIT UNIT UNIT UNIT

A. f

Figure 16-3.

ff 3 times along AB reaching Q which is between A and B,

though if it were laid off 4 times we would arrive at a pOint P

hic1 is well beyond B. 'What can be said about the length of AB

Well, surely AB has length greater than 3 units and less than 4

units. In this particular case, we can also estimate visually'that the

length cf AB is nearer to 3 units than to 4 units, so that to the

nearest unit the length of AB is 3 units. This is the best we can

do without considering fractional paits of units, cr else shifting to

a smaller unit.

B P
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Problems *

1. Using the unit find the measure of each of the following
segments to the nearest unit.

(c)

(a)

2. Using the unit - find the measure of each of the segments
in Problem 1 to the nearest unit.

To help us in estimating whether the measure of a segment is say,

3 or 4, we need to bisect our unit. In Figure 16-4 RS is again shown

as unit with T bisecting RS so that RT = TS and RS is used to

measure MN.

T

M Q N P

Figure 16-4.

In laying off the unit along MN, label P the endpoint of the

first unit that falls on, r beyond N and Q the end of tne preceding

unit just as you did for AB in Figure 16-3. Using RT (which has just

been detdrmined) in Figure 16-3, we can check that BP > RT and then

the measure of AB is 3. 'In Figure 16-4, NP < RT and the measure of

MN is 4. There is nearly always 1.,decision to be made about wh ther

or not to count the 'last unit which extends beyond the endpoint of the

segment being measured. The reason for this is that it is rare indeed

for the unit to fit an exact number of times from endpoint to endpoint.

It is well to realize now that measurement is approximate and subject*

to error. The "error" is the segment from the end of AB to the end

of tne last unit being counted. II Figure 16-3 the error is PC in

* Solutions for problems in the chapter are on page 200.

4/
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Fi...are 16 .. it if i:P. We note :nu_ the error in any measurement lq

alwa s at ,,lost half the unit Leinv used.

Let us emp:.asize one trint about terminolog_. In a phrase similar

to "a, line semen of len,t'. units" we mean "the meaure of the

line sefment in erms of a particular unit is the numter j."

pint nere is simply to nave a way of referring to the caters

so that they, can to added, multil.lied, etc. Remember that we have 'earned

how to arithmetic operatlpins only to numbers. You don't add yards

any more than you add apples. If you nave 3 apples and 2 apple..,

you have 5 apples altogetner, because

3 * 2 = 5.

You add numbers, not yards or apples.

As we shall see shortly, the use .of different units gives rise

to different measures for the same segment. Thu, if we consider in

Figure 16-; a se,-ment conEruent to MN in Figure 16-4 but use KL as

our unit, MD hao-a lenEth of 6 units.

K

M

M

L

N P

N P

S

Standard Units

Figure 16-5.

:lumbers of peoile each using their own (units would nav difficulty

comparing their results or communicating s,,iih each othei. For these

reasons cert in units Lave been agreed up,:n Ly. large numbers of people

and st sits are called standard units.

1,cally tLerc have been many standard units, such Et a yard,

an inc or a mi e ' to measure line segments. Cush a variety is a

great convenience, An inch i., e suitable stanO%ra unit eor measuring

the edge Cf a sheet of paper, but hardly satisfactory for finding the

.length of tr.e Lidn',., corridor. While a yard is a satisfactory standard

for mea,uring th_ school corridor, it wouid not be a tensible unit for

finding the distance between Chicago and FniladelThia.
1
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° Such units of linear measure as inch, foot, yard and mile are Ltandard

units in the BritAL-Americkn system of measures. In the eighteentlis

centur;, in'i_ -t, a group of cientists developed the system of measures

which is 1,nowflai the metric system using a newlstandard unit.

In the metric-system, the basic standard unit of length is the meter,

which is approximately 39:4 inches or a little more tan 1 yard.

Thus, int..the Olympic Games, wheke the metric system is used, we have

the 100 meter dash, which is just a little longer than the 100 yard

dash. The metric system is in common use in all countries except those

in which English is the main language spoken and'is used by all scientists

in the world inclding those in English speaking countries..

The principal atirtntafe of the metric system over the British-
\

. American system lies -in the fact that the metric system has been designed

for ease of conversion betWegn the various metric units by exploiting the

decimal system of numeration. Instead of having. 12 inches to the foot,

3 feet to the yard and 1760 yards to-the mile, the metric system has

10 centimeters to a decimeter, 10 decimeters to a meter and 1,000

meters to a kilometer. This makes conversions.betwean units very easy.

We have already noted that in the metric system, the meter Is the

unit which corresponds approximately to the yard in the British-American

system., The metric unit which corresponds to the-Inch is the centimeter

which is one-hundredth of a meter. A meter is Almost 40 inches so it
-

takes about
1

centimeters to make an inch or to put ianother way
o

a centieeter-js about or .4 of anlinah. Figure 16-6 illustrates
,

a scale of inches and a scale of centimeters so you can compare them.

Centimeters

0 1 2 3 4 5 7 9 10 '11 12 13

0 1 2 3 4 5

Inches -

Figure 16-6. -

So far we have said nothing about metric\nits larger than the

meter. The most useful at these is the kilometei) which is defined to

: be 1,000 meters. The'kilometer is the metric unit which closely

corr esponds to the British-American mile. It turns out that one kilometer
.
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is a little more than six-tenths of a mile. The Olympic race of 1500

kilometers iu over a course which is just a little'less than a mile.

We hive treated the inch, foot, yard and mile as "standard" units

for linear measure, in contrast to units of arbitrary size, which mar

be used when communication is not important. Actually, the one standard

unit for linear measure even in the United Stateg is the meter, and the
. 1

'correct sizes of other units such as the centimeter, inch, foot and yard

are specified by law ith reference to the meter. Various methods for .

maintaining a model of the standard meter have been used by the Bureau

of Standards. For manyyears the model was a platinum bar, kept under

carefully controlled atmospheric conditions. The meter is now defined

as having length which is 1,050,763.73 times the wave length of orange

light from kryptbn 86. This standard for the meter is preferred because

it can be reproduced in any good scientific laboratory and should provide

a more precise model than the platinum bar. ,

Scales and Rulers

Once a standard unit such as a yard, meter or mile is agreed upon,

the creation of a scale greatly simplifies measurement.

A scale is a number line with the segment from
0 to 1 congruent to the unit being used.

A scale can be made with a non-standard unit or with a standard unit.

A ruler is a straight edge on which a scale using
a standard unit has been marked.

If we use the inaisas the unit in making a ruler, we have a measuring

devicarfdesigned to give us readings to the nearest inch. Mot. ordinary

rulers are marked with unit one nt of an inch or with unit one

millimeter.

The Approximate. Nature of Measure

Any measurement of the length of a segment made with a ruler is,-at

best, approximate. When a segment is to. be measured, a scale based on

a unit appropriate to the purpose of the measurement i--selected. The

unit is the segment with endpoints at two consecutive scale divisions

of the ruler.. The scale is placed on the segment with the zero-point of

the scale on one endpoint of the segment.. The number which corresponds
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to.the divisionsoint of the scale nearest the other en oint of the

1rsegment is the measure of the segment. Thus, ev94y mess ement is made'

' to the .rearest unit. If.the inch is the unit of measure for our ruler,.-- . ,

then we have a situation in which two line Segments, apparently not the

same length,.may have the sam easuxe, to the nearest inch.
_

A0

INCH

B
. I C

Figure 16-7. In inches, m(5) = m(AB)..

The measure-pf AB to the nearest inch is 2. We write this,

ia(AE) = 2. The measure of CD `to the nearest inch is also 2;

m( ) = 2. r t.

1 D

For the same two segments we may get a different measure if we use

a different unit segment. it'should be clear that if the unit is changed,

the scale changes. Thus. if we decide to use the centimeter as Our unit,

the scale'appears as in Figure 16-6 and Figure 16-8 shows that in cen-

timeters maB) = 4 and m(5) = 6. Now the measures do indicate that

A B C- D.

1 -- I I -

4a--;
CENTIMETEtft Figure 16-8. In cm., m(CD) > m(AB)

there is a difference in the lengths of the two segments. Notice that by .

using.a smaller unit (the centimeter) we are able'to'distinguish between

the lengths of two non-congruent segments which,in terms of a larger unit

ithe-inch) have'the same measure. If measurements of the same segment

are made in terms of dilferent units, theterror in-the measurements,may

be diffejnt since it is at most half the unit being used. Thus, if a

segment is measured in inches the error cannot be more than half an inch,

while if it it measured in tenths of an inch the error cannot be more than

hilf of a tenth of an inch. As a result, if greater accuracy is desired

in any measureMlat, a smaller unit should be &sed.

4
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Sometimes it is more convenient to record a length of 31 inchbs

as .2 feet 7 inches. Whenever a length is,recorded using more than

one unit, it is understood that the accuracy of -the measure is indicated

by the smallest unit named. A length of 4 yd./ 2 ft. 3. in. is. ,

measured to the nearest inch: That is, it, 3.s closer to .*4-4d. 2 't.

3 in'. than it is either. 4 yd. 2 ft. 2 in.' br' 4, yd: 2vtt.

4 in. A length of 4 yd. 2 ft. is interpreted to Mean a'length

closer to 4 yd. 2 ft. than to 4 yd. l''ft.. or 4 yd. 3 ft,f"..,:

However, if this segment were measured to the nearest inch we would have

to indicate this by 4' yd. '2 ft.. 0 in. or '4 yd. 2 ft. (to the

nearest inch). There is a very real'differenCe in ;the accuracy of these

measurements. When the measurement is made to the nearest foot, the

interval within which the length may vary is one foot, when tie measure-

ment is made to the nearest inch, the interval within which the length

may vary is one inch. Thies is because thP end -of the last unit counted

may lie up to a half a unit on either'side,of the end of tL segment.

A very important property of line segments is that any line segment

.may be measured in terms of any given unit. This means that no matter

how small tb! unit may be, there is a whole number n, such that if we

lay off the unit n times along AB starting at A we will cover -AB

coipletely; that is, a point will be reacHed that is at'the point B.

or beyond the point B on A.

The length of a line segment is a property of the line segmen v which

we may measure in terms of different units. Theoretically, two segments

have the same length if, and only if, they are congruent. We run into

trouble thinking and talking about length because, in practice, measure-

Ment of length is made in terms of units and, as we saw above, tyo lines

which are really different'in length may both be said quite truly to have

length 2 inches to the'nearest inch. See Figure 16-7.

.A vivid hlustration of this trouble will emerge if we think about'

an application of linear measurement to the calculation of the perimeter

of a polygon. By definition:

The perimeter of a polygon is the length of the
line segment which is the union of a set of non-
overlapping line segments congruent to the sides
of the polygon.

0

r'
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Figure 16-9.

Thus the peAmeter of polygon ABCD is the 1= h of A!El yhere 4'.

A'E' is the union of A'B', W.C1, C'D' and D'E' which are respectr

congruent to AB, BC, CD and 1 If we pat'pins at points A,

B, C and D and atletch a tautthr ad. around the polygon from A "back

to A, when we straighten out our bread we will have a model of a segment .2.
p

congruent to A'E'.
.

The length of A'E;, knot in tuitively, is the sktm of the lengtils-,

of the four segments whe we consider length as an intrinsic property

of segments. But, wh /.12e talk about lengthspas measured in. terms of

certain. units we run into the following situation: .

e
O 1 Centimeter scale. 7 8 9 10
1 1 . 4 ' 6' 1

O 1 2 , .

1
Inch scale 1 . .

Figure 16-10.

TO the nearest centimeter m(X) = m(BC) = 13a), = 3. AB = A'B',

BC 11 = ol'ET but m(ArfT) = 10. This is because to the nearest

millimeter m(AB) = m5.5) = m( ) =.33, and to the nearest millimeter

ina757) 1 99 , ana to, the nearest centimeter this means ingilT) = 10.

Even it we ,measure our segments to ;the nearest inch we find mg) = m(13,a) =

m(a) = 1 and we would expect the measure of the perimeter to be 3.

But we find mgTET) = Thireminds us again that the measure of a

length is always, at best, an approximation and approximation errors may' 1
,. .

DI
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accumulate:to Cause real trouble. The best we can say is to be aware of

this posiibility whenever in your problems you are dealing with numbers

which tprn_up from measurement processes.

Problem / 6

3. Two Children are*IMa'to determine the length and width of a crate;
one is given a ruler with units marked in feet, the other a ruler with
units marked in inches. The first says the crate is 3 feet long
and 2 feet wide; the second says it is 40 inches by 28 inches.
EXplain why they could both be right. -

4. Moth children are asked to find the perimeter of the crate. The .

.4 first.One says '10 feet, the second says 136 inches. A string is
then passed around the cratp, stretched out and the children are asked
to measure the string to 'fib} the perimeter. This time the first'.offe
says 11 feet, the second one 137 inches. Which results are
correct? &plain the discrepancy between the results.

The Measure of an Angle

Just as we think of every line segment as having a certain exact

length, so too we think of every angle as having a certain exact size,

even though this size can be. determined only approximately by measuring

a chalk or pencil drawing of it.

Let us examine a process for measuring angles. As with linear meas-

ure ye need to devise a way to assign a number as the measure to each-.

angled The first step is to select an arbitrary angle teserie as a unit

and agree that its-measure is the number 1. In Figure 16-11 we take

XYZ as our unit.
0,

C

Figure 16-11. A unit L and an angle of. measure 2.

Nov we,can conceive of forming an angle ,L ABC by laying off the

unit twice about a common vertex B as suggested in the same figure.

We say that in terms of the unit L XYZ the' measure off L ABC is 2.

We write:

In terms of unit L XYZ, m( ABO) =

U
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In similar fashion we can tonceive. of forming angles whose 'measures

are , 3 br 4 and so: forth until we come. tA an' angle whose anterior is

nearly.,a half-plane

s

as shown Figure 16-12.

H'
.

- Figure 16-12. 'In terms .of unit z: 'XYZ,

DEF = 4), m(%, GHI) = 5.

a We. can also cqnceiVe of -an angle such that our ,und L XYZ will not.

. .

fit intb,it a whole number of. timeg: In Figure `6 -13 -we have an z: ABC ,

.

in which it' we start, at BC, the unit / XYZ can be aard off 2, times

about B without quite reaching g71, that is #ith A in the interior
.

of the angle, though if we were to lay it off-3 times. we would arrive'-

at a ray, call it, BR, which is 'well beyond
'.

Wt..

\
d.

r t . eg ' /I.Nre 16-13. Iii terms oflunit z: XYZ,

.. i
/ ,..MC%,ABO ='2.%

.
i

-
' Whet can be said about the size of Z.ABC? -.Surely, it is greater , °

than, 2. Units and 'less than 3 Fits.' In Figure 16-13, we can also
, .

;reptimate by eye that the size of Z ABC` is nearer to 2 units thad to
.

.

'3' units, so:

fit

'I

To the nearest unit in terms of units L XYZ
,--'71T% ABC) = 2.

This Is the -best ,that can be done without .considering fractional parts

of units, or el se shifting to a...smaller, unit. ,We always assign the measure

so that the error is less than half.the unit angle. But. just as in measur-

ing segmints the measure of; a speCific Kiyen angle is 'almost. always an

-a 1199\
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approttimalion: 'A smaller error may be obtained by using a smaller unit

but we can never be absolutely accurate. This sort of trouble can never

be aVoid4d4 It is nherent in the apprbxinatfons necessary for any

measurement proceik. .We just have to learn to live with it both now

later on when we study area and voltme.

Problems

5. Make a careful tracing of the unit Q
a measureAo each of the following angles.

0

and

and use it to assign

(a) Sa (b) (c) (d)

ti.§.
Use the unit
angles.

A
*7. Use the unit I

and WZ.

X .

I '

to assign a measure to the same set of

B
Ito assign a. measure to RY

z

* 8. Use the unit Z STU' of Problem:. 6 to assign a measure to /7P0.13

and Z MNO.

0

, 16 -

Just as when we considered the measure of segmentswe found that a

._ standard unit, a scale and b. ruler were useful, we find the corresponding

,elements valuable, in angle measure. The most common standard unit of angle

'measure is called a "degree." .We write:it in symbols as 1°. When we

speak of the size of an angle, we may say its size is 45°, but if we

wish to indicate its measure_we must keep in mind that a measure is a

number and say that its measure, in degrees, is 45. If we lay off

360. of these unit angles using a single point as a common vertex, then
. '

these angles, together with their interiors, cover the entire plane.

Note that if ABC is a right angle, m(z ABC) '= 90. A scale of degree

'units marked on asemi- circle is caned a protractor.
0

r--

3:91/ ,t.

2 0 0

%.



FiguA 16-141.: A protractor.

Even in ancient Mesopotamia the degree Was us'efas the unit of angle,

measure. The selection of a unit angle, which could.ie fitted into the

plane (es'above) just 360 times was-probably influenced by their c41-.

culation of the number of. days year as

-. - ,, . -

_Problems % -

/
9., 'Use o protractor to assign a measUrelin degrees to each of the angles

in Problems -5 and 8. ....
-

, 10. Use i centimeter scele to assign a measure to each of the segments.

in Problem 7. ,

Me&suremdnt of time is another example df the use of a standard unit

such as an hour and of smaller units such as a minute or a second when .

greater acduracyis wanted. Nowadays scientificand engieering problems 1

demapd such accuracy that a common unit of length is an angstrom which is
,

one hundred millionth of a centimeter and a micro-second, which,i& a'mii-

lionth of a second. These units are very small. Astronomers on the Other
.

hand for their purposes use very'large units such as the "astronomical

teat" which is thp average distance of the sun from the earth; and the

"light year" which is-the distance travelled by light in one year travel-

ling at an average: .ate of about 186,000 mileper seCond. But whatever

units are used, it should be remembered thatmedsureme4 is always approx-

imate and answers are expressed to the nearest twit, whatever unit is being

used. Thd decision asietoybichis the qost appropriate unit always has

to made whethell we consider the distafke to the nearest gal.axy,of

stars to the neares li ht Year, the distance from Washington to New York
..

to the nearest Mile,,the diam4er of an automobile engine piston to the

nearest thousandth of an inch or the lengthlof a wave of lig:et to'the

neffrest angstrom..

1

i8 .
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JP:

'1. Which of. the fdllowing"etatements is true about segments AB, CD,

114k between'the ithysicat world around us and mathematics.-

N

A

EF. and GH ?

'

Measurement is the foundation stone of science and a Connecting
.

Exercibes - Chapter .16

a..

c.

C D

%EMI*

a. AB; CD d.

b. AB < CD e. GH < CD

c. ,AB > EF f. OH
.

A dog righs 18 pounds.

a. 'The unit of measure ip

b. measure is .

c. The weight is

. 4

3. A desk is ''91 chalk pieces long.

Its length is

b. Its measure is

c. The unit of measure is

tl.hich of the following sentences tare standard units used?
.

a. He is strong as an ox.

b. Put in a pinch of salt.

Wei drink, a ge4lon of Milk per day.

. d. Thecorn is knee high.

Pam five feet tall.

. Convert the following measurements to 'the unit indicated.

d. ,17 cm. to mm. d. 357 mm. 'to m.

b. 3.4 m. to cm. e. 93 an, to m.

48 mm. to cm. f. 9.1 m. to mm.

/99
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6. The measures of the sides of a triangle in inch units are 17, 15

and 13.

a. What Aire the measures of the sides if the unit is a foot?

b. What is the measure of the peftmeter in inches? In feet?

c. Is there anything curious about your answer?

d. How do you explain it

7. A man mailed 5 identical letters,and found that he tied to pay 8

cents postage apiece for a, total of 40 cents. If the put the all

in the same envelope his postage would only be 28 cents. &plain.

Assume the postage rate'to be 4i per ounce.

8. What is the measure of a right angle in degrees?
f

9. It is a fact' that the sum of thmeasures bf the angles of a triangle

is 180. If the three angles of a triangle are congru nt, what is

the measure of each?

10. If two angles ofs. triangle are codgruent and their measure fs 30
R

what is the measure of the third angle?

11. Use A' B as.a unit to measure the following segments.

C .D IF

--I6 CD :=EF?--DO,your ansVers:contradict each other? Ecplain.

*12. In Problems 7 and 8 of this chapter your answer should have

m( ) = 0. and m(% MN0) = O. How is it possible to have this

happen?

a

Solutions for Problems
1..

1. a. 1; b. 2; c. 1; d. 2. r

2. a. 2; b. 3; c. 1; d. 3. It should be noted how the measures differ.

3. 40 inches to the nearest foot is 3 feet since th9 error is
. 1

1
less than -f foot. 28 inches to the nearest foot is 2 feet.

1
Again the error is less than -f foot.

200
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4. This problem involves the definition of perimeter of a polygon. Note

that the perimeter is by difinition the length of the segment which

congruent to the union of non-overlapping segments congruent to

the sides% Thus the second method is the correct tine for both child-
.

ren and the answers' to the nearest tthit are 11 feet and 137 inches.

The first result tomes from adding 3 + 2 + 3 + 2 but each measure

had an error of abbut 4 inches or
1
7 of a foot and the accumulation
3

of these leads to the result 10 .feet which is, in fact, incorrect.

The result 137 inches comes likewise because each side measured in

inches had an error less than
1
= an inch but which accumulated to

something near an inch. The difference between 11 feet and 137

Inches is due to the fact that each child gives his ans;rer correct

5.

6.

*7. DI() = 1, m ( ) = o

m(z STU) = 5, m(L MNO) = O.

9. a. 133; b. 46; c. 36; d. 103

m(L STU) = 152; m(L NNO) = 10

to the nearest unit he is using.

a, 7; b. 2; c. 2; d. 5.

a..5; b. 2; c. 1; d. 4.

10. m() = 6, .111( 7t2) = 2

201
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Introduction

' Chapter 17

FACTORS AND PRIMES -

We spokt before of the several aspects of mathematics *hich an

elementary school mathematics program should contain. We noted that the

conceptual aspect provides ideai by which a youngster can understand

mathematics Ale the computational aspect gives him efficient ways of riper-
,

ating with the things of mathematics. In this chapter we propose to

introddceipome concepts.involving only whole numbers, which, however, will

prove, to be very useful in developing computational procedures for

dealing efficiently with fractionCThroughout this chagternumber"'will

mean the "whole numbers" 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, ..

Products and Factors

We have identified the word "product" with the "answer" to a multi-
,

pliCation problem. Thus 3 x 4 gives the product 12; 7 x 3 the

product 2L; 6 x 1 the product 6; and so on. Let us turn the problem

af'ound bconsidering what multiplications a giVen produCt.could have come

from. For example, what multiplications would give 10 as a product?

clearly they would be 1 x 10 or 2 x 5. (Of course 10 x 1 and

5 x 2 Would also give the product 10 but because of the commutative

property of multiplication these are not essentially different from those

listed.) Similarly, 12 could be obtained as aproduct from 1 X 12,

2 x 6, or 3 x 4. The number 5 could come-only from 1 X 5 and the

6 number 13 could come only from 1 x 13.

Given any whole number b, we could list multiplilations that give

b as a product by listing 'the obvious product b X 1 = b and then

asking, as a start, "Does some number times 2 give b as a1product ?"

IP'IV answer is "yes," i.e.,,if there is an n such,that n X 2 = b,

we put this in our list of multiplications that give b as product and call

both 2 and. the number n factors of b. We continue then with the question,

"Is there a number m such that 'm x 3 = b?" If so, both 3 and m

are factors'of. b.' And so on. For example, 1, 3), 5 and 15 are all

factors of 15 because each of these, with some o her number, can be used

in a multiplic-ation problem whibh gives 15 as a' roduct. Said more

203
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precisely, this all amounts tothr following statement:

4

a is a factor of b provided there is a number n
such that n X a = b. In this case n will also be
a factor of b. (Aemember that we are talking only
about whole numbers ;)

Problems* 1
1. Expre4s each of the following numbers as products of two factors

in several ways, or indicate.that it is impossible to do so.

a. 18 c. '30'

b. 6 , a.. u.
2. ..List all the numbers that could be called "Factors"

a. of the number 30,
b. of the number 19,
c.. of the number 24.

Prime Numbers
.

We knowthat for every number b, b x 1.= b; so that 1 and b

are always factors of b. Also dispose of another special number, the

Tact that n x 0 = 0 for every number n, means that every number is a

factor of 0 and also that 0 is not a factor of any number except itself.

That is, if zero is a factor in a multiplication, then zero is the only

possible product no matter what other factors there are. Having sad these

things, we have said about all tyre is to se.), in the present context, about

1 and 0 so that for the most part we will eliminate them from further

consideration.

Now, for many numbers n it is not only true that 1 and n are factors

but it is also the case that these are the only factors. For example,

1 and 5 are the only factors of 5; 1 and 3 the only factors of

3; 1 and 13 the only factors of ,10' and so on. Such numbers have only

theiselves and 1 as factors. Numbers of this sort are of some interest

tO us so we will put them in a special classification as follow''s:

Any whole number that has exactly two different

factors (namely itself and 1) is a prime number.

Note that thi.s definition excludes 1 from the set ofsprimes, because 1

does not have two different' factors, and that it excludes 0 from the

set of pris because zero has more than two factors, as we discusse4Kabove.

* Solutions for problems in thit chapter are on page' 216.

ato6



Zero and one are speci numbers with special properties and we have

17

-he -now defined."prime" ers. All other numbers are put in a seft as follows:

All who e numbers othe.than 0, J. and the
prime numberir.are called'composite numbers.

The prime ?lumbers have been a subject for mathematical speculation
. .

for centuries. Over 2,000 years ago the mathematician Eratosthenes

invented an ea* and straightforward waz, of sorting out the primes from

the-list of whole numbers. This method is known as "Eratosthcnes Sieve"

which describes the fact that it "lets through" only prite numbers. TO

get the primes less-than 49 for example, we would list the numbers from

0 to 49 as shown in Figure 17-1a. Then cross out

z, -r, Cl -3, 4r, 5, Ar, 43-, 9

,ler; 11, Jdr, 13, 15, le, 17, A 19

2er, 21, A 23, 2W, 25, Se, 2 7, 0.r, 29

jer, 31, .3e, 33, :31r, 35,A 3 7,A 39

4e, 41, 42, 43, 44, 45, 46, 47,A-49

CD. 5

'11 13 ,1.Py

2 23 25

31 33 35

41 43 W

0 and .1, since

7 g
17 19 11

(3)

13 17 19

ST 29 234.E 29

37 .39: 31 31 37

47 49 410 43, 47'2

(b) (c)
Figure 17-1. Use of Eratosthenes Sieve to get tap primes between 0 and

they are not primes; leave since it is a rime, then cross out all

other numbers with 2 as a factor since t y cannot be primes. 'This is

shown ih Figure 17-la by circling the 2 and crossing out multiples of

2 (4-, 6, 8. 10, ...). Leave 3, since it is prime, butcross outrall

multiples of 3 that remain as shown in Figure 17-1b; that is, cross out

6, 9, 12, ... if they haven't already been crossed out. Of the. numbers

that remain, leave 5 and cross out its multiples; then leave 7 and cross

out its multiples as shown in Figure 17-1c. Air the numbers that now remain

are prime numbers, as can be verified by atteMpting to factor them. Hence,

(2,.3, 5, 7, 11, 13, 17, 19, 23, 29, 31, 37, 41, 43, 47) . 4

is the set of prime numbers between 0 and 49.

We might ask how c rying out this process only to 7 suffices to

;If"sieve out" all the pi** es up to 49. We can see why this is so by

observing that if we have a compobite number less than 49, it can be

expressed as a product in X n. If one of these two factors is 7 some

larger number, the other factor must be a number less than 7 because 7

times any number greater than 7 will give a product greater than 49. For

205 9 Q 7
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example, 7 x 8 = 56, 7 x 9 = 63, etc. Since in'such a product as m x n < 49

one of the two numbers is 7 or less, crossing out multiples of 2, 3, 4, 5, 6

and 7 will ta' care Of all such products less than 49, and hence all

composite numbfrs less than 49.

Problem tr,

3. a. List the prime numbers between 0 and 1002

b' We know th &t 10 x 10 = 100. Pickiseveral cdtposite numbers less
than 100, express'each of them as a product of two factors in as.
many ways as you can, and verify that for any such composIce number,
one of these two factors will be less than 10.

Factoring and Prime Factorization

What we have said so far indicates that any composite number can be

written as a product of two factors different from itself. This process

is called factoring, and the result a factorization. Each of these factors

-may theMselves be either prime or composite numbers; if either factor is

composite it can be written as a product of two other numbers. If any

of these are composite they can be-factored. Such a process would end when

each factor is a prime number. For example;

90 = 3"X 30 = 3 x (3 x 10) = 3 x 3 x (2 5) =3 x 3 x 2 x 5.

Of course, it is also true that 90 = 9 x 10, which is a different

factorization.

90 =

Likewise:

90 =

And again:

90 =

But if the process is continued we get:

9 x 10 = (3 x 3) x (2 x 5) = 3 x yx 2 x 5.

6 x 15 = x 3) x (3.x 5) = 2 x 3 x 3 x 5.

A,

2 x 45 ,= 2 x (5 x9) = 2 x 5 x (3 x3) = 2 x 5 x3 x3.

4

Note,that in each case the en0 result, containing cnly prime numbers, is

the same except possibly for the order in which the factors are written.

You can verify for yourself that this will be the case for any number you

try.

This property, which can be ptoVed although we will not do sohere,

is commonly stated as "The F hdamental Theorem ot ArithmetiC:"

0
Every composite numir can be factored the product
of primes in exactly one way except for the order in
which the prime factors appear in the product.
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. Now, host do we get such a prim* factorization? The most straight-'

forward way would be simply to take Dint list of prime numbers and try each

one in turn to see if it is a factor of the number in question. And since,
A ).t

for example, the question""Is 2 a factor of 28?" can be answered by

seeing whether. 2 divides 28 (without a remainder), we see that our test.

can be carried out by dividing as many times as

in turn. Hence to factor 28; 28 2 = 14 so

so' '2 appears as a factor a second time; and

possible by each

2 is a factor;

7 is 'itself a

prime number

14 +2

prime

In another form: 21 28 . Hence 'the prime factorization of 28 ,is
2114

/-

28 = 2 x 2.-,X 7. Now look at the example in Figure 17-2-and make sure you

see why the prime factorization of 1092 is 1092 = 2 X.2 x 1 X 7 x 13.

.7,

factor.

Step

1 21 1012

2 21 546

31273

4 7Lal

5' 13

Steps 1 and Since 1092 and 546 are "even"
we know that. 2 will divide them.'

Step 3: Clearly 2 doesn't divide 273
so we try 3,. which works.

Step '4: Three doesn't divide 91; nor
does 5 (you would know this,
without trying since 91 doesn't
end in 5 or 0); so try 7,

which works.

Step 5: Thirteen is a prime number
so we :are finished.

1

Figure 17-2. Prime factorization process showing 1092 = 2X2x1x7X13.

It might seem that this process of prime factorization by trying each

. prime in turn would be lengthy for large numbers. But it turns out that

tryfing the primes through 7, for example, takes care of the factorization

of any number up to 49 (7 X 7), as we have seen; the primes through 13

dispose of numbers through 169 (13 X 13); and the primes through 5,0

haVe already been listed) will dispose of all Ambers through 2500

(50 X 50). Where prime factors are repeated, even larger numbers are

20209
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.
disposed of. In general, trying the primes through E in the manner

iyLlrated in Figure 17 -2 will take care of the prime factorization of,

numbers less,than or equal to till ymmber p X p.

Problems .-
.

f

. ..

4. Using the prOcess ila
..

trated above, find the prime factorization of

,
.,each of the following: ,

4:

b.; 105 ti

b. 75

c. 320

5. How far, at most, in the ,list or primes would one need to go in order

to find the prime factorization of

a. 121- .

.c. 360p,

The Greatest Common Factor of Two NuMbers

, We now know how to express any composite number as.A product. of prime ,
0 -

factors. We can then use these prime factors to find the composite factors

of a number. For example, 60 = 2 X 2.X 3 X 5 shows the prime factors

of 60. The composite factors of 60 would be 2 X 2 = 4, 2 x 3 = 6,

2 X5 = lo, 3 x 5 = 15, 2 X 2 x 3 = 12, 2 x 3 x 5 = 30 and, of course,

2 X 2 X 3 X 5 = 60. In other words, composite factors of a numb can be

found by forming the various products possible'usihg.he prime factors of

the number. .

.,,The study of prime numbertand factorization of numbers has a number

of facets and, is of great interest 3n tlnat branch Of mathematics labelled

the Theory4bf Numbers. Our concern at the moment, however, is to, use the

results we have obtained so far to develop just two ideas from this. part of

mathematics that prove to be useful in working with fractions. The first

of these is the greatest common factor of two numbers, which we abbreviate

4

208
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g.c.sf. For example, given the two numbers 12 and 18 the greatest

common factor is simply the largest number which is p factor of 12 and.

at the.same time a factor of 13. TO see what it will be observe that:

the set of factors of. 12 = (1,2,3;4,6,12) and
the set of factors of 18',.=

. The common factors are thefaCtors that appear in both sets, namely

1, 2; 3, 6; and of these the greatest common factor is, of course, 6.

Tiro mare examples areahown.in Figure 17-3.

(a)

Set of factors of 1420.= (1,2,4,5,10,20)

Set of factoA of 30 = (1,2r3,5,t,10,15,30)

Set of cpanon factors of 20 and 30 = '(i,2,5,10)

Greatest common factor of 20 and 30 = 10

(b),

Set of factors of 18 = (1,2,3,6,9,18)

Sat of factbrs of 27 = (1'13,9,27)

SetOf common factors of 18 and 27 = (1,3,9Y

g.c.f. of 18' and 27 = 9 ,.

Figure 17-3. G.c.f. o1' 20 and 30 and g.c.f. of 18 and 27.

Let us now take a harder example and see how we can find the vc.f.

Suppose we want the greatest common`factor of 180- and 420. You might

want this, for example, to know what number to divide numerator and f
180

denominator by in "reducing" the fraction uu . First note that:

180 = (2 X 3 x 5) x 6 and 420 = (2 X 3 N:5) x 2 x 7. We can pick-out

the "common bloak",of prime factors from each, namely 2 X 3 X 5: Clearly,

2 X 3 x 5 = 30 will be a common factor of both numbers. Furthermore,

it will be the largest such cOmmon factor, since any larger common factor would

hhve to be 30 times some number which is a common factor of 'both 180

. and 420, and we have alrlpdy used up all the common factors. TO take

* another example, let us find the g.c.f. of 72 and 54. &amine the

solution given in Figure 17-4 and see that-you understand it:

20921,1
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54 =.2 x43 X.3x3 and
.

72= 2x2x2x3x3'.
If we group the factors as follows:

54= (2 x 3 x
Q
3) x 6

72 = (2 X.3 X.3) X 2'x 2

we see that 2 X 3 X 3 is the "common block"
,

of prime factors
4
from each. Hence, 2 x 3 x 3 = 18

must be a common factor and since we have used'up

all the common prime factors, 18 must be the

greatest such common factor. "Hence, the g.c.f. of

54 Snd 72 is 18.

Figure 17-4. Finding the;g.c.f. of 54 and 72.

It should be noted that for two prime nUmbers, say 13 and 29, the

g.c.f. of the two. numkere would be 1, for 1 is the. only common factor

of two prime numbers and so is certainly the.greatest Common factor.

Finding the greatest common factor oftwO numbers could be regarded
,

as a binary operation, for,'Just as with other binary operations, we start

with a_pe:i.rof numbers and.produce a third number. The table in Figure 17-5

that displays the results of such an operption up to the pair *(10, 12)

may look a bit strange to you, but if you examine it you will see that if. i

you read it just as you do a multiplication table, it dops give the correct

results. For example, looking at the circled results, 4 is the g.c.f.

of .4 and 8; 3 is the g.c.f. Of 3 and 6; and 3 is the g.c.f. of

'9 and 12. ,

g.c.f. 1 2 3 4' 5 '6 7 8 .9 10 .11 12

1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

2 1 2 1 2 1 2 1 c2 1 2 1 2

'3 1 3 1 . 1 0, 1 3 1 1 3

4 1 2 1 4 1 2 1 0) 1 2 1 4
5 1 1 1 1 5 1 1 1 1 5 1 1

6 1 2' 43 2 1 6 '1 2 3 2 1 6

7 1 . 1 1 1 1 1 7 1 1 31\ 1 1

8 1 2 1 4 2 1 8- 1 2 \ 1 4

9 , J. 1 3. 3 1 1 9 1 \1 CV

10 1 2 1 2 5 2 1 2 1 10 1 2

Figure 17-5. A "Table" for the g.c,f. "Operation."



Problems
. ..

.

6. Find from the gable the E.c f. of 8 and .2. OP 10 and
7.' Using the process 'illustriated in Figure 17-4 find the g.c.f.. t

,

a. of 24\ anh 36
.-, .' ,...,. .

.

b. of 60 and IT.,
1 .

c. 'of 40, 48 and 72.

The Least Common, Multiple of wo Number 't

/ (.,

The secondidea.to be considered here is that .of -the last common
.

.

multiple of two numbers. Now the statement "4. is a factor of i2" also
,, _.---_.

° means that '"12 is a multple of 4." That 'id, the multiples or 4 are

all the numbers With' 4 as a faptor, thus (0,' 4, 8, 12, 16, 20, 24,

JP the set of multiples of 4...Likewise (0, 3, 6, 9, 12 15, 10, 21, 24, 27,,

it the set of tnu1tipis. of 3: The common multiples of .4 and .3 are

simply those numhers that appear in both sets, that id, in the intersection

of the two sets. Hence (0, 12, 24, 36, ...). is the set of common multipl

of 4 and , Zero is of no interest since'it is a common multiple df
.alz two numbers. The smallest common multipie,A otlier than ze4b, 4e call

the least common multiple; in the case of 4 and 3 AP it iss-, 12. We abbie-

viate the least common multiple as 1c.m.

TO find the.lc.m. of two numbers, say 60 and '108,

by displaying their prime factorizations: '

,108- 2x2x3x3x3

44

we again begin

60 2 x 2 X 3 x 5. ,

V
Since any multiple of 60 must, of course, contain, all the factors of 60.

and any multiple of 108 must contain all the factors of ,,108 any common

multiple of the two numbers must contain all the factors 'Contained in either

60 -or 108: We Could,get, a common multiple by .simply taking 60 >c 108

or, usill their factors,'..'2x 2x 3 x5 xfix2x5x3x 3,:14 this would

not be the least common multiple because .we have more '2's and more 3's

than we really need as factors for ,either 60 or 108. 'Let us use'only .

the factors we need, namely, two 2's, three 3's 'and one 5. Hence

2x 2 x3 x,3 X 3 X5- or 540 will be the l.c.m. of 60 and 108 Ta ).

Ars,k examine this result in More detail obeei-ve that 108 and .60 have a common

1 block of fahors 2 X 2 X 3 so these must be in any common multiple .In

' addition to these we, .need the factors 3 X 3 to make up. the '108: The

211 2.1 3
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number 5 is not in 108,1and the 1.c.m. must provide for4it in order to

be a, multiple of 60. Hence., we take the common factors 2 X 2 x throw
A

1 in 3 X 3 to get 108, then 5 so as to have all the factors of 60.

. The result is:

108
4 f

1.c.m. of 60 and 108 = f-X X
,4

,t)t 3 x x 5 .

60

This construction guarantees a number that contains -108 as a factor, hence

the number i.s a multiple cf 108 and contains 60 as a factor, hence

the. number is a multiple of 60. FurtherMbre, since only essential factors

have been used, this construction gives the smallest such common multiple of
#,

- 108 and 60.

To go through another example, let us,- ind the l.c.m. of 18 and 30. Since
./r

' 18 = 2 x 3 and 30 = 2 x 3 x 5 oux least common multiple must have asjac-

tos one 2 two 3's, and one, 5 in order to contain tb factors of both

18 and 30. Hence the l.c.m. of 18 and 30 will be 2 x 3 x 3 x 5 = 90.

Again, you can easily verify that 90 qq.s a multiple of 18 (namely 5 x 18)
_ -

andNa multiple of 30 (namely 3 x 30) and no smaller number is such acommon;fyy
1

multiple.
7

. In working the problem + , for example, 90 could be

used as a least common denominator.

As with the g.c.f. we can observe that in working with the l.c.m. we

.start with a pair of numbers and produce a third number, called the l.c.m.

Hence we could think f this as a binary operation, make a table of results,.

and investigate some of the properties of the operation. Completion of such

a table is given as a problem below.

Problems

8. Find the l.c.m. of

a. 12 and 18
o.

`b. 24 and 36

c. 9 and 9

d. 13 and 11

221



, 9. Complete the 9 by 9 1.c:m. table begun below.

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

,9

1 2 3 4 3 6 7
1 2 3 . .4 5 6' ¶
2 2 *6 4.,10 6 14

3 15

20

5

6.
r

19

5 .

3o

35

40, #

- r

Sohe Other Pio erties Involving Primes

.

There are many properties of whole nuMbers, factors, primes, etc.,.. . .

beyond those discussed here. There are questions about nuMbers,vich can be
I

stated,simply but fpr which the answers are not known to anyone. Just for
fun let's look,at one statement we know is true, and one which may bejtrue

or may be false. We just don't know. ,

1. If m and n are any two numbers, the product
of tEeit g.c.f. and their l.c.m. = m.,X n.

2. Any even number (i.e., any number which is
divisible'by 2) greater than. 4, can be'
expressed as the sum of two primes.

We know for sure that statement 1. is true. _TO-demonstrate this let

us suppose that m ,is some nuMbgrsuch that it can be factored as

2 X 2 X (some other primes) and th.at n can be factored as

. 2 X 2 X ? X (some other primes). Then the g.c.f. of m and n has exactly
two 2's in it, since they are in the "common block" of factors; while the

a ,..,
l.c.m. has exactly'three 2's' in it since it must all the factors

.

of 11. Hence the product,of the g.c.f.. and the 1.c.m. wild Have five 2's

in it ab factors. So will the product m X n. This same argument applied

Lin
.

.to each prime in ; 'gives the general statement 1.

No one knows whether the second.statement is true or false. We know
that 6 = 3 + 3, 12 .'5 + 7, 20 = 13 + 7, 24 = 11 + 13, etcl No one

has yet found an even number which is not the'aum of two primes, but, on the

other hand, no-one as of this writing (1263) has found'a general proof

'8 9

8 9,
8 18 ti

I

.3

*a!

r-
V

of the statement

. tF

4

213 915
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Lg Summary ,

!

of

A

,We have considered actors,

and prime factorizations. We haveused
0

prime numbers, composite numbers, factoring,

these to study two ideas useful

in computing with fractions, naively the greatest

- `least common multiple.
i

, Left ,us consider one final example of the ideas

.ommon factor and the

4

looking kt 214 and 90:

;24 2)X 2 X 2:X 3

90 2*X 3 x 3 x 5

n
g.c.f.,of

e.c1 .of.
$6

.

24 and 99 = 2 x 3 = 6

24 and 90Z 1.Z 2 X 2 x 3 x 3x 5 = 36o

)13.c.f.) x (1.c.m.) = 6 x73i0 = 2160

m n 90 = 2160

24 = 11 V 13;

.

studied in this unit by

90 . 83 T;

24 17 + 7; s',- 24= 19 + 5

90 . 79 +11; 90 = .73 + 17;

Exercises - Chapter 17

etc.

1. List the primes between 100 and 150.

2. Express each of thefollowing numberi as a prodxct of two smaller

numbers_or indicate that it is impossible to do tb4i!:

a. 12 c. 31 e. 8 e g. 35 f. 39

b. 36 d. 7 f. U.. h. 5 j. 42

Write factorization Of:

k. 6 m. 82

1. 41 nj 95

3. prime
.

Pa

'b. 30a. 15 c. 45 d. 13

4. ,Find a prime factorization of:

a. 105 c: 64 e. 1000 g. 323

b. *300 d. 311 f. 301

4

M



5. Find the greatest common factor in each of.tIle following cases. (Use

wherever you can.)the results from Problems 3 and 4

a. 15, 45 f.

b. 13, 30 g.

c. 24, 36 h.

d.. 105, 300

e. 32, 48

64

12, 24.; 48

,40, 48, 72

15, 30, 5

j. '11.0, 50, 100

6. a. What is the greatest common factor of 0 and 6?

b. What is the smallest common factor of 0 and 6?

c. 'Whet is the smallest common factor for any two whole numbers?

7. You have learned about operations with whole numbers; addition, sub-

(' traction, multiplication and division. In this chapterwp studied

the operation of finding the greatest common factor. For this problem

only, let us use the symbol " A " for the operation g.c.f., Thus .'for

taly.wpole numbers, a and b and c,

a A b = g.c.f. for a and Al
or a A c = g.c.f. for a and c.

pcanuple: 12 A 18 = 6

=3 1:

a: Is the set of whole ers closed under the operati'n /S?

b. Is the operation commutative; that is, does aAb=.A a?

c. Ifs the operation associative; that is, does a A (b t c) = (a A b) D c?

8. Find the least common multiple of the elements of the following sets.

(Use the results of Problems 3 and 4 hen appropriate.)

a. (2,3)

bi (3,5)

c (3,7),

d (5,7)

e. (15,30)

f. (30,45)

g. (2,13)

h. (7,11)

i. (105,300)

J. (11,13)

k. (2,3,5)

1. (64,300)

9. a: What is the least common multiple of -6 and 6?

b; What is the g.c.f. of 6 and 6?

c. What is the least common multiple of 29 and 29?

d. 4/bat is the g.c.f. of 29 and 29?

e. What is the least common multiple of a and a,. where a is

any mounting number?

f. What is the g.c.f. of a and a, where a is-any counting number?

215
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10. a. Can the greatest commou factor of a pair of whole numbers ever be

the same number as the least common multiple of those whole numbers?

If pc., give an example.

b. Can the greatest common factor of a pair of whole numbers ever be

less than the least common multiple of those numbers? Ifao, give

an example.

c. Can the least common Multiple for a pair of whole numbers ever be

A' less than the greatest common factor of those whole numbers? If so, '

'-.- give an example.

v

Solutions .or Problem

1. a. 3 x 6, 2 x 9, 1 x 18 (or 6 x 3, 9 x 2, etc.)

b. 2 x 3, 1 x 6

c. 2 x 15, 5 A 6, 3 x 10, 1 x 30

d. l'x 11 and 1: x 1 are the only such factorizations and they

are not essentially different.

2. a. 102, 3, 5, 6, 10, 15 and 30

In more formal terms, the set of. factors of 30 = (1,2,3,5,6,10,15,30)

b. 1 and 19

c. The set of factors of 24 = (1,2,3,4,6,8,12,24).

3. In addition to the primes shown in Figure 17-1, we have 53, 59, 61,

71, 73, 79, 83, 89, 97.

4. a. 311
so 105 = 3 X 5 x7

7

b. 75 = 3 x 5 x 5

c. 320 = 2x2x2x2x2x2x5

5. a. 11

b. 19 (20 x 20 = 400 so the primes less than 20 will'suffice)

c. 59 (60 x 60 = .),(400)

6. g.c.f. of anel 12 = 4; of 10 and 5 = 5

216 2 1



7. a.
b

cl;

a)-44. 9.

,12,
12

8

since

b.

1

24

72

3

= (2 .X 2 x 3) x2;

c 9 d.

4 5 6 7 8

36= (2 x 2 x 3) x 3

11 X 13 = 143

9

1 1 2 3 4 5 6 .7 8 9

2: 2 2 t 10 6 14 8 18

3 3 6 3 12 15 6 21 24 9

4 4 .4 12 4 20 12 28 8 36

5 5 10 15 20 5 3o 35 4o 45

6 6 c) 6 12 30 6 42 24 18

7 7 14 21 28 35, 42 7 56 63

8 8 8* 214 8 4o 24 56 8 72'

18 ) )6 45 lb 63 72 9
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Chapter 18

INTROLUCING RATIONAL NUMBERS

Introduction

All our Work with numbers up to this point has been with the set of

whole numbers; we have pretended that they are the only numbers that exist

and we have seen how they_and their operation's behave. Our nuMber lines have

been marked only at the points which correspond to whole numbers, leaving

gaps containing many points that are not named. Linear measurement has been

done to the nearest whole unit, which in some cases .might give a quite inac-4.

curate notion of "how lig" something is, espe Lally if an inappropriate

unit is used; or it might assign the same number to twe things that are clearly

of different size. Also, using only whole'numbers it is clear that many

"division" problems Cannot be worked (for example 3 +4); that is, the whole

numbers are not "closed" under the operation of division since division of

whole numbers might not give a whole number answer.

Now the problem of naming pbints between those named by whole numbers'

on the number line; the problem of (almost) getting "closure" under division

Of whole numbers (we cannot divide by zero); and the peed for getting greater

accuracy in measurement are all problems that persuade us of the need to

extend our number system to include more than the whole numbers. In the

historical development of numbers the measurement problem was probably a

significant motivation in forCing the extension of number systems to more

sophistication than merely counting and numbering.

In our extension of the number system to include what we will call

rational numbers (but which are frequently called "fractions") we will pr:..ceed

much aswe did with the whole numbers. Thattis, we will start right, froL.

scratch in this chapter developing physical ioodels for such numbers and from

these develop some concepts about them. The-Lext few chapters will use this

basis to develop procedures for comparing rational numbers, :computing with

them, and the like. To begin with we will assume only the work done so far

with whole numbers and some intuitive notion of what is meant by the "area"

of a region.

In setting up physical models for rational numbers we usually begin by

fixirg suor "basic unit," for example, a segment, a rectangular region, a

circular region, or a collection of identical things. This unit is then

219
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divided up into a certain number of "congruent",parts.
These parts, compared

to the'unit, give Us the basis for a model for rational numbers.

For example, let us identify as

our base unit a square region and

suppose this is divided into two con-

gruent parts as shown in Figure 18-1a.

We want to associatf a "number" with

the area of the shaded part of the

square. Not only',do we want a number,

we want a name for this number, a

numeral which will remind us of the Figure 18-1.
two equal parts we'have, of which one

is shaded. The numeral is the obvious

one,
1

, read "one-half." If our unit is divided into three congruent parts
2and if two of them are shaded, as in Figure 18-lb, the numeral
3

reminds
us that we are associating

a number -With two of three congruent parts of Et.,.
unit. Observe that our numeral still ubes notions expressible by whole
cumbers,; that is, a basic unit is divided into three congruent part:: with
two df these considered.

In Figure 18 -2, a rectangular region serves as the unit.

(a)
(b)

2Models for and
3

using a square region
as unit.

1--
- t

1

(a)

I

Figure 18-2. Models for .73- and for
4

(b)

The numeral r3 expresses the situation pictured in Figure 18-2a, namely
the unit region divided into four congruent regions, of which three are
-shaded. And, of course, the numeral expresses the situation represented
by Figure 18-2b; the base unit divided into six congruent regions, of which
five regions are shaded.

More complicated situations are represented in Figure 18-3. In each
case the base unit is the rectangular

region heavily outlined by solid



lines. In some of these, the shaded region designates a region the same

or more than the base region, hence numbers equal to or greater than one.

Thus Figure 18-3a shows the base unit divided into five parts, all of which

are shaded. The numeral ; describes this model.
7.

a. Physical model for 5
5

Unit

b. Physical model for

6c.

d.
0

"f..
'....k..,1-...I* 1

I' l',
s_:,t.,4.....--J
.....i ..t.

.. t: t

I

1

1
I

I

13
e.

f.
4
1

8

g.

Figure 18-3. Models for various rational
numbers using rectangular regions.

In Figure 18-3b, the unit region is diyided into four congruent regions;

and five such regions are shaded; the numeral describes this model.

&amine the other situations illustrated in Figure 18-3 and verify that in

each case the region shaded is indeed a model for the rational number written

under it.

.j 1
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. 3

c. 6

3

et

Figure 18-4. Models using regions of various shapes.

Regions of other,thapes-can also be used to represent rational numbers.

Some such regions, with associated numerals, are pictured in Figure 18-4.

In each case, you can verify that the model involves identification of a

unit.region, division of this region into congruent regions, and consideratiot,

of a certain number of these congruent regions.

Problems *

1. Draw models for:

12
a. j- d. T

b

4 7

-f f

b. e. 7
n 3 f.

(b)

T

2. Why are the following pictures not good models for rational numbert?

(a)

What numbers do the following models illustrate?

/

(b)

1 1 4

(c) (d)

* Solutions. for the problems in this chapter are found on page 228.

222
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18

Another standard physical model for the idea of a rational number uses,

the number line. If, as J,n Chapter f6, we have a ruler marked only in units,

. we cannot make certain types of useful measurement. We would like to le _

;

able to divide the unit intervals into equal parts. This would give us points

between.the unit intervals and we would like to have numbers associated

' -with these parts.

The,way we locale new poknts on the ruler parallels the procedure we

follOwed with regions. We mark off a unit segment, then divide it into

congruent segments. We then count off these parts. Thus, in order to

locate the point corresponding t
1

o , we mark off theAnit segment into

2 congruent parts and count off 1 of them. (See Figure 18-5) This

point corresponds to

1 part

0 i 1

unit Figure 18-5.

2
3

I

In like manner, to locate , we divide a unit interval into 4 .con-

gruent parts and count off 5 of these parts. We have now located the point

which we associate with (Figure 18-6).

5 parts

0 1 5 2 3. 4

4::1 a.- t 1 I 1
:)P

unit Figure 18-6.

Once we have this method in mind, we see that we can associate a

point on the number line with all such symbols as , ;, ,etc., as

illustrated in Figure 18-7.

i.

c
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3 parts

0 3 1 2

unit

a

5 parts

0 5 1
3 4: :).

unit

9 parts

.0 1 .2 9

I I
I

unit

Problem

4. Locate the point
number line.

a.

3b.

c.
3

5

associated

d.

e.

f.

Figure 18-7.

3

with each of the following on a separate

5

7

8

8

[Some Vocabulary and Other Considerations

The numbers for which our regions and segments are models are called

rational numbers. The particular .ral form in which they are often

expressed is called a fraction. We have here again the distinction between

a number and numerals for this number. In general the "fractional form"
a

represents a "rational number" provided a is a whole number and b is

some whole number other than zero, that is, a counting number.

' Referring to our models, we see that b, the denominator, always designates

how many congruent parts our unit has been divided into; while a, the

numerator, indicates how many of these congruent parts are being used. One

of several reasons why the denominator is never zero is that it-2as.ad be

nonsense to speak of a unit as being divided into zero parts;lit surely

cannot be diVided into fewer than one part.
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Figure 18-8 shows a number line on which we have located points'
1 2 3 ,

corresponding to I , y , , etc.; one on which we have located points.

O 1 2 3

2 ' '

, , etc.;

O 1 2 37 4,v,v, , v ,i,,etc.; and one on which we have

located points corresponding telj, , , ,'etc.

corresponding to

corresponding to

one on which we have located points

(a)

2 3 4 5 6 7 210 u1213 14 15 16 17 mm202122 23 24sossoolossoosTessessessee

very

zero point. For we

Similarly, it seems

Now let us put

shown in Figure 18-9

As we

Figure 18-8; Points named on the number line.

look at the'number lines in Figure 18-8, we see that it seems
0

nattiral to think of -f , for example, as being associated with the

are really, so to speak, counting off 0 segments.

0 0 0
natural to locate and E as indicated.

the four number lines in Figure 18-8 together, as

(d)

a

0
4

0 1

I

4

2 3

2

2
4

5

3
4

7

2

2

4
4

9

5
4

10 t it

3
2

6
4

12 13

7
4

14 15

4
2

4

1 17

9
4

1 19

5
2

10

20 21'

4

22
.6

6
2,

12.

4

23 24
.1r

Figq4e.18 -9 .

225 2 2 6
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In Other words, let us( y out on a single .line.the steps for locatkng

i turn points corresponding to the rational numbers with denominator 1,

with denominator 2, with denominator 4 and with denominator 8. When
1 2' 4

we do this we see, among other things, that -§ , 4- and B all correspond

to the same point on the nuMper line, or, in other words, are all names

(numerals) for the same rational number. We see also that CI , 1 and

so on, name the points we have formerly naffed whole numbers. Furthermore
4 8

we tee that fractions such as
2 4

, , , , and the like also *ame points

that have 'formerly been named by whole numbers. We will consider such

matters in more detail 4n the next chapter.

'EXercises -'Chapter 18

1.
,

Using rectangular regions as your unit regions, represent each (tithe

following by dividing up the units and shading in.parts.

a.
3 e.

5

2 ,
P.b. .

3 ,

4 9
.

c. r
g* ..4%

5 1
d. h.. 7r

2. UO,ng unit segmnts on nund3e2) lines, represent each of the fracti ns

a - h of Exercise

226
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3. Most of the following figures are models for rational numbers. Some'

of them are not models because the unit has not been divided into congruent

parts. For each one that is a proper model, give the rational number

which is pictured. Which ones are not appropriate models?

I

i' 1 1 1
i
1 l' IF

- l'i I i

(a)

(h )

N.

-I /
-7 / ti

1 N
, .

. (0

(e)

I

0

( f )

0

1 I y

1

(i)

2

(c)

1 .1 a'

1
1

1

(g)

4. Consider the points labeled A, B, C, D and E on the

line:
I "a>

<0 D' E I

a: Givee fraction name to each of the points.

b. Is the rational number located at point B less than or greater

than the one1ocated at D? Explain your answer.

c. In terms of 'he marks on this number line, what two fraction

names could be designed to the point A?

number

227 2 2: 8



Tnterpret on the number line thd following:

g.
20
-r =.4 pt,

20
. 5

A
P. 'K =k5

5

'6. Show on'the number line the equality:
2

12

ti I
Many models

a.

b.

,c.

0

Solutions'for Problems

will work here, these are illustrative only.

.1

t I

.t

I l I. I I

11
Atilt

2

3
'd.

C, 2
f.

..) -.t,.. r 1., ,f 1. 1 f
f

I I I

.1.. I.. I I I 1. 1 1 I ti 1 I

t t t.t. -'...t i* 1 I .1 I _L I

I
`-t

;T,: 1*
ft I

I . I 7
0

2. The figures are not good models because they are not divided into congru-

\
ent vats.

12

5

3. a.

4.

6
a.

b.

:

.

,
b.

2
-2-

,,,. .-

1
I >

d. 3

0 1 2 ..

d...1_414,--.1--1.... ft,

....

5

0, 1 2

e.41E-1-4---1"ee11aw
7
V

0 1 2

<
0
1

0

.

1

I '>.-.:1

0(

i

1

c. <-1----0-1--->. f<-1-4)4÷-1----1---).
2 8

5 fi

228

229
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Chapter 19

EQUIVALENT FRACTIONS

Introduction

We haye developed models for rational numbers from two different points

of view; nsmelpiumit regions and the number line. We have noted that

frictions of the form 1-1. name such numbers, with the counting nuMber b

designating how many congruent parts the unit region or segment is divided

into And the whole number a designating how many of these congruent parts

. are
\

being considered. It was noted briefly that each'rational number-has
4

a variety of fractions that name it; for example,
1

, , and E all

name the same number. It is the ramifications of this notion that we will

expldre in this chapter.

Recognizing the same rational number under a variety of disguises

(names) and being able to change the names of numbers without changing the

numbers are 'great conveniences in operating efficiently with rational numbers..

Such an "addition" problem as .1 is certainly worked out most efficiently

by considering the equivalent problem .?E + equivalent because t
12

2 8
names the same number as

3
and names the sane number as --

12 12

Equivalent Fractions in Higher Terms

Figure 19-1 illustrates a way of using our unit region model to shOw
2 8 2 8

that .5 and 1.-2- are equivalent. fractions, that is, that -5 and 11 name

the same number. First we select a unit region and divide it into three

congruent regions by vertical lines
I I

as shown in Figure 19-1a. Figure 19-lb
I I(a) (b)

shows the shading of two of these re-

gions to represent
2

. If we return
thirds

nownow to our umit,region and divide each

of the former three congruent parts 1

by horizontal lines into four con-
(c)

r
(d)

gruent parts, we have the unit divided

into 4 x 3 = 12 congruent parts, Figure 19-1. Model showifig

as shown in Figure 19-1c. If the

unit divided in this way is now superimposed on the model for
2

we get

I

twelfths

o....***

2 10(2 8

3 V3F3

3

the model shown in Figure 19-1d, which shows that each of the two shaded
2

regions in the model for
3

is divided into four regions,.giving

229

230
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2 x 4 = smaller congruent regions shaded. Hence the model showing 8

of 12 congruent parts represents the same, number as

of 3 congruent parts.

Figure 19-2 demonstrates this
(a)

same equi-i-alence., In Figure 19-2a,

2
is shown by dividing the unit 0

'1

3,

segment into 3 congruent parts and

using two of thete to mark a point.

Tkeach of the 3 congruent parts

of the unit is now divided into 4

more congruent parts, the unit segMent

then contains 3 x 4 = 12 parts while

the 2 koriginal,parts used to mark

2
now contain 2 X 4= 8 congruent

parts, as shown in Figure 19-2b. Hence, the same
2

as was formerly named by 5 . In both' models, further subdivision of a

unit results, in the same sort of further subdivision of those

unit used in representing the rational number.

,fib put this in more general term's, consider the fraction it where

b represents the number of parts a unit has been divided into and a

Pet
the number of these parts marked in the model. If each of the b parts

is further subdivided into k congruent parts, the unit then contains b x k

congruent parts. .-At the same, time, each of the a parts is further sub-

divided into k parts so that the will be a x k smaller congruent

))4

parts marked in the model.
(

H7nce, represents the same number as

formerly did. Symbolically: ,

(b) 4

12

8
0 1> 12

the model showing 2

2

? 3

Figure 19-2. Number line model show-
. ing that

2 2 x 4 8
3 = TZV 12

point is named by IL
12

parts of the

a _axk
bxk

3
Hence

134 x.2 11 2 2 x 20 40

x 5 20 ' 3 3 x 20 Ti5 '

and so on, Such a process

enables us to express any fraction as an equivalent fraction "in higher

terms," to use the usual terminology.

Problems*'

1. Draw both a unit region model and a number line model to illustrate

that
2

=

* Solutions for the problems in this chapter.are on page 240.

230
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2. 'Supply the missing numbers in each of the following.

3 3 x 24' 7 _14a. - - -
5 5

b. u 32
c.

12

3. Specify the '1k" used in each case to change the first fraction to
the second.

7 7 x k 28

'1" 13 13 xk-ZP "=
14 42 .

b. ; k =

6-41- 'c. -

Equivalent Fractions in "Lower Terms"

Expressinga fraction in lOWer terms (often called "reducing"

fractions) is :Amply reversing,

'fractions in higher terms. For

or undoingvtbe--
,

/
,/2 2 x

example - =
3 3x

process used to express
10 20

= and, unGloing

10 4 2 2
7-7-f 2 '

20 20 4 10 2
this process,

3030 4 10 3
Similarly,

10

12 12 3 4 141 147 349
and so,o= - .IF' 'FT-5 ; 3 a 3 1

n In general:

-
If both a and b are divisible by counting

number k, then
a k

b 4 k

In this case we say that the fraction has been reduced to "lower terms.'

It should be noted that while it is always possible tochange a fraction

to an equivalent one in higher terms with denominator any desired multiple

of the original denominator, it is not always possible to "reduce".a

fraction using a specified divisor, since one cannot always divide a

counting number by a counting number. For example,
4

can be reduced

using 2 as a divisor, but not by using 3, while 2. chariot be reduced
5

at all. We sometimes say that a fraction which cannot be reduced, such as
1 4

, , etc., is in simplest form or lowest terms (not to be confused with

"lower" terms).

Putting fractions. in "lowest terms" or "simplest form" is a convenient

skill; but its importance has been overrated. The superstition that

fractions must always, ultimately, be written in this form has no mathe-

matical basis, for only different names for the same number are at issue.

It is often convenient for purposes of further computation or to make'

-explicit a particular interpretation to leave results in other than

,.
231
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e

"simplest" form. However, where simplest form is desired we can proceed

by repeated division in both numerator and denominator, or we can'use the
1

greatest common factor of both numerator and denominator as the k by

which both should be divided. For, as you will recall from Chapter 17,

the g,c.f. ofitwo numbers is the largest number which is a factor of both

numbers (or in other words, which divides both without remainders) and

this is precisely what is required. The examples displayed in Figure 19-..3

should be sufficient to illustrate both procedures for writing a fraction

in an equivalent "simplest form."
9

12 12 + 2 6 6 + 2 3= =
20 20 + 2 10 10 2 5

12 = (2 x 2) x 3 So the g.c.f. of 12 and 20 is theat.
20 = (2 x 2) x 5 "common block" of factors 2x,2 = 4.

12 12 f 4 3

20 5

104 104 + 2 "2 52.+ 2 26 26 13 2
0. 260 4 2 130 130 + 2 T5 T57-137 5

bt . 2.I 104

2 1_5_2.

2 126

13

2 1 260

2 1130

5 la 104 14 + 52 2
13 260 52 5

the g.c.f. is the
"common block"
2 x 2 x 13 = 52 and

Figure 19-3. "Simplest form" via repeated division and via
use, of the g.c.f. of numerator and denominator.

Proolems

4. For each of-the following, give one equivalent fraction in "higher
terms" And give three equivalent fractions in "lower terms," including
one in "lowest terms."

24a. 7
00

5. Why would it Nt make sense to speak of a fraction raised to "nighest
terms"?

6. For each of the following, specify the g.c.f., of the numerator and
denominator and use this g.c.f. to write the fraction in simplest form.

a.
30
77-.
47 ,.c.f. =

24b. 7 = g.c.f. =

39
c. = g.c.,f. =

232
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Order and Equivalence for Rational Numbers

Up to now we have focused pretty such on rational numbers with their

various fractions one at a time. Let us look at the possible relations

between two fractions, each of course representing a rational number.

Recalling our work with whole numbers, we see that there are essentially

. three relations between any two numerals n and m; either they are

equivalent, that tney name the same number; or the number n is

"greater than" the number m (written as n > m); or the number n

is "less than" the number m (written n < m). "Less than" and "greater

than" tell the "order" such numbers come in when counting and hence are

called "order relations."

A similar statement can be made about fractions:

a c
Given two frac-tions and T1 one of these

three this must be true:
a

a. T
c

, that is, they are equivalent fractions; or

b. the,rational number represented by is greater

than that represented by i , in which case we write
a c

> ; or

a
c. \the rational number named by T is less than that

a cnamed by 71 , in which case we write T < .

Now we already know that two fractions are equivalent if one can be

obtained from the other by multiplying both numerator and denominator by
4 8 8 4 x 2

#, the same counting nurxer. Hence u = TT since
o X 2

Given two

fractions at random, however, this test may fail For.example, we know
4

that g and u are equivalent (since both name the number one-half) yet

therAs no way of netting one from. the other via multiplication of num-

erator and denominator. Nor would this test tell.a4 anything about the

3 68
pair of fractions z and . We could always put both on the same7
number line ant see if the same point were named, or represent both in

terms of the same unit region, but this would surely be a tedious business.

What is needed, both here and in what follows, are efficient devices that

depend primarily on previously learned notions involving whole numbers.

One way to handle the problem of telling when two or more fractions

are equivalent is simply to reduce all of them to "lowest terms," For
3 3 I. 3 1 4 4 I. 1

example, ; = ; 5 _r57- - and, since the g.c.f. of .68

233
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4 68 68 1 3 4 68
,and 136 is 68 ; hence, , u and T.T6 are

130 136 68 2

equivalent. Reducing to lowest terms, of course, does involve only oper-

ations with whole numbers. Two other ways of testing equivalence will

be given later on in this chapter.

Problems

7.

8.

Tell which of the following pairs of fractions are

7 28 8 20 34 2
a. , b. 6. , . d..

In which of the following pairs could equivalence

equivalent.

72 8
e .

not be established

3

a kxa
by using To- = TTE to change one of them to have the same numerator

and denominator as the other.

1_13 , 3_1 3_13 9 33 34 2
a. = 7 b. = -2- C. .6 = 7 d. = e. 5T. =

Let us now'consider the problem of designating the relations, less

than or greater than, between two fractions that are not equivalent.

(Of course, we really mean the relation between the numbers which these

fractions represent, but it is awkward to keep saying this, so less

precise terminology will be used on the assumption that by nowt the reader

will know what is really meant.) Again, drawings and physical'models

can be used as in Figure 19-4 to il-

lustrate the order by representing

both fractions in terms of the same

unit region or on the same number

line, then noting which region is

largest, or which point comes first

on the number line. But this gets

tedious and difficult for even mild- ' -e- -e e--t e- -4

ly complicated cases, say the pair 0 4 11 1 11 4

9 7 7
and , so a standard computa-

tional prOcedure using only operations

with whole numbers is indicated.

Now it is surely true that if two fractions have the same denominator,

one can tell about order (or, for that matter, equivalence) merely by

comparing numerators. So our problem is to find fractiont equivalent to

2

3
2 7

3 9

.E1-1..

7

9

Figure 19-4. "Greater than" and

"less than" models.

234
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the ones in questiOn, but with a "common denominator." To return to our.
9'example, T5 and ;this means finding a common denominator that is a

multiple of 14 and it multiple of 8', then changing the fractionsto
.

"higher terms" with this denominator-im the usual way. Now there are

many numbers which are multiples of bOth 8 .and 14 (the product 8 )414'

is certainly one such numbdr) and any of these numbers would,serve °Ur purpose,

but it is usually most efficient to use the smallest .3ach common multiple.

This brings us to the "least common multiple" (l.c.m.) discussed in Chapter 17.

Or, in otherYwords, the problem of finding a "least common denominator"-for

two fractions is exact]y equivalent to findine the "least common multiple"

of their denominators. You will recall that this is done by factoring each

number into primes, then constructing a number so that the factors,of each

will be included in the new number. In the present cese, 14 = 2 X 7 and

8 = 2 x 2 x 2 so the 1.c.m. must haveas factors three 2's and one 7;

hence, the l.c.m. of 8 and 14 is 2 x 2 x 2.X 7= 76. The complete

problem in convenient computational form is displayed in,Figure 19-5

9 9 2 x 2 x 9
17 2X7 2X2X2X7 56

7 X5 _2X2X2 7X2x2X2 56
Hence: 17 >

(Note that the 1.c.m. of 8 and 14 is
2 X 2 X 2 x 7, so the factor 2 X 2
must be supplied in the first fraction,
.and the factor 7 in the second fraction.)

Figure'19-5. Finding the correct order relation for, and .

14

Observe that ror purposes of computation it pis convenient to factor

the denominators, :hen construct fractions with the lowest common denominator

by supplying the "missing" factors from the 1.c.m. of the denominators.

Note that thiB same procedure would also take care of equivalence of

two fractions, for if the two fractionhad the same numerator when both

were written with a cOmmon.denominator, they would surely be equivalent.

This is the second method of testing equivalence which was promised earlier

in this chapter.

235
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A third method for testing whether or not twc_fractions.are equivalent

s suggestea by such examples as those in FigUre 19-6.

and' 1x4 =2X2 7.1>(:gii 7ed 1 X 100 4 x 25

and 7 x 16.= 8 x 14 5'69 and 4 x 39 = 26 x 6

(i.e. 112 = 112) (i.e. 156 = 156)

Figure 19-6. bcamples showing that equivalent
fractions have equal "cross prodUcis." .

It is true, as the exaRles suggest, that if we have two equivalent fractions,

the so-called cross products obtained by multiplying the first numerator

times the second denominator and the first denominator times the second

numerator give the same number. Furthermore, if we ha4 two actions for

which it is not known whether or not they are equivalent, we can find out

by computing and comparing these cross products. In other words:

a c a c
Given two fractions 1)- and 71. , =

if and only if aXd=bX c.

A demonstration of why this should be so is given by considering how,
a '

you might express any two fractions .1.3 and -d- as fractions with a common

denominator. Now a common denominator, though possibly not the owest common

denominator, is surely the product, b X d, of the two denominators. For
1

example, a common denominator for 3 and is 3 x 4 =.12, a common

1 1
denominator for v and Ecis 4 x 8 = 32, and so on. If we express

a
71

'

E. and with the common denominator b X d, as shown below, the two

numerators turn out to be a X d and b X c; which are the cross products.

a -aX,d c bXc
-E b X d

and
b.X d

Since the denominators are the same, the fractiOns will be equivalent just

in case these numerators are the same. A procedure similar to this 16 useful

in working with ratios and proportions, as wil;. be discussed in Chapter 24.

9. Use the procedure illustrated by Figure 19-5 to tell whether the first
fr'ction of each pair given below is less than, equivalent to, or greater

than the second fraction of the pair.

Problems

i6" , 1:6 b.
6 9 32 1.2
13 "fg

10. By comparing the "cross products" tell which of the following pairs

of fractions are nt.equivale

, 54
9 2±.2_ 321 1043

b.
20' 100 n. 13' 103

236
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A New property of Numbers

;
Rational numbers are different in many ways from whole numbers. One

such difference is apparent if we recall that for, any whole number one can

always say what the "next" whole number is and then ask, in a similar vein,

what the "next" rational number is after any given rational number. For

example, 4 is the next whole number after 3, 1069 is the next whole

number after 1068, and so on, but what is the next rational number after
1 2

? If 3 is suggested as the next one, we can observe that 1
12

6

2

an-
2

12

8
,

7 1so is surely,between and 2 Hence,
12
7 has a

2better claim to being next to -2- than does 3 . If it is then suggested

7 1that IT be regarded as the next number after , we can observe that

1 12
and

7 14 J_447fr. --
so -closer to than is 1.17-2- . To carry thisN IT -27 2

one step further, we can squelch anyone who suggests as being the
-

1 24 261
next number, after -2- by pointing out that -2- = -Ef and = - so that

ais more nearly "next to" than is . It is cleathat this proces

could be carried on indefinitely and, furtherMore, Would apply no matter

what rational number was involved. That is, we can never identify a

"next" rational number after any given rational number. A similar argument

*would show that we cannot identify a number "just before" a siven rational

number.
A

A number line with a very large unit is show in Figure 19-7 to illustrate

the'procets we went through in searching for ttaluMber "next to" 2- .

0

41 13 2
11 Ts 3

1 1 r
1

12

1.1
42

Figure 19-7. There is always a number between 1
7,-

and any proposed "next" number. `

other of expressing what we have been talking about is to say that

between o rational numbers, no matter how close together they are,

there is always a third rational number; in fact, there are more rational

numbers than ve could count. Mathematicians sometimes describe this by

saying that'the set of rational numbers is "dense." The word is not

important to us, but is descriptive of the packing of points representing

rational numbers closer and closer together on the number line.

I>
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Problems '

11. Name the rational numbers associated with the points A, B, C, D and E

below, where A is halfway between 1 and 2, B halfway between

1 and A, etc.

A

0 1 D

12. How many numbers are there between 1 and the number associated with

point E?

2

Summary

Any rational number can be represented by a number of different

friictions, all of which are said to be equivalent. Any fraction can be

changed to an equivalent fraction "in higher terms" by multiplying both

numerator and denominator by the same counting number factor. Some fractions

can be changed to equivalent fractions "in lower terms" by the inverse

,process, namely dividing both numerator and denominator by the same counting

number. If a fraction has no common factors in it5 numerator and denominator

it is said to be in "lowest terms" or "simplest form" and any fraction can

be changed to this form by dividing numerator and denominator by their greatest

common factor (g.c.f.). Given two fractions, "equivalence," "greater than"

or "less than" can be specified by changing both fractions to fractions hav-

ing a common denominator. For this purpose it is convenient to use the notion

of least common to find a least common denominator, especially since

the construction of he 1.c.m.,via prime factorization of the denominators

clearly indicates the multipliers that should be'used in getting the equivalent

fractions with the required denominator. As another way of testing equivalence
a caof two fractions, we showed that 1.--). and are equivalent if and only if their

"cross products" are equal, that is, provided a x d = b x c.

Finally we have shownthat between any two rational numbers, no matter

low close, there are other rational numbers. Among other things this means:

t at, unlike the whole numbers, one cannot identify the number that*omes

"jt t before" or "just after" a given rational number.

en with this fairly detailed account we have not told the whole story

with respect to numerals for rational numbers, as you know. For example,-

4
there are so called ~'mixed number" names such as 3--

1
, ]5-. 4 etc., which do

238
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not have the fraction form. We will deal with these in the next chapter.

7
,

7There are also decimarnames, such as .7 for ut for ;RR- , and10
so on,.that we will take up in Chapter 23.

Exercises - Chapter 19

r

Tell which of the following fraction's are in "simplest form."

6 11 7 12 212 7 412 10 11 2
12 ' T ' 12 ' 13" 513 ' 47.2 ' , 12 ' ' 3

2. It is true that in eac action where a prime number appears in either
, .

.the nugerator or the de?odinstor, the fraction is in lowest ttrms un-

less the other,part of the fraction is a multiple of that prime.

a. Which of the fractions in EXercise 1 demonstrates the truth of'l

this Statement?

b. EXplain why the statement must be true. 4

3. It is often possible to tell which of two fractions is largest just by

having a clear conception of what is meant by the fractions. Thinking

about them as they would appear on the number line is often a help in

this. For each of the following, first make an educated guess about

the order, then use some other means to check your guess.

1 1 7

9
a. -55. , g c.

I54 6 e.
'

11' 12 17 1
1W , 'd.

32 ' 2

239 2 4
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4. In each of the following, the order shown is the correct one.

A. Under each pair write the two cross products a X d and x c and

insert the correct symbol' "<", "=", ">P between these cross prod-
.

ucts. (The first one is done foksru.)

B. &mane your results and see if you can state a "cross products test"

for the correct relation

not equivalent.

a.

b.

-5
3 x 5 < 6 x 3

4 10

<

.c. 12 <222213 .12

< or

d.

e.

f.

> between two fractions that are

9 8

12 > 12

11 2
>

31,5

37 <167
11 < TY

.

1. For example:*

Soluti9ns for Problems

2

O 3 1

O 's 1

2. a. 8 b: 28 c. 7

3. a. k - 4 b. k = 3 c. k =21

4. Higher terms; many answers, e.g.:

14 ' g ' fig
, etc.a.

60 180 240
b. etc.

120 ' 2VU ' 76 '

5. Since in

or
1 4. -

Lower terms; any of these:

12 8 6 4 2
ig , I-2" , q , T , 5

II 10 6 9 3 1

30 ' 20 ' 12 ' 10 ' 6 ' f

Lowest terms:

2 .--'1

3

1

2 ,.

a aXk
k can be am counting nuMber, there is no-limit

b b X k
to how large the numerator and denominator can become.

240
2 4 1
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6. a.
2

g.c.f. = 15

24 + 12 2
b. 56772 -5

'

7. a, b, c, d

8. c.
3

=
13 1= 2 but

g.c.f. = 12

3

c.
39 4 13
52 13

cannot be changed directly to

, 9
44 but no whole number multiplier12 4

will give 33 and 44.

g.c.f. ='13

2

k of 9 and 12

6 6 6 x 8 489. a.
1V 2 x 7 -FR-7-578 = 112

and 48 s 49 40 376 <
7 7 7 x 7 49
IT 7 7713 17870 -.112

b.
6 6 6 x 3 18TT
o 2x2x2 2x2X2x3 6 9

so
9 9 9 x 2 18
12 2 x x 3- 2 x 2 x 3 X 2

c.
30 30 30 X (2 X 2) 1207=
03 3x3X7 3x3x7x(2x2) -22 30 113

so 5-3- <

28 2,x12x 7- 2 X12
(13xx(3)x 2fi

.1.

10. a. No, since 3 x 52 it 4 x 36

b. Yes, since 9 x 100 = 20 X 45 = 900

c. No, since 143 x 103 = 14,729 while 13 X1043 = 13,559

11. A B C D E

I ( or 11) (or 11N ii (or 4.) 34 (or 46) ii (or2 2 .. '''VJ a)32

1.2. More than can be counted (actually "infinitely many").

241
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Chapter 20
. ,

,ADDITION AND SUBTRACTION OF RATIONAL.NUMSERS

Introduction

We now have at hand.the rational numbers and:some physical models
of them. We know something about ordering them with respect to "greater

that" and "1eallithan;" we can tell whether two fractions are equivalent;

and we can change fractions to.equivalent fractions in "lower terms" or

"higher terms." The next natural step is to considerthe ordinary binary

operations with respect t8 rational numbers. -That is, can we add, sOtract,

multiply, and divide using rational numbers? -If so, how, and do the same

properties apply, as for addition, subtraction, multiplication and division

of whole numbers? In considering these questions we must keep the following

things in mind:

1. We have already observed, using the number line model, that,
lo

. such fractions as
3

, 1

2
, 2-- and the like, name points that1

are nukeded by whole numbers; that such fractions as ,
2

,
1

,

kand, in general, 17 all name the point named by 1; and that

0 0 0y ; 15 ; and, in general, I1 name the point named by

O. Since all whole numbers are also rational numbers--though

of course not all rational numbers are whole numbers - -we will

want to make sure that the ordinary properties still apply.

For example, "addition" should still be commutative and as-

sociative and the special properties'of 0 and 1 should

still be present.

2. A rational number has many names, hence we want to be sure that

the results of a binary operation do not depend on the par-

ticular names we choose to use for the two numbers involved.
1 3In other words, we want ; +; to be the same number as 61 +12'

Incidentally, since we will be talking in :the chapters that follow

about rational numbers, the word "number" is to betaken until further

notice to mean "rational number" unless specifically designated otherwise.

243 2 4 3
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z.

Addition of Rational Numbers

For two fractions with tne same denominator, tie matter if addition

is easily cisrosed of and, for small denominators,phy.-ical models of the

process are easy to draw. As one such model, sse might lhink of 0 'cuse

a scnool, and a store along a straight road as shown in Figure 20-1.

IN(

1 2
I

1. 4

5 5
Figure 20-1.

1
If it is

5
of a mile from the house to tl,e school and

2
of a mile from

the school to the store, it is easy 5
motosee that it is o's a vale

from the house to tne store. Otaer rroblexs, .ltn models that

represent thee.,, are shown i, tue kigurt 20-2. In each case, both a number

line Lodel and a model using unit re!lons are given.

2" 9
,ac

a



t I

2 1

5 5

5 +5 5
USN

20

a. +
5 5 5

unit region

I I

,.._ J.... L._ IIII

.4 4. 6
10

b. g4

1

2 3
-4-61

I I

5

0' 1

6 +.5_ ll
c* 10 10 s 10

unit region

10

11
54

, I, Tee,le I.
s

Wr's.
t
I I

63.o 10 ---*1

Figure 20-2. Models for addition of rational numbers.

25
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From these examples we see that the way to add fractidns having the

,
sane denominator is simply to add the numerators. Let us, then, make

the following definition:

..

Problems*

Given two raakons
a
- and - with the same

denominator b 0,

a c
_
a+ c

+-

b b b

1. Fill in the blank spaces to make each example fit the pattern given

by the definition above:

=3- -E
1 +6 6 7

b. 4 - _ 7

17
- _ _

2. We know that = T.26 and = . Show, using the definition

and "reducing" your answers that ; + = -16 + .

The way to deal with fractions that do not have the same denominator

is, of bourse, simply to use equivalent fractions that do have the same

denominator. In'amy such problem anumber of choicesare available.

For example - + - might become ; + ; or -- +-
6
- or1 1 2 4 12 18

3 2 12 12
;

;

or what have you. It is usual, as you know,-to find the least common

denominator, that is, the l.c.m. of the denominators of the fractions, and

use the fractions changed to that denominator in doing the addition. Since

least common denominator vas discussed at some length in connection with

equivalence and ordering of fractions in Chapter 19, we will not ckal

with it further here.

The definition
a c a+ c

-
o b b

also gives us a way of dealing

1
with so called "mixed hunerals4" such as 2-2- . Such a numeral is read

4

"two A
1

nd one-half" and really designates the sum 2 + . -Since -2- is

1
equivalent to the whole number 2, this becomes

4
+ f or, by our

+ 1 c
definition, --2- - .

Every such mixed numeral can be written as

a
a fraction of the form 1-) , and so ve could also deal with the equivalence

* SolutiOns to problems in this chapter are on page 255.
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of mixed numeral and fraction names for rational numbers greater than 1.

ObserVe that this also works in the other direction by considering our
definition in reverse +c a c

+ . For example:as - rb-

2_ 4 +1_ 41 21 1
2 2
5 4+ 1 4 1

+ri -1 + =
,1

14 12 + 2

ri

12 2

+

2
3 3 3 3 3

In computing with mixed numerals one can either regroup using the

commutative and associative properties (which we prove in the: next section)
in order to work with the whole number and fractional parts separately,
or one can change the mixed numerals to ordinary fractions and compute
using these fractions.

Examples of several addition computations, some in vertical form and
some in horizontal

ordinarily show all

7 2 21
a.

B. =2
2 1b. 4-5 + =

2 1c. 14-3- + =

4
d. 42

b

11
-"b

form, are given in Figure 20-3. Of course, we

these details.

16 21 + 16 37 24 + 13 24 13 ,

do not

13 ,13
7

+ =

7 g
2 44 + + 1+ T=4 +1+T+T=5 +i= 5i

12 2N ,6 1\ 14 7 28 7 28 + 7( + + +TI=T+T=-6-4.7)=-6--
= = 12ip. = + . 5

e. 7 7 3 x 7 212x3x3 3 x,(2x3x3) 5 7

11 4 2 X 4 8
27 =3 x3 x3 "2 x (3 x3 x3) -5+

29

54

Figure 20-3. Some sample additions.
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Problems

3.

4.

5.

Change each of the following pairs of fractions to equivalent

pgirs having the lowest common denominator.

2 3 14 .1 1
a. 7 , b. 3-25 , c.

13 ' 11

1
Add: 7-

5
using the vertical form model of Figure 20-jd.

Add: -g + using the horizontal form model of Figure 20-3a.

The Properties of Addition of Rational Numbers

a c
T

a +c
The definition To- + - gives us the means to show that

addition of rational numbers is commutative and associative. Once this

is done we can apply these properties repeated1; in any computation. The

effectof this is again a sort of "do it whichever way you please" prin-

ciple which indicates that so low as only addition is involved it makes

no difference in what order you choose to add pairs of numbers or how you

choose to group the numbers for purposes of addition. Hence, the two

additions indicated in Figurt, 20-4 should give the same result, since

exactly the same numbers are involved, and the second 1: clearly easier

to handle than the first.

1 20 27 30 8 9 26 100 28 7
=

7 36 77 36 77 7-6 7T6 9

2, 4 7 , 7 7
+ k9 + 7) _ 7 , (7, 7 _ a 1) 7 = 27

a'

C.

2 +3 2
9 4. 6

k7 + 7/ +

2

.9

L1
7

1,
+ t77,1

Figure 20-4. Application of a "do it whicnever way you please"

principle to an ,addition problem.

We can convince ourselves of the valdity of the commutative and
A

associative properties of addition of rational numbers either via the

number line, as illustrated in Figures 20-5 and 20-6, or by working a

4 +
number of specific examples; e.g.,

\ 3
+ !- =

2 4 6
while2

4 2 4 + 2 6 2 4 4 ' 2

4- 7 s° 7 4- 7 4- 7

9 1?
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(a) (b)

I i'l----1/---*I
: I----- ir---4.qH

.i--i-------+-------f--> "E-H----------+-------6-1-->.
0

10
1 2 0 1 2

7 '1
10 ),

3 7 7 3+ = +

Figure 20.L5. An example of the commutative property of addition.

(a)

iiic 1 ,4 -0, I 4- 1

0

8

1 2
3 + 4

--->i4 w . .

8 ola

I

(ii + i) + li

.-.1

(b)
4

. il
>1 --?{.\

. .
, \< 1 I N 4----4--4--1--4--4--4-----).
0

8

\ 1 . 2
3 \

F--- 1>,1 1

8
2

8
It

,

+ (2+11) ..1

8 8 8

(1 4. 2) 4. 1 4. (i 4
11)

8 8 8 8 8 3

Figure 20-6. An example cf the associative property of addition.

acca
get a general "proof" that 17 +17.17+13, that is, that

addition of rational numbers is commutative, we proceed as follows:

a c a + c
By the definition IT + = . Since a and c zre whole

numbers.and since addition of whole numbers is commutative, a + e
c + acan be replaced by c + a so our last expression becomes

c

b

a
Using our definition in reverse this becomes

b
+ . Written

on one line this chain of events is:

a +ca+c c+a ca
a

b b
+ Hence, + = +

Observe that our demonstration uses only facts already known about

whole numbers alone with the definition of addition of rational numbers.

Proofs of other properties are left to the reader in the prcblems that follow.

2149
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Problems

6. A proof that addition of rational numbers is associative is given
below with some blanks inAt. Fill in the bl.anks.

b
+

(! + ti)
7 d

=
a4 c

- (
b .

) + d a + (c + d)
b

-
b

,

=
I): + b II + (i + 14)

7. At what point in the prooDflabove is the fact that addition of whole
numbers is associative used?

8. Inwhat way does the definition of addition,
a c

b

a+ c
and

the Tact that the set of whole numbers is "closed" under addition
assure us that addition of rational numbers is "closed"? (All we need

to be zure of is that addition of two numbers of the form
a
s- ,

a a whole number and b a counting number, gives a fraction
which is also a whole number over a counting number.)

9. Zero has the property that for whole numbers a + 0 = a. An analogous
a a

property for rational numbers would appear as it. + 0= r; . Rempmbering
0

,that 0 can be represented as -I; , and using the definitions of

addition of rational' numbers, show that this addition property of 0
holds for addition of rational numbers.

Subtraction of Rational Numbers

Turning to subtraction of rational numbers a see that if the de-

nominators are the same, a definition similar to that for addition suffices.

a c
Given two fractions

a
and E , whc,re EH> E ,

a c_a- c
b b

You will recall from our discussion of -"order" that the specification
a c
1; >1-; assures us that for whole numbers a and c a > c, so that the

subtraction a - c can be done.

An alternative way of defining subtraction would be to follow the

model given by the definition of subtraction of whole numbers in Chapter 6,

namely, "a -b is the whole number n for which .n + b = a." Trans-

lating this using rational numbers, a definition of subtraction would

-appear as follows:

a c n c a
- E is that rat onal number i; for which i; + = .

250
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In Chapte: 6 this was described as the "process of finning an unknown addend."

We also recognize this as the specification of how we "check" the supposed

answer to any subtraction problem.,

The definition
II a - c

- gives usb b b
" afind an answer while the second definition, "

bon cnumber is- Efor which + :13 =
a

,
n

is closer to

an immediate way to

- i is that rational

what was done for

subtraction of whole numbers. We can show that we can use either defini-

tion according to our convenience by showing that the result given by the

first definition meets the specification set down by the'second definition.

This is done below:

Using the first definition we get 11 - =

Putting this in the second definition,

n c a-c c (a - c) + c
b b b

But (a - c) + c = a by the inverse property of addition

and subtraction. Hence,
(a - c) + c a

' as required by

the second definition.

a - c n

b b

As to models for subtraction, we can refer back to Figure 20-2 and

think in each case of "taking apart" or "undoing" each of the addition

problems illustrated there. Such a process would result in a subtraction

problem associated with each such addition problem as hown in the listing

below:

Addition problem from Figure 20-2.

2 1 3
a. + =

5 5 5

bor

6 11
c. 15 10

Associated Subtractio oblem.

3 1 2
- =a.

5 5

b. - =

11

c' 10 10

As with addition, the subtraction of rational numbers that are named

by fractions with different denominators can be handled by changing.them

to fractions with the same denominator. Again one finds a common denom-

inator, and preferably a least common denominator, then uses the principle
a kXa

to get the required fractions with this common denominator.=kxb
To carry through the program of verifying properties begun with

respect to addition earlier in this chapter-, let us verify that properties

analagous to those we listed for the subtraction of whole numbers in

,251251
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Chapters 6 and 7 hold for subtraction of rational numbers. These properties

are listed in Figure 20-7, along with their analagous statements for

rational numbers and some examples using rational numbers. We assume ,.

in this listing that the usual cautions about zero denominators and making

sure that subtraction is possible have been made and observed.

_Name of Property stated
subtraCtion for whole numbers
property

Inverse
'Properties

Properties
of Zero

Property stated for rational numbers

(a - b) + b = a' (11561 - + b = f, e.g., (i ..: 11) 4. 11. .

(a + b) - b = a + i) - lc; = , + ;) g.=

a - a = 0

'a-0= a

Regrouping (a + b) - (c + d)

Property c) (1) d)

f - f =0, e.g., - - ; 5 - -

a 0 e 2 - ° 2
b' 8" 8 8 8 8

e.g., 311 - la = (3 + 11) - (1 +

= (3 1) 4. (g i)

- 1 1
---7, = 2 + = 2g

'Figure 20-7. Properties of subtraction.

You will recall from our discussion in connection with the subtraction

of whole numbers that the inverse properties state that subtracting a

number and adding the same number are inverse operations. We sometimes

describe this in terms of "doing and undoing." It is easy to verify,

say on the number line, that the corresponding notions for rational

numbers are valid as well.

The Properties of zero.are easily verified.

The regrouping property was used in Chapter
A
7 both to show the

relation of our place value system of numeration to the ordinary compu-

tational processes we use for subtraction of whole numbers and to Justify

"borrowing" or "regrouping" in such computations. Similarly, this property

gives us the means to justify computational procedures in working with

rational numbers. This is best explained by examples, one of which.appears

25
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in, the listing of the property in Figure 20-7. Two more such examples are

worked out in some detail in Figure 20-8.

a. 1055 21 = (105+ 11) - (21 +
5 10 5 10

= (105 - ) + (152.

= 84 + (8
1-0

2)

=8!4 +10

= 84 or 81 (since -L = 2)
10 5

141 3 17b. 27-1 = 26 + 1'4=3 = 26 + -37 + = 26 +
4

4 4
- 14.-r = 14

14
+ g = 14 + r7 = 14 +

Problem

P
Figure 20-8.

12 + or 1 21i1

10. Following one of the examples given, show in some detail how one would

use the regrouping property in doing the subtraction la - 7i .
3

Summary

In Chapterq 18 and 19 rational numbers,' various physical models,

equivalence of fractions, ordering of rational numbers, and such notions

as raisingto higher terms, reducing to lower terms, and lowest common

denominator were discussed. The focus there was on individual numbers or

relation?,between such numbers. The present,ch pter beg4n to focus on ,

binry op ons using rational nuMbers, and in p icular, the operations t.-

,

of °I.dit end subtraction. We Supplied definitions of there operations

for the case of fractions with the same denominator and observed that any

two fractions could be made to titthvse,definitions via equivalent

fraction's and c_mmon denominators. Since such a definition as + =
+

gets us back immediately to ordinary addA

C

ion of whole numbers, it is

easily verified that our "new" operations using our "new" numbers have

essentially tie same properties as the addition and subtraction that we

have become accustomed to.

"Mixed numerals" and various cAputational devices were briefly

diocussed.

253
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Finally, it should be observed that the various conceptual models

for subtraction that were discussed in Chapter 6, such as "take away"

versus "how much more," are also applicable here, even though they were

not discussed explicitly. 4

Exercises - Chapter 20

1. Change-
2

and to fractions with common denominators so that
5

-
- '

a. a number between 25 and 35;

b. a number between 40 and 90.

1 3
2. Find equivalent numerals with common denominators for 7 and 7 ,

so the denominator is:

a. a number between 100 and 150;

b. a number less than 50.

3. Find fractions with lowest common denominators for each set of fractions

below:

a. , 5 and b
12

,
and ,

2

4. Draw number line diagrams to show each of these sums:

g.

b.

c.

2

3

2

3

4

-3'

4- V
7

4
-f

5. Draw a diagram using unit regi,Jhz for each of the suns of Exercise 4.

6. What sums are pictured in each of the following diagrams?

3
3 4 ------- 32

(a).: 4 a 1-

0 '1 2 3 4

(b)

7 4-

0 1 2 3

254
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7. What mathematical sentences are pictured in, the diagrams below?

(b)

2

0

(c) I

2 3

1

,
8. a. What is n, if (8

ii) 2 n?
3 1

b. What is n,
if

8
-2- (.:- f) n?'

8 1 8 3 1
c. Does

(f f) f f -'("f f) ?

d. Does the associative property hold for subtraction?

9. Do each of the following in the form indicated by the way the problem

is written (vertical or horizontal), then express the answer as a

fraction in lowest"terms or as a mixed numeral as appropriate.

a.
7 2

+ -3-
d. 3i + - 5

b. 78 e. 6g
1

2
12

f. -

3,

2.

c. 4' 410 12

Solutions for Problems

a. 5 b. 1, 6 c. 17, 17

1 1 + 3 4_ 1 2 6 2 + 6 8
8 8 8 8 2 ' lb -177 rg 2

2

255
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8 9

3' a. 12 , 12
(since the l.c.m. of 3 and 4 is 12)

21 14 14 x (2 x 3) 84

15 3 x 5 3 x 5 x (2 x 3) 90

2 x< 52 x 3 x 3 ` )3) x 5 90

1 1 x --c' 13`13x11 =11 3"
1 1 x 13
IT 11 x 13 14-3

4
it 7-

5
= 7--20

3 ]3

9V 9'6

1612-
20

O

5' 1§. 12 18 +:4 4.14; 16211' 17 18 9 18 =.°914

6. d; a + c; c + d

7. In going from the numerator (a + c) + d to the numerator a + (c + d)

8. Closure under addition of whole numbers assures us that the number

a+ c is a whole number. Since b is a counting number,
a + c

is

surely a rational number.

a a 0 a + 0 a
9. E + 0 = + E = --,E- E

10. .Either: 1 4-- - 7i = (13
3

+ 1 +
3

- (7 + ) =

=

=

=

(13

(13

(13

(13

+

7)

7)

7)

+ i)

+ i)
+ (- i)
+ (8 -6'5)

s.*

= 6 +i

= 6i or 4

or: 141 13 +2 + 1 = 13 4.

3
= 13 4.

3 3 3

-7 . 7 +O = 7
7 +D

6 + r 6i or 6-
2

'
256 2 56
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Chapter 21

MULTIPLICATION OF RATIONAL, NUMBERS

Introduction

In the last chapter we defined addition for rational numbers in a way

that used only operations on whole numbers and we shoved that this addition has

such properties as closure, commutativity and associativity that are character-

istic of addition of whole numbers. SimilarlY, we defined subtraction of

rational numbers in terms of operations on whole numbers and showed that the

expected properties`are applicable. In each case the binary operation in-

volves taking two numbers and associating with them a third number, say the

"sum," or "difference." gOur tasks for multiplication of rational numbers are

clearly of the same sort. With each pair of rational numbers we want to associate

a number called the "product." We want 'ways of doing this that involve only

previously learned operations and concepts". And we would like the properties

of such a multiplication to be pretty much the same as those of the now familiar

) multiplication of whole numbers. Furthermore, in order to be consistent with

our efforts so far, we want to find physical models which justify and give

content to he procedures we develop.

Now mul lication of rational numbers is really quite . different thing

from multiplic tion of whole numbers and the models fof multiilicatiOn of whole

numbers do us ry little good. "Repeated addition," for example, is all

very well for 6 x 3 = 3 + 3 + 3 .4. 3 + 3 + 3 and can even serve for
z 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 6 1 eX = 4. 4. 4. = But it won't do at all for -.4. x

-5 .5 -5 -5 -5 -5 -S

1
because it is surely nonsense to speak of "6 added to itself

3
times."

1 e 1
Even'if we assume some sort of commutai1vity to make r6 =ox-3- to get

us out of this pickle, we are in a hopeless bind if we then ask about x .

Nor is the x m array" model of much use, for

if``

it is easy to speak

of 6.x 3 as meaning the number of things in an array with six rows of 3

things each, it is difficult to find a sensible statement to describe a
1 1

by array" of things. Teachers must surely be aware of such difficulties

themselves in order to help youngsters understand this operation which has the

same name as and similar properties to the corresponding whole number operation

but which is quite different conceptually.

5.5
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Models for Multiplication

The principal models available to us as a basis for defining a

"multiplication" for rational numbers are closely tied to our intuitive notions

of the meaning of the word "of" in such statements as "
2

of them;"

2 1
Bof the

1
gallon of milk," "find what part of a mile -5, of of a

mile is;' and so on. Let us then show some models using an "of" operation,

then define multiplication by identifying it with this operation. Admitted4,

this sounds like a rather slippery procedure, but if we are to provide phy-

sical models in terms of concepts now

available to us, it is the only pro-

cedure we have. The alternative is

to give a purely abstract definition

using already known operations. But

in this book we have avoided whenever

possible the making of abstract defi-

nitions unsupported by'models, as we

probably should in teaching youngsters.

Suppose we want a model for
,, 1 1

-3-

11

of in terms, say, of a

unit region. The first step, familiar

to us by now, is to represent
1

as

one of three congruent parts. of the

unit region as shown in Figure 21-la.

Let us now regard the region represent-

ing as, in a sense, a unit region

itself and represent
1

of it by

marking 1 of two congruent regions,

as shown in Figure 21-1b. The resulting
1 1

region, representing -2- of , is 1

of 6 congruent parts of the original

unit region, as can be seen from
1

Figure 21-1b. Hence
1 1

of = .

Similarly, Figure 21-2 shows
a

-3- of 5 , which is clearly shown to

be 2 of 15 co(gruent parts of the

unit region we started with. Hence,

2 1 2
5 of = 175

(a)

(b)

1

3

1 1 1

of
=

Figure 21-1. Model

(a)

(b)

1

5

illi

I I

_J_ I__ I__
I 1

I I

2 1 2
3- of =

of .

3

2

5

1
Figure 21-2. Model for

3
of
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Likewise, Figure 21-3 first represents
5
t in terms of a unit region, then

4
shows

5
- of the region representing

; with a resulting region that is

20

5

4 20
of the unit region. Figure 21-3. Mode/ for - of =

0

Observe that we work such problems just by construction of congruent

regions using directions given in terms of counting numbers; then get our

answer by counting the number of resulting congruent regions in the unit

region and how many of these are marked. That is,..we need use only quite

fundamental notions. We could get closer to "multiplication" Ly observing

that the final result of, say, 1! (Figure 21-3), shows L rows, each
5

containing 5 congruent parts, which 16 a sort of 4 by 5 array.

Furthermore, there are 5 x 6 = 30 such congruent parts in the base unit

a,.

(b)

I t

II
It

1 t

,

IT

tIt

14- of

*21

because there are 5 rows each
4

Hence
5
- of 2 will be 4 x 5

6

con-aining 6 such parts; or a 5 x 6 array.
4 x 20parts out of 5 x o parts
5 x 6 30

2 1 ,

Similarly, our model for 3 of (Figure 21-2) ultimately results in a

x5 array of congruent parts comprisinc the base unit and a 2 x 1 array
1 2of such parts comprising the en

2

')

d result. That is, of _-!-

777: 15

Problems *

1. Draw h model starting frOm unit regions for eac!. of tte followin6 as 1s

done in Figures. 21-1, 21-2 and 21-3.

1 :

a. -f of t c.
2
- of
i 4

2 7E 2
b. 7 of d. t of

I .

2. Observe from c. and d. above that w.^.
2

ile - of f= and f= of
2

.43 3
give different models, tne number that results :s tne -ame. Do you think
the "of" operation is commutative?

3. Without actually drating a model, answer the followihc wit!. reference
2 7 n

to Ul

a. Into how many congruent parts will the unit region ultimtely be
7 7divided in representing E and then reprez,enting,

2
E- of 2

7b. Of these, how mnny will be marked to show
27 of E ?

Solutions to problems in this chapter are on page
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5 8
4. Fill in the blanks: In representing

7
- of - we first divide the

9

unit into congruent parts using vertical segments, and we mark
of these. We then divide the resulting representation of

9
into congruent parts using horizontal segments. This results in

a by array of congruent parts covering the unit region, of

which a by array is marked-to represent 2 .of g Hence
7873 x .77To

7 9 x 73.

1 4
As.',.su.S.1, we can also use the numbr line as a model of, say, - of -

3 5
though this model is much harder to follow. As illustrated in 'Figure 21-4,

4
we first mark

5
- on the number line in the usual way. Then, considering

N

5

4
the segment AB, with m(-5) = - , (a) 4

4mark the point C that is -1-

i.------------.------a.
of the way along A. In terms of <---4-41-AS---ao--1}---).

% 1 4 0 1 3our original unit, mcKT) = - of -
3 5 1

and we can surely use this to mar:: A IC B

1 4

I
a point corresponding to

3
- of - a

3

--4---

5
..................

1

5

4
on the number line. However, our of

procedure-so far has not given us

a fraction to name this point, and

this is the difficulty with the

number line model. As shown to

Figure 21-4b, we must resort to

equivalent fractions.and observe

that had we divided

15 parts and taken

as that named
4

.

we arrive at
4

.

15
via equivalent fractions so that the unit segment is marked in such a way that

all our work will come out exactly on one of the original division points

from the unit segment. This can always be done Ly using the product of the

two denominators as the number of congruent parts in the original unit segment;

you may want to work through enough examples to see why this,is so.

Figure 21-5 provides two other examples. Clearly, however, the unit region

notion provides a model easier to manipulate than does the dumber line. On

the other hand, the number line is a closer apr.roxfmation to such situations

as those in Problem 6 below.

the segment into

(b)

0 1
I 1

1 , 4 L 12 4

5
of

5 15 75
Figure 21-4. Number line model for

1 4 4
of 5 = .

would be the same point

along on this segment,

ly we need to rig things

12 of them, the point named
12
-1:5-

Now taking a point of the way

4 4
Hence,

3
-

5
of - = T-

7
. Essential

1
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2
of =

8

5 3 15
b.

0 a 1 = 2

Of44
IC )11.

3
0

2 8
15 32 Ili

Figure 21-5. Number line models showing
4

3
of - = -- and of -

) 4

Problems

5. In the diagrain below, name segments whose measures are:

a.

b. 5 of

c.
-14-2

d.
3

1
e. of

D E G H I F

21

O 1 2 3 4

o t 2 2!1-11r-1-111-4111-31°.
4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4

6. Show on the number line
1 1
X .

7. Picture the following problems on the number line and give "of"

problems using fractions that fit the s

3
a. Sue used 7 of a piece of toweling

2
was -s yard long, how long a piece

b. The Scouts hiked from the school to

stopped to rest when they had gone

walked when they stopped to rest?

ituation.

to make a place mat. If the piece

did she use for the place mat?
1

a camp 3-
2

miles away. They
1

of the way. how far had they

The Definition of Multiplication for Rational Nun,-,cr,

In order to define multiplication we identify th.! "of" operation with
1

= -
1

2 3

1 2 4 2
multiplication; that is,

1
- X

3
- of - ;

3
- X 1-1

5 3 5
- = - of ; etc. The

2

"=" sign means, as usual, that the same number will result. Next, we tabulate

in Figure 21-6 the results of all the examples we have considered so far in

this chapter and observe that in every case the numerator of the result is

the product of the numerators of the fractions, while the denominator of the

result is the product of the denominator' of the fractions. (You should take

a moment and verify this.)
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1
A

3-

45x

1

5

1 , 1
=

of

3 5

4
of

1
=

15

=
20

iqqof f=.f
2 7 2 7 14

A = =

8 2 8 40
7 9 7 -9.=.6

2 7 2 7 14 x= of =
4 4 4

4 8 4 8 32 3 5 3 5 15

2x3 2 , 3 = 6

Figure 21-6. The "x" and "of" operations.

Hence we are led to the definition:

a c a c aXc
Given two fractions 17, and -d- , to x

a b x d

This definition gives a computational procedure that depends only on multi-

plication of Whole numbers. As with whole numbers we will call lit x the

"product" of the "factors" and zi .

Various refinements of the computational procedure given by the definition,

such as "cancelling," will be discussed later in this chapter. For now, let

us just observe that whole numbers and mixed numerals can also be handled

with this definition Lt, use of fractions equivalent to them, as illustrated

below:

4 x
5
2 x

5

2 4 X
x5

2 8

1 1 5

7x8 = x 8 7x8

41x22--.13. 0._13x5
3 2 3 2 3 x 2

Properties of MUltiplication

(

We should now check tc ee whether or not multiplication as we have

defined it for rati, _ has the properties characteristic of

multiplication of whole numbers. Figure 21-7 shows each of the whole number

properties displayed along with the analogous rational number property and

along with one or more examples. Besides the familiar properties, there is

one really new property displayed, the reciprocal property, that holds for

rational numbers but is not applicable to whole numbers. It is suggested

that the reader satisfy himself that each of the properties should hold by

studying the chart and the examples. This is especially urged for the

reciprocal property, which is new to us.
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Whole Number Properties Rational Number Properties

Suppose that a, and c are
whole numbers:

Definition: a X b is the number
of elements in an a by b array.

a X b is a whole number

aXb=bXa

(a X b) X c =ax (b X c)

a X 1 =a

Closure

Commitativity

Associativity

a c
Suppose that E , -a. and y

are rational numbers:
a c axc

Definition:
b X -bXd

ba

c

d
X - is a rational number

ac c a- - = - X
b
X ddb

b dfx ) x 2
b df= x (2 x )

is an Identity for Multiplication.

a a
E X 1

Multiplication is
Distributive over Addition.

a x (b + c) = (a X b) + (a X c) x (d +f) = x (7' x

Multiplication is

Distributive over Subtraction.

a .c ea x (b c) = (a X b) - (a X c) E x (a _ 7,) = (E x C - (b x 2)

aX0=0
Multiplication Prbperty of 0

a
- X 0 = 0

Reciprocal Property

(There is no property of whole
numbers that corresponds to the
reciprocal property.)

If a and b are counting
nu-'er- s,

b

a-X--b =1 and aX-1 = 1.
a a

1
- is called the reciprocal
a

a
of a.

a
- Eand are

reciprocals of each,other.

Figure 21-7. Properties of multiplication of whole
numbers and of rational numbers..

J
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Proofs of the Properties of Multiplication of Rational Numbers

This rather long section gives demonstrations (proofs) that each of the

properties listed in Figure 21-7 holds in general assuming only that we

accept the properties of multiplication of whole numbers, the statements of

Chapters 19 and 20 about equivalence of fractions and addition of rational

numbers, and the definition just given for multiplication of rational numbers.

The reader may prefer to convince himself of the validity of the properties

by way of examples and skip some or all of the proofs. The proofs are

intended mainly to make the point that examgicsp4one, no matter how many

are given, do not suffice to prove a property that applies to all numbers, and

also to demonstrate how the structure of mathematics is built up step by

step on the basis of "first principles" or "primitive notions." In this

instance, we have built by now a fairly elaborate structure that has as its

base some quite simple notions about "sets" of things.
a c

Closure. "If and are any two rational numbers, To- X is a

a c aXc
rational number." This can be easily seen by observing that -13 X -bXd
by definition, where a X c is a whole number,, since whole numbers are closed

under multiplication, and b X d is a counting number, since counting numbers

are also closed under multiplication. Therefore
a X b

is a rational number.
e X d

Commutativity. The commutative Property may be illustrated for

particular numbers using unit regions, as shown in Figure 21-8.

1 2 2 2 1 2

4 3 12 3 X
s/T=12

Figure 21-8. Models showing an example of commutative property: lifY1=-IX

Althhe shapes of these regions ere not the same, each cf them contains

2 small regions, 12 of which make up the original figures.

It is really easier to cneck the commutative property directly from

the definition. Thus:

a c aXc , cxa
x and -d-. A

d x b
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But, since a and c are whole numbers) and b and d are counting numbers,_
we know axc=cxa and bxd=dxb, since their multiplication is

axc cxa acca
commutative. So, bxd dxb , and therefore, to-x-d- = -a-XE :

Associativity. We .rove this Property directly from our definition of
a c

amultiplication. For if 1-07 , and are any rational numbers,

and

(2 x e (a x c) e (a x c)X e
(I, x d) f (b x 0) x f

fc e) (c X e) a x (c x e)
T 71 T raTTFT b x (d X .)

But, a x (c x e) = is x c) x e ana to x a) x r = b X (d x f) because the

associative property holds for whole numbers and counting numbers. Hence,

Cbxd xfbX(dx
(a x X a a X (c x e

, which means that

x ) X I; = ((71 X )

One is an Identity for Multiplication.

a 1 a lxaa
1 x b=rx13 =1Xb=i3

Distributivity

Our unit region model for addition and for multiplication can be used

to demonstratt the distributive prop-

erty. Figure 21-9 shows that

2 ,1 2, ,2 ?..,) ,2 ,

3 A 4- ITJ l3 4 k3 ) . In

riTT

1 I I

I f i

1 f 1

Figure 21-9a the regions representing t 1 4

1 2
and are "added," then we take

2
of the result.

we first find

region, then

then "add" these

In Figure 21-9b
1

of a 5 unit

of a unit region,

results. The two

results are the same. Hence,

2 1 2 2 /2x /, x + x
,

265

1 2

I I

(a)

(b)

6

12

Figure 21-9. Distributive property
demonstrated by
"adding" regions.
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As before, we can give a general "proof" for the property. This is

shown below.

axtc el x(cXf4. dxel '(cXf) + (dX e)
b `d fl b 'dXf dXf1 d X f

a x ((c X f) + (d X e)]

Also,

b X (d X f)

[a X (c X f)] + (a X (d X e)]
b X (d X f)

(axe\ taxeN aXc,aXe
`1) d/ '1) f/ bXd bXf

(aX1Xf4. /Xd (Note that bXdXf
(bX Xf -tX7 Xd is uded here as a-6°m-

mon denominator in
the addition.)

a X c x a X e X
bXdXf bXfXd
(a X (c X f)] + [it X (d X e)]

b X (d X f)

Here we have used the associative and commutative properties for multipli-

cation of whole numbers repeatedly. Comparing, we see that the end result

for ! X (a 2) is the same as for (a x 2) (a x 2) . Hence,
f b d b f

x + = (2 x + (2 x PA)
b bd br

is a true statement i.e., the distributive property does hold.

An'exactly analogous proof shows that multiplication is distributive

over subtraction. We will not reproduce this proof here.

The Multiplicative Inverse Property. The rational numbers possess an

important property not possessed by either the counting numbers or the whole
2

2 2
numbers. The product of

3
and is 1. The product of 2' and

5
is

2
1. The.number

3
is called the multiplicative inverse or the reciprocal

2
of 1 . The reciprocal of 2 is

5
. The reciprocal of a number is the

2 2

number by which it must be multiplied to give 1. Every rational number,

except 0, has a reciprocal. When a number is named by a fraction, we can

easily find its reciprocal by "inverting" the fraction, that is, by

interchanging the numerator and the denominator. Thus, the reciprocal of
8 8 1

is . The reciprocal of is . The reciprocal of 2 is
5 2

2 1
(Notice another name for 2 is I , which inverted is .) In general,

a
the reciprocal of -1-). is .Ft .
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The number 0 has no reciprocal. The product of 0 and every number

is 0, hence it is impossible to find a number such that you can multiply

it by 0 and get 1.

Proof of the multiplicative inverse property:

a. If a i 0, a X
1
i =

a
x

1
. . = 7a x l7 = a

i l = 1.

a b axb axb
b. If a i 0 an b i 0, is. x it. =bxa-axb -'

1
since any number

h
1-1- is equivalent to 1, and

Problems

a x b
is certainly such a number.

of the numbers.

2
c. e. 3

d. 22
3

the letters represent numbers different from zero.

a X b

8.

9.

Write the reciprocals

11 e-a.
1
717

-b.
5

In the following,
Write the reciprocals.

a. m b. s c.
1
- d. -
c

e.

10. Fill in the blanks to make each statement conform the multiplicative
inverse pattern.

a.
3- x = 1
2

b. X
10

= 1
7

Some Computing Considerations

Mbst of the -shortcuts" used for efficient computation in multi-

plication of rational numbers just involve looking ahead and using the

properties of multiplication and of equivalence. For example, we visualize
2 3 2 x 3X as if-it were already written ----- and see that the,answer is 1.

It is fairly important to see how such shortcuts are justified so that they

don't become a sort of magic way of getting results and so that unjustified

analogies are not made. For example,
2 x
3 x

2

3
is correct but

3

2.+

3

2

+

3

2 + 3
is not correct (since ----- = i). Ultimately am important aim of arithmetic

+ 3
instruction is accurate and efficient computation, but a person should

probably also be able to exhibit his understanding ?.f th, arithmetic processes

by being able to justify, on demand, in detail any if3terf.lin a computation on

/
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the basis of properties that have been listed, even if the statement of

such properties has been quite informal.

The principle shortcut for multiplication of rational numbers usually

goes by the name of-"cancelling," though for several reasons this is a

misnomer. Such a completed problem might appear as follows:

7 3

8 9 21

,W
5 5

This process can be considered in detail in several ways. Three such detailed

displays are given in Figure 21-10b, c, d. Observe that in Figures 21-10b

and 21-10c we use the definition first, then factoring and regrouping to

get a fraction of the form , then the definition of multiplication in

reverse to separate from the rest to get 1 times something.

28 9
a. 1-5- X -5-c) via "cancelling"

7 3

28. 9 21

I-5 X

5 5

.b.' Done via the form ExEx
n m y

28 9 28x 9 4x7x3x3
15 2 0- 3

4x3x7x3 4x1x7x3
1 x 1 x 21 -

21

4x 3 x5 x 5 -V 3 5 x 5

r
c. Done via the form

k
x T

28

20
9 28x 9 4 x 7 x 3 x 3 x x 3 X 73

37 15x20 3x5x4x5 4X3x4x5
(4 x 3) (3 x 7%

)77-5 7775 1 x =
25 25

d. "Reduced" by use of the greatest common factor

28 9 28x 9 2x2x7x3x3
15 20 15 X 20 3 X5 X 2 X 2 x5

[ X 2 x 3) x (3 x 7)] + (2 x 2 x 3) 3 x 7 21

I[ 2 x 2 x 240R 1+ x5 -J. (2 x 2 x 3 757-

Figure 1-10. Why "cancelling" works.
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In Figure 21-10d we use the definition of multiplication to get a single

fraction, then "reduce" this fraction,by "sing prime factorization to get

the g.c.f. of numerator and denominator and divide both by this g.c.f.

A fourth alternative, not shown here, would be to use the definition to

express the product as a single fraction, then "reduce" by dividing numerator

and denominator by each common factor in turn. This last is probably closest

of all to "cancellation" as it is usuallXdone. Observe that even these

detailed displays do not exhibit in detail the many applications of the

commutative and associative properties in the regrouping process. Observe

also that there is no magic in cancelling and that the numerals do not

disappear into thin air but rather are replaced by equivalent numerals using

tliepropertieswe have listed.

Summary

Multiplication of rational numbers is different conceptually and involves

some different models than is the case with multiplication of whole numbers.

In defining multiplication of rational numbers we rely on an identification
2 4 2

of "X" with "of," i.e.,
4

of 7 means x . Having defined
a c a X c

a as
b X d we verified that all the expected properties of multi-

plication hold by relying on previously learned properties of whole numbers

and rational numbers. Furthermore, one new property was discussed and
b

proved; namely, the multiplicative inverse property,
a

X 71 = 1, where
a

and
a

are said to be reciprocals of each other. This last property

will be very useful in defining "division" of rational numbers. The prin-

ciples that justify the shortcut known as "cancelling" were discussed.

A8 a final word on the differences between multiplication of rational

numbers and multiplication of whole numbers, we should observe that in every

multiplicatic- using whole number factors other than zero or one, the product

is larger tht.n either factor. This is certainly not the case with rational

numbers, and in fact it is often difficult to predict just how large the

product will be. Such prediction is even more difficult for division using

rational numbers, as will be discussed in the next chapter.
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Exercises - Chapter 21

1. For each of the folloying, write the fraction represented by the region

shaded in the first picture, and the multiplication problem and answer which

is represented by the shaded part of the second picture. In each case

the heavily outlined region in the first pigture is the unit region for

the p'oblem.

(a)

111111111111111111111111111

(b)

(c)

t

ttlt
1111
1 1

t

1

.1

,

It Ili
-I.+ -1 -4' -I-

I

I i I

I

I I

L

r -t

I

I

I

1

I

I

I 1

I
1

I
I

I

I .1
I I

'

1

r

.
r
I I

2. From the diagram below, name the segments whose measures are:

a.
1

x 3

1
1-
2

X
2

2

c.
-142

d. 6 x

e. 1 X

D E F G H I

0 1 2 3 4

°I ti4is 71/14. A it 14 it Li
71 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4

3. Name the segments whose measures are:

a.

b. x

c.

d.

e.

12

1 2_,

2 12

A D E B

1

0

0
24

4
14

I
14

i 6
it
24 24 24 24
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4. Name the segments whose measures are:

7
K L

a. ,
7

b.
4 x7 0 1 2

3 5 org-114:400410*-oits I 47411 10
28 T ir ir ir T T ,T I 15 Ti

c. 0 1 $ 11 It IS II a 114 17 10-15 $1 II a IS IS n- IS IS a IS IS

5. Use unit regions to show the following:

2 1
b. x 2 2

c. of 11-a.
1
x

3 3

6. Use the number line to show:

1
a.

1 b. 2x2

7. Using Figure 21-9 as a guide, show using unit regions that

X (1 4. ) . (.1 x 1) (1. x )
3 3 2 2 3

8. For.each of the following use one of the models illustrated in

Figure 21-10 or else repeated division by common prime factors to

justify in some detail the "cancelling" that is shown. Use each of the

models at least once.

a.

b.

1 5

'fix
12

1 12

1
1 1

z 4
1' 6

1

9 1
d. ,e 9.

Tex57 =E

2 4

9. Explain why each of the following attempts at "cancellation" is incorrect.

1 2
c.

3 3
a.

?'x5 5
+.g = 2

1

1 1 2

1

b. 3 + 3

1

1 271
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10. Write the set of numbers R consisting of the reciprocals of the

members of the set, Q, where

2 3 4 6 7,
Q =op, -5, 4-, 5., gi

11. a. When is the reciprocal of a number greater than the number?

b. When is the reciprocal of a number less than the number?

c. When is the ..-eciprocal of a number equal to the number?

d. If n is a counting number, can we correctly say that one of the

following is always true?

(1) n >
1 1

(2) > n (3) n =1

Solutions for Problems

1. The end results should look something like these:

Ta. 1 _n.-

1

c.

d.

1
of =

2 7 14
of 3 =

I of. =

2
of -5 =

tu

2. Yes. The "of" operation is commutative.

3. a. 24 b. 14

4. 9, 8; 7 x 9; 5 x 8;
7
4;

5. a. DE b. DF c. DF d. DG (since = i) e. DE

6.

0
1

of -5
1

=

272) 7 2
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7. a. of
2 6t

21

0 Of
3
2 T 1

O a 1

1

b. or
1 2 3 3.E 41 1 7

3
of

3-2

8. a.

9. a.

10. a.

1
11

1
m

2

a

O 1 t. 7 T
ai

.7 o.I. -.

O 'IT

b. 2 7 1.c. d. 50 e. 1

1 s e.r .13
b.

-s-
c. c d.

b. 7
10

27y,) 71
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Chapter 22

DIVISION OF RATIONAL NUMBERS

Introduction

. We have defined specifically for rational numbers three of the four

standard binary operations on numbers. In each case we have observed that

rational numbers certainly face us with differensituations than whole -

numbers so that "new" operations must be defined. That is, "addition" for

whole numbers is by no means exactly the same operation, conceptually or

computationally, as "addition" for rational numbers ana these differences

are even more marked for "multiplication" of rational numbers.

On the other hand, some concepts do carry over and the definitions

of the operations have been formulated in such a way that such standard

properties as commutativity, associativity, special properties of 1 and 0,

and the, like, still apply, with appropriate modifications in stating them.

The pattern we will follow in discussing "division" for rational numbers

will, by now, be a familiar one. accept in certain restricted instances

the models and concepts discussed for division of whole numbers will not

take mei, very far. To thc.extent that they do apply, however,'they are

suggestive of a computational way of proceeding for division of rational

numbers. As before, we will want to preserve, as far as possible, the

special definitions and properties that apply to division of whore numbers.

Multiplication will come into the matter, as you would expect. These

considerations lead us 4 a definition of the operation of division of

rational numbers. Using th's definition we can verify familiar properties

of division (though most of this is left to the reader in exercises),

discuss some new properties and discuss some Computational procedures. Our

main concern is to make clear the reasons that underlie computational rules

for division of rational numbers.

A Procedure-for Division of Rational Numbers

As our first link to previous work, let us consider briefly one model

involving multiplication by a rational number that we did not use in the

-last chapter, principally because it is of such a limited applicability.

1Suppose we want to know how many objects there would be in .5 of a set
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of 12 objects. This could be done bsy displaying the 12 objects,

dividing the set into 3 equal parts, then taking one of these, as in

Figure 22-1.

1
Figure 22-1. Model for

3
X 12 and for 12 + 3.

Hence,
3

of 12 is shown to be 4. Now observe that precisely the same

model serves to illustrate 12 + 3, if this is interpreted in one of the

standard ways, namely, as the number of members in each of three matching

subsets of a set with 12 members. The model shows that division by 3

1
and multiplication by 73- gives the same result. For reasons that will

1
become apparent we point out that

3
is the reciprocal of 3, as explained

in Chapter 21.

As our second link to previous work let ILL consider the problem

6 4
1

. Now we have nothing at hand Yet to even say whether or not this

has any meaning, (since we don't yet have a "division" operation for rational

numbers) but let us suppose that it does and state it as asking the question

1
"How many

3
's are there in 6?"; which will be recognized as similar

to another standard way of interpreting division of whole numbers.

Figure 22 2.

2

1+ 1

3
as "How many

4

1 rs

3
in 6?"

5

Figure 22-2 shows a way of answering this question using the number line.

Just by counting the segments of length
1

, we see that there are 18 of
3

them in a segment whose length is 6. But we wouldn't need to count, for

1
there are sureJy 3 such segments in each unit segment, and hence

6 X.3 of them in 6 units. Thus 6
3

gives the same result as 6 x 3.

We observe that 3 is the reciprocal of
1

d note

is equivalent to multiplication by the recip cal of

that division by
1

3'

1

3

..1.
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TO move to a harder example, consider 8

3

2
, stated in the form

2 3
"How matey Is in 8?" Again on the number line, as in Figure 22-3, we

observe that it takes 12 segments of length
2

to get a segment of
3

length 8. We are interested in getting a computational procedure to replace

' ' ' ' J ' 1 >11.
0 I 2 3 4 5 6 T 8 9

2
8Figure 22-3. "How many

2
Is in 8?", i.e., o 4, .

3

this number line procedure which would surely become tedious for, say,
2 1102 + s . So we observe that each unit contains lf of the segments with

2 2 1length' 7 , hence for our problem, 8 there should be 8 x 1-f = 12

2
of the -s segments in the 8 units as indeed there are. &pressing

12 1
'
we observe that o

,-, 2
2 gives the same result as 8 x 1. ; and2 2

that i is the reciprocal of .
2

3

All this is suggestive of a way of making division of rational numbers

depend on a previously defined operation: we observe that division by a

number apparently gives the same result as multiplication by the reciprocal

of that number. That is,

ca a
.1-3 is equivalent to To- x .-

provided, of course, that none of b, c or d is zero. This will be

recognized immediately n terms of the well known (and little understood)

rule, "invert and multi ly."

Hence the "invert d multiply" rule becomes instead a "multiply by

the reciprocal of the visor" rule. But to replace the "invert the divisor

and multiply" rule by "multiply by the reciprocal of the divisor" rule

will not, of itself, result in increased understanding or avoid the mis-

applications that are so familiar and painful to all of us. And the

"evidence" w have given so far is pretty flimsy, using only carefully

selected ex lee, all of which have involved at least one whole number.

I.

Let us show a couple of harder examples to st engthen this suggestion

277
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about how to proceed, then turn to a different sort of justification.

Figure 22-4a shows
8

+
2

= 4, by showing that the answer thow many

1 Is in
8
?" is 4. TO test our tentative procedure we multiply ;

times t , u.e reciprocal of
2

, and get !lx i = 4!i. = 4. Finally,

10 2 2
17
10

22-4b-showt T + -i- as "how many in ?" Observe that 2 of the

2 ,
s arrows fall short, while 3 of them go beyond. Figure 22-4b suggests

1 2 , 10
that there are 2f of the -I- s segments in a 17 segment. Doing this

computation by multiplying 7
10

by the reciprocal of 3 , we see

10 2 10 10 X 3 x 2 x 3 3i 2= al
17 * =T- 2- 6 X 2 2X3x2 -2 2

which is the same as our result on the number line.

(a)
2 4
3

w

' ' ft ' i

0 I T 2 3

10
Figure 22-4. a. L

3
= 4; b.

2 1

3

Problems *

1. Using models suggested by Figure 22-1, exhibit:

a. of 12 and 12 3.

b. -f of of 16 and (16 4) 2.
1 1

2. If the objects in question c be cut up into smaller pieces, suchsuch

a model serve for
1

of 7 d 7 4 3? If so, show it.

3. Using number line models, show solutions to the following:

a. How many Is in *7? (i.e., 7 4 1)

2
b.

* Solutions for problems in this chapter are found on page 289.
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1
c. A pattern for curtains calls for 2-

2 yards of material of a curtain

width for each panel. How many panels can be made from 15 yards
1of material? Is 15 + 2-
2

the same as 15 times the reciprocal
1

of 2-
2

?

4. a. Write a number sentence using division to solve the following:

If a quart is of a gallon, how many quarts are in 1
gallons?

b. What multiplication sentence could be used to solve the same problem?

c. Do the two sentences fit the pattern that division by a number is
equivaLent to multiplication by its reciprocal?

The Definition for Division of Rational Numbers

We have a possible procedure for division indicated by our previous

experience and our models for division of whole numbers and multiplication

of rational numbers. Another tack we can take is just to lay aside, for the

time being, al: such "practical" considerations and formulate a definition

for the operation just on the basis thEt it must be analogous to the formal

definition of division of whole numbers. This definition was given in

Chapter 9 as

a + b = n if and only if a = b X n; where b 0.

We recognize this definition as essentially an instruction to "check" any

supposed answer by multiplying quotient times divisor to get back (hopefully)

the dividend. (Of course the "if and only if" says that one could "check"

a multiplication by an appropriate division, but this is seldom done.)

The corresponding statement which we can take as a definition of division of

rational numbers is

b
4.a. if and onlylif

m c a
=; where none

a c m
1-3

of b, c, d or n can be zero.

You may remember that thi was described in Chapter 9 ds the "missing

factor" concert of division. Using this definition one gets an answer for
m 2 8the problem -

2 m
- + = by-looking for 17t in the problem T:x -3- = -5 .

This becomes, by our definition of multiplication of rational numbers,
m X 2 8
n X 3

- by which it is apparent that m can be 4 and n can be 1.3
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8 4
So -3- f 2

y 4
'

as we found earlier in this chapter using

2 m
Let us take another examp.e,

4
+ -3- = , which we put in the

This can be
ritten m x 2 4

7-7 , by which it is apparent that
n x 3 y

4 2
2 and n can be 3, so g + = . But we are faced with a real dilemma

the number line.

form
n
m 2 4
x

3 9

m can be

if we attempt ,omething like

m X 4 2
is pretty hard to see what m and n should be to get

n X 9 N"
the correct result, since there is no whole number times 4 that gives 2

as a product and no counting number times 9 that gives 3. If 3 is

4 12
replaced by its equivalent, , the problem becomes

m
X 7 13 and the

answer is now apparent, namely,
n 2

= . But how would we know what equivalent

2 4 m 4 2
for this becomes

m
x
9

-
3

or
n

fraction to use? It certainly is not obvious wnat one should do to find

in, for example, the recasting of * = 77 in the form
m x =
n7 5

3 2
There is surely some equivalent of

7
of the form

n
m x
x

but it isn't

clear immediately wnat it would be. (As a matter of fact, = ig will

do the trick, in which ease 111-1 = , as the reader should verify.)

It would seem that our formal definition,
1:711

if and only if

x = , does give us a direct tie-

whole numbers but does not provide us

answers. Our earlier procedure el *

m
n

in to the definition of division of

with a very good way of computing

= it x on the other hand, rests

on some flimsy justification but gives an immediate way to get an answer.

2 = x =
7 +5 7 2 14

e problem just considered, for example, becomes

e same result as above.

For the moment let is investigate division from both angles, accepting

the formal definition as the definition, but using the computational pro-

cedure "to divide by a number, multiply by its reciprocal," to get answers.

In the course of this investigation we will show that the computational

procedure always gives quotients that "fit" the formal definition.

An Investigation of Division

In this section we propose to indicate various ways in which a division

problem involving whole numbers, rational numbers, or both might appear and

indicate the patterns that result from solving such problems. In

i
ach case

we are interested in a number
n

a c m
such that

b d n

280
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In all of Figure 22-5 we assume that no denOminator can be zero.

Computation using

a c a d
* d= q b "

Ooze 1 Two whole numbers:

7 3

7 2 7 1

3

7

In general:

a
1 a
- = c 0
c c

(Hence
a
- appears as an equivalent way

! c

to express a c)

Verification using the definition

a c
=-17
m

1.3

m c a
if and only if x a =13

Case 2 Whole numbers rational number

or rational numbers whole number:

4 7 x 4 28
a. 7

7
-x - = =
1 3 3 3

1x1- 7x3 _1_ 7
3 1 1 x 3 1

a c axc a
- x = =

i.

= a
c 1 lxc

Ixi-7x31Xx 34

In general:

c a d aXd aXd c ax(dxc) a
)B i d

=ix = X -
d (c x d) 1

a

b. 7 =i+ = x7-
In general:

a a c a 1 a a ,c axca
I; c=134 T=13X-c-=b)7-c- bxc-I=bXc- b

Case Rational number rational number:

a. Same denominator

=x==-7 g7_38 7mx8 5 x Wir

In general:

a c ab axb a a ,c axca
13 4 x b x c -13=cxb- b
(The "common denominator case")

b. Different denominators:

3x 7 21
k 5 4 x 5 20

In general:

x 2A ),(, g-i

a ca d_axd
471_-0(C -bxc

20 x 7 2203 i4))(5 1i3 F7))j2

a X d c ,axl X c a x cx$1 a
bXc x

d
-

i

bxc xd bX cXd b

Figure 22-5. Various possibilities for division of numbers.
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The consideration of the various possibilities exhibited in Figure 22-5

leads us very strongly to believe that the computational procedure given byacad
"
b

* d-c- -
c

"x - is equivalent to the formal "Ifinition. In fact, the

general statement of Case 3b suffices as the promised general "proof"

that the computational procedure-will always give a result that can be shown

correct by the definition.

Case 1 'suggests a new and interesting use of the fraction notation.

Observe that the division problem a * c becomes the fraction . If

we permit ourselves to extend this practice to include la division problem,

we get fractions that no longer resemble those we are used to. For example,
2 1

14.-2 3 1 1 2
;would become ; 14- * 35 - would become --- and so on.

3 2
,5

Such a more generalized use of the fraction notation is a very common one,

especially in algebra, so that we should not become teo attached to the idea

that fractions are always of the simple form ! that wt. have used is this

book up to now. Furthermore, while it is true that rational numbers can

always be expressed in a fractional form, with a whole number above the line

And a Counting number below the line; it is not true that every fraction with

something written above the line and something written below the line

represents a rational number. Still another common use for the fractional

form is with ratios and proportions, as will be discussed in Chapter 24.

In cases where they are used, the fractional forms behave much as if

they represented rational numbers, but their conceptual interpretation may

be quite different. For example, division may be represented and manipulated

as a fraction form, but the conception of division as an operation is quite

different from the conception of rational numbers as numbers.

The common denominator situation, Case 3a, is also of interest since
c a

the quotient of
a

17, is and if this fraction form is interpreted as

a division, as just discussed, the division of two such rational numbers

ends up as a division of the two whole number numerators. This suggests

another method of making division of rational numbers depend on already

known operations, since one can always change the dividend and divisor to
6 2fractions with a common denominator. Also, if we state, say,
102 f

as "how many i75 in J-?" it somehow "seems night" '(at least to many people
10

to find the answer as 6 2. Ube of the pat rn shown by the common denom-

inator case might also help in explaining why .2/7 gives the same answer
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as
2/-6

(the result of "moving the decimal point") and 04

32 4(155 + -05) gives the same result as

Observe that our examination of cases reveals that any div ion involving

whole numbers and/or rational numbers can now be performed. This is the

really "new contribution of the division of rational numbers operation.

While for whole numbers we have had to caution that division was not "closed"

since, for example, 3 * 7 does not have a whole number answer, we have

now enlarged our set of numbers and defined the divisiog operation so

that all such problems do have answers; in this case
7

Furthermore,

such problems as 7 * 3 need no longer be stated as having a "quotient"

2 and "remainder" 1, for 7 * 3 le now
3

or 3..1 It is at this point
3

that it becomes "legal," in the mathematical scheme of things, to use the

remainder from a division problem along with the divisor to form a fraction

to be included as part of the quotient. Hence, 37 * 15 can be regarded as

having an exact "quotient," 2i , rather than a "quotient" 2 and "remainder"

7. The corresponding "checks" consist of the multiplication 2i X 15 = 37

in the first instance rather than the division algorithm 37 = (2 X 15) + 7

in the second instance. Observe that "quotient" is used in two senses here,

with the second use being that described earlier as a "missing factor" in

the requirement of the definition that a +b is the number n such that

n X b = a. Our situation now is that such a missing factor exists for every'

division problem, with the usual exclusion of zero divisors.

Problems

5. For each of the following tell which "case" in Figure 22.15 identifies
the pattern.

it. 7 +5 c.
9

4 2 -7

5 9

b. 7 * 5 = d. # 7 -
5 7 5

a c
6. For each of the following divisions, 1-1, + , tell whetter the result

is a c.

a.

7 3
d.Id 10

e. 8

b' 100
+

10
+ 3

1 7
c' IU6 + 1000

283) 82
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7. For each of the above that does not result directly in a 4 c, first,acad
get an answer in lowest terms using the pattern IT 4 -d- = .-6-X-J then

change the fractions to fractions with common denominators so that the
a c a

pattern .17 To- = T can be used and show the answer obtained in this way.

8. Find the rational number quotient in each of the following'(not a
quotient and remainder).

a. 633 14 b. 1070 51 c. 47 45

As a final way of justifying the statement that dividing one rational

number by another is equivalent to multiplying the dividend by the reciprocal

of the divisor, let us write such a division problem in fractional form and

assume that we know that such fractional forms have the properties shown

in Figure 22-6 no matter what is written in the A above the line or the

0 below the line (the sual cautions abot zero still apply of course).

Property A

A A
1

Property B

A h X A
0 h X 0

Figure 22-6. General equivalence properties.

Figure 22-7 outlines the solUtion to such a division problem.

284
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Step

Step

1.

2.

3'7

2

2.
7

3x1

Step 1.

Step 2.
2
7
27
7x5

Step 3. 2 x 2 =
7 5

3x1
3 -3___2=lx.1

x1 1
3x5

7 5

22

Write the division in

fraction form.

We are interested in disposing

of the denominator by making

it equivalent to 1 and apply-

ing property A. Tb do this

we apply property B using

the reciprocal of as the

multiplier h .

So Step 3. Here we have applied the re-

ciprocal property and property

.A, with I x .51 occupying the

Li in that property.

2 2 2
Hence,

3'
Step 4. This simply writes the problem

7 3
we started with and the end

result in a 'Single sentence.

Written on one line and in a general form this becomes:

a a d a d.1x
a c b ;

c b
x

c '''ad
V ' a . .

c d
-

1
- x
b c

a -zi. x ..j.

acedFigure 22-7. Another way of showing that is- + a = r- X
0 c

Properly presented, this rethod provides a convincing way of giving

meaning to th "invert and multiply" rule (or, in our terms, the "multip y

by.the recip cal of the divisor" rule). As we observed earlier ,in this

chapter, the usual properties of fractions of the form 1571 (b a counting

number, a a whole number) also apply in a wide variety of other uses of

the fraction form, including, as in this case, fract ons with fraction

numerators and fraction denominators.

Problem

9. Show in some detail the solution to each of the following using the
fraction form as illustrated in Figure 22-7.

a. 2 x 2
3 7

c. a + 2 I
2 7

31 2 1 ,1
b. =-, - d. ... + .1.-f

2 3
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Summary

In this chapter we started by using analogies with the conceptual ways

of describing division of whole numbers to suggest a way of getting a com-

puting procedure for division of rational numbers. We then turned to a

formal definition of such a new "division" by formulating a definition

exactly similar to the definition of division of whole numbers, which

essentially says that one has the correct quotient if multiplying the quotient

tithes the divisor gives back the dividend. We showed by the consideration

of a number of "cases" that the computational procedure we arrived at

always gives a result that fits this definition. "Closure" of the rationals

under this operation of division was considered. Different uses of the frac-

tion form were investigated, as suggested by the result a c =

which suggests writing division problems as dividend over the divisor rather

than using the "*" symbol. It was pointed out that this way of indicating

division is the usual one in mathematics beyond arithmetic.

We did not go to the trouble here of verifying that other expected

properties of division still hold. We merely state that essentially the

same thing's are true with respect to non-commutativity, ron-associativity,

and the existence of a special right hand distributive pattern as one would

expect from the discussion of Chapter 9. Some of these matters are included

in the exercises for this chapter.
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Exercises - Chapter 22

1. As with division of whole numbers, division of rational numbers is in

general not commutative and not associative. Also, 1 does act as an

identity element on the right, i.e., + 1 = (but 1 + = A ?);

there is a right hand distributive pattern (but not a left hand dis-

tributive pattern); and 0 + = 0 (but 177: + 0 is_meftningless). For

eachtof the following sentences, first see whether it is true or false.

If it is true and exhibits one of the properties above that does hold,

name that property. If it is false, but indicates a certaid-pattem---

that is not a property of division, indicate what property (e.g.,

"division is not commutative").

a. i+t=f+i

b. 2+ +3) (+ i) +

c. 2 +( + = ( + !f) +

d.
2+

+3) =
2 3

+ (.2 + )

3

e. + 1 =

0
1. 7 2 = o

j. 0 + = 0

k. (.! X .274 + =

1. + 2) x
7

=
3 7 3

1 2
m, .5 is a rational number

f. + 1) = ( +i) 4. (.1 t) n. X .1) + =

g. 1) = (2+
)

1

j

2

1 ;

h. (7- 5) +2 =7 -5
I

.

21 ) 12
is ho many timer as/ large as2. a.

10 100

4 7
b. is how many times as large as r ?

...

3. Fill in each blank below with ">", "<" or "=" to make a true

mathematical sentence.

1 1 1 1 1 2
a. t x 3v 3v x t e. 5 + 3.f. .1 -5

2 2 ,
b. 2 x -5 f. 8 + 4 J. +b

2 ) -5 -5

2 2 7 2 7
C. 6 +

4
7
2

3 + 5 g. .5 + B. X B.

2
d. 2-

3
x

1
Tr 4 + i h. 4+i ixi
4 '"--

287
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4. In Chapter 21 we stated the multiplicative inverse (or reciprocal)

a bproperty as a X
1
- = 1 if a is a Counting number and t- x -01-= 1
a,

for rational nvmbers. In fact,
1

is often called the reciprocal of

r even when r is a fraction or mixed numeral. By this convention,
1

2 would be the reciprocal of . On the other hand, by the definition
2

2
in Chapter 21, the reciprocal of would be

5
- . Use Properties A

2
and B from Figure 22-6 to deLonstrate that

5
- names the same number

1

as 2 .
2

5 Using properties A and B of Figure 22-6, show that in general,
1

a
a- = a hence either can be regarded as the reciprocal of
b
--

1
6. Show using equivalent fractions that the reciprocal of 2-

2
could be

1.

1

written as
2
1 .

2

Write the reciprocal of each of the following numbers in two forms;
a

first as
1

and then as a fraction
I;r

2 11
a. -i- d.

9

1
32.---b. 1-

2
e. 27

c. 22

f.

11
2

8. For each of the following, tell wheth r the statement lis true or false.

2 2 7 2 2

a, -1- - 3 5 d. 1'. P- x 2 . --i- = 7 x 22 3 7 5 3x .51 -

7 7

2 2 2 2

-1- = -LLLI_-11 . 2 x 7b. _3_ . _2___1_
. e. g.

2 2 x 2 2 3 5 2 x 7 x 3
7 7 7 7 7 7

2 2
_

2 2
7 7 5

288 2S7
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is-
9. Show how the pattern shown in &ercise (g) above cla show that .

2 2 14 i. 2 ."f. 9a. -- * =
15-, 3 7

1
10. A jet plane made a flight from San Francisco to New York in 4v hours.

This as 2 of the time it took a turbo-prop plane. How many-hours did
7

the turbo-prop require for the trip?

11. Find 18,375 25. Tel this can be done quickly by multiplying

18,375 by ,4 and dividing by 100. (Recall that 25 = 42.)

12. Nr. Jones received 16 shares of stock on a stock split which gave
23 of a share in dividend for every share held. How many shares did

Mr. Jones have before the split?

13. For each of the following determine whether it is possible to gxpress

the number as an equivalent fraction such that the numerator is a whole

number and the aprin.nAtor is 10 or 100 or 1000.

a. u. g.
5 50

4
b. e. -§- h.

125

2
f.

0
c.

3
f-.s-

lit. Study the various factors of each of the above denominators; when can

you be sure it would be possible to express a rational number as an

equivalent fraction such that the numerator is a whole number and the

denominator is a power of 10?

1.

b.

Solutions for Problems

ZE:\!1

x

) of 12 12 4 = 3
)

1-

2
of of 16 =-(16 it) 2 = 2

289
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2.

1
- - of 7 = 7 * a5

There are-fourteen 7,, 's in 7.

or.
1 2 3

1

4
i.11_1.

5 6 7 r--
51 ariows, with length

b. W .4 4.4 1 1

0

c 01

0 1 2 3 4 .5 6 7 SN 9 10 1 t

6 panels. yes., since 15 x 6.

a. 52 = 22

12 13 14 15

1 ,

4
11 4

b. x = x y 22 (If a quart is t .gallon, there are 4

of them in each gallon.-):

c. Yes

5.' a. Case 2a

b. Case l'

c. Case 3a

de Case 2b

6. a, Yes b. No c. No : d. Yes e. No

7. , 1

7 ,

u
.

3 30 ; 100 1
300

30

C.

e.

'10

1 1000 1000 10 10 ' 10
100 7 700 7--'; 1000 1000

3 - 5 15 . 15' . 64 _
7 ;lc ,

2 2 (;)
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Chapter 23'

DECIMALS

Introduction

In the last few chapters we have conside the rational numberarmmed
a

as fractions in the form -13 , with a a whole n and b a counting

number, and -we ha.ve discussed ways of computing with such nutberi., chiefly

by psnipulation of their fractional forms. Another common way of naming

rational numbers, as you know, is by decimals, sometimes called decimal

ractions. This chapter considers this way of naming rational numbers, the

operations using these numerals and the justification of "rules" that are

commonly stated for doing such operations. A couple of new issues raised

by this '4 of writing numbers are also discussed.

Decimal fractions force themselves on the attention of youngsters

very early becaire of their use in our monetary system. More important is

'the fact that dedimal notation is used in virtually all technical, scientific

and business computing. And, as will be discussed inChaioter 30, decimals

provide the only convenient means we have of dealing with certain numbers

that cannot be named with a fraction in the form fa,- . For the moment,

howevei., we will regard our decimals,as naming numbers which could just as

well be named by whole nutberd, fractions, or mixed numerals. Most of our

discussion will deal,ulth "terminating decimals" and their fraci1oh equi-

valents, for example,
78

.7 .78 = iyo , and so on. Near the end of

the-ehaPtv we will discuss some "repeating decimals" and their fractions

equivalents, for example,
1
-3- =..3333

'Meaning of the Decimal .Notation

As noted above, the point of viewof this chapter ncipally regardi

decipals asanother;may, a "shorthand" way, if you lik ofnam4ng_certain__.

rational, numbers; in particular those named by ordinary terminating decimals

whose fraction forms would have denominators of 10 or 100 or' 1000

or sume other suitable multiple of 10. (Such products as 10 X 10,

10 x 10 x 10, etc. that involve only tens wewill call powers of I.)

The explanations given fof4the well known computational procedures involving

such decimals will rely on corresponding procedures with fractions. That

)
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(
27'is? .1 is just another name for To- , .27 for Ty) , 4:314 for

314

100 ''
and so on. For such decimals all "denominators" are powet:s of 10? and since

the particular denominator in triestion is revealed by the ways the humVer is

written, we just omit writing it. What needs to be settled is why the wpy

a number is written reveals what "denominator" is involved.
y

We begin by recalling the expanded notation for a ;thole number _using

the base ten and the idea of place value.' Thus:

3842'. (3 x 1000) + x.100) + (4 x 10) + (2 x 1).

In our base ten place value system each digit represents a. certain value

according to its place in the numeral. In the above-example,-the 3 is

in the thousands place, the 8 is in the hundreds place, and so on.

The whole idea of the place value notation with base ten) is that the

value of each plact immediately to the left of a given place is ten times

the value o the given place. But the:lithe value of a place immediately
/

to the ript must be ore -tenth of the value of the given place. To make

our place value system serve for naming rational numbers as well as whole

number we simply extend this idea of place value by saying that there are

place to the right cf the one's place and that the value attached to each

place will, as before, be one-tenth that of the value of the place mmediately

to its left. When writing whold numbers the last place of the whole number

was the one's place, but in writing decimals for fractions we have to fix

where the Onels'place is with a dot (.), placed after the one's place.

We will call this dot a "decima1point" reserving the word "decimal" for .

the ac(ual numeral. Hence, the place value of the first place to the right

of theonefa place is iL5- of 1 = -.11"
'
that of the second, A of to- =LO

that IF the third
1
-- f

1 1

10 (3- -66
and so on. Figure 23-1 illustrates

this and shows the names of each of five positions to the right and to the

1$ft of:thedecimal point. Each of the positions to the right we will call

a decimal place. A terms such as "four place, decimal" is meant to designate

a numeral with four places to the'right of the decimal point.
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Figure 23 -1. Place value chart!

Hence, the numeral 435.268 expanded according to place value would be:
1

. (4x100) + (3X10) + (5X1) + (24) + (6445) + (8455)

Such a numeral would be read as "four hundred thirty-five and'two hundred

sixty -eight thousandths." Observe that the "and" serves to designate the

decimal point. Careless use of "and" in,reading numerals is qdite.common

and sometimes leads to confusion, as indicated by Problem 3 below.

04er4e alsd that just as we say "four hundred thirty-five"instead of

"four hundreds, three tens, and file ones" we say Ptwo hundred sixty-eight

thousandths" rather than "two-te hs, six-hundredths, and eight-thousandths."

The place value of the final digit tells whether we should say "tenths,"

"hundredths," or what have you. Finally, observe the symmetry about the

cnes place (not around the decimal point): A

tens ale place to the left of one and tenths one place to the right of one;'
hundreds two places to the left of one and hund7dths,two places to
the right of one; and so on.

Problems *

1. Write the decimal numeral for

a. (9)1000) + (8x106) + (7X10) + (6X1) + (54)

b. (7k100) + 12X1) + (94) (7X11)

(4Y6-5)4- (3x16)

'1* Solutions for the problems in this chapter, are on page 313.
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,2. Write in expanded form:

V) .)4: 927.872 b. .40.09 c. 4.00006

3. Regarding the "and" in each of the following as marking the decimal
point, yrite the following as decimal numerals. Then write one or more
numerals that one might get from a careless use of "and."

a. Four'hundred and sixty -one thousandths

b.. Two thousand three hundred and forty ten-thousandths

Equivalence and Order for Decimals

You will recall that intour models if rational numbers the denominator

of a fraction dfnotes how many congruent parts a unit segment r region

is divided into while the numerator tells how manyf these parts are to

be.Cogsidered. If we regard the "denominator" for a decimal ,as being

iricplieit'in the situation though h4explicitly written, do that, for example,
ti

5. means 5 of 10 parts and .38 means 38 of 100 parts, it is easy

to justify one very handy property of decimals. This property is exempla

fied by he fact that .3 = .30 = .300 = .3000 and .37 = .370 = .3700 .370000.

and is si ly that you can put as many zeros on the end=of a decimal as

you like an

terms aft the

111; 370
100. 1000
plying both n

hand, we can, t

still have equivalnt'decimals. Writingthese examples in
3,000

andr fraction equivalents, we get
3 3co
10 100 1000 10,000

3 7D0 = 112.2.222_ which is clearly just a matter of multi -0,000 1,000,00p

erator and denominator by.the same number. Oft the other
,

e off as many zeros from the end of a decimal as we wish, his

'can be seen by fewriting the above as .3000 = .300 = = .3 This can

be likenedto "1-educing" fractions. For decimal numbers, then, equivalence

is immediately e\.crident. Furthermore,
N

changing two decimals to a "common

denominatoe'ls U3 problem at all; one simply tacks on the required number

ample, we get a common denominator for .h7 Ahat is, 156 )of zeros. For e

an d .5387
(.10,

.4700
4 ,7 00

10,000

To tell whamone of a pair of numbers is "greater than" or "less than,"

) by simply tacking two zeros onto :47 to make it

the other number also no problem. One simply givesthem the same

"denominator," in the sense explained above, and compares them directly.

For example

' 7

.0387 is clearly Mess than .2! since we can compare

.0387 C
10,000 10
38 ). with .2000 (-2

000
-2-2---X,

1
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Problems

4. Put in the proper symbol

a. 0.47 .OW

b. 2w 2.2

Arrange frot least to greatest:

.25,, '2.25, 1, 0.02; 1.02,
0

Operations

< > to make, a true statement:

c. 1.7' 1:700011

d. 4.5 4.49

'Ugh time we have introduced anew

a new way\of writing familiar numbers, wehave developed Iowa of

2.00 e, 2.2,

23

set di'numbers, or inthis case

dealing

than or greater than relations, and we have defined

operations. ,Equivalende and order for .decimals have

To begin a discussion of operations, let us remind

with equiyeilence, less

ways of doing standard

just been 'dealt with.

ourselvd the, any such discussions should provide both conceptual 'models
y,

Or the process at hand and efficient computational procedures. The

ceptual aspect of, the operations using terminating decimals can'be very

quickly diaposedsof by r@Marking that since they are only different ways

'ofLuTiting rational numbers, exact* the same models that were used for

fractions 'suffice to give meaning to the operations with decimals. That

iito:say that for gach--such decimal used in an operation there is an

exactly equivalent fraction of the form , where h is someiower of 10,

so that using these equivalent fractions; the MiodelsVhd concepts previously

discussed will apply. For that matter, anroperation could be tlong.merely

by changing the decimals to fractions and using the computational procedures
o

already discussed. It is convenient, horver, to have,ways of dealing

directly with dedlaals via tta usual operations.

We cannot diapoce ofthese cgaT,utational procedures very easily because

though we have fairly siAple rules of thumb to telldup 122H to get answers,

these rules are seldodwellunderstood and are ofteh 1.14orrectly applied.

Thia is especially true for the operation of division. In the remainder.

E of this section we will consider each operation in turn by stating the

commonly accepted procedure for getting an answer, then explaining why it

' is thh. this procedure works, as justified by the various properties and

procedures that we have listed for operations, with who]te numbers and rational

numbers, and for equivalent decimals. In most cases the procedure will amount

to first a computation with whole numbers, then some rule to place the decimal

oint'in tke answer that results.

297 295
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Addition a Two orMbre Decimals_____,

Procedurq (a) Add enough zeros to each decimal's° that all of`them
*

have the same number of decimal places.

(b) FOrgetting about-the decimal point, add them as if

they were whole numbers.

(c) Place the decimal poirit so that the'resulting sambas

the sane number of decimal places As each of the

numerals in (a). %

,Ekanple: ) (1) 34.8- + A08 73.74 + 147 = ,

, 34.800 + .008+ 73.740 + 147.000 = 255.548

(2) 34.800

.008
73.740

147.000

27575413

.Justification: Instruction (a) is simply an instruction to write

the decimal parts ofqach numeral with a "common

denominator," in the sense explained earlier.

Instruction (b) has the effect of adding. "numerators ".

of the decibel parts of the mixed numerals, "carrying"

the excess from these numerators over into the whole

number part of the addition and adding the whole

number .parts.

Instructiop (c) simply says that the "denominator"
.

for the sum is theLsameas the common denordinator

. of the addends.

Close examination of this problem computed using the fraction equivalents

of the decimal numerals should make each of these points clear. This

1computation is exhibit ¢d in some detail below. Notice the "carry" from the

fractiqnal to the whole number part in the-next to lest step.

C)_11:1

4
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34.8 + .008,+ 73.74 + 147..

=

k

34--
8

+
8 74

740

+ + 147
i000 loo

8
+ + +

3Y

54

34

3.4

34

73----

1°740°
1000

1°°°

147

8 9+73 +147+ 00 8
lodo 1000

+ 73;+ 147 + 800 + 8 + 740
ipoo

1000

+ 73 +147+ 154'8

1000

+73 +1474F l000 +8

1000 1000

+.7j +.1474 548
1 + 1000

2551

Subtraction
\

1.4

1:31

23

The procedure fdr subtraction of d ecimals isexactly analogous to that of

addition.. The exampleworked out i9fFigure 23-2 should mike this clear:

.0sing'Derals Using Fractions

= 7:00 7.580 7 72)0.1 6 + ;t°4
1000

+ 580 6 180
1000

+
10500

5.689 . 5.689
609 /689 qe9

1.81
5.689 -5 i000 - 5 +

l000 . iboo

Figure 23-2. 7.58- 5.689.

1
serve that the regrouping necessary when using "fractions" is taken care

by the ordinary. subtraction of whole numbers in the problem using deciinals.

891 _ 891
l000 -1000

Problem

6. DO each of the following problems firsf using the decimals, second using
mixed numeral equivalents of the decimals, and third using fraction
equivalents of the decimals. Lb not reduce the answers.

.

110

a. 84 + 3 + 5.375

b. Subtract 12.57

Multiplication

Procedure: (a) Pretend for the moment tha( the decimal points do not

exist and do an ordinary multiplication as ieonly

whole numbers were involved.

Place the decimal point in the resulting product by

merely counting the number of dec imal places,in each6

0 ,

from 40.,

299 , /
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factor adding these two counts, and putting the
.

decimal point so that the product his this many decimal.

places. If there are not enough digits In the'product

to accomOdate the required number ofdecimal places,

1, one must supply zeros,between the decimal point'and

the first digit of tte-whole number product. Figure -23-3

-Examplis:

illustrates this process.

To.04-A:

Using Decimals Using Fractions
.

(a) .5 x :73
x 5 )4 73 - 365

5 73 = 36,5
10 100 .10 x 100 1000

Three decimal placesare
required, so

. .5 X

(b) 2.1 .032

32 '

x 21
32

64

672 Pour decimal places
are required, so

2.1 x .032 = .0672

l 32.., 21 32 21 X 32
x 1000 10 x 1000 10 x 1000

672
10,000

'Figure 23-3. Multiplication of decimals.

JUstificatiod: bcamination of the problems using fractions in Figure 23-3

sho..s that, in each such problem we always end up getting

a numerator for the product bylmultiplying exactly the

whble numbers that one gets by pretending that the decima°

points don't exist.. This justifies -the first part of

our protedure. Likeifisei in the fraction probleS4 we

end up multiplying, for example, tenths times hundredths

to get thOusandths (so a one place decimal times a, -

two plipe decimal requires a three place decimal, as the

product); tenths, imes'Ihousandths to get teh-thoUsandths

(so a one xlace decim#1 times a three place decimal re-,

quires a *four place decimal as the product); SA51 so on. ,

-TO consider more possibilities, hundredths.(two decimal

places) times hundredths (two decimal places) would '

4 4

300

9.R$
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. _

give, ten-thousandths (four decimal places), hundredths

t
/

.13 thousandths (three decimal places) gives hundred-
.

housandths.(five decimal places) and so on.

est way to convince oneself of the validity of the procedures

decimals, or alternatively to "discover" what rules

1

might work, i to work
,
a number of snch problems using the fraction equi-

valents
) irl

c aXcvalents of he decimals and the definition
13

In this case
'.

observe hat one does not work with the numbers in "simplest form" but must

retai the denominators as powers of ten.

1

. Make each of the following a true statement by supplying the missing
decimal point and missing zeros in factor or product as required.

at e d. /l.704 X 2 . 3.408x .9 = 63

b. 7 x .02 = .014 e. 3.1 X 400 = 124

c. .006 X .00040 = 24

't

8. From the pattern exhibited by the true sentences that follow:

a. try to state a general rule about the effect of multiplying a.
whole number by a power of ten;

b. try to state such a rule about the effect of multiplying a decimal
by a power of ten; and

c. relate (b) to the fOr placing a decimal point in a
product.

736 x 10 = 7.36 x 100 =

736,X 100 .2/73,600 7.36 x 1000 = 7360

736 X 1009"= 736,000 7.36 x 10,000 . 73,600

7.36 x 1.4(= 73.6 00736 x 10,000 = 73.6

Divdsion

DiVision of 6acimals is by far the most mysterioUs and troublesome of
all the operations using decimals as far as JUstifying the rules and procedures

used in the various algorithms for getting quotients goes. Again we dothe
operation as if only whole numbers were involved and rely on well known

procedures to place the decimal point. But these procedures are tricky.

Furthermore,'new possibilities are open to us. For example, if the division

.736 x 10 = 7.36

301
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doesn't "come out even," that is, if there is a remainder left, we can now

add more zeros arter the last decimal place in our divisor and go merrily

on our way until either it does "come out even" or we stop for some other

reason,.g., bbredom, instructions given us, or the conditions of the

problem. If it still doesn't come out elan, what do we now do with the

"remainder"? Shall we "round off" or let it gc? The discussion that follows

vill not deal with all the possible ramifications of these problems but will,

hopefully, make clear why the principle maneuirers we. use are sensible

and justifiable.

First Method of Division:

From Chapter 9 we know how to do division problems and justify our

results'at least to the extent of getting a quotient and a remainder for

any problem involving whole numbers. Chapter 22 points out briefly that

army division problem using whole numbers will give a single rational number
1

as quotient without arty remainder. For example, 17 4 becomes 4E

rather than a quotient of 4 and a remainder.of 1 and the corresponding

"check" becomes 17 = 4 x 4i rather than 17 = 4 x 4 + 1. Hence, if we can

convert our division of decimals problem into a division of whole numbers

problem, it can certainly be handled using procedures already discussed.

Of course, our quotient may involve fractions rather than decimals, but there
L.

is a way to change fractions to decimals which will be discussed near the

end of this chapter so even this need not disturb us.

It remains, then, to show how a division of decimals problem can be

changed to a division involving only whole numbers. The most efficient way
a

to handle this is to use the fraction notation a b = s to designate the

division, carryingon the presumption introduced in Chapter 22 that such

fractions behave in pretty much the same way as fractions Involving only .

whole numbers and counting numbers. Now the examples in Figure 23-4 should

make clear what our procedure is. The first example details what is going

on by the use of fractions equivalent to our decimals, but the rest proceed

directly without this step.

r)
kJ (I

.11
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1.1 74.10

9 10 10 1a. 2., .2 =
2.

.2 2 2 10
).7:5

b. .9 .7 = f.9( ))4 lg - .27 = 9

C . '53.75
f'

.5 ".
5

7X )34.05600

!5AT:'t
107

----"4PO/5Y75
'2275

1
* 2 = 12- (or2

7 = 1.7

3 .

'

5375 50 l0735-5o 5o

104 (or 107:5).

3.07a5°

1.072 1.072 x iboo 1072- ,21?d. 1.072 .4
-77- .4-X 1000 l `4160- -166

2

ooBoo
Acv

Figure 23-4. Examples of division using decimals.

Observe that the procedure is to multiply both dividend and divisor by a ,

large enough power of ten so that both are whole numbers, then divide

in the way usual for whole numbers. Observe also that in examples (a), (c)

and (d) of Figure 23-4-the answer'COuXtteasilYbe changed to.an equivalent

decimal answer. How the 3$ in the 4.ample b) could be changed to a 4'7
decimal will be the subject of the last section Of this chapter.

(or 68)

23

1

Second Method for Division:

"The procedure just described is not the usual one, as you know. On

the other hand we would probably, in teaching youngsters, arrive at our

usual procedure for handling all problems efficiently only as the end result

of, a number of simpler special cases and less efficient but more easily

303 30j
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explained procedures. Iu the end, however, we would typically go abOut

division of fractions problem as folloWs:

Procedure: (a) Move the decimal point in both

divisor and dividend the same

number'of places so that the div-.

isor (but not necessarily the.

dividend)lis a whole number.

(b) Do the problem as if it were

division of whole numbers, i.e.,.

ignore the decimal point.

(c) -Place the decimal point in the

quotient in such a way that the'

'quotient has exactly the same

nuMberOf decimal places as the

revised dividend obtained by

step (a) above.

(d) If there is still a remainder ghen

all the digits in the dividend

have been used up, one can, if 3.38 8

"fie likes, add more zeros in the- 4

dividend and continue the div-
2.1

3 3

ision process. The example at 1 8
16

!"the right illustrates this. 2'0
Nainee adding zeros increases the 16

-WO
number of decimal places in the .40

dividend, and since wt insist that

the quotient have exactly as =my 8
I/24 Thousandths

Thousandths

decimal, places as the dividend', this

automatically increases the number of decimal places

in the quotient. In our example at right, the process

just described gets an exact quotient very soon, but

this does not always happen 'and one must decide when

to stop and'what to do with the last remainder. These

last questions will not be dealt with here.

EXample 1

3.36 .8

4.2
8/337
4_6

16

4.2 Tenths
8557b Tenths

Example 2

301;\'30
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Jus ificatidn: -Step (a) is most easily justified by the arguments
.4

used earlier. We write the division as a fraction,

then multiply dividend and divisor by the power of

ten which will make the di3isor a 4ole number.
.

In the present example,

Problems

*
3.36 .8 = 3.36 x 10. 31.6

.8 x 10 13 = 33.6
8

Any. number of examples will show that this has the

effect of moving the decimal.pdint the same number of

places in both numbers.

We are clearly justified in adding 0 many zeros as

we please after thefinal decimal placep as in step (d),'

for this is just a matter of using equivalent decimals,

as was discussed early in thischapt6..

Tie real problem, that of justifying the placementof

the decimal point, is handled by remembering that each

division of dividend by divisor must, by definition,

gives quotient such that the multiplication of the

quotient times the divisor.must give the dividend as

product: Since we have made the divisor 4,whole number,

11)

so that it. has no decimal
11places, the *O. er of decimal

places in the quotient myst.be the as jz6the

dividend so that the whole number divisor times the

decimal quotient will give exactly the same result as

the decimal dividend. In the present case, starting

with the revised problem with whole number divisor,

33.6 + 8 n, means that n X 8 = 33.E and since

' only a whole number times a decimal to tenths gives

tentlip in the product, n must be a decimal expressed

to tenths. .

9. Rewrite each of the following numerals as a fraction with a counting
number as denominator.

3.6
a.

7

25 c. e.8.2

b.
;097 d la
17g. .0o7

363 3

et
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-252i10/' If
15/2310

find decimal =meets for the following without actually

-daing-a-full-scaIe division;

tt;

a. £31.0 15 d. 23.10 .15

b. 23.10 15 e. .2310 1.5

c. 2.310 15 P. .02310 15

Changing Fraction Names to Decimal Nameb

'As we pointed out earl, all the operations with decimals could have

been done by changingQ

ier

e decimal to their fraction equivalents and using

procedures already considered in some detail. In other words, we have just A

'been doing things that raise no fundamentally new issues but are only

alternates to known ways of proceeding. But, if we consider how to change

a fraction hame to an equivalent decimal name, it turns out that some really

new /issues are raised.

To go from a fraction name to a decimal neme, we agdin identify !

as A c and perform a division. Some such conversions ere shown in

Figure 23 -5._

a.
1

= .5 since

2.1/4
1'0--

A

i . .

b.
?5

= .04 since c. 171 = 17.5 since
10

.04 37../

25/176 l0 175.0'

1 00 10

. Changing fractions'to decimals.

f75
70

50

In the)cases shown in Figure 23-5 the-division protess terminates.

For many fractions, however, the division process does not terminate. Whdb.

we try it for 1 forfor example, we get t- = ... and -1 = 2727
3 11

as shown in Figure 23-6.
a

1
=..333... since = .2727... since

3 11

.2727...

3/1.000... 143.0000...

9 22
--Bo

..2 2 I
3010

.9
a 22

1 and so on BU
. 77

3 and so on

1
Figure 23-6. Non-terminating decimal equivalents for 3 and Ili .

306 -,
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Obseive, however, that although the division process does not terminate

in the examples of Figure 23-6 a certain repeating pattern seems to occur. c:

This will always happen for rational nutberd.

1Perhaps it would be instructive to show anexpansion of
3

using

fractions.

1 10 9 1

30
3 1

3:- 30 30 1Q 30

?Ii4a similar way,
"3156 T65 3oo loo 3oo

1 10 9 1 = 1

1If the expansionig
1

f is combined with that for -5 and the same

.process is continued weyould get the expansion shown in Figure 23-7.

1 10
-3- 30

_ ..i_
10

=
3

9+ 1= .3...'.7 3o lo
L1211 _ 4.

+ '300' 10

3 f310

1

: 3o
( 9 1

) 1-- + 1 1

(100
=

'300 + 300 10
V

3_4 3 f 9

+ 300'

1.1
+ 10 100 3000 3000'

10 11go +.(10100.+ 31000)

,+ 1000 3,

If this were continued indefinitely, we Witild get
A.-

1.1'

1 3

eP 5-' 'N

a_ t', 3 + . 3. 3

+3 = IT + 100 + 1000 10,000 00,000 '"'
. t 0

or 1= 95. =N 3 :I- .03 +.003 + .0003 .9poo3 + ...

Or 1 .

= 33333

Figpre 23-7. .An expansion of 1
et^:3Y 3

'The examples that have been discAssed seem to suggest that decimal

expansions for rational numbers either terminate (like 1
= 0.5), or

repeat (like
1
= 0.333 ) lib check this, let us, examine the divisior

3
process-we used.

1,
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-Consider the rational number 1 If we carry out the indicated division

.875

8/7.000
64

remainder 6

we would write:

0 remainder 4

40
0 remainder 0

In dividing by 8, the only remainders which can occur are

0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 and 7. The orilz remainderi whiCh did occur were 6

then 4 and finally 0. When the remainder 0 occurs, the division is

exact. Such a decimal often spoken of as a terminating decimal.

What about a rational number which does not have a terminating decimal

representation? Suppose we look again at a The process of dividing
11

3 ,by 11 .proceeded like thii:

:272
1157656

22
remainder 8

77
30- emaindef 3
22

8 remainder 8

Here the possible remainders are 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10.

Not all the remainders appear, but-8 pid 3 do occur, and in this order.'

At the next stage in.the division the remainder 3 recurs, so the sequence

of remainders 8, 3 occurs again and again. The cAfresponding sequence of

digits 2, 7 in the quotient willtherefore occur' periodically in the

decimal expansion for This type of decimal is referred to as a
11

repeating or periodic decimal.

.
In order towrite such a periodic decimal concisely and without ambi-

guity, it is cuAtomary to write 0.2727 ... as 0.27:

The bar over the digit Sequence '27 indicates the setscfdigits which
2.*

repeats. Similarly, 0.333 is written as 0.3, = 0.251M,' and
'

-
I

= 0.2333 = 0.25..
30

Mk method which has been discussed is quite a general one, and It can

be-applied to any fraction . If the indicated division by b is

performed, theil the only possible remainders which can occur are

0, 1,o2, 3, .t.,(1) - 1). It is necessary to look at the stages which
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cdtribute to the digits that repeat in the quotient. These stages usually

occur after zeros are annexed to a dividend to carry on a division that has

not terminated:

Eaten a terminating decithl expansion like 0.25 may be written with

a repeated zero as 0.25000 ... or 0.2515 to provide a periodic expansion.

Note that a zero remainder- may occur without terminating the division

process,..fOr example,

9
65 32.0

remainder 003

0
32 remainder 3

2 0 remainder .2

.1 8
2 remainder 2

Thip shows that
4'3 2

905.3. If 0 does not occur as a remainder after
.

zeros are annexed to the dividend, then after at most (b - 1) steps in

the division process one of the possible remainders I, 2, (b - 1)

will recur and the digit sequence will start repeating.

We can see from this argument that as rational number has a decimal
r
expansion which is periodic.

We have seerrhoW to find by division the decimal expansion of a given
rational number. But, suppose you have the oppobite situation, that is,

you are giveiea periodic decimal. roes such a decimal represent a rational .

number? The answer,is that it, does, and we show this in the following

paragraphs. The demonstration is a bit tricky, however,,and.involves some al-

gebraic techniques that may not be familiar to you so that you should feel,;

perfely free to skip it or read it only lightly.

This problem can be approached by considering an example. Let us,

write the number, 0.2424... and call if n, 'so that n = O.N. The

periodic block of digitg is 216 If you multiply by 100, this shifts the

decimal point two places and gives the relation:
.

100 X n 100 x .242424... = 24.2424 ... . ,

Then, since. 100 X n = 24.2424...

and n = 0.2424

you can subtract n from each side of the first equation to yield:'

309 8 0 7
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a

99n =.24 so that,

47A
n

24
or, in simplest arm,-

8
n .

8
You find

4
by this process that' 0.N

33

'the example here illustrates a general procedure which mathematiCians

'have developed to show that ea periodic decimal represents a rational

number. You see, cderefore, that there is a one-to-one correspondence

between the set of rational nabbers and the srt of periodic decimals.

It would be quite possible then for us to define the rational numbers as

thlret of .numbers represented by a3 such periodic decimals. A question

naturally arises about non-periodic decimals. What are they? Certainly

not rational numbers. The fact that such non - periodic decimals exist should

suggest to us that perhapvithere are numbers which are not rational numbers.

We will discuss this situation at some aengthlin Chapter 30.

Computing with non-terminating decimals presents many problems, as you

can easily verify by attempting, say, .333 ... x .2727 ... . A brief con-

sideration of such issues is also inclUded in Chapter'30.

Summary

In this apter we have discussed decimals as an equivalent way of .,

naming ration numbers and as a natural extension of our place v .ue system

for writing numerals. Procedures used for computing sumsi differences,

products and quotients using decimals were discussed. It was noted that it

is simple indeed to write fractions equivalent to given terminNing decimals

but not always ouch an easy_matter to find decimal equivalents for given

fractions. We found,that such a decimal equivalent for atgiven fraction

might not terminate, butthat even if it dots not a repeating pattern of

digits becomes evident. Furthermore, any decimal with such a repeating

pattern of digits does represent a.fational number and its fraction equiva-

lent be be found, though this is 'sometimes hard to do.
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Exercises - Chapter 23

1. Tell tEe number represented by each 3. Tell the number represented
, * y each 5. ,

4

a. 321.59 c. 5421.305
, e. 49.035

.b. 71.035' d. I .51 # f. 795.309

,2., EXprede the following numEer,e as decfirs.
.

a.
3000

c. ir
' 30

e.

b. d. P.
Efild

3. Find decimal names for these quotients and "check" by multiplication.

a. 100$ p .6

b. 213.9 3.75'

C. 646 6.8

d. 30.94 2.6

4. 'Make the following,sentences'txue by supplying missing decimal points

or zeros in dividend, divisor, or quotient,ae required. (It is trice

that 8153 263 = 31.)

a. 8.153 263 = 3.1

b. 8.153 26.3 = 31

c. 8153 26.3 =.3.1

5. If 78 x 75 = 5850, supply a missing decimal point and/or zeros

in either faAor or in the product as required tO make each a true

4.

sentence.

a,. .0078 x 75 = .05850

b. 78 X 7.5 = 58.50

c. 78. x 7.5

d. 4075 X 78

= 050
= 585.0

. Write a decline' numeral for .

a. Does this decimal end?

b. How soon can you recognize a pattern?

c. What is the set of digits yhich repeats pe di ally?

311
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7. Write the decimals for:

a.
2
-5

See how soon you can recognize a pattern in each

7 case. In performing the diviiion, watch the remain-
.

b. tf
ders. They may give you aclue about when to

1
expect 'the decimal numeral to begin to repeat.

C. -g

8. Write the decimals for:

1 4
Di. (There is a "shortcut" for

a! IT b.
c. 11

dOing (b) and (c).)

9. Is it true that the number 0.'65 is seven times the number 0.09?

10. Find the decimal numeral for the first number in each group. Then

calculate the others without dividing.,

'

- a.

b.

c.

1 2 4

5 5 5

1 .1 11

20 ' 20 '20

1 rfi 927
l000 , 1000 ,

*11. Find fraction names for these rational numbers:

a.

b. 0.14457

y-c.

12. pcpress the allswer to each of the following as a de6imal numeral.

a. An automobile used 10.5 gallons of gasoline in travelling 163.8

miled. How many miles per gallon is tiis?

b. How long would it take to travel 144 miles at 50 miles per hour?

c. One day Helen and Rosemary were, each given a guinea pig. Helen's

guinea pig weighed 0.60 pounds and gained 0.07 pounds each

day. Rosemary's guinea pig weighed 0.48 pounds, but ate more,

and gained 0.09 pounds each day. Whose guinea pig was the_heavilf

a week later? 'How much heavier?

d. In a swimmingtest, Dan stayed under water 2.3 times as long as'
/

Charlie. Charlie stayed underwater 19.8 seconds. How long did

Ban stay under water?

e. Races are sometimes measured in meters. If a meteris 1.094 -yards,

what is thy difference in yards between a 50 meter race and a 100

meter race?
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1. a. 9876.542 b.

2. a. , (9 x 100) + (2 x 10)

b. (4 x 10) + (9 x 1-36.05)

I

Solutions for 'Problems
A

702.907

+ (7 x 8:x yle)) (7 X A5) +42 X IT1)55)

% .

or, if you like, {4 x 10) + (0 x 1)

.c. (4 x 1)
(6 x

1

100,000)'
or

1 1
(4 x 1) + (0 x ra) t ibe (0 K.z.55) (o

x 10000) %.1-
c0".'

23

(6x )
100,000

3. a. 400.061; Possible errors: 400.060;,,.461 ("Four hundred sixty-one

thousandths"); .460 ("Four hundred sixty one-thoUiandfhs").-

b. 2,300.0040 Possible error: .2340

4. a. > b. > c. = d. >
1

5. 0.02, .25, 1, 1.02, 2.002, 2.2; 2.25

6. a.

8.9

b.

8.900

3.000

5.375

17.275

89

10 1

$21 BIE
10 1000

3 = 3

375 375
51000 51000

-12
lb it 0075 0 -di1000

537 8900 3600 5375 17,275
1000 1000 1000 1000 '1000

3912240 -40.00 100

12.57 1 - laa
-002.527 100

27.43
,,,,,43

'1100

40 -'12.7
40 1257 4000 1257 2743
1 1C0 100 100 ' 100

7. a. ,7 x .9 - .63 d. Nothing required

b. .7 x .02 e.014. .

e. 3.1 x 400 =61240.0

c. ,006 x .0004 = .0000021'
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8.(p... Multiplying a'whole number by 10 or 100 or 1000, etc., has

the effect of making the product have the same digits as the other

factor bat with one zero or two zerqs 'or three- zeros, etc., "tacked"

on'-at the end.
.-, , 0,

b. Multiplying a decimal by a power of 10 has. LiTe effect of moving the .
't , oL....

decimal point to the right one 431aCe for multiplier 1Q.,...two places

for multiplier' 100, three Places for multiplier 1000, etc.
.,

c. This 1.atter,, is because in multiplying a deeilcnal by a power of ten

as if the decimals! didntt exit' we "tack On" zeros. Then the product,
must .have as many fde,/imal places as the decimal factor (since the

powers of ten are whole numbers) and in..counting these decimal

places off in the'Product, the "tacked on" zeros are counted. Hence,/
the decimal place 'ends up just as many places to the right of its

t

former pddition as there are zeros tackd,,on; e.g., one for

1(1, two lacel 1for 100, .etc. ' 1

736o 6 0 64.9
1

N
9. a.

----".. c. e. 7--
9.7

b.
T2-6

10. a. 15.4

b. 1.54 .

c. .154 .

d .

d.

e.

f.

'35C1(3°°
7

154

.154

.00154

A

.04
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Chapters 24

RATIO, RATE, PERCENT

In our study of whop numbers and

considered a physical situation, first

and properties. We have then tried to

of rational numbers, we here always

looking at Its characteristic qualities

extract from this look at the physical

world theddeas and properties of number which are basic to the study of

mathematics.

Thud we looked at the way in which certain sets of objects Were alike

and developed the cdncept of'ithole numbers. We know that a set of 5 apples

and that a second set of 5 letters of the alphabet can bqiput in a one-to-one

correspondence. These sets have something in common. We denote the ftinda

mental property'in which we are interested by the number 5. By considering

joins of sets and arrays of sets, we had physical models'of the ideas of

addition and multiplication.

We represented whOle numbers by points on a n er line and found that

further consideration of other points on a number line gave us a good physical

model of the rational numbers. A study of this and other physical models

illped us understand the addition and multiplication properties of rational

nuMbers.

In a similar way, physical models such as paper triangles, lines drawn on

a chalkboard, solid boxes, etc., helped us in the study of the mathematical

concepts of points, lines, planed, curves and other geometrical figures.

We will later study congruence and similarity, concepts which grow out of our

desire to compare models of geometric figures as to size'and shape.

We come now to another similar physical situation whose study will give

f s a different look at numbers and show how they can be useful in a new and

interesting way. The concept of ratio, which we will develop in this chapter,

will give us still one more way of using numbers to indicate how certain

physical situations are alike.

Consider the following problem. John can buy 2 candy bars for q,

while Jim can get 6 of the same candy bars for 20i. They wonder. who is

getting the setter "buy." It is assumed that there is no special discount for

large purchases. Since John knows that he must present 6¢ for every two

candy bars, he can visualize his candy purchasing ability as pictured below.

Every 2 candy bars must correspond to 6 pennies.

3152
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!CANDY [CANDY-I

[CANDY I C ANDY

Figure 24 -1.'

The last frame clearly indicates that John is doing better than Jir is

doing under these arrangements, for he is paying 15i for six candy bars

while Jim is paying 20i for 6 candy bars.'

Exactly how did we reach this conclusion? At first we asked ourselves

what sort of purchase would be like the purchase of 2 candy bars for 6i.

The situations represented above are a partial answer. TO sharpen our under-

standing of how these situations are alike, let us summarize the essentials

of each situation in a table.

CANDY BARS

PENNIES

i

4

2

6

;
o

1

:

14

12

i

:

6

16

;

1

1

!

1

1

1

10 I.
1

1

1

Figure 24-2.

Can we make further entries in our table? If we are able to visualize or

draw a picture of the situation, we can make the corresponding' table entry

with ease.

We notice that an essential aspect of each situation we have described

t> can be represented by using a pair of numerals: (2, 6) for the first frame,

(4, 12) for the second, and (6, 18) for the third. These pairs can be used

to represent a property common to'ali of these situations. Using the pair

(2, 6) we introduce the, symbol 2:6 (read 2 to 6). In terms of the above

model, ttis can be interpreted as telling us that there are 2 candy bars for

every 6 pennies. This sane correspondence could have been described using

the pair (4,12) and the associated syreaol 4:12. For the above model this

would tell us that there are 4 candy bars for every set of 12 pennies.

Clearly, 4:12 and 2:6 are different symbols which we can use to indicate

the se._ kind of correspondence and we write 2:6 = 4:12. Once more, as in

the case of numerals for rational numbers, we have an unlimited choice of

a
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s;mbkols to represent the same property. The common property is called a

ratip. In the preceding example, the ratio of candy bars to pennies is said to

be 2 to 6 or 4 to 12. An alternate way of expressing.the same ratio
2 4

is to write T -37 . Such forms behave much as rational numbers do. The

way to tell if two ratios written this way are equal is to take the cross

product. This procedure was explained in Chapter 19.

a c
i1; if aXd=cXb

2 4
ib u f 2 X 12 = 4 x 6

Can we tell how much John will have to pay for one candy bar? If we

cake another look at the first frame of Figure 24-1, we see that two candy

bars cost six cents. By rearranging this frame as in Figure 24-3, it becomes

apparent that one candy bar should cost three cents.

gN

U

Figure 24-3. 2:6 = 1:3.

Hcw much candy can I buy for li? In trying to answer this question,

we find ourselves incapable of describing the situation by a suitable pair

of numbers, unless we consider the candy bars to be divisible. In fact, the

candy bars are divisible although the

part of a candy bar. If he would, we
1

f...x a penny. Hence, -5:1 is another

However, if the candy store owner won

store owner is not likely to sell us
1

would expect to get of a candy bar

name for the ratio we have been studying.

It cut up the candy bar, this particular

pair of numbers doesn't describe a situation that will actually occlar at the

candy store.
1

We have seen that the ratios 1:3, 2:6, 4:12, 6:18, 71 can all be

used to describe the basic property that each element of the first set, the

set of candy tars, always corresponds to 3 elements of the second set, the

.et of 1.ennies. We migl,t now ask, can we without drawing pictures, decide which

pairo of numbers can be used to describe this ratio? Clearly any pair of the

317
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' form (n, x n) where L., a rational number will do. Of course, if the

storekeeper will nor 41:1(k the can& bars and if the penny is the smallest

unit of money aiallaLlf:, only pairs of the form (n, 3 x n) where n is

a whole nu.lt1 will represent actual transactions Lt the candy counter.
.

That ,,lie 5:15 and := both represent the same ratio, we see that

tells us tnat 5 candy
5
bars will cost us 15i, whereas 1..1 tells

1
, 5-5

us that 7 candy bar would cost Since the dealer will not sell us
5

1

5
candy bar, 7:t does not actually describe a possible exchange of money

for candy bar, as 5:1 -does.

The property described by 2:6 is exhibited in a wide variety of

SituaLio .s ana is n-_,t restricted to sets of candy lars'and pennies. Con -

siderder each of.tne

1) There are 2 texts for every 6 students.

2) There are 2 boys for every o girls in class.

3) The rotor scooter does 2 miles in 6 minutes.

' It; investment earns $2.00 interest for every ;6".00 invested.

After a brief consideration, you will conclude that the table and the

associates pict,Lres wh1ch we developed for our example of candy bars and

pennies would serve equally well to describe each of the. above situations.

For example, in (1) instead of candy bars, we nave texts and instead of

pennies, we have students.

Cons:der the statement (1). It describes a situation involving 2

sets: a set of texts and a set of students. The situation in questi-,n

exhibits a property de.:crited b.. 2 :6. We can say that tne ratio of number

of texts to number students is 2 to 6. In snort, there are 2 texts

for every 6 st..uent:. Anotner name for ratio is 3:9. Thjs indicates

that tnere are texts f-_,r students. 1:3 also describes the

ratio of the nurter tents t, t', ..per of students. However, the ratio

of the number of students to t _.:tter of texts is 3:1, i.e., 3 members

of tne set of students corrno to .each member of tne set of texts..

Cleal in ma'r'ln. o7r:urins betweeh numbers of texts and numbers of students

it will not d- t_ 4a. that tne ratio is 1:3, unless we understand that the

first number in,112ateu refers t, the set of texts. The order in which the

numbers are narsa is imIcrtant. Any pair of the form (n, 3 x n) when

interrreted / n c_ui bL A.;Q:1 to aescribe the relationship between

tt.e set of texts ,Iu tne net of st.w.cht.. That is, since there are n
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texts for every , X n students, we have a situation exhibiting the ratio

prorert: 1:3. Some pairs of this type are given in the following table.

Spaces are provided for further,entries.
4J

TEXTS
,

1 3 5 : 12I
t ,

STUDENTS 3 9 ! 15 ' 36 !

Figure 24 4.

Itie can, of course, never hope to list All posbible entries. We can

i« iali :e what tt.c wile entries tell us about our model sets as shown below.

Figure 24-5.

We c as Low to sp;t one of our. table entries without drawing a

pictlre. In the examples we've been considering, the pairs we enter in our

table are all of the type (n, 3 x n) and we see at once that (9, 27)

will rei,resea a table entry, while (4, 17) will not.

Consider the ratio escribedby 2:3. This symbol tells us that there

are 2 items of the first set for every 3 items of the second. It follows

that 4:6, 6:;, 100:150, and, in general, 2.x k:3 X k would be other

ways of representing this same property. If the first set referred to is

the set of boys in school and the second set is the set of girls, we say

that there are 2 boys for every three girls in school. The symbol 2:3

can alsc to used to describe a fundamental aspect of what happens when we -

have a motorscooter which travels at the rate of 2 miles every 3 minutes.

In other words, corresponding to e'..ery 2 mile stretch covered by the motor-

scooter, there is a time interval of 3 minutes. 2:3 will describe a.

correspondence exhibited here if we choose the elements-of the first set to

be distances of one mile and the elements of the second to be time intervals

of one minute. The a:pect of the movement of e-motorscoo er is equally

ewell described by any symbol of the form 2 x :3 x k. me such pairs.

are indicated below.
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241:3'4,...2..14; 5

1

MINUTES
I 3 I

6 I

I 2
12

10 3o
1 I

of I 2
e

I 3 1

I

,

15 45 I
tt .1 I I

1 2 1 I

Figure 24-6..

Situations in which the correspondence of two sets can be described

o as above, by means of pairs of numerals of the type (a X k, b X k) or

a X kb X k all possess a property called the ratio a:b.. That is,,to

col ection of a members of the first set there corresponds col--

lection of b members

the-same ratio, we use

for.the same property.

of the second. If two pairs of numerals represent

an equal sign to show that they are different names

For example, 5:10 = 4:8. A statement of this type

is called a proportion.

How can we tell if two symbols, for example 6:18 and 8:32, represent

the same ratio? The symbol 6:18 tells us that there,4: 6 members of

the first set for every 18 members of the second. This is the'same as,

1 member of the first set for every '3 members of the second set. That

is, 6:18 and 1:3 are different names for the i5111: ratio. Similarly,\

8:32 and 1:4 are different names for the saKe ratio. These symbols,

1:3 and 1:4, clearly describe different .correspondences and we conclude

that 6:18 and 8:32 do not represent the same ratio. In general,

a:b (a / 0) and (b / 0) represents the same ratio as 1:T while c:d'

represents the same ratio as 1:
d

(c / 0) and (d / 0). It follows that

a:b and c:d can represent the same ratio if and only if
b

=
d

. Thata c

is, a:b = c:d if and only if aXd=bXc. Using this test, we see

immediately that 6:18 / 8:32, for 6 x 32.1 18 x 8.

When we wish to compare physical objects of the same kind, we use numbers

to measure their size. In the case of line segments, we assign numbers to

measure their length. Thus we can compare the physical objects by consider-

ing the ratio of their measures. If two line segments, AB and CD, have

lengths 5 and 3 centimeters respectively, we can compare their size by

saying their measures are in ratio five to three. We write this in the

proportion m(AB):m(CD) = 5:3. (m(AB) stands for the measure of AB.)

Thus, if a desk measures 24 inches t, 30 inches, we can write

i:w = 30:24 = 5:4.
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' A special kind of ratio or rate is that of percent. Here 100 is

always the basis for comparison. In fa'ct,,percent means "per hundred."

us 25% means 25 per hundred. When written as a ratio; this would b
1 225:100 or

100
.25. It may again be rewritten as .. , E or as many

other eqUivalent fractions as you please. From this we see that percent can

be treated as a Special type of ratio which can be converted to equivalent

fraction forms and'decimal forms.

In general any'number f, can be expressed as

a percent by finding the number c such that

a c
b 100

/1
By studying this pattern, we see that if we are gLyen any two of the-

"12_three numbers a, b, c we can find the third. Thus, since
100 '

-

=
a 3 c

; i
b 100

b is 4 in a is 3 in
100 ;

c is 75 in = 100 ._
Co.isider a situation in which over a fixed period of time I can earn

$1.50 on a $50 inWstment. From what I know about simple interest, I

would,expecL to get 6.75 on a $25 'investment, .$0.03'-ona $1 in-

vestment, etc. If, as before, we use a table to exhibit these results, we

would have:

DOLLARS OF INTEREST "-°' 0.30 I 1.50 1 0.75 3 :10.03 1

DOLLARS INVESTED \10 ; 5Q i 25 100 1 .

A property common to all of these-;p4rs is the ratio 0.03:1. In

particular, note the pair (3, 100). This can be interpret_d to tell us

that we receive $3.00 of interest.afor every $100 invested. If we use this
,

pair to uescribe the ratio property, web write 3:100 and indicate that we

get a return of 3 per 100 on 3 percent. We use the symbol 3% (read

3 per cent) to describe how our interest compares dollar for dollar with

our investment. .

The following problems illustrate some applications of percent.

1. A florist has, fifty rose bushes and sells 12. of them. What percent

does he sell? The solution to this problem is: 12 is what percent
12

of 50? We can form a ratio of 12:50 or and con" Trrf if to a

12 24
percent by writing it in an equivalent form: 5--6.= .1-75 . Thus our

a
answer is 21%. Checking with our formula, E- F 155 , we replace a
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12 c
by 12 and b by ip to get = ; The answer, of 'course, is 24.

2. In.another instance we may wish to find the answer to the problem:
20

what is 20% Of 80? Again, using the formula, we see that
a

=
00 100

and the answer is 16.,'

3. Twenty-four students received a passing grade in Professor Aes history

examination. He announced that 80% of his class passed the examination.

How many students were in the class?
a ,

100.
Inthisinstancetheformulaholds,-Therefore 211 =ILholds`

'b 100
and the answer is 30.

In studying correspondences between two sets, we were led to the concept

Of ratio. Think about the following statements and you should begin to

appreciate the wide applicability of this new idea.

Problem* e

1. Express the following statements as ratios.

a. The population is 200 people per square mile.

b. The car,travelled 100 yards in 6 seconds.

c. The recipe calls for 3 cups of *sugar for every cup of water.

d. The scale on this floor plan is 1 centimeters per 10 .feet.

e. I.can buy 2 sweaters for 7.

f. My istment is earning' 4% interest.

Exercises - Chapter 21

1. Study these pictures. Write a symbol which describes the comparison.

7"8-.! .0000000

- (a) (b) (c) (d)..

"We've gone 8 miles
in 10 minutes."

(e)

* Solution to the problem in this chapter is on page 325.
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2. ,Look at -this picture of a fifth grade class.

41IP 40

24

a. Wnat is one tray of

ratio of boys to girls?

Writing the symbol which represents the

Write a symbol`to express this ratio of boys to girls.

3. a. Write two symbols Which

express the ratio of the

number of fish to the

number of boys.

b. Write two symbols which

express the ratio of the

number of boys to the

nuMber of fish.

c. Write two symbols which

describe the ratio of the

number of boys to the

number of fishpoles.

d. Write two symbols which

describe the ratio of

fishpoles to boys.

4. Copy and complete this table.

4:1 16: 8: 20:__ 36: :2.5 12: :6 :8 :10 1:
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5. Copy and complete each of these three tables.

(a)

4:8

8:__

:4

12:

:48

:40

:72

32:

3:__

:1

(b) (c)

10:4 6:10

30: :20

5: :30

=:8 30:

:20 24:

:24 :80

100: :100

40:

:32 36:__

1,000: 42:__

. 15: 3:__

10 :15

6. One day a sixth-grade pupil heard the principal say, "Four percent, of the

.rifth graders are absent today." A list of absentees for that day had

22 names of fifth -grade pupils on it. From these two pieces of in-

formation, the sixth -grade pupil discovered the number of fifth grade

pupils in the school. How many fifth-grade pupils are there? 1-

7. It is often more convenient to refer to the data at some later time if

they are given in 'percent than if they are given otherwise.

For example: the director of a camp left some records for future

use. Some information was given as percent, and some was not. The

records gave the following' items of information.

a. There web 200 boys in camp.

.1). One hundi74.17percent of the boys were hungry for the first dinner

in camp.

C44 On the second day in camp 44 boys caught fish.

d. One boy lianted to go home the first night.
, .

e. A neighboring camp director said,"Forty percent of the boys in my

camp will learn to swim this summer. We shall teach' 32 bo4s to

swim.".

From (a) and (b), how many hungry boys came to dinner the first day?

From (c) find the percent of boys who caught qs.11 the second day.

From (d) find the percent of the boys who were homesick.

From k(e) find the total number of boys in the second camp.
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Chapter 25 .

CONGRUENCES AND ST1ULARITIES

Introduction

We return now for a second look (sae Chapters 13-16) at some ideas of

geometry. In Chapter 13 we considered a feW properties of points, lines and

planes and their relationships. In Chapter l4 simple closed curves were

discussed briefly, and particular attention was drawn to certain special

simple, closed curves such as triangles,.polygoni and etre:Lesand the regions

bounded by them, In Chapter 15 we talked about congruence of line segments

and,of angles. In this chapter we shall extend the notion of congruence from

congruence of line segments and angles to, congruence of triangles. What does

congruence mean for triangles7...Under what conditions are two triangles

congruent? Having looked at congruence of triangles, which has to do 1p.th

their size and shape, we shall discuss briefly the Olationship of similarity

between triangles. This relationship concerns the shape of geometric figures

without reference to their size.
ti

Congruence

Congruence may be defined as follows:

Two geometric figures which have the same
size and shape are said to be congruent.

This is not a technical definition of congruence but it tells us what we want

- to know. The figures,below'are congruent in pairs.

(a)

(c)

Figure 2521. Congruent figures.

We observe in passing that even though congruence of line segments and

angles was defined before their measurement was discussed, it is surely true

that if two -segments are congruent, they have the same measure, provided

.327
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4_3: they are measured in terns of the same unit. The same is true of angles.

Dim' in Figure 25-2, RS and PQ are congruent and also Krive the same length.

L B 7= LC and these two angles have the same measure. (Note that, if the

is no ambiguity possible, we abbreviate the name of the angle by naming Just

the vertex point instead of.naMing also points on each ray of the-angle).

PI

Figure 25-2. ZBZZC; PQ = RS

We know that congruence of segments and angles can be determined

by direct comparisons of representations of the figures. The same is true

of any two plane figures. If we think that two circles might be congruent,

or two triangles or two quadrilaterals, etc., we could always make a model

of bne and try to match it with the other. If we can match them we know the

original figures are congruent. But can congruence of two plane figures-be

established in any other manner? Does it follow from the congruence of all

the pairs of angles and segments determined by the_figures? Yes, it does, but

a more interesting question is: how little do we haVe to know to be sure

two figures are congruent? Are two triangles congruent if their pairs of

sides are congruent? If their pairs of angles are congruent? V will see

later that the answer to the first question about triangles is yes while

that to the second is no.

Are two circles congruent if they have congruent radii? Yes. In

Figure 25-3, OP = QR, and it can be verified in the usual way that these

two circles are congruent.

Figure 25-3. i513 0, circle 0 = circle
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) It is,a fact that:

Two circles are always congruent if their
radii are congruent.

Problems*

1. Make a tracing of circle 0 and check that circle 0 is congruent
to. circle Q.

2. Draw an arbitrary segment AB. Draw a segment RS = AB. Draw circles
with centers A and R whose radii are congruent to A and RS.

Check tnat these circles are congruent.

Are two rectangles congruent if their bases are congruent? No, Lecause

they may viave different heights. But if heir heights and bases are congruent,

Figure 25-4 makes it appear that the rectangles will also be congruent.

B C X

A

Q

D P

R

S W

Figure 25-4, AD = PS ; WZ, AB 1 XW, AB > PQ.
Rectangle ABCD ; Rectangle WXYZ.

Rectangle ABCD 1 Rectangle PQRS.

In fact it is true that:

Two rectangles are congruent if their bases
and heights are respectively congruent.

Thus two conditions are necessary for the congruence of rectangles while

one condition was enough for congruence of circles.

Problems

3r Make a tracing of ABCD in Figure 25-4 and check that it is congruent
to WXYZ.

B C
4.

A D

Q

Check that rectangle ABCD ; rectangl MNPQ ; rectangle TUVW. -

Change the statement about eongru n rectangles given above to take
care of this new situation.

* Solutions for problems in this chapter are on page 339.
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Congruence of Triangle

In Figure 25-5, the three triangles

B

are congruent.

E H

F G

Figure 25-5. Congruent triangles.

If ADE' were traced on paper and the paper cut along the sides of the

triangle, the paper model would represent a triangle and its interior. In

this discussion we are interested only in the triangle and not in its in-

terior. The pEiPer model of A DEF could be placed on AAMC and would fit

exactly. If point D were placed on point A with DF along AC, point

F would fall On point C, and point E would fall on point B. In these

two triangles there would be s:x pairs of congruent segments and congruent

angles which may be displayed as follows:

TB ; TE

AC ; DF

CB ; FE

ZB;ZE
.ZA;ZD
ZCZLF

In this ease, we sad that triangle ABC is congruent.to triangle DEF and

write AAMC = L. DEF, being very careful to name the triangles in such

a fE-.:). t: a *_ 27Drrestonning letters are names for. matching points. Thus,

in tri:. case it would be incorrect to say AAEC = A FED since in the con-

gruence of.angles zAZ /D and not to L F. For these congruent trianglea

then, for each angle or side of one triangle there is a congruent angle or

side in the other triangle.

If the paper: : del of A DEF is placed on A GHI it would match only

if point D matches oint I and points E and F match points H and
3%

C respectively. Note tt.at to obtain this matching the model will have to

be turned over. In this case .6 DEF = A IHG with DE ; IH and L E ; L H, etc.

Do you see why it would be incorrect to say that A DEF = A GHI?

C D
Problem

5. A B E F

Make, a model of .ABC and use it to determine whether the two triangles

are congruent. ii they are, write seven congruence statements Which are
true,-three for angles, three for segments and one for triangles.
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Making models of several different pairs of congruent triangles will

make the foll-wing statement plausible. As a matter of fb.ct'St is true.

If two triangles are congruent then the three
sides of one are congruent respectively to the

three sides of the other and the three angles
of the one are.congruent respectively to the
three angles of the other.

The pairLof congruent sides or'angles are called corresponding pairs

of sides or angles of the two triangles.. Thus in Figure 25 5 AB and DE

are corresponding segments and 'C corresponds to / F.

The statement.above says tlat:lhe congruence of two triangles gives us

infoxmation abo"t the congruence of the pairs of corresponding sides and

angles. Let as turn the situation around and investigate the question:

"How mink.. must be known aLcut t.:.e congruence of the sides and angles of two

triangles to be sure that the triangles are congruent?" If all six pairs

of ::'_rrespcnding side- and angles are congruent, the triangles are congruent.

But perhaps three pairs will be enoug4. If so will it be any three pairs

or only certain sets of three? In to next few paragraphs it will be shown

that there are several different sets of three pairs of corresponding parts,

such as ti.e three pairs of sides, are enought It will also be shown

that there are several different sets, such as the three pairs of angles,

which are not enough to make the triangles congruent.

We will try to ansuer the queDtion by making some simple,experiments
.

with physical models. Suppose we were asked to draw a triangle which is

congruent to PAX.
A

1. Start by laying off a segment BtC' congruent to BC. (Note: B',

read "P. prime," is a smbol used to represent a point corresponding to B.)

B' C'

Then take a line segment 'B'D congruent to EA and using it as a radius,

draw a circle with center B'. Next take a segment CtE congruent to CA

and, using it as a radius, draw a circle with center C'. These two.circles

will intersect at twc, points. Label one of them R and draw 131R and C'R.
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' Now, by the properties of congruence for segments and the definition of a

circle, BIR ; BA and CIR.= CA, and we started out by drawing riTuT = BC.

You will find on checking that A RB'C' is congruent to A ABC. See

Figure 25-6.

Figure 25-6.

Thus in this case it seems true that by copying three sides of A ABC we

were able to draw a triangle congruent to it.

2. Another method of drawing such a triangle might be to start again by

laying off _BIC' = BC. Next we might try to draw an angle at B' congruent

C'

Figure 25-7.

to B. An easy way to do this is to trace a copy of ,/ B at point B'.

Figure 25-7 shows B'K drawn so that L B' ; / B. As a next step there are

two possibilities to be considered.

a. Mark on B'K so that B'A' ; BA and draw A'C' Ithus getting

AAIBICI., See Figure 25-8.

A' a A'

B' C'

Figure 25-8.

1)i7 )
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b., Draw CI.L so that L BIM 1 / C. ,Then B'K and C'L will intersect

t at a point which is labeled A" (read A double prime). This gives us

AA"BICI. See Figure 25-9.

B' CI

A"

Figure 25-9
C'

We now have A A'B'C' and A A"B'C'. In both cases only three parts

of A ABC have been copied.

If your drawings and measurements are correct you will

find that:

ABC = A A'B'C' and A ABC 1 A A"B'C'.

In method (a) by copying one angle, Z B, of A AEC and laying off

on its sides segments congruent to BC and BA we have been able to draw

a triangle congruent to A ABC.

In method (b) by copying one segment, BC, of A ABC and at its

endpoints, copying the twu angles / B and / C, we have been able again

to draw a triangle congruent to A ABC.

In these two cases as in the first one it seems true that by copying

,three particular parts of A ABC we were able to draw a triangle congruent

to AABC.

These are essentially the only cases which produce congruence in the

two triangles. Suppose we try to,copy CyKYZ in Figure 25-10a by copying

/ XYZ at Y' and marking off Trir = YX. If we try to mark off X'Z' = XZ,

X X'

Y'

(a) Z'
(10

Figure 25-10. Triangles which are not congruent.

Z'

(c)

the result may give us A X'Y'r instead of A MY'Z' and A X'Y'r

certainly not congruent'to A XYZ. Likewise if, in Figure 25-10c, we copy

L X not at Xi, but at some arbitrary point on Y'X', say' F, FM and

il7b will meet at some point S but A FY'S will not be congruent to
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O XYZ. It is true, however, that / FSY' = / XZY.

Thus lc s'e that even if the three pairs of angles of two triangles ,are

congruent, ,,riangles may not be. Nor need the triangles be congruent if

2 pairs of sides and one pair of angles are congruent. Careful repetition

of drawings in the uther three cases should make it convincing that:

Two triangles are congruent if:

1. Three sides of one triangle are congruent

respectively to three sides of the other
triangle.

2. Two sides and the angle which lies between
them of one triangle are congruent respectively
to two sides and the angle which lies between
them of the other triangle.

3. Two angles and the side which lies between
them of one triangle are congruent respectively
to two angles and the side which lies between them
of the other triangle.

These are in fact properties'of triangles which we will accept on the

basis%of our experiments.

Problems

6.

Use the first method of copying the three segments of ABC to
draw a triar,cle A'B'C'. Then by tracing make a model of ABC and
see if 6,A4BsCs 7-- A ABC.

7. USe the second method and draw A IDq, by copying AC, z:ACB and
CB of 6, ABC in Problem 6. Cheihat PQB ; A ABC.

8. Use ' third method and draw 6, XYZ by copying AC, L BAC and / BCA
of AEC in Problem 6. Check.

Make tracings of A FQ.13 and XYZ and see if they are congruent to
6, A'B'C'.

Similarity of Triangles

While discussing congruence of triangles we found a situation as shown

in Figure 25-ipc where two triangles which nave three angles of one triangle

congruent respectively to three angles of the other are not necessarily

congruent. There is, however, a very'definite relationship between the

two triangles. They look alike even though they are not the same size.
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We said at the beginning of this chapter that we were going to call such

figures similar. More formally:

Two geometric figures which have the same Shape
though not necessarily the same size are said to
be similar.

cAs with our definition of congruence, this .is not a complete technical def-

inition, but it is good enough for us now. The conclusion ',:c.- were led to

for triangles can be stated:

Two triangles which have three angles of one
congruent to three angles of the other are similar.

Is there anything we can say abo.it the corresponding sides of similar

triangles?

A

Ce

\
B

Figure 25-11. Similar triangles.

Suppose we measure the sides of A ABC and A A'B'C' wnere we know

that /A = A', / B = L B' and L C / C'. We find that if in terms of

a certain unit the measures of A'B', B'C' 'nd A'C' are the numbers

4, 3 and 2, then in terms of tae same unit the measures of AB, BC and AC

are respectively 12, 9 and 6. Thus, in this case the ratio of the length

of AB to the length of A'B' is 12:4 = 3:1. As in Chapter 16, we use

'the symbol m(AB) to represent the measure (length) of AB. We have then

as in Chapter 24:

m( ) : m 'B') = 12 : 4 = 3 : 1. Also we have

maTC) : m(B'C') = 9 3 = 3 : 1 and

m(70) : m(A'C') = 6 : 2 =.3 : 1.

But what we have found for this triangle will prove to be true for any

two similar triangles.00 We have then the general statement:

If two triangles are similar, then the measures of
their corresponding sides always have the sane ratio.
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This is true not only for triangles but for any pair of geometric figures

which are similar to each other. This is the mathematics behind architects'

drawings of building plans, road maps, scale models, etc. In such situations

the "scale" of the drawing or model is usually given so you can figure the

actual size of an object:by using the measurements in the drawing of the ob-

ject along with the given "scale" ratio. Thus, if a house plan is scaled

inch to 1 foot, a room whose plan is 6 by 8 inches will measure 24 by

32 feet.

A warning. We found that two triangles would be similar if the thpe

angles of one are, congruent to the-three angles of the other.` This is not

true however for other polygons. Thus, it is obvious that the two rectangles

in Figure 25-12 have congruent angles since all their angles are right angles.

It is also obvious that the rectangles do not have thetsame shape, and that

the ratios of the lengths of corresponding sides are not the same.

A B A'

Figure 25-12. m(5.) : = 3 : 8 but

m(AD) : m TF) = 2 : 2.

,. C'

1cercises - Chapter 25

B'

1. By tracing triangles on a sheet of thin phper find. the triangles in

each part which are congruent to each other. Be sure to name correspond-

ing vertices in order. In part (a) state your answer like this:

= DCB. In parts b, f you may have to trace more than

one triangle. 'B

B C

(a)

t

D

F

(b)
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B

A

2.

C

(d)

By tracing Z ABC on a sheet of thin paper,

following angles are congruent to Z ABC.

D
H

C

B

A
(f)

determine which of the

E

F

8

3. .6. ABC = L PQR. Write the six correct congruences for the sides and angles

of the two triangles.

4. If in XYZ and L LMN we know that XY Z. MN, YZ = NL and

L XYZ = L MNL, do we know that the triangles are congruent? If so,

,,,rfite the correct statement of congruency.

5. Suppose we know that in L ABC and 41 DEF, / BAC = Z hien, AB = EF'

and BC 1.; ED. Are the triangles congruent? If so write the

correct statement of congruency.

6. A RST 7= A PQR. m(RS) = 5, m(EST) = 142. What can be said about

the sides or angles of A PQR?

7. (a) If A ABC = 0 A'B'C', are the triangles similar?

(b) If' A ABC is similar to A , must the triangles be congruent?



8. In each of the following, &ABC and b. A'B'C' are two, similar

triangles, in which A and A', andand B', C and C' are pairs of

corresponding vertices. Fill in the blanks where it is possible,

Wye it is not possible, explain why.

m(L A) = 30, B) ='75, m(L = m(L B') =

(b) matI3) = 3, male) = 4, mrATT37) = 6 mCATU) = ?

mom) 2
(c) 'm(A'B') = ?

m(A'B')
5 m(BC) = 6, maird9.

(d) m(1.:7) 7 , mtA
T
C

T
) = l4, m(AC) = ? m(BC) =

9. Find pairs of figures which are congruent.

I (a) (b) (c)

(f)

(a)

(g)

(i) J (10

0

e,



I 10.

A

C

V

B P Q X

Y

These three triangles are similar, and ,m(AB) m(PQ) = 4 : 3 while
m(AB) : m(12) = 4 : 5. If in terms of a certain unit m(AB) = 12,

what are m() and m(RE)? If m(TR) = 15 ,what is m(AC) .and that
is m(Z)?

"11. In an architect's drawing; the scale is given as to 11. How

biglhould the plan of a room be if the room is to measure 17' by 231?

(a) The scale of a map i s to 10 miles. If the distance on the
1 Ifmap from city A to city B is 2 E what is the actual distance

between the cities?

(b) On the map of part (a), a salesman whb lives at A finds the
1 "distance from A to B is 2 E ", B to C is 3 n, from

fl 1C to D is 4 and from D to A is 1 T6 . How far

does he travel to visit all four cities and return home?

Solutions for Problems

1,2,3. You should check the statements with models.

4. The new statement might be:

Two rectangles are congruent if eachof a pair
of adjacent sides of one is congruent respectively
to one of a pair of adjacent.sides of the other.

5. L ABCFDE, AC FE, BC 7.. DE, AB = FD, Z ABC 1. L FDE,

ACB = Z FED, Z BAC = Z DFE.

6,7,8,9. Check with models.
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Chapter 26

SOLID FIGURES

Introduction

We started the consideration of geometry in this course with a

discussion of points, lines and planes. Their properties and intersection

possibilities were studied. Next simple closed curves were taken up, but

we soon confined our attention to curves which lay in a plane and considered

such plane figures as triangles, rectangles and circles.

Now we are going to .'take a look at some of the more common solid

figures, those which do not lie in a plane. .Cur.pictures of them, of

course, will be in a plane--the plane of the s 'heet of paperriouare

reading--and some people find it hard to visualize a aoliCiigure from a .A
picture of it. We will try to draw careful figures which may help You. It

would also be well for you to try to draw some of these pictures yourself.

This may enable you to visualize the solid figures we are talking about.

An even greater help would be to procure or make actual models of the figures

we are talking about.

Pyramids,

Consider the triangle ABC. It lies in a certain plane. The union of

the triangle and its interior is a special case of a plane region which we

call a triangular region. Select a point D which is not in the same

plane as i ABC.

B

Figure 26-1.

The line segments which can be drawn from D to points in IN alllie

'in the triangular region DAB. Likewise, those from D to points in AC

and from D to points in BC respectively, lie in the triangular regions

DAC and DBC. These four triangular regions ABC, DAB, DBC and DAC

form a pyramid whose base is the triangular region ABC, whose vertices

A

D

341
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26

are A, B, C and D, whose lateral faces are DAB, LAC and DBC and whose

edges AB, BC, CA, DA, DB acid DC outline the Triangular regions. This

particular pyramid is an example of the special class, of pyramids called

triangular pyramids, because its ba e is a triangular region. A.y e)ther

1Lpolygon such as the quadrilateral D, or the pentagon PQRST in I

Figure 26-2 may determine the base of a pyramid. W
..---vertex or apex

V

face edge

base

B Figure 26-2. Pyramids.,

It should be noted thilt while the base of a pyramid maybe any poly-

gonal region, each lateral face is always triangular. Each region is called

a face of the pyramid. The intersection of any two faces is a segment called

an edge and the intersection of any three or more edges is a point called

a vertex. The pyramid is the union of all the faces. If you think of a

solid model of the situation the pyramid is the surface of the solid and not

the solid itself. The distinction is much the same as the one %.2 made before

between "triangle" and "triangular region." We have:

A pyramid is a surface which is a set of points
consisting of a polygonal region called the base,
a point called the apex not in the same plane as

the base, and all the triangular regions determileeTh
by the apex and each side of thk bt.se.

A pyramid is an example of a simple closed surface. There are mat.; 4

other slur& closed surfaces which compare to our pyryild somewhat as a

simple closed curve does to a triangle. We will cc%sider some of the orl.xs

such as prisms, cylinders and spheres in this unit.,

A characteristic property of a simple closed curve in a plane was "hat

it separated the points of the plane other than those of the curve itself

into two sets, those interior to the curve and those exterior to it. In

the same manner a simple closed surface divides space, other thar the set

of point,lon its surface, into two sett of points, the set of points .

interior to the, simple closed surface and the set of points exterior4to

the simple closed surface. One must pass through the. simple closed surface

to get from an interior point to an exterior point.

vertex
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In a plane, we called the union of a simple closed curve and the points
in its interior a plane region. In a similar manner, we will call the union
ora simple 'closed surface and the points in its'interior a soils' region.

The pyramid is the surface of the solid region which it encloses.
A pyramid is classified as triangular, quadrangular, pentagonal, etc., de-
pending on whether the polygon outlining the base is a triangle, quadrilateral,
pentagon, etc. See Figures 26-1 and 26-2. Although the word "pyramid"

'technically refers to the surface of a certain solid, it is frequently used
outside of mathematics and sometimes in mathematics t.6 refer td the solid.
For instance, "The Pyramids of4Cgypti" mean the actual stone structures and.
not just their surfaces. Usually the context makes clear the meaning in-
;tended.

Problems*

1. Which of the following are drawings of pyramids?

*

1

(a) (b) (c) . (d) (e)

Indicate the base, a face different from the base, a vertex and an
edge for each pyramid.

Prisms N

Consider now the surface of an ordinary closed box. bee Figure 26-3a.
.C' - RI

0.71 W.7/I C.---------c-...
P',

I

a,

i

I

\\

1

i

I

I
k

...
1

'Z C
. --11-- .

A
P

(a) B (b) (c)

Figure 26-3. Prisms.

A'

This is &special case of a surface called a prism. The bases of this
prism are the-rectangles ABCD and A'B'C'D' which lie in parallel planes

and which are congruent. The edges AA', BB', CC=, etc. whose endpoints

are the corresponding vertices of the bases are all parallel to each other.

They determine the lateral faces ABB'A', BCC'B', etc. Figure 26-3b

shows another surface whose bases PQR and P'Q'R' are parallel and lie

* Solutions for problems in this chapter are on page 353
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in parallel planes. Again the edges PP', QQ' and 1R' are all parallel

to each other. This surface is also an example of a prism, as is that in

Figure 26-3c. In (a) and (c) the lateral faces are rectangles, but in

(b) they are only parallelograms. These examples lead to the general

definition of a prism.

A prism is a surface consisting of the following set

of points: two poly regions bounded by congrile/-
ent polygons which lie in arallel planes; and a

number of other plane regio bounded by the parallel-

ograms which are determined by the corresponding sides

of the bases.

Each of the plane regions is called a face of the prism. The two faces

formed by the parallel planes mentioned in the definition are called the

bases and the othez faces are called lateral faces. The intersection of

two adjacent faces of a prism is a line segment, called an edge. The

intersections of lateral faces are called lateral edges. Each'endpoint of

an edge is called a vertex. Some further examples of prisms are illus-

trated in Figure 26-4.

base

vertex---

Triangular prism

lateral

face

edge

Quadrangular prism

Figure 26-4.

Triangular prism lying
on a lateral face

All of the prisms in Figure 26-4 are examples of a'special type of prism

called a right prism in which the lateral edges are perpendicular to the

base. Hence all the lateral faces are rectangles. A prism which is not

a right prism is shown in Figure 26-3b.

If the polygon outlining the base is a triangle, the prism is called

a triangular prism. A prism is a quadrangular prism if the polygon is a

quadrilateral, and pentagonal if the polygon is a pentagon. The special

quadrangular right prism in which the qUadrilaVral is a rectangle is

called a rectangular prism. If the base is a square and each lateral face

is also a square, we get the familiar cube. These I..ast two are shown in

Figure 26-5.

:3 4 044



A rectangular prism

z
cube

26

Figure 26-5.

Another way to think of a prism is this. Consider any polygon such as

ABCDE in Figure 26-6a which lies in the horizontal plane MN. Take a

pencil to represent a line segmdnt PQ and put one end of it at A. Move

the pencil along AB keeping it always parallel to the original position

as in (b). Then move it along BC still parallel to the original position

Ct

M

Figure 26-6. A new look at a prism.

and so on around the polygon. The pencil itself determines a surface and

the upper tip of it outlines a polygon A'B'C'D'E' congruent to ABCDE.

These two polygonal regions and the surface determined by the moving pencil

make up the prism.

9
3 5
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Cylinders

A cylinder is defined in a manner very similar to the way we defined

a prism, except that the bases are regions bounded by congruent simple

closed curves instead of polygons. Thus, in a very gener'al sense, the

prism is just a special case of a cylinder. A line which connects.two

corresponding points in the curves bounding the bases is called an element

of the cylinder.

base

(a) ,b)

Figure 26-7. Cylinders,

(c)

In Figures 26-7b and 26-7c, the simple closed curve is a circle laid

the cylinder is called a circular cylinder. If an element is perpendicular

to the plane containing the curve, we get a rit,ht c,linder. Common examples

are, of course, a tin can or a hat box. A can of beans is a good model of

a right circular cylinder while a can of sardines is a good model of a right

cylinder which is not usually circular.

Cones

A cone is relatee to a cylinder as a pyramid is to a prism.

A cone is a surface which is a set of points
consisting of a plane region bounded by a
simple closed curva, a point called the vertex
not in the plane of the curve and all the line
segments of which one endpoint is the vertex and
the other, any point in the given curve.

This differs from the definition of a pyramid essentially only in the fact

346
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that we have changed "polygon" to "simple closed curve." Thus in a very

general sense, a pyramid is a special type of cone.

If the simple closed curve is a circle, we get a circular cone. A

cone has a base, a lateral. surface and a vertex.

Cone,
Circular cone

lateral stir

(a)

base

(b)

Figure 26-8. Cones.

Not a right cone

26

(c)

The most familiar cone is the one illustrated in Figure 26-8b whose

Buse is bounded by a circle and in which a line drawn from the vertex to

the center of the base is perpendicular to the plane in which the base

lies. This kind of a cone has been studied a great deal from ancient tires

to the present. If we made a model of wood or plastic of the solid

region bounded by sach a cone, we can cut the model by planes in several

different directions with interesting results in each case. See Fitare

A cut by a plane parallel to the base gives rise to a circle while other

planes give rise to ot:.er interesting curves known collectively as the cor.ic

secticins.
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(a) Different planes cutting a cone.

O
A

(b) Circle: cut made by plane A
parallel to base of cone.

(d)

C

B

(c) Ellipse: cut made by
plane B not perpen-
dicular to base.

Part of parabola. Cut made by (e) Part of hyperbola: cut made
by plane D perpendicular
tc lase.

plane C parallel to element.

Figure 26-9. Sections of a cone.

j48
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Spheres

The solid figure analogous to a circle is the sphere. In Chapter 15

a circle was defined as follows:

rs.

A circle is a simple closed curve having a point
0 in its interior and such that if A and L

are any two points in the curve, OA = 5E.

Since we used "simple closed curve" as an abbreviation for "simple plane

closed curve" a circle always lied in a plane. If we simply change the

requirement that all the points lie in a simple closed curve to say that

they lie in a simple closed surface, we get a good definition of a sphere.

A sphere is a simple closed surface having a point
0 in its interior and such that if A and B are
any two points in the surface, OA :=1

As in a circle, the point 0 is called the center of the sphere and the

segments OA and OB are called radii. Figure 26-10 illustrates a sphere.

B

Figure 26-10. A sphere.

Technically tne sphere is the surface of the solid and not the solid

itself. However, we sometimes do refer to the solid itself for brevity as

a sphere even thoucl it should be called a spherical region. We shall be

careful not to do this if any ambiguity might develop.

Man: objects are spherical, that is, have the shape of a sphere.

Some of these obects, such as ball bearints, are important to industry.

Some, like rubber tells, are used as toys. It is because of these many

spherical objects and, most of all, because of the shape of the earth which

is almost a sphere, that it is important to know some of the properties

of a sphere.

The surface of the earth is a fairly good representation of a sphere.

But, it is not exactly a sphere because of its mountains and its valleys.

Also, the earth is somewhat flattened at the poles. (The length of the aqua -

tor is 24,902 miles and that of a great circle through the poled is

24,9,,.;0 mileslike most mature bodies, it is slightly large around the middle!)
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The surface of a basketball is also a good representation Qf a sphere. The

surface of some Christmas tree ornaments, or the surfa^c of a BB shot are

even better representations of a sphere because they are smoother.

71,ere are mart interesting properties of a sphere of which we shall

give a few. A sphere sellrates space so that any curve connecting a point

in the interior to a point the exterior must contain a point of the sphere.'

A line may intersect a spnere in at most two points. If such a line

passes thiough the center of the sphere, as IT does in Figure 26-11, the

segment AB is called a diameter of the sphere.

Figure 26-11.

In tne same Fi;urc CL is not a diameter since the center 0 is not in CD.

Since te surface of the earth is approximately a sphere, maps of

the ear::: are test draw:. on globes where points may be identifed by lines

of latitude and lohcltude. raps drawn in planes also(Use lines of latitude

and lonitude, but the origin of these lines is much clearer if we consider

a sphere to represent the surface of the earth.
'

N N

0 ---

1"

S (a) (b) (c)

Figure 26-12. Lines of latitude on a sphere representing the earth.

350
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'In Figure 26-12 N and S mark the North and South poles of the earth.

NS is called the earth's axis. Planes which are perpendicular to NS

cut the surface in circles with centers at points in NS such as 0, P.

and Q. See Figure 26-12. These circles are the circles of latitude.

The one with center at 0 'which is the center of the sphere, is called

the equator. Figures 26-12b and 26-12c are cut-away pictures showing how

we name the circles of'latitude. In (c) if m(L AOB) = 30, we say

the circle with center P is the circle whose latitude is 30° north of

the equator. Any point on this circle is said to have 30° north latitude.

Similarly if m(L AOC) = 60, any point on circle Q has 60° north

latitude, and so forth for any other points. Each point lies on one such

circle and has a fixed latitude north or south of the equator.

Lines of longitude are determined in a different fashion. This time

we take a number of planes each of which contains the axis NS. These cut

N

N

WEST

(a) (b)

S

PRIME MERIDIAN

(c

Figure 26-13. Lines of longitude on a sphere representing the earth.

the surface of the earth in circles such as those with the semi-circular

arcs NAS, NBS and NCS. Thes4circles are the circles of longitude and

the arcs are called meridians. In order to name them we pick one meridian

which we will call the prime meridian. Let us pick NAS. In the cut-away

drawing in (b) we show the various meridians cutting the equator at
/-,

A, B, C, etc. If m(L A0B) = 22, we name the meridian NBS as the meridian

whose longitude is 22
o

West. Any point on NBS has 22
o

West longitude.

I.
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The point D is such that m( LAOD) = 32.' Any point on NM has 320

East longitude, since D is on the othef-Erd' of A from B. In all maps

the prime meridian is the one which goes,th ugh Greenwich, England. In

(c) of Figure 26-13 the point X has latit de approximately 40° North

and lengitude approximately 74° West. It therefore marks approximately

the position of Philadelphia on the globe.

Wooden or plastic models of solids bounded by such figures as pyramids,

prisms, cylinders, copes and spheres are very useful in studying these

figures. When you feel the sharp point of a vertex, the line of an edge,

the smoothness 'of a sphere, it is easier to grasp some of the ideas we have

been discussing.

Exercises - Chapter 26

Name the solids rictured below. B

3.

of

7.

W'

A C

5.

D

10. In each figure identify one of each of the following as is appropriate.

a) base, b) edge, c) vertex, d) center, e) radius, "f) element,

g) lateral face, h) diameter

3A2,,)
t.51 0
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11. Identify the circle of latitude and
circle: of longitude for P on this globe.
Indicate which angle IDeasures the
latitude of P. If NO is the
prime meridian indicate the angle
which measures the longitude of P.

12. a) Sketch a prisM with a square base.

b) Sketch a triangular prism.

c) Sketch a cylinder which is not a right cylinder.

d) Sketch a pyramid with a base which is a quadrilateral.

e) Sketch a cone.

0 Sketch a spheze.

26

Sol,tions for Problems

1

1. They are all Nramids except for (e).

2. The onlj doubtful one is (c) in whic, tne base is the region enclosed

by-the square.

353



Chapter

Introduction

In Chapter 16 we discussed the concepts of linear and angular measure,

that is, how numbers can be assigned to segments and angleb which measure

them in terms of previously specified unit segments and angles. In this

chapter and the next one, we want to extend the idea of measurement to

plane and solid regions. What, then, do we mean by the measure of a plane

region?

TO measure a plane region is to select a certain
unit and to assign in terms of that unit a number
which is called the measure of the area of the region.

Note that just as in the length of a line the area of a region involves

both a number and a unit. Thus an area may be expressed as six square

inches and written as 6 sq. in. The measure of the area is the number

6. While it is important to have these distinctions clearly in mind when

working with lengths, areas and,.later, volumes, it tecomes too cumbersome

to keep mentioning them. The important thing to remember is that we always

compute with numbers, but we express answer., in terms of numbers and the

appropriate units.

Let us recall how the subject of linear measurement was approached

since area will be approached in a similar manner. First we encountered

the intuitive concept of comparative length for line segments: any two

line segments can be compared to see whether the first of them is of

smaller length, or the same length, or greater length than the second.

Corresponding to this we have in the present chapter the idea of comparative

area for plane regions. (Recall that by definition a plane region is the
-ft

union of a simple closed curve and its interior.) Even when they are rather

complicated in shape, two regions can, in principle at least, be compared

to see whether the first of them is of smaller area, or the,same area, or

greater area than the second.

In the case of line segments, this comparison is conceptually very simple:

we think of the two segments to be compared, say AB and CD, as being

placed one on top of the other in such a manner that A and C coincide:

then either B' is between C and D, or B coincides with D, or B

355
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is beyond D from C, etc. This conceptual comparison of line segments

is also easy to carry out approximately using physical models (drawings

and tracings, etc.) of the line segments involved.

Comparison of Regions

'In the case of plane regions, this comparison is more complicated,

both conceptually and in practice. This is because the shapes of the two

plane regiond to be compared may be such that neither will "fit into" the

Other. How, for example, do we compare.in size (area) the two plane regions

Pictured below?

I

Figure 27-1.

If we think of these regions as placed one on top of the other, neither of

them will fit into the other. In this particular case, however, we can think

of the two pieces of the triangular regions which are shown shaded heavily

in Figure 27-2a as snipped off and fitted into the square region in Figure 27-2b.

(a)

Figure 27-2.
(b)

This shows that the triangular region is of smaller area than the square

region. As the figures involved become more complicated in shape, this sort

of comparison belomes increasingly difficult in practice. We need a better

way of estimating the area of a region.

Problems *

1. Make models and,compare these regions,

. ,

* Solutions for problems in this chapter are on page

356
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2. Make models and try to compare these regions.

Units for Area

27

In studying linear measure we first found out how to comlare two segments.

;slat was the second step in the process? We chose a unit of length. That

is, we :selected a certain arbitrary line segment and agreed to consider

its length to be measured, exactly, by the number 1. In'terms

of this anit we could then conceive of line segments of length's exactly

2 units, 3 units, 4 units, etc., as being constructed by laying off this

unit successively along a line 2 times, 3 times, 4 times, etc. The

process of laying off the unit successively along an arbitrary given line

oegment yielded underestimates and overestimates for the length of the given

segment since the segment might have turned out to be greater than 3 units

(underestimate) but less tnan 4 units (overestimate). We selected the

closer of these two estimates as the measure of the segment in terms of the

selected unit, realizing that anj such measure 'is usually only approximate

and subject to error. Since the error was at most one-half of the unit

u6ed, by selecting a smaller unit, we found we could usually make the measure-

ment more accurate.

We now proceed similarly in the measurement of area. The first step

is to choose a unit of area, that is, a region whose area we shall agree

is measured exactly by the number 1. Regions of many shapes, as well as

many sizes, might be considered. An important thing about a line segment

as a unit of len4h was that enough unit line se.7ments placed end-to-end

(so the they touch, but do not rlap) woulu .t_'her cover either exactly

or with some excess any given line'segment. 1,.e need a unit plane

region such that enough of them placed so that they touch, but do not overlap

will together cover either exactly or with some excess any given plane region.

Some shapes will not do this, for example, circular regions do not have

this property. Thus, in Figure 27-3, if we try to cover a triangular region

with small non- overlapping congruent circular regions, there are always

parts of the triangular region left uncovered. On the other hand', we can

always completely cover a triangular region, or any region, by using enough

non-overlapping congruent square regions.

35 7
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Figure 27-3.

While a square region is not the only kind of region with this covering

property, it has the advantage of being a simply shaped region. The size

of the unit of area is determined by choosing it as a square whose side has

length equal to one linear unit. It then turns out that the use of such

a square region as the unit of area makes it easy to compute the area of a

rectangle by forming the product of the numbers measuring the lengths of
its sides.

Scale to Estimate an Area

Having chosen a unit of length, we then made scales and rulers to help

in measuring the length of a given line segment. A corresponding instrument

is not usually available for area, but we can easily make one for ourselves.

This is a grid which is a regular arrangement of non - overlapping square unit

regions as shown in Figure 27-4.

Figure 27-4. A grid.

To use such a grid ' the area of a given region, we think of it

as superimposed on tLe region. This is illustrated in Figure 27-5. We can

verify by counting that 12 of the unit regions pictured are contained

entirely in the given region. These are the units heavily shaded in

Figure 27 -5 a. This shows that the area of this region is at least 12 units.

This is an underestimate. We can also verify by counting that there are

20 additional unit regions lightly shaded in Figure 27-5b, which together

358t3 5 3



cover the rest of the region. ThUs the entire region is covered by

12 + 20 or 32 units. This shows that the area of this region is. at

most 32 units. 32 is then an overestimate of the measure. That is,

1

rf

(a)

Figure 27-5. Using a grid to measure a region.

we now know that the area of the region is somewhere between 12 units and

32 units. Since the difference between the two estimates is 20 units,

we see that the accuracy is not very good. The lightly shaded region in

Figure 27-5b represents this difference.

In Chapter 16 we saw that more accurate estimates of lengths could

be achieved by using a smaller unit. The same is true with area. To

illustrate this fact, let us re-estimate the area of the same region in

Figure 27-5, using this time the unit of area determined by a unit of

length just half as long as before.

Figure 27 -b. Using a new unit of the old unit.
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We can verify by counting that there are 63 of the new unit regions

pictured which are contained entirely in the given region. This shows

that the area of the region is at least 63 (new) units. We can also

verify by counting that there are 41 additional unit regions pictured

which together cover the rest of the region. Thus, the entire region is

covered by 63 + 41 or 104 of the new units. This shows that the area

of this region is at most 104 (new) units. That is, we now know that the

area of the region is somewhere between 63 (new) units and 104 (new) units.

Let us compare these new estimates of the area with the old ones.

Each old unit contains exactly 4 of the new units, as is clear from

Figure 27-6. Each new unit is of the old unit. Thus the new estimates
1are x 63 or 153 vv and X 10 or 26 old units as compared with our

former estimates of 12 and 32. The difference is 1O old units compared

to the former 20. Plainly the new estimates based on the smaller unit are

the more accurate ones. This may still be quite unsatisfactory. However,

in principle it would be possible to estimate the area of this region or

even of regions of quite general shape to any desired degree of accuracy

by using a grid, of sufficiently small units in this way. In practice, the

counting involved would quickly become very-tedioas. Furthermore, where

drawings are used to represent the region and grid involved, wp would, of

course, also be limited by the accuracy of these drawings.

Basic Ideas'of Area

Let us summarize the discussion to this point. Actuclly,the emphasis here

is not so much on accurate estimates as it is to grasp the following basic

sequence of ideas._

1. Area is in some ,:nse a feature of a region (and not of its boundary).

2. Regions can Ie compared in area (smaller, same, greater), and

regions of different shapes mas have the same area.

3. Like a length, in theory, an area should be describable or

measurable, exactly, by some appropriate number (not necessarily

a whole number). Practically this is'usually impossible. See

Item 5 below.

4. For this purpose we need to have chosen a unit of area just as we

earlier needed a unit of length.

5. The number which measures exactly the area of a region can be

estimated approximately, from below and from above, by whole

numbers of unite.

360
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6. In general, smaller units yield more accurate estimates of an area.

Formula for Area of ri Rectangle

For some of the more colmon plane regions suck: as those whose boundaries

are polygons or circles, formulas can be found to compute the measure of

the area in terms of the linear measure of appropriate line segments of the

_ figure. The careful derivationsof these formulae is a problem for a more

advanced course. drawing.; of a feu figures will show the plaus.,ility

of some of them.

For the rest of this chapter, whenever we want to refer to the area

of the plane region bounded by a certain figure we sne....1, for brevity, refer

to it as the area of the figure. Thus instead of saying the "area of

the triangular region bounded by ABC" we shall say the.'"area of LAW,"

and so on. Admittedly this is slightly inaccurate and if there is any pos-

sibility of ambiguity we will go into detail.

If the sides of a rectangle are measured in terms of the same unit,

we may find that the lengths of the sides are a and b units where a

and b are whole numbers. We then have an a by b array of unit squares

and we know by the definition of multiplication of whole numbers that the

number of squares in the array is a x b. We can check this by an actual

count if we care to. In any case, the rectangle contains a X b units of

area and we say the measure of the rectangle is a x b. Thus for this case

the measure of area equals the product of the measures of two sides, and we

write A = a x b. See Figure 27-7.

Figure 27-7. A = 5 x 7 = 25.
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Practically, of course, we can measure the sides of a rectangle only

to the nearest unit. In Figure 27-8, the length and width of the heavily

outlined rectangle may measure 4 and 3 inches respectively to the

nearest unit.

(a) Figure 27-8. (b)

By counting unit regions in the superimposed grid we see that the area

Is between 8 and 1) square inches. If we use the measures of the sides

to the nc-.rest inch in the formula

A = a X b,

we would get A = 3 x 4 = 12 and the area would be 12 square inches. This

would be the exact area of the region shaded in Figure 27-8b which does

seem to have about the same size as the given rectangle and it lies between

the underestimate and the overestimate 15 that we got using the grid.

It is probably noto$ course, the exact area ofthe original rectangle but

it is the mea.;ure of this area to the nearest square inch. If we use a

1
smaller unit, say one 1-5 of an inch and get the measure of length and

width to be 4.2 and 2.8 then in terms of this unit, their product,

11.76, would again lie between the underestimate and overestimate we would
1

get using a To inc} i. Since the unit of length is now .1 inch, .

the unit of area is .01 square inch and the number 11.76 is the measure

of area to the nearesliehundredth of a square inch. We may never get an

exact measure of the area, but by using smaller units we can usually make

our error smaller.

On the basis of these exrerimtntal results we make the definition:

The measure of the area of a rectangle is the
number obtained as the product of the number
measuring the base and the height. The smaller

the unit of length used, the more accurate the
measure of area will be.
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We usually let A stand for the measure of the area and b and h for the

measures of the base and height. For brevity we usually say "the area is
"'A%

the prcduct of the base and height" even though we should say "measure of"

each time, and we write the formula for the area of-any rectangle as:

A = b x h.

Problems

3. Makea tracing of the grid in Figure 27-4 and by superimposing it
on each of the following rectangles make under- and overestimates
of their area.

C (c)

4. measure the base and height to the nearest unit and determine the area
by using the formula A = b x n.

Make a new grid by dividing each unit of length in half as in Figure 27-6
and use-this to estimate the areas of the figures in Problem 3.

6. Do tne same as in Problem i using the new unit. Convert your results
to the units of Problem 4 and compare the results.

Area of a Parallelogram and a Triangle

now consider a parallelo2ram ABCD. See Figure 27-9.

h

b

(a) (b)

Figure 27-9.

7C

/B

By cutting off C. BEC from parallelogram ABCD and moving it over

next to Al), we can see that the measure of area of parallelogram ABCD

is equal to the measure of area of rectangle ABEF.

Therefore our formula A =bXh nolds for any parallelogram if by

h we Inderstand the measure of the height BE and not the side BC of

AECD, i.e., the vertical distance and not the "slant" distance.
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The formula for the area of a triangle AIC f f:'om that of a

parallelogram. If a model of AEC is made alc A'B'C', it can

bP turned over and 1,1aced alongside Z\ ABC to f,,2m t,, iarallelogram

ATAIC whose base and height are AB and CD. :1 LL tnus one-half of

parallelogram APA1C and its area mtst be half that f the parellelogram.

b
B A

Figure 27-10.

In the same fashion any triangle is half of a parellelst:ram whose base and

height are identical with that of the triangle. Therefore, for a triangle

1
A =

2
XbX h.

Any other polygon can be divi'ed into triang,.es b. :tally drawn se rents

and, therefore, its area may be found.

Problems

7. Use a centimeter scale to determine the base anu cf tLe

following figures and find their areas.

8. Use an eighth-inch scale to find the areas of the same figures.

Which results are more accurate, those in Problem 7 or 8?

r. 36;00 ')
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Area of a Circle

The area of a circle may be estimated on a grid just as we estimated

the area of an irregular simple closed region. A formula foD this area however

-is more difficult to obtain than those for polygonal regions. All our for-

mulas have been derived for polygonal regions which have line segments as

their boundaries. The circle has no segments on its boundary. We can make

some progress, however, if we cut up the circular region into a number of

congruent parts and rearrange them. Thus if we ,ut it into 4 parts, we

:.et Figure 27-11.

.Figure 27-11. Circle cut into 4 parts and rearranged.

If we cut it into 8 and 16 parts we get Figures 27-12 and 27-13.

Figure 27-12. Circle cut into 8 parts and rearranged.

MT! radius

1
approximately

2
the circumference

Figure 27-13. Circle cut into 16 parts and rearranged.
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We see that as we divide the circle into more and more parts, the resulting

figure looks more and more like a parallelogram. The base of this figure

is nearly equal in length to half the circumference as it is made up of the

arcs of half the pieces. The height of the figure is more and more

neatly equal to the length of the radius. Thua the area of the figure

can be approximated as the product of one-half the circumference by the

radius. Since the area of this figure is the same as that of the circle,

we get the formula

1
A = -E< C X r.

This formula can be checked by using models of circles such as the bases

of tin cans. Drawing a circle on a grid such as that of a piece of graph

1
paper With units id inch in length, the area can be estimated fairly

accurately. If the circumference and radius are represented by a piece of

string and these in.turn measured on the graph paper scale, the results ob-

tained by formula and by estimate can be compared.

The 'diameter of any circle is twice as long as its radius. Suppose we

w-Ish to compare the circumference of a circle to its diameter. This com-

parison is best made by considering their ratio. Measuring the circumference

and diameter of a model we may try to express their ratio as the ratio of

two whole numbers. This ratio turns out to be a little larger than 3:1.

If the lengths are measured with more and more accuracy it will be found

that the ratio is successively 3.1:1, 3.14:1, 3.142:1, 3.1416:1, etc.

As a matter of fact this ratio can never be expressed as the ratio of two

whole numbers and is therefore not a rational number. Numbers which are not

rational will be studied briefly in Chapter 30, but meanwhile, assuming that

the successive approximations made above are approximations to some number,

we call this number t (read pi) and say C:d = n:l. This proportion

holds for any circle. It may be written in fraction form as

C rc

d -1

and yields the formula C = t X d or the better known formula

C=2Xit xr.
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Combining this with the formula for the area of a circle we may express the
1 1latter as' .. A=
2
xCXr= -- X2XnXrX r,

or A =nXrX r.

For practical purposes, when measurement of segments are made even to the

nearest hundredth of an inch, a sufficiently good approximation to n is
22

7
since this is equal to 3.143 ... which to the nearest hundredth

agrees with n.

&ercises - Chapter 27

Tell which simple closed curve of each pair has the region with the
greater area. (You may make a paper model of one of these regions to
see if the pieces can be placed, without overlapping, on the other region.)

1.

3.

(a)

2.

(b)

(b)

4. Which plane region has the greater area - a region bounded by a

square with a side whose length is 3 inches or a region bounded by

an equilateral triangle with a side whoselength is 4 inches?

You will need models of these regions.
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nsider the region pictured below on a grid of units.

1111111M11111

1/1111111111111111/111111
BRIE11111,11111111

Fill in the blanks:

(a) There are units contained entirely in thc region.

(b) There are units needed to cover the region completely.

, (c) The area of the region is least units and at most

units.

(d) The difference is units.

6. Let us choose a new unit o area. A square region has as its side

a segment just half as lo g as before. For every old unit of area we

will then have new its of area.

Consider the sane region pictured below on a grid of new units.

IIMMEMEMNOMMEMMMOMMEM
MOMMIMMEMOMMOSEMNOM
MINIMMEMMOOMMUMMOMMINI
EMMEMMUMMOINIMMEMMIMM

MEMOMOMMOMOMMOOMMmmummommumwAmm
MIEMMENNEMMEMMOMMMEM

MMEMESESSINIMIUM
MOMMIMOMMEMMOMMERM

Fill in the.blanks:

(a) There are units contained entirely in the region.

(b), .There are units needed to cover the region completely.

(c) The area of the region is at least units and at most

units.

(d) The difference is units.

(e) Since each new unit is r: the old unit, trds difference in terms

of the old units is units.
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7. The following figures are scale drawings of larger ones. The dimension's

of each are given. Find the areas of the original figures.

10'

If

2"

2"

4"

3"
a

75'

24'

48'

8. A room measures 15'3" by 20'9". What is its area in square inches?

What is its area in square feet?
,

9. If the room mentioned in Problem 8 is measured to the nearest foot,

what is its length and width? What is its area in sqUare feet? Why

is the answer different from that in Problem 8?

10. Take an ordinary silver 50/ piece. Trace an outline of it on a graph
1

paper grid with unit 1.6 inch. Estimate the area 1-3, using the grid.

Use thread to represent the circumference and radius and measure them

on the graph scale. Use the formula to obtain the area. Compare the

two results.

11. The diameter of a circle is measured as 4.2 inches. Find the

circumference and area.

12. The radius of a circle is 12 feet. Find the area.

Solutions for Problems

1. Models of the second and third figures may be cut on the dotted lines
and made to match a model of the first figure.

2. A model of the circle will fit inside the square; thus the area of the
circle is less than that of the square.

3. Underestimate

a. 3 sq.

b. 2

c.

4. a. 2 x 3 =6

b. 2 X 3 6

c . 1 x 4 =4

units

Overestimate

6

6

10
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5. Underestimate Overestimate

a. 18 new units 24 new units

1
or 14.2 - old units or 6 old units

b. 15 new units 24 new units

or 3i old units or 6 old units

c. 16 new units or 27 new units

4 old units or 6i old units

iv. 4 x 6 = 24 new units or 6 old units compared to 6 before.

b. 3 x 5 = 15 new units or .34 old units compared to 6 before.

c. 3 x 9 = 27 new units or 6i old units compared to 4 before.

7. a. A = 3 x 2 = 6 e. A = -2- x 3 x 2 = 3

b. A= tx3x1 = 11 1
f. A =

2
- Y 4 x 1 = 2

c. A = x 3 x 2 = ./ /

g. A = k x 5 x 11 +
1

k5 x 1) =

d. A = 2 x 2 = 4
Za = 5

In each case the answer is: a. The area is 6 sq. cm.

1
b. The area is. 1-

2
sq. cm., etc.

8. a. A = x = The results in Problem 8 are more

1 9 4
=

36 18 1
b. A = accurate since the unit inch is

x -5- x - -i-2-g -

c. A= -..
1

x /3 13
8 x =

6 48 24 smaller than the unit 1 cm. used
128 -

in Problem 7.

d. A = ixi=
1 6 9 541- 27

e. A = x x
12

A

8
4 26

f' 4.1

1

A
13

^
/1 i6 /1 ,g

g. A = x -8- + x 16 x E, 24 24 48
= + =

Note: Because of the necessary approximations in drawing and tracing

scales, your answers to the problems in this chapter may differ

from those given.
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Chapter 28

MEASUREMENT OF SOLIDS

Introduction

The discussion of volum!s of solid regions is more difficult than that

of areas of plane regions primarily because it is hard for us to visualize

solid regions when our pictures and diagrams are always in a plane. If you

could make cardboard models of some of the solid regions, it might help you

A see what is going on. Let us review again some of the concepts of measure

of length and area.

In Chapter 16, linear measure was discussed. Linear measure is the

assignment of numbers to line segments by which to "measure" their "length."

These numbers are assigned to compare the segment with a previously selected

unit of length. Thus, if the unit is an inch, a particular segment AL

may be more than 5 inches andtiess than 6 inches in length. If it is

nearer to 5 inches than to. 6, the measure assigned is 5. By using

'Smaller and smaller units the measure can be made more and more accurate.

Using rational numbers or decimals, the measure of a segment can be expressed

as accurately as desired. Thus by using a unit .1 inch long,

of AB might be ,5.1 inches, using a unit .01 inch long the

be 5.114, using a unit .001 inch long the length might be 5

process could be continued using still smaller units if greater

were wanted.

Theoretically, a segment may have an exact length, practically it never

has. We are talking theoretically when we say a segment has a length.

We are talking practically when we say its length is a parti ar measure

accurate to a certain number of places.

The length of a curve has not been discussed before except for curves

made up of one or more segments. However, the process for determining the

length of a simple curve is to approximate the curve as closely as we please

by a broken straight line and measure the length of the line as we did the

the length

length might

.138 and the

precision

3 11. 13 6
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Figure 28-1. A curve approximated by a number of segments.

perimeter of a polygon. See Figure 28-1. Curves for which this cannot be

done do exist, but they are so complicated to define and hard to work with

that we will leave their discussion to the professional mathematicians.

When we discussed areas of plane regions in Chapter 27, we ran into

difficulties similar to those with length. We found that a unit of area

was a square 1 unit on a side. Putting many such sqvares side by side

formed a grid and we could put our region'on the grid and count how many

squares were totally inside, say n, and how many were necessary to totally

cover it, say N. Then the area was a number somewhere between n and N

which we could approximate better and better by using smaller and smaller

unit squares.

The problem of actually computing the area we solved only in a few

cases. We found that the area of a rectangle is meGsured by a number which
le

is the product of the measures of the base and the height. This is true

even if the unit squares don't fit exactly. The area of a parallelogram can

be computed by making an equivalent rectangle. The area of a triangle is
,

half that of a certain parallelogram and the area of any polygon can be

computed by
,Th

dividing it into triangles. Formulas for the areas of certain

other figures can be derived easily, but for most plane regions the s plest

method for determining their area is still to approximate them on a rectangu-

lar grid, preferably with fairly small divisions.

1/61uMe of a Solid Region

When we talk about solids and want to measure them, we have to think

about the amount of space they occupy. One way to approach this is again

through the idea of a rectangular grid, but this time in space rather than

in a plane. See Figure 28-3. The rectangular grid is made up of unit solids

which are cubes, one unit in each dimension. The unit of length is a line

372
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segment one unit anit of area, a square one unit in each of two

dImensions; an the .nit of volume is a cube one unit in each of three

dimensionc. The Lrid in Figure 28-3 is an outline of the

solid ctLe:: w,

A

D

A

C

B

Fitare 2i-2. Units of lencth, area, and volume.

A

/ / I /. 1
/ I/

,014 - -;-_.."4-.1.-___.! ......__L _.,i

. 1 / I/
' I/ I I/

1

t4- 44-- - --t-+' -7r-
; / 1 / 1 , 1

1
//1 1

. . / , . . I/ t i/ 1

! i ,
1 / 1 I

/ I / t 1 // / I
1

t

i4 r 1 - a- 1: -,* ' 'I--
0 I / I //1 i // I I //I 1

4,_ 1. I t t
I /1 I 1 I , ,t

II/
1

i

/

1 . ,- I.
--4--------#,-, I

---4cf---4/./..---*/

Fir re 28-_;. An outline of a rectangular grid for space.

If an:, solid is riven, a grid such as in Figure 28-3 may be imagined

to surround it. A certain number n of the solid units may be completely

enclosed by t.-;e solid and a larger number, N, of them will completely

enclose it, thus diving an underestimate and an overestimate for V which

represents the measure of the volume in terms of the chosen unit.

n < V < N
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By using smaller and smaller units we can make better and better approximations

to V much as was the case with measur ent of length and area.

Let us now turn from this considexI on of measuring the volume of

any solid no matter how curiously shaped to consideration of the more

regular and common solids. For these we will work out formulas for computing

their volumes in terms of the linear measures assigned to segments associated

with them, rather than approximating their measure by using space grids and

counting procedures.

Volume of a Rectangular Prism

Remember that for brevity the words "volume of a rectangular prism"

are used instead of the more accurate "volume of the solid region" nclosed

by a rectangular prism" and similarly for other solid -figures.

__consider a large number of unit cubes.- if we arrange three such cubes

in a row and make two rows of them, we have a layer of 6 cubes. If 4

such layers are piled on top of each other, the result is a rectangular

prism made up of 24 unit-cubes. Its volume is 24 cubic units. See

Figure 28-4a. Thus for 4 rectangular prism constructed in this way the

measure of the volume seems to be (2'x 3) X 4. In general, for such a

constructed prism, V = (2X w') X h, where I, w and h stand for the

whole unit measures of the length, width and height.

(a) (b)

Figure 28-4. Two rectangular prisms:
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On the other hand, if some rectangular priori is given to us ratherLthan

our constructing it from cubes, the lengths of the targe edges will riot

usually be an exact number of units: See Figure 28-41). Nevertheless, any
rectangular prism can be thought of as containing a certain number n of
unit cubes in it. Perhaps there i.c some space left over. In this case, the
volume is more than n which 1; therefore an underestimate of the volume.
If we add a layer of cubes on each of the three adjacent faces and also

(a)

I / I

A --1
1 i i

i /
1,A
,

I I

1 I

I 1
I

I

I I

I i I

I
1

cI..! - .
I 1

I,/ I ,
V

(b)

Figure 2875. Filling out a rectangul_r prism.

add the cubes necessary to fill out to a rectangular Solid with N cubes,

as in Figures 28-5a and 28-5b, we will find that the new one contains the

given solid and therefore N is an overestimate of the volume. We say the

original solid has volume V and n< V < N. Just as in the case of area,

we can make closer approximations to V by using a unit cube with edges

say or ---
100

those of the original anit. We can make the approximation

to V as accurate as we please. What will happen is this: as the length

L: the unit segment gets smaller and smaller, the approximations to the

length, width and height of the solid get hTtter andbetter, the unit cubes

375
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get smaller and smaller, the difference between the underestimates and

overestimates of V in terms of the original unit.gets smaller and smaller

and so the aPproXimation to V gets better and better. We are then led

to tae definition:

The volume of a rectangular solid is measured by
the number 7 x w X h, wherTT: w and h rep-

resent the measures of the length, width and

height in the same units.

VI= QxwXh.

Since the area of the base is equal to ,i7,X w we frequently say:

The volume of a rectangular prism is the product of

the area of its base by its height.

As a formula, letting B stand for the area of the base x w,

this becomes:

For any rectangular prism: V = B X h.

Ito should b,"1 noted that V stands for a number, the measure of the

volume. The volume itself should always be expressed as a number together

with the correct cubic units., Thus if in Figure 28-4 the units are inches,

the volume should be givai as 24 cubic inches.

Problems*

1. A child measures a rectangular prism with a ruler whose unit is an inch.

The length is inches, the width 3 inches and the height 6 inches.

What is the volume?

2. The same prism as in Problem 1 is measured with a ruler whose unit

is .1 inch. The length is now reported as 5,2, the width as 3.4

and the height as 6.3 inches. What is the volume? Note that the

answer in Problem 1 was less than V. Is the answer to Problem 2

less than or more than the exact value of V or can we tell?

Properties of V

The volume of many other solids are determined by comparing them with

volumes of appr priately chosen rectangular solids. We are not going to

make any attempt to get formulas for the volumes of many different solids.

What we do want to emphasize is that volume is a number associated with

/

*Solutions for problems in this/chapter ar on page 387.
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a solid region such that:

1. 'Volume is associated with the solid region and not with the

closed surface which bounds the region.

2. Solid regions can be compared in volume and regions of

different shapes may have the same volume.

3. Just as with length and area, dn theory a volume is measur-

able exactly by a number. Practically this is usually

impossible. See Item 5 below.

4. For this purpose, we need to choose a unit of volume just

as we earlier needed a unit of length or area.

5. The number of units which measures exactly the volume of

a region can be estimated approximately from below and

above by whole numbers of units.

6. In general, smaller units yield more accurate estimates of a

volume.

Formulas for Volumes of Certain Solids

Altnough tne concept of volume resulting from the properties just

mentioned is protably the most ...tluable idea to get, nevertheless we sometimes

actually want to csmpute the number which measures the volume of a certain

solid. Perhaps it will be rel1 to determine the formulas for the volumes

of a few of tre more famili,r solids. We already have the fo-mula for the

measure Df the vsl-Lme ofarectangular prism. V=ixwXh. This solid

is a special ca.,e sl a right Frisco (see Chapter 26). If yoi cut such a

rectangular 1..rIcm in half, see FiLure 28-6, by the plane WYQ,S you get a

triangular riEht prism whose volume is half that of .e rectangular solid.

Figure 28-6. Rectangular and triangular prisms.

The measure of its volume is therefore given by

V = -E X (iX w X h).
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But this may be rewritten as V =
2

x Q k w) x h. The part of this

formula which is in parentheses is the formula which gives us the area of

the triangle PQS which is the base of the triangular prism. See Figure 28-

where by looking straight down on the prism it may be seen that PQ is the

base of A PQS and PS is its altitude so that the formula for the area

of a trialigle from Chapter 27 applies. Thus for this triangular right prism,

S

Figure 28-7.
2
X w X= area of A PQS

= area of base of the triangular prism.

if B is used to represent-the area of its base, the forialia for the vQ1ume

is V = B X h just as for the rectangular prism. This particular prism

happens to have a right triangle for its base. Other right prisms may have

scalene triangles for their bases or quadrilaterals or in fact any poly_nz.

Physical models of several prisms can be made out of thin plywood Dr card-

board with open tops so that the solid region they enclose may be filled w't

sand. Suppose such prisms have the same height7t, and the polygons which

are their bases have the same area, B, even ;;:lough they may not have tt,t

same shape. Filling one model with sand and then pouring the sand fr:.;m it

into the other models demonstrates very convincingly that they all t:e

same volume. This may-be written:

For any right prism: the volume is equal to

the area of its base imes its height.

V = B X h.

Figure 28-3. Different shaped prisms with the same volume.
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If the prism is not a right prism, a good p",sical ,f the

situation is a deck of cards which has been pushed oai c,clique 1.-osition

as in Figure 28-9t. Putting the deck back into a straight stack does not

(a) (b)

Figure 28-9. Nbdel showing a right prism (a)

wits same value as oblique i,rism (b).

seem to change the amount of space occupied by them. It looks as though

the formula V = B X h is a valid formula to find the volume of any prism

and in fact it is. What we must be careful to note, nowever, is that the

h in this formula represent:, the actual height of the prism and not a

lateral edge. In Figure 28-10 the base of'the prism is the parallelogram AWL

Figure 28-10. An oblique prism.

and the height is the measure of PQ, a segment from a point P in the

upper base perpendicular to the plane in which ABCD lies. PQ < PA ere

PA is a lateral edge. We can now say:

For any prism: V = B x h.
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In Charter 2.: it was stated that a prism is a special case of a

zylinder. In :%,linder an be approximated by prisms w!,ose heights

are tne same as t: DC t:e cylinder and those bases are polygons wnich

al4r_xirate t:.e 'cases of the cylinder. We guess that the formula V=BXn

still holds and indeed it does.

Fi;:ure 28-11. Cylinders Approximated by prisms.

Cf orse, B stands for e area of tr.e Lase of the c:linder and n for

-its nci,..ht.

For any cylinder: V = B X h.

Pr:ble:rs

A triangular has as its base tne,ntrian:le
of tne prism is 12". at is t:.e vo.S4ne? 8"

. A tin :an has neignt 3 inches and a base of area 1_ :nrrcs.

What is Its volume?

44

The height

.73. A truce. is called a 5 ton truck if its capacity is :.arc.

How is a du.' trick whicn as a body 6 feet wide ty ; feet

ty feet high?

A circular drum has a height Dr inches and a base wn3ze rauius ij

12 inches. What is its volume? (Use the area of a circle formula

from Chapter 27.)

Volume:, of solid re.--ions boned by pyramids and cones are naru to find

formulas :'or in way we have been pre:eeding. But, an experiment gives

the f:rmuias ilite If you take a certain pyramid and make a model

f it ar,: -,: a Iricm t,ase and heiEht congruent to those :f t:.e pyramid,

you will at if :ou :111 the p:/r-d with sand and pour it into the

t-e filled after th:.ee suck-. pourings. The same is true

for a cone and t.t.: corresFor'aing cylinder.



(a)

(a) V of a pyramid
prism.

(b) V of a cone is
cylinder.

This leads to the formula:

Problems

28

is one-third

one-third V

Figure 28-12.

(b)

V of a corresponding
1

of a corresponding

1
For any pyramid or cone: V=

3
xBX h.

7. A pyramid has square bases with sides each 12 feet and height of
10 feet. What is its volume?

of the Great Pyramid of Cheops in Egypt.,, What
b."

8. Look up the dimensions
is its volume?

9. A cone has height 12 feet and base a circle of area 6 square
feet. What is the height of a cylinder whose base and volume are equal
to that of the cone/

10. A cone has height 10
What is. its volume?

The Volume of a Sphere

inches and base a circle of

The last common solid to

radius 3 inches.

consider is the sphere. If iihe radius of a

sphere is r, think of a right circular cone and a right circular cylinder

each with the same radius r and each with height equal to the diameter of

the sphere which of course is 2 X r. Consider hollow mode4 of each.

(a) (b)

,Figure 28-13. A cone, cylInder and sphere of radius r and height 2 x r.

6
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If the cone is filled with sand and.this sand is poured out of it and

into the cylinder, the cylinder will be one-third full. If now the sphere

is alsO filled with sand and then emptied into the cylinder which is already

one third full with the sand from the cone, the cylinder will be completely

full. Thus the volume of the sphere is just two - thirds, that of the cor-

responding cylinder and just twice that of the corresponding cone. Since

the radius of the base of the cylinder is r and its height is 2 X r the

volume, which is B X h, is

V = x-Lx_t2 x.;-1
.t

Therefore, the volume of the sphere is

V =3 X (7c X r x r) x (2 X r)

or

V =3 xnxrxrx r.

Problems

11. Find the volume of a sphere whose radius is 3 inches.

12. Find the volume of a raindrop whose radius is .1 inch.

.Surface Areas of Solids

Not only is the volume of a solid of interest but frequently so also

is the area of its surface. This area may be found quite easily for certain

solids, such as right prisms, whose surfaces have the following property.

If a cardboard model is made of the surface of the right prism in Figure 28-14,

it may be cut along the lateral edge AA' and then along the edges of the

upper and lower bases BC, CD, DE, EA, B'C', C'D', and E'A'. The

DE'
'

B

4

Figure 28-Ili.' Model of a right prism cut to be flattened out.
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model of the surface can now be flattened out on a plane in the form shown

in Figure 28-15.

Figure 28-15. Surface of a right prism flattened out, in the plane.

It can be seen that the surface is made up of two congruent polygons

which are the bases as well as a number of rectangles each a lateral face which

together make up the lateral surface. Each of the rectangles has the same

height, h, as the prism and their union is the rectangle whose base AF

is the union of all their bases. The area of this rectangle, which is equal

to the area of the lateral surface of the prism; is called the lateral

area. It is eoual to its height, h, times the measure of AF. But the

I

measure of AF is by defin'tion the, yerime er of the base ofitherism.j i

Thus the total surface area of a right pris is equal to the sum of the areas

of its two bases plus its lateral area. As a formula this can be Written

Surface area (2 x B (h X P)

where B stands for the area of the base, h the height of the prism

and P the perimeter of the base.

The surface area of a right circular cylinder can be developed similarly

and the result is almost the same. We cut out the bases, cut alog an'

element of a model and flaiten it out as in Figure 28-16.
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- Figure 28-16. The Surface area.of a right circular cylinder.,

Hence, we find

Sariace area of a cylinder = (2 X B) + (C X h)
.1 '

where B and h are as before and C stands for the circumference of the

base. Expressing B and C in terms df n and r we get

Surface area = (2 X g X.rX,r):+ (2 x n'X r X h)

= (2 x n x r) x (r + h).

Problems

13. A room 15 feet wide and 20 feet long and 10 feet high is to

be painted. How many square feet of wail space must be covered? What

the total area of the room?

14; The radius of a tiro can is 2 inches and the height is 3 inches.

What is the circumference of the base? What is the volume of the

can? What is the total surface area of the can?

We can consider the surface of any pyramid by making a, model, cut

away the ba e, and
:.

then making one cut along 'a lateral edge in order t

flatten out, the lateral surface on the plane. This gives us a polygon and

a series of triangles. By meak.urinE the bases and heights of 'these figures

we can compute their areas and add them up for the total area.

I

to
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Figure 28-17. The surface of a pyramid.

The only type of cone which can be treated easily in the same manner

is the special one Whose base is a circle and whose vertex lies exactly over

the center of the base.

A A

Figure 28-18. Surface area of a right circuiar one

In this case the lateral area is a fraction of the circle whose radius

is congruent to an element of the cone as shown in Figure 28-18.

The area of a sphere is harder to get sincelno cut will ever enable anyone

to latten out the surface of a sphere into a plane. This is the reason

map of the earth printed on a flat page can never be completely accurate.

::ow very it is interesting to. know that the area of the sphere in Figure 28-13c

is in fact exactly equal to the lateral area of the cylinder in Figure 28-13b.

This enables us to write the formula

Area of a sphere =CX2Xr

= (2 X g X r) X (2 X r)

= 4XgXrXr

where r is the radius of the sphere and C is the circumference of a circle

whose,radius is r.

385
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&ercises - Chapter 28

1. Suppose the base of a right rectangular prism is left unchanged and the

measure of its lateral edge doubled,, what is the effect on the volume?

2. Suppose and w of a right rectangular prism are each doubled and

the lateral edge left unchanged, what is the effect on the,vol.me?

3. If each of , w, h is doubled for a rectangular prism, what is the

effect on the volume?

4. Is a lateral edge of a right prism an altitude of the prism? Why?

5. Is a lateral edge of an oblique prism an altitude of the prism? Why?

6. In finding the volume of an oblique prism, a student accidentally used

the length of a lateral edge in place of the height of the prism. If

he made no other errors, was his answer too large or too small?

7. If the altitude of a prism is doubled) its base unaltered and all angles

unchanged, how does this affect the volume?

8. If all edges_of a rectangular prism are doubled and its shape left

unchanged, how is the volume affected?

9. The side of the square base of a pyramid is doubled.. The height of the

pyramid is halved. How is the volume affected?

10. The sides of a rectangular prism are all doubled. How is the tdtal area

affected?

11. If the radius of a circle to the nearest inch is 3 inches, the cir-

cumference is 19 inches.. Use this fact to find the volume of a cylinder'

whose radius is 6 inches and height is 12 inches.

12. Use the information in Exercise 11 to find the volume of a con whose

radius is 6 inches and height is 12 inches.

13. Use the information in EXercise 11 to find the volume of a sphere of

radius 6 inches.

14. Ube.the information in Fbcercise 11 to find the surface area of the

cylinder in Exercise 11 .and of the sphere in Exercise 13.

1(115. ,Use the appropriate value of

a. r is 3 inc es. b. r is 4000 miles.

g to find the volume and area ethe

spheres with radi listed below.

c. r is .01 inch.
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Solutions for Problems

1. V = (5 X 3) x 6 = 90. Answer: 9Q cubic inches

2. V = (5.2 X 3.4) x 6.3 = 111.384. Since the sides of the prism are

measured in units of .1 inch the unit of volume is .001 cubic inch.

So our answer in terms of this unit of volume is 111,384 cubic
41;

thousandths of an inch. We express the answer in, cubic inches as

111.384 cubic inches. The question of whether or when we should round

off such an answer is a very tricky one whichwe will not attempt to

discuss here. If the answer is desired to the nearest cubic inch, it

would be 111 cu. in., if to the nearest .1 of a cubic inch, it

would be 111.4 cu. in.

We do not know whether this answer is less than or more than the

exact value of V. If the sides of'the prism were measured to the

nearest .01 inch, they might well come out such numbers as 5.16,

3.37 and 6.26 or 5.24, 3.43, 6.34. In the first case our answer

would be greater than the next better approximation to V, in the

second case it would be less.

3. V = B X h, B = X 6 x 8 = 24, V = 24 x 12 = 288

Answer: 288 cubic inches.

4. V = B X h = 12 X 3.= 36 Answer: 36 cubic inches

5. i= 6 ft. /= 2 yds. w. = 3 yds. h = 2 yds.
3

V = 2 X 3 x = 10 Volume is 10 cu. yds. Answer: This is a 10 ton
truck.

6.. V = B X.h. = g X i
r X r = g X 12 X 12. V = g X 12 x 12 X 35

i

22
= x 5olb = 22 X 720

= 15,846
22

Answer: 15,840 cubic inches. We may use -7- for g since the

measurements are to the nearest inch.

1 1
7. V = .5-XBXh= V<12X12X10 = 480. Answer: 480 cubic feet

8. The Columbia Encyclopedia gives-the dimensions as base 768 feet by

768 feet and height 482 feet.

! 1
V = .5 X.482 X 768 x 768

Answer: 31,585,92 cubic feet

I 1
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9. The cylinder must have height 4 feet in order for it to have the

same volume as the given cone.

1. 1
10. V = xBX'h = XgX3X3X10 = 30Xg = 30X22 =660

3 3 7
7

V = 94.3 Answer: 94 cubic inches

11. v =3xgx3x3x3 = 36xic = 36xL 792
3 7 7

y = 113.1 Answer: 113 cubic inches

12. V = X g.X .1 X .1X .1 = L221± x g =.3 x 3.1416 = 0125664
33 3 3

V = .004188 Answer: .004 cubic inches

13. Wall space is the lateral area. This = 10 x [15 + 20 + 15 + 20]

= 10 x 70 = 700 .

Wall space is 700 square feet.

Total area = 700 + 2 x 300 = 700 + 600 = 1300. Answer: 1300 square feet

14. arcumferencoofbaseis2xvxr=4xv= 88
-7=12.6. Answer: 13 inches

22V =nx2x2x3 = 12x-7- = 2647 = 37.7. Answer. 38 cubic inches

Total surface area = (2 x gX r) x (r + h)

(2 x g X 2) X *(2 + 3)

= x v x 5 =20v = 20 x 22
=
44o

7

= 63

Answer: 63 sluare inches

388
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Chapter 29

NESATIVE RATIONAL NUMBERS

Introduction

Up to now, three different sets of numbers have been studied. y

are:

the counting numbers: 1, 2, 3, ...,

the whole numbers:- 0, 1, 2, 3, ...,
-1 9 29

the rational numbers: 0, 3 ,

Tn this chapter we will extend once again the concept of number by adding

the notion of oppositeness or direction to the idea of number which we

already have. This will result in a new set of numbers, the set of positive,

negative and zero rational numbers. From now on this new set of numbers

will be called the rational number, and the third set above will be called

the non-negative rationals. If 0 is omitted from- his set, the new set

so obtained is called the positive rationals.

Each of the three systems of numbers mentioned aoove arose historically

out of a practical need and cies used to express certain qualities and prop-
\

erties 4f a physical model. Our new set of.numbers also arose out of a

physical situation which needed a mathertatical interpretation.

This was a situation Where counting or measuring was with respect to

a fixed reference point from which the direction of counting or measuring

was important. Examples of such situations are measuring tempe7ture in

degrees, or altitude in feet. One talks about a temperature of 33.5

degrees above zero or 33.5 degrees below zero, an altitude of 300 feet

abdve or 306 felt below sea level. A business firm may have a
1

credit

balance or a debig at its bank. In each craze a number by itself will

measure the size or the magnitude involved but without mention of the dir-

ection,full information on the physical situation is not given.

In each of these physical situations there are essentially only two

directions iced. We can indicate one direction with the superscript

and the other with the superscript . The choice as to which directiov

II

is labelled
+

and which is purely arbitrary although often the physical

situation indicates the best choice. Thus, usually We indicate temperature

abolre zero, distances to the north from a fixe starting point, altitude
1

above sea level and a credit balance at the bails as being in the positive

389
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ti

direction in each cdse. On the other hand, a deep sea diver might want to

indicate the depths of=his dives as being in the positive directionIand the
)

bank might. ?ant'to consider a firm's credit' balance as morA it owes to a

depositor and so as being ir. the negative direction as fai as the bank's

assets and liabilities arekoacerned.1
1/11

A combination. suchsuch as or 0 of one of the superscripts and one

ofjihe mmerais for a positive. rational gives us an effective name for a
1

number whichmav indicate Both direction tnd size. Such a number is a
1rational number. Actually +-
3

is merel.y.another
,

1e for the.numbei-

which is one, 'the positive nationals studied Chao s 17-24. For these

oositiVe rationalsWwill use or'omit the superscript as happens to be

cOnvenie. and instructive at-the moment. 3 is, howeve , a name for a '

anew Find of umber. It is a negative rational number, ope of the whole set

of such ninilbe which.t4b are now introdtand are going to study in this
:__ : - ,. .

chapter. Togefher alth 0 and the positive rationals, theseform the set

of rational ,hdritets. Soetimes we call these the.aigned,ilttionals of'just
.

41 ,--.

the signed mrMberrj when we want to emphasize the directions involved.
1 +

1 are
, .

-

.. .

2, s which,are read "negativd two, "negat4ve one-half".. .

k and "positive one:"
. . .

Using these signed numbers we can say, having -, agreed that temperatures
. .

above zero are considered to be in the positive_direction, "The boiling

point of.water i's'
+
212

o
' . or "The elevation of

Is

a town is 4600 feet"
°.t ; %

if it is above sea level and we haveollosen this as the positive direction.

Since from now on we will be 'talking-mostly about rational numbers, we
.

t will use the siniple "ilumbers" as short for "rational numbers." If any other

system is intended, we will say'so.

A Physical Model

When we studidd whole numbers and positive rational numbers, we found

that a good phmsical model such as a number line was a great help to our

understanding. Once agair. a number line will serve our purpose admirably.
, -

We start as before by pinking a point to 0 which we call the

origin and label O. We then pick a direction on the line for the positive

direction and a unit length. The paint one unit from-,0 in the positivb

direction we label 1, or
+
1, the point 2 units in the positive direction

from 0 we label 2. In general, any point Which on the number line in

Chapter le was labelled with the number II may now also be labelled +2

See Figure 29-L.
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Figure I'.9-17. Positive rational numbers on the number line.

So far the pOints of our nuMberlineNhich are on one of the rays from.'
. .

0 ,represent only'the positive rational :umbers and 0; But now, using the.

ray in the opposite direction from 0, and calling it the negatiire d ction

we can represent the negative rattonal numbers by points on ft. Thua,,ye -

label the point one unit in the negative direction from 0 with 1, - the

point tun units in the negative dirqction, the point halfway between,

, etc-

-4 '-3 1

-3 +.2
+

.' 2. , . 2 -2

Figure 29-2. Rational numbers onfithe number line.

c '

When using the number line, we sometimes talk loosely'about the "point"

ll
\

or the "number" rather than the "point representing the number." .We hope this

will not confuse you. It will certainly save time and effort.

Figure makes it apparent that the liositive numbers may be thought

of:an extending indefinitely to the right of 0, and the negative numbers

indefinitely to-the left of 0.
-

Pairs of numbers such as 1 and +1 +3 anand
2

are said to be

"oppo'sites." Thus 2 is the.olosite'of +2 and 1 is the opposite
- 3

2.of .. Zero is considered to be-its own opposite. Pairs of opposite

numbers such as andand .4 are represented by pairs of points bk,e same

distance to the right and left of 0. We write -4 = opp (4) and

41= obi) (-4), etc.

Problems *

1. Are the following possible number line models of rational numbers?

0
1

* Solutions .for problems in this chapter are on page

391,
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-2. 'EL' What is the Opposite of 3?

b.' What is the opposite of the opposite of 3?

c. What is the opposite'of 0?

Arrows
. .

: A Second Model
/'

We come now to t .question of operations on signed .iumbers. ,Can. we

add,'subtract, multiply 'divide them and, if we can, do the operations"

have the properties of closure, commutativity And associativity? Is* '.

,
P

multiplication distributive over addition?

We.already know about the non-negative rationals sincethey have been

studied:extensively. The real questions are: can we extend toI definitions

of addition, multiplication, etc. from these numbers to all rational

numbers so that all the familiar properties still hold? The answer is yes.

To help us see ?row, weoonstructia second physical model of rational numbers

an our previous chapters we used several different physical models for

whole numbers and ratiocal numbers to help illuminate different mathematical

characteriitic. Up to now a number, say has been represented l a

point on the number line. Our new model far the number 3 cdimists of a

directed line segmeht instead of a point. See Figure 29-3. We represent

this directed segment by an arrow which points in the direction from the
> --

point 0 to the pOint 3 'and whose length is 3 units. If the:positive

"dirgctiont the number line is from left to right, the model for 3 will

be an arrow 3 units long pointing to the right. Similarly, the model for

'2
is'an arrow one and a'helf,units long pointing to the left. In ggsieral

- 'N;

if the number r has been represented in our first model by the point A

on t e number line, the new model is an arrow pointing in the direction

from 0 'to R and whose length is equal to the measure of OR.' Notice'

that we.have not said where the arrow begins, just how long it is and in

which direction it pointi. Either arrow in Figure 29-3 may repreent
+
a.

I

mr--- -2

I
-3

Figure 29-3. Directed arrows as models of rational numbers.

0 1
3

k
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1

Addition of Ratiot11.

.
r ft

Thib new 'del will help us greatly in hipicing about addition of

numbers. Remember that an operation on twc numbes associates a third

number With an ordered pair of numbers. What numbeido we-associate- with
+

5 and 3 as thei- sum? Sinc4these are just new names for 5 and 3,

n
we knot:7 that their sum

+ +
is 8. Thus, 5:± 3 = 0. If we thought of 5

as representing $500 earned one day and 3 as 43.00 earned a second
"4-

.

day, the sum 8 'would tell us we were $8.00 better off at the end of the

,second day than at the beginning of:the first. But if-we had lost 0.00
4'

the second day, we would be only 0.00 8oetter off. We could represent this'

-situation as 5 +' -3 and the answer seems to be
+
2. This sum is easily

seen using our arrows as models to represent, numbers. In our model, addition

'of two numbers is represented by drawing an arrow representing the first and

then from the he of this arrow drawing an arrow representing the second..

The sum is then represented by the arrow which goes from the tail of the

first to the head of the second. Thus in Figure 2914 the arrows represent
+
5 + +3 = o, owhile in E1g...re-29-5 the arrows represent 5

-
3 =

+
2.

1 0 1 " 5

+
8

Figure 29-4."Addition of two positive ratitinals.

1.

1 0 1

Figure 29-5:
/j

Addition of a positive and a negative number.

In these models the arrows should all be drawn in the,same line but
-

the figure would be hard to follow, so we have drawn them in separate lines.

Also notice that in Figure 29-4 the arrow for
±
5 started opposite the

point 0 on the number line, while in Figure 29-5 the arrow started opposite

5

re__ 3

5

>

2 ---"1 A
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the point It is important to realize that in this model for addition
0 -*

the hrrow may start anywhere, on the-number line.% ACtuallY,-the number

fines important in the figures only to indicate the positive direction
. -

and the scale ofour model. It is not where the arrow starts butsits

direction and length which tell us what number.4represents. Thus in.

Figure 29-5 the sum of andand :3 is an arrow which goes frg6 1,:to

and 5s therefore 2 units long and headed in the positfve direction. It

represents +2. In later figures ire will draw just enough.of.thenumber

line to indicate the positive direction and the scale. .

Thus, Figure 29-6 is a model for
+
3 4. .

e t

0 ,1

The sum is modeled

The sum is, therefore,
+

numberb, '

+2
and 2.

two opposite numbers.

4.4
K

I

-2

Figure 29-6. +3 + -5 =

by an arr6w 2 units lorig.and directed to the. left.

2. Figure 29-7 shows the additiOn of t%o opposite

5

.+

4

/

04'

.

The sum is 0 and so it wills always be for any.

1

-Figure 29-7.
+
2 +

-
2 = O.

1-- +2

So-- -2

r;

We can equally 'well add two negative numbers and see the ankwer using

arrow model's. See Figure 29-8. In this-case our number line is drawn as

a vertical line:
%

- o 3

Figure 29-8. -2 + -1 = 3.

N. r
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Pxolilems,

3. Draw a model to represent +3 + -4., Also for- 3 + andand 3`+ +3

4. Draw a model'to.rekresent 2 + .!.3. Also for 43 + 5 and +1.* ;
,,(

5. Draw
2 2 5

2 4 4model to represent + tl . .Also + and =.
6. Draw a model to represent 3 + '4: Also for -2 + 3.

The operatioh of addition may becOme clearer if you think of it as moving

frorkhome.in a c4rtr.in direction a given distance and then following this

with another wal in she same or the opposite direction or another given .

didtance arid finally deIerminingwhere you are with respect
,

't6 the staking

point. Thus; a walk 3
3
,- blocks east followed by one 5 .1 oblocks west
4 2

3
brings youyko a point 1 blocks west of your starting point. 3 + 5 = l iT.

The arrows in Figure 29-9 show you starting at a point '3 blocks east of

City Hall and ending at the point 1 .k west of where that is,

at a point 1 blocks east of Cityla/1.

W

mr- 1 3 -
IT

+
3

3

-5
1

71.

City Hall. 5th St.

Figure 29-9.

Certain' general features of.the model of addition'presented here should 4

H -

,
.be noted. -' -

.'

.

1. In an addition b + c = s where b and c'' denote numbers and s

the unknown sum, the arrow for the first addend b is alwaysl

drawn first.
0.

2. The arrow for the secon1 addend c is trawri next. Its tail starts

at the head of the arrow fo'r b and its direCtion depends on

whether the number c is pos'itiveor netative.

3. The arrow giving the unknown sum s is then drawn. Its tail is

always in'line with the tail of the arrow for b and is head in

line with the head of the arrow for:. c. The length, of this arroV-

and its direction determines s. 4

the arrow for b is drawd with its tail at 0 the sum 's is

&ways the numberon the,number line opposite the head of the sum arrow.

*
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From'our Model it can also be observed Lat addition of rational nuMbe.rs

is commutative and associative. Lgure 2)-10 illustrates commullativity.

-1 0

rc.- 1-1

ti OR
t
3

o0r0.- -I -1

Figure 2) -10. Commutativit;i of addition for
+

rationals: . 3 4 2 =
+
2 + 3.

r'

Although this one example does not prove the property, it is in, fact true.

Associativity may be shown by examples, such as
. .f-4-, -4-,

k 3 + 5) + 4 = -8 4- ,Lt = 4-1'
...--

and also +,
( 5 + 4) = -j -1 = .

This propgrt. in fact holds fo the addition of shy three rationels.

Problems
,

7. Draw models to show that 3 + 2 = -2 + 3 .

8. draw models to show that (3 + +2) =.3 + .

-2 -4 -
.)..Dra.1,70.1110del..tosholithat-4-7,=2.

3 W

Order of the Rational Numbers

4

Let us return to number line model for rationals and let A name

the point which corresponds to the ,tber a etc. Wh6n usic the /lumber.

.Line for positive 1.ation41 numbers, we saw that if a > then on a number

line in wIllich 1 lay to the right of 05 -point A lay to the right of
4

point B. Also, if point C lay to the right of point D''then c > d.

We say exactly the .same thins for the rational numbers' and their number
B

line. If 1 is to t(4-0e ri:ht of 0 then 2 is to the richt of 4, 3

to the right of 10 and we say 2 is srealer t3arr lm, j is greater
-

,than, 10, on in mathematical symbols, 2 > 4, j > 10. We may also

-say' :4 is less than 2 and 10 is less than _73, writinc,.4:< 2

and' 10 <.3.

. Another wayof saying that 5 is to the right of 2 is to say that

we must add a positive dumber to 2 to get 5. In tip same way we must

ad4 a positive number to 10 to get 3. .Hence, 5 > 2 and > 10

mean 5 = 2 + some positive number and =*-10 plus some positivyumber.
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In fact, if r and s represent any two rational numbers and if r + p = s

:'where ,is a positive humber, then s > r. Also if s > r, then'there

must says be a positive number p such that r + p = s.

Problems

10; Which is. correct: 2 > 3 or 3 > -2? Show the solution on the number
line and also by producing the positive number called for in the second
definition.

11. Label each as True or.False.

a.

bl

c.

d.

2
-
3

5

-27

>

>

>

0
+
3

-
2

-3r
4

e.

f.

g.

>7
-

7
>

-7
>

-8

8

Subtraction of Rationals

We have considered addition of rationals very carefully. What can we

say about subtraction? We can consider the subtraction of r and s

in two ways first directly via the physical models, the arrows which

represent r and s; and second as the inverse of addition, but again

using the arrows to represent the proper addition problem. In the first

case we have to consider what sort of cOrmination of the two arrows is a

model for subtraction; in the second case we say that r - s is the number

.which answersthe question, "What number added to s will give r?" It

is important, of course, that both methods are consistent, i.e., give the

same answer. In the first case consider
+
5 -

+
2. Since

+
5 and

+
2 .

are simply ,difterent names for the numbers 5 and 2 we know the answer

must be
+
3. What could we do to the arrow representing

+
2 so that we

could combine it with the one for
+
5 and get the one for

+
3? The answer

is quickly seen to be "Reverse the direction of the 2 arrow and add it"

to tae
+
5 arrow." 'But reversing the direction of a .

+
2 arrow simply

gives us an arrow representing the opposite of +2 or 2. This gives

us the hint we need,: Our'physical model of the -subtraction of a rational

number will be to reverse its arrow and,add. Thus:

and

and

+
5 -

+
2

+2- +5

+2 - 5

=

=

5
+

+2 +

+2 +

397
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5 =

+5 =

+3

3

+7 4
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'Actually making physicc.l models of these arrows and using them in this

fashion is an extremely useful and illuminating experiment. Again

-
= 7 + ;15 =

ski in general for any two rational numbers r' and .6

r - s = r + opposite of s.

The second look at subtraction is as the inverse of addition. Thus
+ +74-- 7 asks us for a number' n, it any,. such that +7 r. =

+
4 Piut,

the arrow model shows that there is an arrow from the head of 47 to the

head of 4 and clearly this arrow by size and direction represents 3.

I

0 1 '
7

n

4.
\ Figure 29-11. If + n = 4, n = 3.

We also see that: fif 4 - 7 = n then

4 =
+
7 n but this

n +
+
7

/

and if we add 7 0.re get

+4 +.-7 = (n + +7) + 7 which, .

=.n + (+7 or

= n + 0

= n.

So we have +4 + +7 = +4- 7 and once again we 'see

that the subtraction of, any rational number may be replaced by the addition

of its opposite. Unlike:the systems we have hgtd before, the ,rational numbers '

are Closed under sub liction, i.e., for any two rational numbers, p
-

and q, there alma s exists a unique rational number, s, such that p qt=

This was not true for any oftthe systems we have stud. d before. There was

no whole number n (uch that n = 4 - 7, no rational number r such that -D

4 17

r T
)
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Problems

12. `Complete the sentences.

-a. 7 - -2 =

b. 3 - 5 ..'

C. 3 - 5

-2
oa.

-

13. Label as True orFalpe.

a.
4.

7 3 .
+
7 + .3 ,

b. 7,- -3 = +7 +.4'3

c. 7 - =.; 7 +

d.
+7.4.

. _
+3

29

4 -4
e.

---, 3'
-4 -4

. 5 5
+ -

g. 3... 3 =

O rational number system is closed under subtraction, but suddenly

we find wedonit need subtraction any more as any' subtraction can be replaced

by an addition of the opposite number. This parallels closely what happened

when we examined division for the positive rationals. We found that-division

by any number except zero could be replaced by multiplication by its reciprocal.

In some ways enlarging the number system payi off in increased simplicity

of operation as well as in applicability to many new kinds of physical

situations,,

Mat ipli catiOn 'of Reicinals 4

, '
What about multipliCation of rational-numbers?. Since the signed

numerals such as +7 and areare simply different nines for the positive

ra numbers .7 and 5, their Product is alr4ady known. Thus we may write

4.

7 X
+
5 =:7 X 5-.= 35 = + 35

+1 +2 1 2 .2 +2
3 5 3 5 15 15

end

The product
+
3 x 2 may be thought of as corresponding to the situation

that if we lose $2.00 a daz for three days, we have lost a total of $6.00.

Mathematically, the number sentence would be +3.x 2 = 6. We hope

multiplication of signal numbers is going'to be commutative and therefore

that :2 X +3 will also be 6. But physicclly `this might be thought of

as corresponding to the question, "If I am making 1)3.00 a day !lbw, how

dfd my financial Situation 2 days ago compare to it today?" Obviously,

I was $6.00 poorer. And it seem' true that 2 X +3 = 6. On the other

399 ', 0
c).,
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hand, if you are spending 3.00 a day, how:did your situation compare 2

days ago with it today? Obviously, you'were 6.00 better off._ This

corresponds to 2 X 3 = *6,

,Another way to consider multiplication of positive and negative numbers

is to consider the pattern in the following sequence.

We know e x
+3

=
+o

and
+
1 X

+
3 =

+
3

and 0 X 3 = O.

Now what should 1 x
+
3

2x
+ be?

If ^the pattern of dropping 3. units each time pn the right side of

these eqUations is to be preserved, the answers should be 3 and 6

respectively.

+ -

Thus 1 X 3 = 3

and 2 X
+3

= b.

If the commutative property is to hold,we should also have

+ -
,3 x '2 = n.

But then another pattern wgtl develop as we see that

A
\s.. 2 X

_
2 =

1 x 72 = 2

0 X 2 = O.

Now it seems riga that

and

-1 = +2

-2 x -2 A.

Corresponding to the phy6ica1 model and these patterns,we can -

define multiplication of rational numbers as follows. Suppose r and' s

represent positive rationals. We already know from Chapter 21 that r. X s

' is a positive rational. We define

and finally

r X s= (r X s);

-rXe = (r x s);

r X s =
+
(r X S) = r X s;

r"X, 0 = 0 X r = O.

400 '
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Thus, -2 x -5 = +(2 x 5) = flO and 1 x

+ -I - -2and 3 x 7 = 1 and 0 x - 0.

Does multiplication thus defined distribute over addition? Let's look at

an example;

5 x (+6 + 2) ... x t4 20

and (5 x 'o) + (: X 2) = +-10 = 20.

,So in this case it does distrtbute. We,will not attempt a ieneret proof of

this or other properties, Lat will a: ;arc you that indeed multiplication

for tne signed numbers is dozed, zommutativc, associative and distributive

over addition. The familiar properties of 0 and 1 also hold.

A Second Look at MUltiplicatior

Another way, of

rational numbers is

addition of any two

operations have for

When, assuming this

/ number and a positive number is a nt.cative number and that the product of

two negative numbers.is a positive number. To do this we will need only

a cw DI the.pr)perties, notably the commutativc property of multiplication,

the propert:. ttat multiplication is distributive over addition and the

property that 'era times any number is zero.

The di.tinctlit id-operty of the set of rational numbers beyond the set

of no:,-necative rationale is that in the set'of rationals there always

exists for any number a a unique opposite number b such that a + b 6.

Por example: the opposite of 5 is 5 and 5 + 5 =,0; the opposite of

4 is and 2 + = 0; the opposite of 0 'is 0 and 0 + 0 = 0.
5 5 5

Suppose, now, we want t. determine what rational number is equal to

2 X' j. In other words, since 2 x 3 is a numeral for some number, what

is the simplest numeral for this number?

Consider 2 x S. If we add 2 X 3 to it we get (2 X 3) + (2 X 3).

tLe distributive property, the property of opposites and the property

of zero, we get

approacLih t.:.c whole Aucotiov of multiplication of

to aszuw.c at ti:c he, innint that multiplication and

rational numterz (iv have all the. pr,,perties which these

the non-negative humbcr- az studied in Chapters 18-21.

is true, we want to ,how tLat the product of a negative

29

(2x -3) + (2 x 3) = 2 x (3 + 3)

= 2 X 0

= 0.

401
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Therefore, 2 x3 is the opposite of 2 X 3. Since 2 x 3 6, its

opposite, 2 X 3, must be 6 or (2 x 3). ,In short,

2 x :3 = (2 x.3).

By the commutative property

3 x 2 = 2 x -3 = -(2 x 3) = (3 x 2) = -6.

Now consider 3 x 2. We add 3 2 to it and get again

,(3 x2) + (-3 x 2) = x (2 +42)

=-3 X0

= 0.

Therefore, e,3 x 2 _is the opposite of 3 x 2. Since' 3 x 2 = 6, ite

opposite mist be 6. IIVE5A,

-3 x -2 = 6 = 3 x 2.-

Thus, in this instance the product of a negative number by a positive one

is negative and the product of a negative number-by a negative one is positive.

But we can follow exactly the same pattern for any numbers.

Suppose a and b represent any two positive numbers, then we know

a x b is positive and each of a, b and' (a x b) is a negative nuttLer.

and is the unique opposite of the corresponding positive number. Consider

a x -b and add a x b. We get

(a x'b) + (a X b) =ax (b + b)

=ax0
= 0.

Therefore (a x b) is the oppoSite of a x b and must be just another

name for (a x b) since there is only one opposite for any number.

By the commutative property

(a X b) = b x a = (b x a) = (a x'b).

Consider (a x b) and add a x b. We get

(a x b) + (a x b) = a x (-b + b)

= a x 0

= 0.

Therefore, (a x b) is the uniqUe opposite of a X b. But we just

proved that this is a x b. So I

(a Xb).= a x b.

402
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Division by any rational number r (r A 0) is, as before, defined as the

inverse pf multiplication by r. Thus, 4'8 + 4 . 2 since ,.,1, x

-3 +4 -3 +4 -3
x 2 = A

3and + 7 = since X = . In eaeh case r + s is that number

which multiplied by s will produce r. We see that tie same rules for

determining the sign of the answer apply as in multiplication. Also, if
1the reciprocal of r is that number -17.- which multiplied by r produces 1,

it can be seen that division by any rational number / 0 is equivalent to

'multiplying by its reciprocal. Thus
+
3 + -5 5 = 3

,- _1 _q
x = -

5 -

Problem

+2 -3
x

-2 +2
+ :- .

-3 +
+1

= _

- x -2 =
2

e.

f.

g.

h.

_3
+

5

+2

3 f

2
X

- ',1

2

_3

5

-2

3

0

-2

5

=

14. Complete.

a.

b.

c.

a.

Sanitary

In the rational number system subtraction of r can be replaced by

addition of the opposite of r and division by r, 0, by multiplication

by the reciprocal of r. All the rules of the operations have been explored,

but not all the properties. It has been asserted that the standard properties

of closure, commutetivity and associativity do hold for addition and multj.-

plication. The rational numbers are also closed under subtraction and under

division by all non-zero numbers. This provides a number system capable

of describing mathematically many more physical situations than we have been

able to handle up to now.

In the next chapter we will make one more extension of the numbel system

in order to name all the points on the number line with numbers. Did you

think that because the rationalipoints were dense (see Chapter 19) on the

nuM.:. line there were no unnamed points? If so, you are wrong. In

Chapter 30 we will find a point which does not correspond to any rational

number.

1:
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Exercises - Chapter 29

1. Copy ,and complete the, following sentences by
V
writing the correct sign

between the numbers, " > ," "5,, ," or " = ."

a. +3
+5

f. +479. +421

b.
17 5 S. +89

+95

.

-8 +6
h. 26 26

c.
3 -3

7 12

d.
+1'

19

b. 16 -32.

2. Write the number that is

a. 3 greater than 12

b. 7 less than 0.

16
C. 5 greater than

3. 0 7

d. 5 less than
-2

3

e. 6 greater than O.

f. 2 lesA than +9.

-3. Which arrow has the greater measure?

a. 2 to +6 or +2 to +6

, %'r. +8 to +1 or +8 to -1

c. 0 to +4 or -6' to 04

d. 5 to 3 or 3' to 5

e.. 4 to or +6 to +9

4. Commlete each e uation:
-

a. 4 + . e. -7 +4.14 =

+0 -4
b. = f. +8 _ -3 =

c. +3 - +; = g. -11 + +10 =

5. Complete these mathematical sentences:

a.
+
0 + = 15 e.

b. - 9 = 15 f.

c. +20 = 15 g.

d.
+1

+ = 15 h.

1

2 +

404

0
(-N

+9

= +6

+ +15 = o
+ +

+ 3 = 6

= +6

4
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A

6. Which statements are true about 0?

a. It 14 neither positive nor ne ,ive.

b. It id equal to its opposite.

c. It is less than any nesative number.

d. It is the s'.:m of any ,_umber and its opposqp

e. It changes the value Of any number to- which it is added.

f. It is less than any positive number.

7. Complete: Use "positive" or "negative" to complete these sentences:

a. If a number is greater than its opposite, the number is a number.

b. If a number is less than its opposite, the number is a number.

c. When you add two negative numbers, the sum is a number.
a

d. When you add two positive numbers, the hum is a number.

e. When you add a ne,:ative number and a positive number, the sum is

a . number if the positive addend is further away from 0 than

is the negative addend.

f. When you add a positivenumber and a negative number, the sum

is a number if tne negative addend is further away from 0

than is the positive addend.'

8. Complete these mathematical sentences. Show that the drder of adding

two addends may be changed without changing the ;um.,

a. 7 + e. = +8 + -13

b. = 1 2 + 6 f. 6 + 9 =

+ +
11 . +10C. = 5 10

+
d. + 7 n 32 ,1)

9. Complete the mat:.ematica sentences it " > ," " < " or

a. = e. +7 + -2
+
7 +

+
2

b. 3

+
+C.

d. -6 4

+
+

3+6
-

f. +2+ -7 -7 + +2

g. 2 + 7 2+ 7
h. -2 1-

1:c5,
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'10* If

True-or

a.

6 +
+
2 is written

False?

in each blank below, will

e. <

the sentence be

-4 + -2> -8 + -8

b. < 0 + 5 f. < -6

.

c. +6 - +2 g. > +5 + -lo

a. > +6 + -2 h. < -7 - -9

11. Complete the following mathematical. sentences:

a. -3 x 4:4 =

2 -
b. - x

3

2
c.

-

5
- x

2

d.
5

x 2 =
3

12. C6mrpute.:

:
+6 -2

a.

3 +4,z,
b.

-

-5

-3 -3c.
5 5

0 X 1 =

f. 6,x (-2 x -3) =

-2 4 -3
g., (3 x5) x =

h. 61 x ) X 1 =

e.
44

+ 0

f. (+2 +
3 3 3

g. (-3 2-3)
+ +3

- -3) -2

4:1

a.

'Solutions for Problems

of
1. Yes. Each are perfectly good number lines for representing rational

numbers. The cruAal items are a choice of 0 and a choice of direction

for the ray on which the positive ratiqnals are to be represented. This

rtay may go in either direction and then, of course, the negative6 must

be represented on the opposite ray.

A
2. a. 3

b. 3 since the poste of 3 .is 3 and the opposite of 3 is 3.

c. 0. 0 is its fin opposite.



The following scale Is to be used in the answers to Problems 3-8.

5
-01

23 04
6.

4 4 4

7.

9.

7

3 4
ti

or-- -2

4

5

^. 22"

14&-- 22. -

0 1

-3

e=---

5

3 --4 ps 2_ _
*L. 2 1

10*---i 3

4,

5-

-3 (14

f- 2 --41.1

mt 1

1.4

1,07
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10. -2 >
-*

-3 -2 -1 0 1

1 is to the right of 0 and 2 is to the right of 3. Also

3 + 1 = 2: and
+1

.is the positive number required by the definpionv

e. True

f: False -

g. False

11. a. False

b. False

c. True

d. True

,

/

12. a. 7' - --2 = 7 + 2 = 9.
4. e.

tb. 3- 5 = 3 .+-5 = 2
.f.

c: -3 -5 = -3 + 5 ='2 5 5 .5 5

-2 2 -2 -2 -4
d.

3 3 3 3 3

+ - + +
13. a. False: 7 - 3 = 7 + 3

b. Trile

c. False (see a)

d. False: +7 + = +7

14. a.
5

-2 +2_-2 -2
b. -J. 4, = -1

c. 3 + = 3 x
1 7

d. 3 x

+3

4

e +3
3 =

+3
+

+3
= A

.1.

e. = x =
5 5 5

g. X 0 =0

h. = x5 2 2

4o8
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Chapter 30

THE- REAL NUMBERS

7

di

Introduction 0
4

As was said in Chapter 29, we are now ready to make the.last extension

(for us) of the numar system. Inithe first twelve chapters our concern was
t

the whole numbers, their operations and properties. In Chapteri 18.2*. the

system of non - negative rational numbers was developed and the operations on

these numbers and the properties ofthe operations.were studied. At the time

we called this set of*numbers the rational numbers although, mire accurately,

we saould have called them, as we did just now, the non-negative rationals.

In Chapter 29 we developed the complete system of rational numbers including

the negative numbers and studied their operations and properties. Remember

that now "rational number" refers to any such number as:

2, 3, 1 0,
+1.7,

2.34, , 17, etc.

From now on we shall almost always write the positive rationals omitting. the

+ superscript. When.a letter such as a or r is,used to represent a

rational number V should understood that it may represent 0 or a -

negative ratforal, ljus;t as weil.aei s(a positive one. We found that the processes,

of Computing f'9r the.negatiya rationals--the operations of addition, subirac-
,

_tion, multiplicatioh,Jand divi ...and the properties such lip commutativi,ty

and associativity are consistent wit the processes and properties for the

positiye rationals. ,This is importan , of course, if one is to avoid having
.

to learn completely new techniques etch time the nuMber system is,extended.

Properties of Operations on t ional NuAbers

"Let us summarize the pr

1. Closure Properties:

ertiel of the system of rational numbers:

f a and b are rational numbers, then

a+ b and a X b are gyrational numbers.

2.' Commutative Properties: If a and b are rational numbers, then
k. .

a b = b + a and a X .b =.b X a.

3.
,

Associative Properties: If a, b and c are rational numbers, -

then (a + b) + c = a + + c) and (a X b) xc=ax (b X c).

4. Identities: There is a rational number zero,. 0, such that if

a is a rational number, then(-a + 0 = 0 + a 9,a. There is a rational

number one, 1, such that if a 'is a rational number a X 1 = lxa= a.

. 409
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5. Distributive Property: If a, b and c are'rational numbers, then
. .

a X (b c) =
N,
(a x b) + (a X c).'

6. Reciplals: If r is a rational number, not zero, then there is

another rational number s, 'guch that r X s = 1. 'Every rational

number except zero has a reciprocal. Often s is written as

1 1

rational number, then there is a rational

such'that r + t = O. Usually t is written as

r, and then, r X = 1.
r

N.--/-4°X

7 osites1 If r is any

number

and r
-

=+ r 0.

Prol,erties 6 and 7 enable us to convert any division and subtraction

problems into multiplication.and addition problems. 'Hence, they make it true

that the rational numbers are closed for subtraction and dlosed for division

by any number except O.

AO. Order: If r and/s
47

are any two distinct rational numbers, the

statement r < s ,is the same statement as: a positOe rational

number. E.- -can be foUnd such that r + p = s, (which can also be

written as s r = p).

In Chapter 19 it was showri that if dny two rational numbers are given,

the is always another rational number between " :hem. Another way of saying

this is, that if r is a rational number, there is no next larger one. This

property of rational numbers is called density. We say that the rational

numbers are dense and include the property in our list.

9. tensity: Between any t*o distinct rational numbers there is at

least a third rational number.

Filtm this it follows that there are many rational }lumbers and corresponding

to them on the number line, many rational, points. Moreover, the points are

spread throughout the number line. Any segment, no matter how small, contains

infinitely many rational points.

number line are rational points,

.ponds to a rational number. This

line,that are not assiciated with

section An Irrational Point.

One might think that all the points on the

that is, that every point on the line corres-

is not so. There ere many points on the

rational numbers. This is shown in the

410
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Irrational Numbers

. If these points whose existence-we have promised to show are not asso-

ciated with rational numbers; are they associated with any numbers at all?

Obviously not, unless somehow '-'e can extend our number system again, and this

is precisely what we now do. We simply say:

Tb every point on the number line not associated with

a7rational number we associate a new kind of number
which we 1.111c:teal an irrational number.

J

Irrational numbers are not the product of an irrational mind. "Rational"

has two quite different meanings and "irrational" means in each case simply
o "not rational." When referring to it means " jus -t that the number

is one which cannot be expressed as a fx&ction with an integer as numerator

and a counting number as denominator. Note that a fraction is one way of

expressing a "ratio" and this is the origin of the4rord "rational."

An irrational feint

It was said above that not every point on the line corresponds to a

rational number. With the rational numbers being dense this might seem like

a pretty strong statement. Can wf.. prove it? Can we find even one point on

the'numberllne which definitelVioes not correspond to a rational number?
...-

Look at a floor tiled in the pattern illustrated in Figure 10-1. If the

small squareelare 1 foot on a side, the area of each small square in

Figure 30-la is 1 X 1 or 1 square foot and a total of 4 square feet

for the whole figure. Dividing each small square in half by a diagonal segment

yields the shaded square in Figure 30-lb whose area,is 12 square-1feet.

A

B

D .

(a)

C A

B

D

(b)

Figure 30-1. Four tiles each one foot square.
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Nea, ,

If the leht5th of theside of this square is s, it must be true, byr the area

formula for a rectangle, in Chapter 27, that s x s = 2..
, , _

We lay off a segment congruent to'-AB from 0 on a number line to a

point P. The number associated with'ID should be s.B4
1 ao

.`

OP AB, m(OP) = s.

Figure 30-2.

If we can sh6w that s is not a rational number, we 'nave found a point

-
0 +1

which is not associated with a Iptional'number This will show that, in

spite of the density of the rational numbers ana the poi nts associated with

them, there are points of the number line left over. The numbers associatkif

With these points are' the, irrational numbers.

How then can it be proved that s is not a rational number?

Indirect Reasoning

TO do this, a line of reasoning which people very often use will be

followed. This type of reasoriiiii: can be illustrated by the following con-

versation betwlen a mother and her son. JOhn was late from school. When

his mother scolded him, he tried to avoid punishment by saying that he had

.

run all the way home. "No, you didn't all the way," she said firmly.

John was surprised and ashamed and asked, "How did you know?" "If you had

run all that we" you would have been out of breath," she said. "You are not

out of breath. Therefore, you diu not run."

John's mother had used Indirect reasoning. She assumed the opposite of

the statement she wished to prove, and showed that this hssulption led to

a conclusion which.was noc true. TherefOre, her assumption had to be false,

and the original statement had to be true.

6

k
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V
-Proof that s is' not Rational

lb prove that is not a rational number, indirect reasoning will be
.

used. It will be assuMed.that s is a Tional number and then it will be

shawn that this,assumptiOn leads to-en Alpessible conclusion.

Assume that s is a rational atmer.
.

Then s can be written as

where p and q, are integers and q A 0. Take in simplest form.

ILIL.s1 means that p and luhave no common factor except 1.

/
Since s x s = 2, we know that E X = 2.

Thus
p X p 2

q

1.qxql which means (p x p) x 1= 2,x (q x q).

Thus
f

p x p is an even integer. Now II* itself is either even or odd.
!

But` the product of two ezen numbers is always even and the product of two

'' odd numbers is always tcbd. 3..t'urexample, 6 x 8 = 48 and 4 x 4 = 16 while
/5 X / = 35 and 3 So if p were odd, '.1) x p would be odd and we

/ know it Is even. Therefore p must be an even number which we can write
as 2 X m. !from this it follows that

2 x (q X q) =p x.p

= (2 X m) x (2 X m)

= x x (2 x m)]

= 2 x [2x (m x al))

Therefore, dividing by 2: q x q = 2 x (m x m) which shows that q X q is

an even number. But,this means that q is also an eves number and an be

written as 2 x n. Therefore, both 2 and q have the common factor 2

contradicting the fact with which we started, i.e., that they have no common

.factor except 1.

So the statement "s is a rational number" must be false. That is,

s is not a rational number, but the point P in pi ei30-2,is a perfectly.

definite point on'the number line.
.

We now 'save a point on the number line and no rational number to associate

with it. We simply assert that there is an irrational number s associated

with this point. Since s x s = 2 and the radical sign I is used .

for square roots, we'give the name IT to this number.

In similar fashion, we can prove that there are points on the number

line such thatif there were numbers b and c associated with them, it

would have to be true that b X b = 3 and c X c = 5, but we can also

413
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prove that b i7) and c (= 15) are not rational numbers. We assert

that there are irrational naMters corresponding to these points. Further-

more, the pfouuct of ar,.. rational number ty an irrational number is irrational

sc have many, many irrational nUmbers. Some further ekamples are

3, Tr,

3
, etc.

We have said that to every point on the number line not associated

}rite, a rational number there corresponds an irrational number. It is also

true that to each irrational number there corresponds a point on the number

.l ine which does not correspond to any rational numter. The rational numbers

althoutjh dense on the number line le..-re man: points unnamed. The irrational

numbers fill all the gaps.

14
The question may well be raised:. how can the point on the number line

corresponding to a given irrational number be foUnd? We know from Chapter 23

that every rational number can be written as a terminating or repeating 1:

decima., and that every terminating or repeating decimal is a numeral for
Ilk

a rational number. We now assert that every non-repeating decimal is a

numeral.for an irrational number and that every irrational number may be

written as .a non-repeating To locate the point corresponding to

any number we express that number as a decimal. For example, g = 3,14159...

where we have written six digits and indicated by the dots the fact ti t

there are more to come. The points 3 and 4 are located on' the number

line. The point for g, if there is one, lies between these points,

since g > 3 and 4 > R. 'It also lies between the points 3,1 and 3.2,

between the points 3.14 and 3.15, between 3.141 and 3.142, 3.1415

and 3416, 3.14159 and 3.14160, etc., Thus 're can locate the position

of the point with as great accuracy as we please and we assert that there

actually is a r int which corresponds to the number g and to no other number.

The subject of irrational numbers is avery tricky and subtle one.

We have made many statements and assertions about them, and will make a

few more, which we have not proved at all, but we arc doing this 'oieliterately

so that you can compare them with the rationals.

.5
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Real Numbers

The union of the set of all the rational numbers and the set of all

the irrational numbers is called the set of real numbers. Every point of -

the number line'has been associated either with a rational or an irrational

number. So every point of the number line is associated.with a real number

andi6ence the number line is 'called the real number line.

We thus have a new extended system of numbers, the real numbers, but how

do we add, subtract, multiply and divide them? Do the familiar properties
s

hold here as well as for the rationals? As for the first question we shall

sh6w in the next paragraph how to add and multiply any two real numbers.

Subtraction and division are as usual defined in terms of addition and

multiplication. To answer. the second question we state that the familiar

properties of these operations do indeed hold, but the explanations and

justificat4ons are.beyond.tgrscope of this course.

We know that every real number'ean be expressed as a decimal, terminating

or repeating if the real number is rational, non-repeating and hence non'-

terminating if it is irrational. We can find the sum or product of any

two real numbers to as great a degree of accuracy as We wish by writing them

as decimals, writing for a non-terminating decimal as many places as mAy

be required. In computing the sum or product we make use of the properties

that if a, b, c and d are positive numbers with 'a < b and o < d

then a+c<b= d, and axc<bXd. Also, if aXa<bXb then
a < b. We have not proved these properties, but you might check them with ;r
a few examples.

Then 1.41 < < 1.42

1.73 < < 1.74.

Therefore:. 3.14 < + i3 < 3.16

and - 2.4393 < 1 x I < 2.4708.

Thus, if we want to add or multiply the two real numbers 4 bad 1

the first two digits of the sum are 3.1 and of the product 2.4. Note

that if accuracy to more than one decimal place is wanted in either the

sum or the product of If and /5, it will be necessary to write 4

and 13 to three or more decimal places.

0 /
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Summary and a Look Ahead

We have in a certain sense completed our development of number systems

since we now have a number system which is in one-to-one correspondence with

all the points on a number line. The numbers are ordered according to their

position on the number line. They can be added, subtracted, multiplied and

divided (except by zero) and the resulting numbers are on the number line.

We find the properties listed at the beginning of this unit all hold for the

real numbers as well as for the rationals.

In fact, you might suspect that we are getting such a close relatio ship

between numbers and points that we should be able to study one by means friof.

the other. It is as though arithmetic, the study of numbers and their

relationships, and geometry, the study of sets of points and their relation-

ships, could profitabl: be considered together. This is true and the

disCovery of this fact was one of tae greatac.iievements of 17th century

mathematics. The idea is to relate more closely the study of sets of numbers

and the.study of sets of points. This brings together two of the streams

of mathematical concepts we have been looking at, those of.arithmetic and

those of geometry. If the arithmetic and geometric concepts are tied to-

gether with the concepts of measurement they furnish some very powerful

tools for the further stud:, of.physical situations and of mathematical relation-

ships.

In high school and college students will continue to study numbers and

geometric figures. The numbers will be the real numbers, the figures those

of plane and solid geometry, the union of these two will lead to analytic

geometry, calculus and many fields of higher mathematics. The foundation

for all this later work must be laid by the study of the arithmetic of the

whole and rational numbers and the geometry bf simple figures.

Exercises - Chapter 30

1 Which of the following are irrational numbers?

a.

b.
3 /72

+ 2

c. 0.12

d.
16

111
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2. Is A rational or irrational?

3. What is the reciprocal of -11E? Is it irrational?

4. Is -la the reciprocal of V?
3

5. Is the product of two irrational numbers always an irrational number?

Why or why not?

6. 'What is the opposite of each of the following?

d.

e. 1-7

f.

7. Is the sum of two irrational numbers always an irrational number?

Why or why not?

8. A rule for writing a non-repeating decimal may be given as follows:

Start by writing 1.1, then write a 0 etting 1.10, next write

two l's, getting 1.1011, then a zero followed by three lts, and-

continue in this fashioh. Thus, to fourteen decimals we have

1.10110111011110... . Is this non-repeating decimal a rational or an

irrational nuMber?

9. The number whose decimal expansion is obtained by writing

0.123,456,789,101,112,131, which is all the numerals written in order

is again a non-repeating decimal. Is it rational or irrational? Why?

10. The sum of a rational and an irrational number is always irrational.

TO show this we cayse irdirect reasoning.

If r is rational and s is irrational and r y s = t, can t be
rational? Ho, because eS = t - r and if t and r are both rational

s would have to be rational since the rational numbers are closed

under subtraction.

Use the same type of reasoning to show that the product of a non-zero

rational number and any irrational number is always irrational.

11. If the radius of a circle is 3 inches long, is the measure of the

circumference a rational number? Why?

12. If the radius of a circle is 3 inches long, is the measure of the area

a rational number? 1411?

417
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EPILOGUE

There are three major aspects of any study of mathematics. The first

of them is the conceptual aspect ch is concerned with what is being

studied. What are number how a they combined, what properties do they--

and the combination operations ve? The second is the computational

and Manipulative aspect which is concerned with how the operations work,

namely the techniques involved in adding or dividing; the algorithms that

give the results quicidy and easily and the skills that are necessary for

accurate computing and checking.

The third aspect is that of the applications to problems of the physical

world.. This is concerned wi:61 ore of the reasons why we study arithmetic.

How is arithmetic applied to measurement, how are the problems of the world
..

around us translated into number relations?

The focus of this book has beep primarily on the first aspect, the

concepts of numbers and of sets tf points. This is not because it,is any

mare important than the second or third aspect, but because in' the past it

has been rather badl:, neglected. A careful study of the fundamental concepts

of number gives more meanint_ and more unity to the study of arithmetic.

Skill in manipulation is, however, definitely important, as is the ability

to apply and use mathematics.

Any study of mathematics at any level ideally' should bring all its

aspects in balance. We hope that this course has Eiv-e.i you a better knowledge

of the conceptual side .of elementary mathematic:, thatthat yo.p will be able to

give it its rightful share in the elementary school.curriculum. We also

hope that you have developed some interest in numbers and sets of points,

how many different kinds there are, ar, how they are related. There are

still further systemsofnumbers and more complicated geometric figures which

mathematicians have studied, which are interesting in their on right and

which app also useful in describing more complicated physical .;ituations.

Mathematics almost always plays a two-fold role, a tool for the sciences

and an interesting, fascinating study in its own right.

419
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ANSWERS TO CISES

- Chapter 2

1. a and c

2. B.

3. The elements of A and C match.

4. a. Q; b. 2; c. 5; .d. 1; e. 10.

5. a and d, possibly c.

6. (0,0,1i) = A; (a, b, c, ci, e, f)). B, N(A) < N(B)

7. N(A) = 3, N(B) = 6.

8. Take a group of wide and narrow objects of the same kind. Put the

wide ones in a set by themselves and reject the narrow ones. Repeat

until the idea gets across.

9. N(C) < N(B) N(B) < N(A) N(C) < N(A)

10. picture,word, gesture, etc.

11. 0

12. It is/greater than the number represented by the point if 1 is to

the right of O.

13. The greater number is represented by a point to the right if 1 is

to the right of O.

14. They indicate that the number line can be extended in either direction.

'Chapter 3

1. a, b, c and d are all names for the number 3.

2. a. 5, V, 1144 , 6-1:3 + 2, 4 + 1

I Fir

b. 8, VIII , III , 6 + 2, 10 - 2, 16 + 2

I I

c. 4, MI, IV 8 + 2, 2 X 2, 2 + 2.

3. a. 200,106; b. 2051; c. 1360; d. 1,020,253

sagludP
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x x x xf

4. II -means 2, 11 means 10 + 1 or eleven.

5.. a, c, e, g, b.

6. a. no; b. no; c. yes; d. yes; e. no

7. a. 5683; b. 3965; c. 7527; d. 8556; e. 10,244

1.. a. 245; b. 5; c. 715

2. 2401

3. 132seven

er 4.

. a. 7; b: There are/ 7 distinct one digit symbols used; c.,4

d. DI, C3i , OD, 00, 019, ON,
0, 1, A z, 10, 11, LA, 1Z,, Ao, Ai, AA, Az,izo, zA, ZZ, 100, 10

6. .

10A, 10Z, 110

PF7e7e1-311 x x

x x x xf

. 7. D_c/xxxxxxxxl
Ix. x x .x x xx x x xl

L5XXXXXXXX XI

x x x x x xl
Ixxxxxxxf
Ixxxxxxx)
Ix x x x x xxf
Ix x x x x x xl

0
X X

42'

e!five

Y.

6oseven

4



; 9. a.'.-3 0, 1, 2', 3, 4; b. 0, 1,2, 3, 4, 5, 6;

4 74.five
d. 30

five
100 a. 1

44
five e. 3five

-_ -, it u
..e

. .
,

. 42c. 112
five f.

five

a. 12
. seven

13. 33seVen

d. 21
seven

e.
s en

c. 44
seven f. 31sev

12. a. 13; b. 8; c. 2; ,d. 18; é. 24;

13. a. same d. :jam

base. 3 e. base 3

c. base 3 f. base 3

142 In each part the answer is base 2.

Chapter 5

1. (dOg, cat, cow, pig, duck, horse, elephant)

2. (1, 2, 3, 4, 5., 6, 7, 8, 10, 12)

3. P

I I I L I I I I<0
1 2 3 4 5 6 it 9

4.

a. 5

c. 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6,

- 4

f. 29

1 1 >
,10 II 12 13 14

3 +5
"tC1

.4E 0 1

5
2 3 4 5 6

b. 1 9
11

C.
0 I 2 3 4 5 6

4 4

LI III>
- 7 8 10 II 12 13 .14,9

2-04
1"1

7 8 9 10 II 12 13 14
8

t.12

4a3
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10. a. 4

b. 3

c. 7

11.- The binary system is extremely simile in computation. Large numbers

see tedious ,:o write.

The duodecimal system may be used conveniently to represent

large numbers. Twelve id divisible by 1, 2, 3, 4, 6 and 12,

while ten is divisible only by 1, 2, 5 and 10. The twelve system

requires more computational "facts" which will increase difficulties

in memorizing tables gf addition and multiplication. We do use twelve

in counting dozens, gross, etc., and in some of the common measures of

length.

12. People who work with computers often use the base eight. TO change

from binary to octal and back is simple with the help of the table:

Binary

0
1

2

3
4

000,

obi
010
011

100
101
110
111

5
6

7

For example, we have

ten
=11,111,010,000u° = 3720eight

2°?Cl

Note the grouping of numerals by threes in the binary numeral. The

sum of the place values of digits in each group results in the octal

numeral. Hence,

011= (1 x 2) + (1 X 1) =3

. 111 = (1 x 4) + (1 x 2) + (10( 1) = 7, etc:

base 10 7 15 16 32 64

100 00

rD
base 8 7 17 20 40

base 2 111 1111 10,000 100,000 1,000,000 100,000,

426
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13. Five weights; 1 oz., 2 oz., 4 oz., 8 oz., may be used to check

any weight up to 15 ounces. By adding a 16 oz. weight, any weight

up to 31 ounces may be checked.

Chapter 6

1. N(A) = 3 N(B) = 4 N(A U B)

2. Subsets of A

( ), (0), (0), (12), (A), (0,C:, (ad),
(0,A1, (QE), (0,6,), (0,0,0), (0,0)6.),

(0,46,0), (0,0,6)

3. C = (

missing addend

- B = (00,V,S, 0, s)

5. 6 take away method

6. N(B) =.5, B = (110,1200,())

7.

I0

14*---- 3 TH
3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 II 12 1 14

10 - 3 = 7 -+-1

I- 3 )1 7 '314

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14

0 I
3 + 7 = 10

427
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9 1-1

8.
td4

6
I I 1 1 I t_ 1 1 1 I I

0 1 2 3 A 4 15 ti 7 8 9 10 II 12 13 14

10 11 12 13 14

3- 3= 0

Two number lines showing (9 r 6) 3 = 3 3 = 0

.1"-"Gejs

6

3 -I
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 II 12 13 14

I---- 3 01

-3114I. 9

3_1
3 4 5 8 7 8 9 13 II 12 13 14

9 -3= 6 --04

Two number lines showing 9 - (6 - 3) = 9 3 = 6

9. subtracting 7; adding 8

10. a. A = (0,04)

B = (a, b)

A V B = (ELIZ),/_\, a, b)

U B) B = (0,0,41, a, b) ( a, b)

(A V B) B = = A

b. If andand B are not disjoint sets (A Li B) B A

Example: A = (110,0m616)

B = (L, H)

A lj B = (0,0,A, H )
(A Li B) B = (EICIZS, H ) - (D ,H)

(A 1.) B) B = (091 A.

11. a, c, d

428
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Chapter 7

a. 246 = 200 + 4o + 6
139 = loo + 30 + 9

b. 784
926

c. 777
964

d. 123
. 987

e. 486
766

300

= 900

+ 70 + 15

+ 8o +,4
+ 20 + 6

=

=

=

300 + 7o + (10 + 5) - 300

(1000 + 600) + loo + 10

1000 + (600 + loo) + 10 =

+ (7o + 10)

1710

+ 5.= 385

1600 +1.00+3.0

= 700
= 900

+ 70 + 7

+ 6o + 4
=.

=

=

(1.000 + 600) + (loo + 30) + .(10 + 1)
l000 +.(600 + 100) + (3o + 10) + 1 =

1000 + 100 + 10 = 1110

A

1600

= 100
= 900

+ 130+ 31

4 20,+ 3
+ 80 + 7

1000

= 400
= 700

+100 + 10

+ 80 + 6
+ 6o + 6

1100,+ 140 + 12

f; 949 = 900 +. 40 + 9
892 = 800 + 90 + 2

1700 +130 +11

= Moo + loo) + (loo
= 1000 + (1,00 + 100)

J(1000 + 700) + (100
= 1000 + (700 + 100)

2. 200 + 90 . 10

3. all
4. a. co=utative

b. co=utative And associative

5 . a. 764
199

b . - 4 0 2
139

c. 710
287

1741

+ 4o) + (10 + 2)
+ (40 + 3.o) + 2 = 12

+ 30) + (10 + 1)
+ (30 + 10) + 1 = 1841'

= 700 + 6o +.4 = 6o° + 150 + 14
= 100 + 90 9 = 100 + 93'+ 9

500 + 6o + 5 = 565
= 4 0 0 + + 2 = 300 + 90 + 12
= 100 + 30 9 100 + 3o + 9

200 + 60 + 3 = 2.63,

= 700 + 10 + 0 = +100 +10
= 200 +80 +7 = 200 + 80 + 7 4

400 +, 20 + 3 = 423

41922



1. a. 4 x 5 = 20'

v, b. 3 x 2 = 6

2.

3.

Chapter 8

c. 2 X 14= 8

d. 3 X 3 = 9

top

body
rod orange yellow green

,
blue

red rr ro ry rg rb

yellow yr yo yg yb

blue br bo by bg 1)16

Total possible choices: 3 X 5 = 15; of these, the choices for same

color top and body (shown shaded) must be ruled out. Number of choices

available to Mr. Rhodes is therefore 15 - 3 = 12.

'4. 3 x 5'= 15

5. sweater

41.1

44.4

t4

This is essentially the same as: the number of colors for sweater:

each combined with the number of colors for skirt: 4, which skirts

are each available in either of 2 Styles; so the total number of

different ensembles is

5 x 4 x = 40.

. i. Always c. Never

b. Never d. Always

7. a. Array A: 4 x 8 = 32;

Array B: 4 x 3 = 12;

Array C: 4 x 5 = 20.

b. Yes

c. Yes

30o
.1. 4.

.10
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8. (90 x 23) + (90 x 27) = 2070 + 21.60;

90 x (23 + 27) = 90 x 50 = 4500

Jerry. coLlects2 4500 cents or $45.00.

The rows are not disjoint sets.

10. 29 X-(11+ 28 +11) = 20 x 50 = 1000.

Capacity of auditorium is 1000 seats.

11:- 96 + 248 =.96 + (4 + 244) rehaming'

= (96 + 4) + 244 associative

= 100 + 44 renamingi

= 344 renaming
u

Note: 'the label, "Tering" is included to identify what was occuring;

it is not meant to state a property of the operation. Thif renaming

May be considered a property of a number--that it may have many names.

12. a. 5 x 4 x 3 >$, 2 x 1 = (5 x 2) x x 3) x 1

= 10 x 12

= 120

b. 125 x 7 x 3 x 8 = (125 x 8) x (7 x 3)

:= 1000 x 21

= 21,000

c. 250'x14 x4 x 2/= (250 x 4) X (14 x 2)

= 1000 x 28

= 28,000

13., a. False

b. ,True

c. True

d. False

P. False

14. 3 x (4 +3) = (3 x 4) + (3 x 3)

b. 2 x.(4 + 5) = (2 x 4), + (2 x 5)

c. 13 x (6 + 4) (13 x 6) + (13 x 4)

d. (2 x7) + (3 X I) =,(2 3) x 7

431
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1. a. 20 + 5 = n, n = 4

b. 28 p = 4, p = 7

c. 6 + n = 1, n = 6

2. a. meaningless

b. 0

c. ambiguous

d. 0

e. 0

Chapter 9

d. 72 + 9 = n, n = 8

e. 64 + 8 = n, n = 8

f. 42 + q = 7, q = 6

f. meaningless

1 g. ambiguous

h. meaningless

i. 0

j. 0

3. 59 has only 1 and 59 as factors; hence, only one array is possible.

60 has. many different factors; hence, many different arrays are possible.

4. No; for example, 6 + 3 = 2 but 3 + 6 is not a whole number.

5 . a. (8 + 4) + 2 = (8 + 2) + (4 + 2)

b. (16 + 8) + 8 = (16 + 8) + (8 + 8)

c. (18 + 8) + 2 = (18 + 2).+ (8 + 2).

A. (25 + 20) + 5 = (25 + 5) + (2o + 5)

e. (1000 + 500) + 500 = (1000 + 500) (500 + 500)

6. a, b, f,

7. Yes, but only if a = 0

Chapter 10

1. a. 40 X 30 = 1200

b. 42 x 30 = + 2) X 30 1

= (40 x 30) + (2 X 30)

= 1200 4 60

= 1260

c. 76 x 8o = (7o + 6.) x 8o

= (70*x 8o) 4 (6 x 8o)

= 5600 + 48o

= 6080

432

4 9 5

write the product

42 = 40 +2:

digtributive

write the product

addition

76 = 70 + 6

distributive

write products

addition



d . 90 x 57 = 90 x (50 + 7) 57 = 50 + 7

= (90 x 5o) + (90 x 7) distributive

= 4500 + 630, write products

= 5130 addition

e. 50 x 76 = 50 x (70 -6) 76 7o + 6

= (50 x 70) + (50 x 6) distributive

= 3500 + 300, write products

= 3800 addition

f. 52 x 47 = (50 +'2) x47 52 .= 50 + 2

(50 x 47) + (2 x 47) distributive

= [50 x (40 + 7)) + (2 x (40 + 7)) 47 ='40 + 7

= (50 x 40) + (50 x 7) + (2 x 4o) + (2 x 7) distributive

= 2000 + 350 + 80 + 14 write products'

= 2444 addition

2. The 866 is in the hundreds' position and is meant to convey 200 x 433,

not 2 x 433

3. 4 x 433 = 4 x ((4 x.100) + (3 x 10) 3]

= (4 x (4 x loo)] + (4 x (3 x lo)] F (4x 3]

= ((4 x 4) x loo] + ((4 x 3) x 10] + 12

= (16 x 100) + (12 X 10) + 12

= [(10 + 6) x 100) + [(10 + 2) x 10] + (lo + 2)

= (10 x loo) + (6 x loo) + (10 x 10) + (2 x 10) + lo + 2

= (1 x 1000) + (6 x loo) + (1 x no) + (2 x 10) + (1 x 10) + 2

= 1000 + (7 x 100) + (3 x 10) + 2

= 1000 700 + 30 + 2

-= 1732

It is sufficient to show

4 x 433 .= 4 x (400 + 30 + 3)

= (4 x 400) (4 x So) + (4 x 3)

= 1600 + 120 + 12'

= 1732.

4. 4 x 433 = 433 x 4

= 433 x (1 + 1 + 1 +.1)

= (433 x 1) + (433 x 1) + (433 x,1) 4 (433 x 1)

= 433 + 433 + 433 + 433



5. a. 47 b. 28

-8 -7
39 -E

- 8 , - 7

5 YE'
-8 -7
Z 7

- 8 - 7

15 5
-8
7 28 = (4 x 7) + 0

47= (5 x 8) +

6. 23 times

1. 8 512
1.8o 6o
32
32

2. 7

4

630 90

14 2

0 92

3. 21

4. 18/779
720 40

a 59
74 3

5 1.3

5. 42 3

420 10

378 9

3: 19

6. 23/14

0 0
14 0

Chapter 11

512

644

=

=

(64 x 8) + o

(92 x 7) + o

526 = (25 x 21) +

779 = (43 x 18) + 5

836 = (19 x 42) + 38

14 = (o.,x 23) + 14

4 4;



7. 14/23
14

9

8. 19/720

212
150
133

17

9. 100/50
0
50

30

7

37

10
0

,23 = (1 x'14) + 9

720 = (37 x 19) + 17

50 = (0 x 100) + 50

J
c"-

10 47 3,

4700 . 100
14-875 6535 = (139 x Wr+ 2
14L0 30

747
423 9

2 139
37

114 dc

0x7 ax7 2x7 3X7 4x7
2(7 6x7.

q =5
r = 2

12.

Ox6

3 .

13. 1
1 i- 1---)1.---

ox8
....-

ix8 2x8

q = 0
r =3

26

1

3x6 4xr 5x6

q = 4
x =2

14. 0 = (o x 52) + 0

435.

428 ---
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ti Chapter 12

1. a. n +' 4 e 6

b. 4 + 3 = n

2. a. 20 d. 2:3

b. 0 e. 30

c. 0 Y. 12

3. n + 12.= 15

12 + n = 15

n = 15 - 12, etc.
;

4. a. Addition d. Subtraction

b. 'Subtraction e. Subtraction

c. Subtraction Y. Subtraction

5. a. 8 > 6'
b. 3 + 11> 6

c. (20 +30) = (30 + 20)
d. (200'+ 800) > (200 + 700)

e. -(120Q + 1000) = (1000 + 1200)

6K a. 33:
b. 140

c.

7. c.

d.

60

8 - 3
8 +10

= 5

=18.
Y.,

g.

6 - n = 3

+ 2 = n

e. 45 - 20'= 25 ' h. ,gia=p

8. 3 x 4 = 4 x 3

9.

0x5 1X5'

r,

41.

3 18

f f k 4" I No
, 2x5 3X5 ' 4x5

1\ \
I 4 f8 = (3 X 5 ) +3

436 -
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1. a. many

b. one

2. a.

b.

c.

many

many

one

3. a. one

b. one line, many. points

4. a. one

b. one

5.

Chapter 13

8. b

9:

10. line

11. a. AC; b. EI; c. AD; d. AC

12. a. 6 if no two points lie in the same straight line.
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4 if three points lie in one line.

1 if all four points lie in one line

b. 6.

A B

Chapter 14

1. a, c, e, f.

2. The endpoints do not coincide

3. a, b, e

4. a. Ir.

6a iy

0 C4
.5. a, t, e, g, h

6. b, e.

7( Vertex Sides

a.

b.

0

X

.

M
C. S g, ET

d. Q 0, a

8. Interior

9. Interior

10. Exterior, Exterior

11. a. Yes. b. Yes. The interior is that part of the plane that

contains the interior of D BAC.

438
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12. P is in the interior of the second polygon but not the first.

13. Yes.

14. Yes

15. No

1. AB = GH

2. a. AB > CD

b. AB =

C. AB >CD

3.

4. DEP > e_ ABC, L DEF < / CHI, / DEF = / KLM, / DEF < e_ NOB,
/ DEP > OS; ./ DEP / (1W.
/ CHI < / NOP.' /NOP > all the other angles.

b. by angles

1. Isosceles acute

2. equilateral acute

scalene right

4. isosceles obtuse'

5. scalene acute

.6. scalene obtuse '

7. scalene right

8. scalene right-

9. scalene acute

10. isosceles right

6. a. OA C7C , bri , CTD. d. no g. Ab, A. ia, ACD, /tie

b, d, g

Chapter 15

5. a. by sides

b. R e. 0, Z, D, A,

Interior , f. Yes

7. a. Yes. b. Yes c. Yes d. No

439
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8. a.' A simple closed polygon is a simple closed curve made up of 3

or more line segme s.

b. A convex Polygon i
Cs a

polygon whose interior lies in the interior

of each of its a les.

c. An equilateral triangle is a triangle whose sides are all congruent.

d. A circle is a simple clOsed curve with a point 0 in its interior

such that if A and B are any two points on the curve OA = 0B.

9. interior

10. The circle with radius OA lies in the interior of the circle With

radius' OB.

11. 4

12. a. Two circles are congruent if a representation (tracing) of one can

be matched with a representation (tracing) of the other. This

is the general.idea of congruence of any two geometric. figures.

b. Two circles are congruent if their radii are congruent.

13. The union is a segment which we could think of as the "perimeter"

of the polygon. We will find in Chapter 16 that it is the "measure"

of this segment which is the perimeter.

14. The centei.

hapter 16

1. c, e

2. a. pounds; b. 18; c. 18 pounds

3.

.4.

5.

a. 9 chalk pieces;

c, e

b. 9; c. a chalk piece

a. 170 mm. d. .357 m.

b. 340 cm. e. .93 m.

c. 4.8 cm. f. 9100 mm.

440
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6, a. 1, 1, 1

b. II 4 feet

c. 4 is not the sum of 1, 1, 1.

d. The error of the measure of keach side was an excess. Even though
1eaea error was less:than -2. foot, the sum of the errrNrs was

over half a foot and therefore must be counted in the measure

of the perimeter.

7. Each letter weighed lv ounces requiring two 4i stamps. But all

five letters weighted only 7 ounces requiring only 7 4, stamps.

(Notethat the problem was written before the 1963 raise in postage

rates.)

8. 90

9. 60

10. 120

1/4",J

11. &chic 1. But EF > CD. The measure is assigned in terms of the

unit' AB. EF > AB and AB > CD, but the difference in each case
1 --

ie less than -2- AB so the measure of each is 1.

,12. WZ < the unit segment. So its measure must be 0 in terms of this

unit. Similarly / MN
1

O < the unit angle. The units suggested are

not appropriate to.mearure smalltaegments or angles. It is like trying

to measure the length of a desk in miles. -

Chapter 17

1: 101, 103, 107, 109, 113, 127, 131; 137, 13 49

2. a. 4 x 3 d. impossible h. impossible k. 3 x 2

b. 1.2X 3, 18x 2 e. 4 x 2 3 x 13 1. impossible

c. impossible f. impossible j. 7 x 6, ax 2, m. 41 X 2

g. 7 x 5 14 x 3 n. 5 x 19

3. a. 3 x 5; co. 2 x 3 x 5; c. 3 x 3 x 5; d. 13 is a prime.

4. a. 3 x 5 x 7

b. 2x2X3 X5 x5
c. 2x2x2X2x2X2
d. prime

e. 2X2X2X5 X5 x5
f. prime

g. 17 X 19

441
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t

5. a.

b.

c.

d.

e.

6. a.

b.

o c.

7. a. Yes

b. Yes

c. Yes

15 f. 2

1 g. 12

12 h. 8

15 i. 15.

16 j. 10

6- (6 x o = o and 6 x 1 = 6)

1

1

8. a. - 6

9.

b. 15
c. 21

35

e. 30

J. 90

A. 6

b. 6

c: 29

10. a.

b.

c.

1. a.

b.

c.

d.

g. 26

h. 77

i. 2100,

J. 143

k. 30

1. 4800

d. 29

e. a

f. a

Yes, if they are thesame number

Yes. g.c.f. of 2 aria 3 is 1, 1.&.m. of 2 and 3 is 6

No

Chapter 18
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I I I2. a. 'IC 4 I I t 1- )1P 4:1111111111>0 3 I 2 0 I 7 2
4 5

b. .416-1-1--410--s--1--1-4--1--1--)P. <4 i #
1

)0-
0

I

4 , -3-

C. 41E-
0
1-1--II-4tfIfL-*

2 9
-<1

0
stIl

I 2
II.I*1)11,

li T

d. 4C----fI.-1-0-1-4-1--11.. < I I I. I I /
I .0 I t 2 0 1 I

6
3. a.

7
2

7
fo

2
2

b. rt0 if. not an appropriate model
t.

c. T1
3
o

h. not an appropriate model.-

d.
4
7.
o

i. not an appropriate model

6 6e.
iv
..7-= J. T

'4. a.
A 1 , 1 r, 3 . , 1 " 2
A., .-. or ; B, 4' ; C, 4' ; V, :5 ; E,

b. less than, since B lies to the left of D while 1 lies to

the right of 0.

1 2
c. or

2

I 2 3 4 . 4} 55 a: Ac I I
6 4 4- It -4 I t1 . 1 A4 441 4111 011

0
It Iii

' iP

1 4 5
b. .e t

I t t 1 . t t 1 1 t t i 4 i 0 1
4 4 4 40 i ; IL 1 1r

4

6.

1.

2.

c.
2 3

I

0 .

I 1 I I t 4
112

-3

Chapter 19

11 7 12 7 412 2
, , 7

11 7 12 7 412 2
a. ' ' ' 7 ' 3

Ti

each have a prime number either in

the numerator or the denominator and each fraction is in lowest

terms. has a prime in the numerator but is not in lowest

*es

443
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terms since 26 is a multiple of 13.

b. If either tl.eenumerator (or denominator) is a prime, the only

way the fraction can be reduced to simpler form is to diyide

numerator and denominator by that prime. But this will be pos-

sible only if the denominator (or numerator) is a multiple of

that prime.

1 .1 24 25
25

3. a. < since r
25 x 24 < 24 x 25

b.
11

<
12

since since
11 x 26 x 24 286 288g

5;424 x 26 26 x 24 24 x 26 < 24 x 26
2 8 x

c. > 'since
x > 6 x

d.
17 1 17 16> -f since >

. 9
e.

1 1

2
= since both are = .

lo

10
c. 4 <4. A. a. i < b.

4
< 37.

12

3 x 5 < 6 x 3 4 x 1 1 < 5 x 10 15 x12 <8 x 25

< 50 180 < 200

2 in 167

> -5 113 5 5

9 x 12 > 15 x 8 13 x 3 > 15 x 2 337 x 55 < 113.x 167

108 39 > 308 > 96 '185 35 < 18871

B. b<5 it axd<bxc

15 < 18 44

9 8 13
d.

12 > 12 e' 15

a c
>

d
if axd>bxc

o

1.

2.

a

a.

b.

E2.
30-)

52

-6o '

12

30
24

60

4 8

1I2 ; 112

Impossible;

Chapter 20

the lowest 6ommon denominator is 56.

444
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3. -a.

b.
8 12 50

20 9 32
413 L3 k8

Jr. a. 3

O 1 2 3 5 7 II )11m.

3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3

3I

I--
b. < I I

./1
4 4 Ia -4

34
42 _awl

C < I j _j
0 I 2 I 4 5 77 2 2 2 7 7 7 7

5 a.

b.

6. a.

b.

'U'
111111111111

2

I! c.
3 LLi 2
+ 2 I I

3 3 3

I ;;
! 1 1 ! 1

3 2
3 3

7. a. + =2

b. n +
6 itc. n + = 28

8. a. 4 or 2

b. 6 or 3

c. No

d. No

7

7 9
+

1445
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13 19 .9. a. 1 d. 647

17 11b. 11N e. 224.

17 1
C. 11N f. N

1.

2.

3.

4.

a.

b.

C.

a.

a.

a.

5;

i
7

5

DE;

AB;

EN;

Chapter 21

x 5 =

;x=k
7

1285

b. DI; c. DI; d. DF; e. DE

b. AC; c. AC; d. AD; e. AC

b. KO; c. KO

5 .a b.

c.

6. a.

7.

1
2

b.

r1111111 1 2
x -3-

3

2x

4-X

1 /1
X k-3- +

3
13-)

446
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8. a.
2 1 . 2 2 x 1 , 2 x (3 x 5 ) 2 x 3 x 5

, 24 3x24 3x(2Jx 2x2x3) 3x2x2x2x3
(2 x 3) x 5 12 x 3 5

(2 x 3) x (2 x 2 x 3) 2 x 3 2 x 2 x 3
lx

12
-2-=

12
-2-

7v2v6 7x2x6 7 x 2 x 2 x 3
- 5 12 7 3x12x14 3x2x2x3x2x7

2x2x3x7x1 2x2x3x7x1
2x2X3x7x2x3 2x2x3x7 2x3
, 1 1

-6=ix t =

12 7 12 x 7 2 x 2 x 3 x 7 2x2x3x7x1
21 7= 21 .T4)7 3x7x2x2x2x2 2x2x3x7x2x2
2x2x3x7v1 _ =i1 /

= 2x2x3x7 2x2 A= 1

211 6 54 x 6 x 3 ) ( 2 x 3 )d. x, 7.-

e4
,r _

12 x 24 (2 x 2 x 3) x (2 x 2 x 2 x 3)

2x2x3x3x3x3 (2x2x3x3)x ( 3x 3)
2x2x2x2x2x1x3 T2x2x3x3)x(2X2x 2)
2 x 2 x 3 X 3 , 3 x 3 1 9 9
2X2X3X3 2x2x2 g= g

9. a. "1x . 2 is a prime factor of denominator only once.
2

b. 2 is not a factor of the numerator.

c. The expression is not a fract'sn but the sum of 43 fractions.

As it stands it is a sum not a division.

= 8
10. R = (1, , , , t , 7)

11. a. when t,se number is between 0 and 1 exclusive of 0 and 1.

b. when the number is greater than 1.

c. when tne number is 1

d. Yes

Chapter 22

1. a. False, division is not commutative.

b. False, division is not assocf.ative.

c. False, division is not commutative.

d. False, division is not commutative.

e. True, 1 is a right hand identity.

f. True, right hand distributive property of division

4474u



g. False, nere is no left hand distributive property of division.

h. False
a

i.- True, 0 + E = o (if t # 0)

a
j. True, 0 E = 0 (if ,t i 0)

k. True

1. True

m. True (closure)

n. False, division by 0 is meaningless.

o. True

2. a. 10; b.
16

3. a. = e. <

b. > f. =

C = g. >

d. < h. >

4. Two methods are outlined:

2- 2 2
1

1 x
C

- 1 x y
=

.2 2 1 2 2 2 2or = _2 2 2 1 5 2 2x2 ,x2_ _ 2x2 5x15
2 2 5 2 2 1 1 x 2 1

5.

b b
1 x

1 a a b
_ _

a a b 1 a- -
b b

x
a

b
1 x

1 1 b b b b
o

or . - -
a a 'b -axb a x 1 a
b

E- x T.
1 x b

a x
b

6. 2-
2
=
2

while
1

=
1 1 2

= ;- by ExerciAe 4.
2 1

'73 2

But 2 and 2 are reciprocals since 2 x 2 =
5 2 5 2 x 5

x2

7. a.
1 3

2 2

3

d 1 - 9
11 11

9

b.
1 1 2

e. =
1 1 2

3 3
1

L7
-f 272 5

2 2

1 1 1
" 22 f. 7

1

2

8. a. True

b. True

c. False

d. False

e. True

f. True

g. True

448 4 4
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9. a.

b.

2-
3

3
5

+4 =4
7

+ ..7- =
.3

2
-5

..,

2
5 x 3 x 7

2
7

3

1-
2

4x3x7-
7

2 x 5 x 3
5.
2

x-:, x 3

(.-
2
x 3) x 7

2 X 7 =14.
(7x7) x3 5x3 157

(.1 x 5) x 3
_ 5 LIU 9

(31\x 3) x 5
2 X 5 10

10. 4 = x n n +7= x = =
°520

19
Answer: 5 hours.

20

=
100 4 18,375 x 4 73,50011. 18,375 + 25 = 18,375 + 7 = 18,

100
375

100 100

12.

13.

16

a.

b.

C.

= x n

yes,

yes,

nn

8

10

go

16
n= -7F-

d.

e.

f.

g.

16 x = 24
e

no h.h. yes
'

56
1000

no

0
yes,

10
6

yes, 155

14. For non-zero numerators this is possible when only 2's and/or 5's

appear as prime factors of the denomintatr.

Chapter 23

1. a. three hundred five tenths

b. three hundredths five thousandths

c. three tenths first 5 is five thousands; second 5
is five thousandths

d. three thousandths five tenths
-,/

e. three hundredths five thousandths

f three tenths five

2. a. 375

b. 37.5

c. 3.75

d. .375

e. .0375

f. .00375

4 4 2



1,

3. a. 1680 check .6 x 1680 = 1008.0

b. 57.04 check 3.75 x 57.04 = 213.9

c. 95 check 6.8 x 95 = 646

d. 11.9, check 11.9 X 2.6 = 30.94.

4. a. 8.153 2.63 = 3.1

b. 8.153 4 26.3 = .31

c. 81.53 26.3 = 3.1

a. .0078 X 7.5 = .05850

b. 7.8 X 7.5 =,58.50

c. 78 X 7.5 = 585.0

d. .075 X 7,800 = 585.0

6.
1

= .076923

5

a. no

b. after 6 divisions since the remainder 1 reappears

c. .076923

7. a.
2 r

repeats with 6'

b.
7 = .875

1
c. = .1 repeats with 1

8. a.
1 7:7

"1'

4 -r
b. = .30

c. = 1 = 1.27

9. Yes

10. a. .2, .4, .8

b. .05, .15, .55

c. .001, .111,,.927

4
LI a.

b.
1

7
1 1

c. 1 since .5 = .3 and x 3 = .7 x 3 = .7

450
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163.8 1638 3x7x2x3x13 78 126 = 15.612. a.
10.5 105 3 x5 x7 5 10

b.

Answer:, 15.6 miles per gallon.

144 288
50 100 2.88

c. .60 + (7 x .07) F .60 + .49 = 1.09

.48 + (7 x .09) = .48 + .63 = 1.11

Answer: Rosemary's was .02 pounds heavier

d. 2.3 X 19.8 = 45.54 Answer: 45.54 seconds

e. 50 X 1,094 = 54.7 Answer: 54.7 yards

Answer 2.88 hours

Chapter 24

1. a. 3:5; b. 1:2; c. 3:2; d. 4:7; e. 8:10

2. a. 10:20 = 1:2; b. 2:4 = 1:2 ,

3. a. 10:4 = 5:2; b. 4:10 = 2:5.

c. 4:8 = 1:2; d. 8:4 = 2.1

4. 4:1 16:4 8:2 20:5 36:9 100: 12:3 24:6 32:8 4o:10 1

5. a. b. c.

4:8 10:4 6:10 to

1:2 30:12 12:20

8:16 5:2 18:304

16:32 20:6 30:50

2:4 50:20 24:40

12:24 60:24 48:80

24:48 100:40 60:100

20:40 40:16 -54.00

36:72 80:32 36:60

32:64 1000:400 42:70

3:6
1 ,

6. 550

'7. 200; 22 ;

#

1

2
8o

15:6

25:10

451
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Chapter

1. a. BAD Z-. 6 DCB

b. 6 BGC =.6 EGC

c. 6 ABC Z.. 6 FED 6 AFC ; 6 DgF

d. O AB9 = L CBD CDB

e. A ABH Z-- 6 CDB = L EFD = 6 GHF ,

f. 6 ABE ; 6 CBE =I CDE = 6 ADE; 6 ABD = 6 CBD; 6 ABC ='A ADC

2. L ABC = L E = L PQS = L ZYW an possibly Z D

3. TB .13O. QR, AC 7; Ffe

LB;./Q, LC:=ZR

4. Yes. 6 XYZ = 6 MNL

5. Not necessarily.

6. m(PQ) = 5, in(Z PQR) = 42

7. a. Yes

b. No

8. a. m(ZA.1) = 30, m(LB') = 75

b. m A t) = 8

c. m B C = 15 rn(.0:7) is unknown

d. m(A'U) . 8 m(T3Z)

9. a and i

d and h

f and m

10. tf. m(FQ) = 9, m() = 15
b. m() = 20, mgff) =

1711. -r-
.

inches by 41 inches

12. a. E' miles

b. 44 2-- miles
2

1. Triangular pyramid

2. Rectangular prism

3. Quadrangular pyramid

is unknown

Chapter 26
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4. Rectangular prism

5. Sphere

6. Right prism

7. Right triangular prism

8. Right cylinder

9. Cone

10. 1. a. t ECD; b. .5; c. A; g. t ABC

2., a. A'B'C'D'; b. al.; c. A; f. AA'; g. DCC'D1

3. a. QRST; b. PQ; c. g. APQR
. 4. a. xty'z'w1; b. XW; c. W; f. YD; g. wzZ'W'

5. d. 0; e. OP; h. PP'

6. a. ABODE; b. AB; c. C; f. DD'; g. CBBIC1,

7. a. t ABC; b. AD; c. B; f. AD; g. BCFE

8, a. circle ABC; f. BD (The above are examples. Other
circle 0; . c. A; f. VC re possible)9. a. answers

11. Circleof latitude is circle PQR.

Circle of longitude is circle giS.

POD measures latitude of P.

P1 measures longitude of P.

d. e.

1. a

2. b

3. a

4. The triangle

4

Chapter 27

453

446

c.

f.
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5. a. 7

b. 31

c. 7, 31

d. 24

6. a. 49.

b. 91

c. 49, 91

d. 42

e. 10-
1

2

7. a. A = 5 X 10. Answer: 50 square feet

b. A = (2 X 2) + (3 X 2) =10. Answer: 10 square inches

c. A =
1
X 60 X 75 = 2250. Answer: .225, square feet

d. A = X 26 X48) + x 26 x 24) . (13 x 48) + (13 x 24)

= 13 X 72 = 936.

8. A = 183 X 249 = 45,567

Answer: 936 square feet

Answer: 45,567 square inches

Compare the answer to that of Problem 9.

Answer:
)011:6

square feet

9. length, 21 feet; width, 15 feet; area, 315 square feet

The unit being larger, the measure of area is less accurate.

10.' Estimate of area = 116 square units

Estimate of C = 37.5 units

Estimate of d = 12 units

Estimate of r = 6 units

A =
1-XCXr= 3x37.5 =112.5

I

Estimate of area frc the drawing is 3.5 units larger than the area

computed frc of radius and circumference. This is surprising-

ly accurate.

11. C = A X d = 3.14 X 4.2 = 13.188

A =AXrXr= 3.14X2.1X2.1 = 13.8474

Answer: circumference is 13.2 inches

area is 13.85 square inches

12. A=Axrxr= 3.14 x144.= 452.16 Answer: area is 452 square

feet

454
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Chapter 28

1. multiplied by two

2. multiplied by four

3. multiplied by eight

4. Yes, because in a right prism the lateral

the base.

No, since an edge is not perpendicular to

must be. v. ,

6. Too large

7. It is multiplied by two.

8; It is multiplied by eight.

9. It is multiplied by two.

10. It is multiplied by Thur.

11. V=AXh= x r x C) x h =

V = 684 Answer: 684

12. V=
3
XAxh =

3
x684 Answer: 228, cubic inches

2
13. V = x 684 = 456 Answer: 456 cubic inches

14. Surface area of cylinder = (2 x A) + (C x h) = 2 x (1 x r x C) + (C x h)

= (6 x 19) + (19 x 12)

= 19 x (6 + 12) = 19 x 18

= 342

Answer: 342 square inches

Surface area of sphere =Cx2Xr= 19 x 12 = 228

Answer: 228 square inches

5.

edge is perpendicularto

the base as an )altitude

x 6 x 19) x 12 = 57 X 12

cubic inches

15. a. r is 3 inches

4 22 792V = -5xnx3X3x3 = 36g = 36XT = 7

V = 113. Answer: Volume is 113 cubic inches

A = 4x7rx3x3 = 36i = 113 Answer: Area is 113 square

inches

b. r is 4000 miles

4V= rnx4000x4000x4000

A= 4 x n x 4000 x 4000. The appropriate value of n depends

on whether 400C is a measure of r to the nearest mile or

455 4 4 8
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whether it is to the nearest 10 miles or 100 miles or

1000 -miles. Taking it to be to the nearest 100 miles means

two figure accuracy on r and we can use 3.142 as an approx-

imation to n. This gives V = 258,116,000,000 and

A = 201,090,000. The radius of the earth is about 4000 miles.

Its surface area is, therefore, about 201,090,000 square miles

and its volume about 258,116,000,000 cubic miles.

c. r = .01 inch

V =
4 4 x n x .000001
x n x .01 x .01 x .01 -

3

V = .000004 Answer: .000004 cubic inches

A = 4 x .ol x .oi = n X .0004 = .0013

Answer: .0013 square inches

1. a.
+
3

-12
b. 17

<

>

+
5

-4

Chapter 29

f. +479 > 421

e. +89 < +95

-8 +6
c. < T h. -26 = -26

3
7 12

0 > 7

-17

3

6

7

45 to 3

4 to 8

+
7

+
11

1

4

d.

e. -16

> -19

> -32

1.

J.

2. a. 9 d.

b. 7 e.

c. 4 f.

3. a. 2 to +6 d.

b. to to 1 e.

c. -6 to 0

4. a. 7 e.

b.
+22
15

f.

c. 2 g.

d. 5 h.
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5. a.

b. "24

c.

d. -16

23

+35

6. a.

b.

c.

7. a.

b.

c.

8. a.

b.

c.

d.

9. a.

b.

c.

d.

10. a.

b.

c.

d.

True

True

False

positive

negative

negative

+7 + -4 = -4 +

-6 + -12 =n2
+3

+ +11 = +11

-7 + -16 = -16

-3 + -6 = -6 +

+3 + -6 < -3 +

+6 + +3 > -6 +

-6 + +3 = +3 +

True

True

False

False

11. a. 12

b.
2

5

c. 1

d. 1

12. a.

b.

.-9

-9
lb
+

+7 _3
+ -6 =

4-

+3
.

+ -7 =

3

+6

3

-6

e.
f.

g.
h.

+8

9

3

3

d. True

e. False

f. True

d. positive

e.

f. negative

-6

14 10

23 .

+
32

1

e.

f.

g.

h.

e. False

f. False

g. False

h. True

e. 0

f. -36

4
g.

5 *

h. 1

4

5

f. 1

e.

1c. g. 0

d. 0 h. 4

1457

+ +8 = +8 + 13= 5

+ 9= 9+ 6 =
+ 5= -5 + +10 = +5

+ -19 = -19 + +32 = +13

+7+
2 <

+
7 +

+
2

+2+ 7 = 7 +
+
2

2+ 7= 2+ 7
2 +

+
7 > 7 +

+
2
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Chapter 30

1. a. 1 f. /5" +

b.
3

7

-
17

e. 9

2. Irrational

1 if
3. = 7 It is irrational.

4. Yes, since 1. x -

3
-:15 X 3 1

3 3 3

5. No. Ix 472,. 2

6. a. If d. 15 +

b. 75 e. -1/7

c. Irf - f. 14,7

7. No. 17 + = 0

8. Irrational as is any 'on-repeating decimal.

Irrational as is any non-repeating decimal.

10.. If r is a non -zero rational and s is an irrational and rXs= t

then t must be irrational.

If t were rational, then since s = t + r, s would have to he

rational because the rational numbers are closed under division by

any non-zero number. But s is given to be irrational, so t

must be irrational.

11. The a:.cwer is "no". n is irrational. See 10 above.

le. A. nxr xr= 4xn. Eut :Iv Exercise 11 the product of the

rational mmter ly the irrational number n is irrational.

1
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GLOSSARY

Mathematical terms and expressions are frequently used with different

meanings and connotations in the different fields or levels of mathematics.

The following glossary exr_ains some of the mathematical words and phrases

as they are used in this book. TINte are not intended tobe formal

definitions. More explanations as well as figures and examples may be

found insthe book by reference through the index.

A

ADDITION. An operation on twO.numberscalled the addends to obtain a
third number called the sum.

ALGORITHM (ALGORISM). A numerical process that may be applied to obtain
the solution of a problem.-

ANGLE. The union of two rays which have the same endpoint but which do
not lie in the same line.

ARC. A part of a circle determined by two points on the circle.

AREA. A numerical measure in terms of a specified unit which is assigned
to a surface or a plane region. Note that both number and unit must
be giver., as 30 square feet,

"v.

ARRAY. An orderly arrangement of rows and columns which may be used as
a physical model to interpret multiplication of whole numbers.

ASSOCIATIVE PROPERTY OF ADDITION. When three numbers are added in a
stated order the sum is independent of the grouping, i.e.,
(a + b) + c = a + (b t c).

ASSOCIATIVE PROPERTY OF MULTIPLICATION. When three numbers are multiplied
in ,a stated order the product is independent of the grouping, i.e.,
(a x b) x c = ax (b x c).

AXIOM (Syn. POSTULATE). A statement which is accepted without proof.

B

BASE (of a numeration system). The number used in the fundamental
grouping. Thus 10 is the base of the decimal system and 2 is
the base of the binary system.

BASE (of a geometric figure). A particular side or _ace of a geometric
figure.
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BINARY NUMERATION SYSTEM. A numeration system whose base is two.

BINARY OPERATION. An operation applied to a pair of numbers.

BISLCT. To divide a segment or an angle into two congruent parts.

BRACES ( ). Symbols used in this book exclusively to indicate sets of
objects. The members of the set are listen or specified within
the braces.

BRACKETS ( ). Symbols used to indicate that the enclosed numerals or
symbols belong together.

BROKEN LINE CURVE. A curve formed from segments joined end to end but
not forming a straight line.

C

CIRCLE. The set of all points in a plane which are the same distance
from a given point. Alternatively, a simple closed curve having
a point 0 in its interior and such that if A and B are any
two points of the circle OA = OB.

CIRCULAR REGION. The union of a circle and its interior.

CLOSED CURVE. A curve which has no endpoints; i.e., in drawing a
representation the starting and end points are the same.

CLOSURE. An operation in a set has the property of closur- if he result
of the operation on members of the set is a member of the set. Thus
addition and multiplication have closure in the set of whole numbers
but subtraction and division do not. Division has ,closure in the
set of positiva rational numbers and subtraction has closure in the
set of all rational lrImbers.

COMMON DENOMINATOR. A common multiple of the denominators of two or
more fractions.

COMMUTATIVE PROPERTY. An operation is commutative if the result of uL1:.g
it with the ordered pair (a,b) is the same as.with (b,a).

COT-TOSITE NUMBER. A whole number greater than .1 Lich is not a prime
number.

CONE. A cone is a set of points with a base which is a surface consisting
of a plane region bounded by a simple closed curve, a point called
the vertex not in the plane of the base, and all the'line segments with

one endpoint the vertex and the other any point in the given curve.

CONGRUENCE. The relationship between two geometric figures which have
exactly the same size and shape.

CONVEX POLYGON. A polygon whose interior is in the interior of each of
its angles.
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CORREE?ONDING ANGLES. Pairs of angles whose vertices are paired in a
1-1 pairing of the vertices of two polygons.

CORRESPONDING SIDES. Pairs of sides whose endpoints are paired in a
1-1 pairing of the vertices of two polygons.

COUNTING NUMBERS. Whole numbers with the exception of zero.

CUBE. A prism with square bases and square lateral faces.

CURVE. A set of all those points which lie on a particular path from
A to B.

CYLINDER. A surface with bases which are congruent simple closed curves
lying in parallel planes and with a lateral surface Lade up of parallel
segments whose endpoints are in the curves.

D

DECAGON. A polygon with ten sides.

DECIMAL. A numeral written in the extended decimal place value system.

DECIMAL PLACE VALUE SYSTEM. Apace value numeration system with ten as
the base for grouping.

DECIMAL POINT. A dot written to indicate the units position in a decimal.

DEGREE. The most comgon unit for numerical measure of angles. The symbol
for a degree is .

DENSE. A property of the sets of rational and real numbers. The rational
(real) numbers are dense because between any two rational (real)
numbers there is a third'rational7qir7 number.

DIAMETER OF A CIRCLE. A line segment which contains the center of the
circle and whose endpoints lie on the circle.

DIAMETER OF A SPHERE. A line segment which contains the center of the
sphere and whose endpoints lie on the sphere.

DISJOINT SETS. Two or more sets which have no members in common.

DISTRIBUTIVE PROPERTY. A joint property of multiplication and addition.
This property says that multiplication is distributive over addition
which means that a x (b + c) . (a x b) + (a x c).

DIVISION. An operation on two numbers a and b such that a b = n
if and only if n x b a .

E

EDGE. The intersection of two polygonal regions which are faces of the
surface of a solid.
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ELEMENT OF A SET. An object in a set; a member of a set.

,ELEMENT OF P. CONE. Any segment from the vertex to a point in the

boundary of the base.

ELEMENT OF A CYLINDER (PRISM). Any segment connecting corresponding

points in the boundaries of the bases.

ELLIPSE. Cne of the curves determined by the intersection of the lateral
surface of a cone with a plane.

EMPTY SET. The set which has no members.

EQUAL, symbol =. A = B means that A and B are two different names

for the same object. For example, 5 - 2 = 3; and A = B where
A = (x, y, z) and B = (z, x, y).

EQUIVALENCE. A relationship existing between different numerals that

name the same number.

EXPANDED FORM. 532 written as (5 x (10 x 10)) + (3 x 10) + (2 x 1)

is said to be written in expanded form.

EXTENDED DECIMAL PLACE VALUE SYSTEM. A decimal place value system

extended so that places to the right of the decimal point indicate
tenths, hundredths, thousandths, etc.

F

FACTOR. Any of the ntibers to be multiplied to form a product.

FRACTION. Any expression of the form a where x and y represent

any numbers.

G

GREATER THAN, FOR NUMBERS. a is greater than b if a - b is a

positive number. It is written a >b.

GREATEST COMMON FACTOR. The largest whole number which is a factor of

two or more given whole numbers.

H

HALF-LINE. A line separated by a point results in two half-lines,
neither of which contains the point.

HALF-PLANE. A plane separated by a line results in two half-planes,

neither of which contains the line.

HALF-SPACE. Space separated by a plane results in two half spaces,

neither of which contains the plane.

HEXAGON. A polygon with six sides.



HYPERBOLIC ARC. One of the curves determined by the intersection of a
plane with the lateral surface of a cone.

I

IDENTITY ELEMENT. For addition, is that number 0 such that
0 + a = a + 0 = a; for multiplication, is that number 1 such that
axl = lxa= a.

INTEGER. Any whole number or its oirosite.

INTERICR OF A PLANE CEOMETRIC FIGURE. One of the sets of points into
which the figure separates the plane in which it lies.

INTERIOR OF A SOLID GEOMETRIC FIGURE. One of the sets of poir:ts into
which the figure separates the space in which.it lies.

IhiERSECTION. The set of points common to two or more sets of points.

INVERSE OPERATIONS. Two operations such that one "undoes" what the
othe'r one "does."

IRRATIONAL NUMBEF. Any number which cannot be expressed in the form ,p

where a is an integer and b is a counting number, i.e. , any real
number that is not a rational number.

JOIN. The union of two di *Dint sets.

LATMAL SURFACE. The surface of a prism, pyramid, cylinier or cone.
exclusive of the bases.

LATITUDE. A line or circle of latitude is the intersection of the surface
of the earth with a plane perpendicular to the line from the north
to the south pole. Also a number assigned to such a lice.

LEAST COMMDN MUL7IPLE. The smallest non-zero whole number which is a
multiple of each of two given whole numbers.

LENGTH OF A LINE SE(...MENT. A numerical measure in terms of a specified
unit which is assigned to the segment. Note that both number and
unit must be wiven, as 3 feet or = miles, etc.

LESS THAN, FOR NUMBERS. a is less than b if b - a is a positive
number. It is written a <

LESS THAN, FOR SE S. "A is less than. B" means that in pairing elements
of A with those of B, there are elements of B left over after
all the elements of A have been paired.

LINE (STRAIGHT LINE). A particular set of points. Informall :. it can
be thought as the extension of a line segment.
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LINE SEGMENT. A special case of the curves between two points. It may
be represented by a string stretched tautly between its two endpoints.

LONGITUDE. A line of longitude is the line of intersection of the surface
of the earth with a plane passing through the north and south poles.
Also the number assigned to such a line.

M

MATCH. Two sets 'match each other if their members can be put in one-to-
one corrppondence.

MEASURE. miter assigned-to a geometric figure indicating its size
,/ with pet to a specific unit.

MEASURE, ERROR OF. Difference between an indicated measure of . length

(area, volume) and the number which is approximated better and better
as the unit of measure becomes smaller and smaller.

MEMBER OF A SET. An object in a set.

.MERIDIAN. Technical name for line of longitude.

NETRIC SYSTEM. A decimal system of measure with the meter as the
standard unit of length.

MORE THAN, FOR SETS. A is more than B if B is less than A.

See LESS THAN.

MULTIPLE OF A WHOLE NUMBER. A product of that number and any whole number.

4 MULTIPLICATION. An operation On.two numbers called facterS to Otain a
third number called the product.

N

NEGATIVE RATIONAL NUMBER. Any rational number less than zero.

NON-NEGATIVE RATIONAL NUMBER. All the positive rational numbers and zero.

NUMBER.

See Whole number
Counting number
Rational number
Negative rational number
Irrational. number
Real number.

NUMBER LINE. A model to show numbers and their properties Tha model is
used first for the whole numbers. The markings and names are extended
as the number system is. extended until finally a 1-1 correspondence
is set up between all the points.of the line and all the real numbers.

NUMBER PROPERTY OF A SET. The number of elements in the set. The number
property of set A is written N(A).
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NVMERAL. A'ne6ie used for a number.

NUNIERATI N SYSTEM. A numeral system for naming numbers.

77714L4167

ER SENTENCE. A sentence involving numbers.

0

OCTAGON. A polygon with eight sides.

ONE-TO-Pn CORRESPONDENCE. A pairing between two sets A, B, which
associates with each member of A a single member of '13, and with
each member of B a single member of A.

OPEN SENTENCE. A sentence with one or more symbols that may be replaced
by the elements of a given set.

OPERATION. A (binary) operation is an association of an ordered pair of
numbers with a third number.

OPPOSITE NUMBERS. A pair of number3 whose sum is O.

ORDER. A property of a set of numbers which permits one to say when a
and b are in the set whether a is "less than," "greater than,"
or "equal to b.

ORDERED PAIR. An ordered pair of objects is a set of two objects in which
one of them is specified as being first.

P

PAIRING. A correspondence between an element of one set and an element
of anOther set.

PARABOLIC ARC, The intersection of the lateral surface of a cone with a
plane which is parallel to an element.

PARALLEL LINES. Lines in the same plane which do not intersect.

PARALLEL PLANES. Planes that do not intersect.
c

PARALLELOGRAM: A quadrilateral whose opposite sides are parallel.

PARENTHESES ( ). Marks to indicate grouping.

PERCENT. Means "per'hundred," as 3 per hundred or 3 percent.

PERIMETER. The length of the line segment which is the union of all the
non-overlapping line segments congruent to the sides of the polygon.

PENTAG0h. A polygon with five sides.

PLACE VALUE. The value given to a certain rosition in a numeral.
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PLACE VALUE NUMERATION SYSTEM. A numeration system which uses the
position or place in the numeral to indicate the value of the digit

in that place.

PLANE. A particular set of points which can be thought of as the extension
of a flat surface- such as a table.

PLANE CURVE. A plane curve is a ctirve all points of which lie in a plane

PLANE REG N. The interior of any simple closed plane curve together

with the curve. .

POINT. An undefined term. It may be thought of eb exact location in

space.

POLYGON. A simple closed curve which is the union o three

segments.

POSITIVE RATIONAL NUMBER.

or more line

Any rational number greater than zero.

PRIME NUMBER. Any whole number that has exactly two different factors

(namely itself and 1).

PRISM. A surface consisting of the following set of points: two
congruent polygonal regions which lie in parallel planet; and a
number of other plane regions which are all bounded by parallelograms.

PROPORTION. A statement of equality between two ratios.

PYRAMID. A surface which is a set of points consisting of a polygonal
region called the base, a point called the vertex not in the same
plane as the base, and all the triangular regions determined by
the vertex and the sides of the base.

Q

QUADRANGLE. A quadrilateral.

QUADRILATERAL. A polygon with four sides.

.R

RADIUS OF CIRCLE. A line segment with one endpoint the center of the
circle and the other endpoint on the circle.

RADIUS OF SPHERE. A line segment with one endpoint the center of the
sphere and the other endpoint on the sphere.

RATE. A special kind of ratio wit/i the comparison usually between two

quantities of different types. Thus postage rates are cents per

ounce; speed may be miles per hour, etc.

RATIO. A relationship a:b between an ordered pair of numbers a and

b where b / 0. The ratio may be also expressed by the fraction f.
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RATIONAL NUMBER. In Chapters 18-28 a number which can be written in the

form
a

Where a is a whole number and b is a counting number.

In Chapters 29 and 30 such a number is called a positive rational
number if it is not equal to zero. Rational numbers are then all
the above numbers along with their opposites.

RAY, A. The union of a point A and all those points of the line AB
on the same side of A as B.

REAL NUMBERS. The union of the set of rational numbers and the set of
irrational numbers.

RECIPROCALS. Any pair of numbers whose product is 1.

RECTANGLE. A parallelogram with four right angles.

RECTANGULAR PRISM. A right prism whose base is a rectangle.

REGION. 'See PLANE REGION and SOLID REGION.

REGROUPING. A word used to replace the words "carrying" and "borrowing."
0

REMAINDER SET. If B is a subset of A a new set A - B is the
remainder set. It consists of all the elements of A which are
not elements of B.

S

SCALE. A scale is a number line with the sE51e;Nrom 0 to 1

congruent to the unit being used.

SEGMENT. See LINE SEGMENT.

SEPARATE. To divide a given set of points such as a line, plane, sphere,
space, etc. into disjoint subsets by use of another subset such as a
point, line, circle, plane, etc.

SET. A set is any collection of things listed or specified well enough
so that one can say exactly whether a certain thing does or does not
belong to it. 4

SIMPLE CLOSED CUR ,. A plane closed curve which does not intersect itself.
4*.l...z.,..

SIMILAR. A relat onship between two geometric figures whic} have the
same shape but not necessarily the same size.

SKEW. Two lines which do not intersect and are not parallel.

SOLID REGION. All the points of the interior of a closed surface
together with the points of the surface.

SOLUTION SET. The set of all numbers which make an open number sentence
true.

SPACE. The set of all points.
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SPHERE. The set of all points in space which are at the same distance
from a given fixed point. Alternatively, a simple closed surface
having a point 0 in its interior and such that if A and B are

any two points in the surface OA OB.

SUBSChIPT. A symbol written at the lower right of another symbol.

SUBSE7i. Given two sets A and B, B is a subset of A if every
number of B is also a memer of A.

SUBTRACTION. The operation a - b such that a - b n if n + b = a.

SUPERSCRIPT. A symbol written at the upper left or right of another
symbol.

SURFACE AREA. The total area of the surface of a solid.

SURFACE OF A SOLID. A closed surface; loosely, the "skin" of the solid.

T

TALLY. A mark made to record each successive member of a set.

THEOREM. A statement provable on the basis of previously proved or
assumed statements.

TRIANGLE. A polygon with three sides.

U

UNION (OF SETS A AND B). The set which has as its members all the
members of A and also all the members of B, and no other members,

UNIQUE. An adjective meaning one and only one.

V

. VERTEX (pl. VERTICES).

of an angle: the common endpoint of its two rays.

of a polygon: thL :ommon endpoint of two segments.

of a prism or pyramid: the common endpoint of three or more edges.

VOLUME. A numerical measure in terms of a specified unit which is
assigned to a solid region. Note that uoth numbex: and unit must be
given, as 3 cubic feet.

w

wlictLE amma. The common propert:, associated with a set of matched sets.

ZERO. The number associated with the empty set.
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MATHEMATICAL SYMBOLS USED IN THIS TEXT

+ plus; add; also used as a superscript, e.g.,
+
3 for "positive thire"

minus; subtract; also used as a superscript, e.g., 3 for "negative three"
+ plus or minus

X multiply

divide

/-- division

r square root

a
fraction, rational number; ratio; divide

,angle

LS triangle

AB line segment

.23 a repeating decimal

AB are

= is equal to

is congruent to

< is less than

\6%<
is less than or'equal to ,r

> is greater than

> is greater than or equal to

is not equal to

B B bar

join or union

A' A prime

Tr pi (g 4>-= 3.14159 ...)

line

At ray

N(A) number property of set A
40

wiggle, removal of one set from another

( curly braces

( ) parentheses

[ ) brackets

a:b ratio

.f

m(AB) measure of a line segmentt0o ABC ). measure of an angle

30 degrees
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addition
of decimals, 298
of rational numbers, 244,
of whole numbers, 44

algorithm, 113 Is

angle, 161
applications, 419
arc, 180
area, 355, 360

of a circle, 365
of a parallelogram, 363
of a rectangle, 361
of a triangle, 363
of plane regions, 356

array, 78 /

associative property, 45, 82, 249,

263
axiom, 139

393

base
of a numeration system, 31, 41
of solid figures, 341

bisect, 172
braces, 2
brackets, 32
broken-line curve, 158

cancel, 268
circle, 198
circular region, 180
closed curve, 158
closure, 46, 79, 94, 263, 283
commutative property, 45, 81, 249,

263 r,
composite number, 205
computational, 203, 419
conceptual, 203, 419
cone, 346
congruence, 327

of angles, 173
of circles, 328
of rectangles, 329
of segments, 170
of triangles, 330

convex polygon, 175
corresponding points, 225
counting numbers, 14
cross products, 236
cube, 344
curve, 141
cylinder, 346

.11

INDEX

decagon, 160
decimal notation, 293
decimal place, 294,
decimal place value system, 31
decimal point, 294
decimals, 293
degree, 197
denominator, 224
dense, 237, 403, 410
diameter

of a circle, 180
of a sphere, 350

disjoint sets, 44
distributive property, 84, 99, 107,

109, 263
dividend, 94
division

of decimals, 301
of rational numbers, 275,
of whole numbers, 93, 95,

divisor, 94

279, 403
103

edge, 343
equal, symbol =, 22

element
of a cone, 347
of a cylinder, 346
of a set, 2

ellipse, 348
empty set, 2, 12, 45
equivalent decimals, 296
equivalent fractions, 229, 260
Eratosthenes Sieve, 205
expanded form, 67, 71
extended decimal place value system,

294
exterior, 162

factor, 79, 203
factoring, 206
factorization, 206
fraction, 224, 282
fraction form, 285
Fundamental Theorem of Arithmetic

(syn.: Unique Factorization
Theorem), 206

geometry, 139
greater than, for numbers, 16
greatest common factor, 208, 232
grouping, 23, 24, 281

a
31'
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half-line,
half-plane, 155
half-spaces, 154
heXgon, 160
hyperbola, 348

identity element, 47, 83, 263
inequalities, 129
interior, 162
intersection, 147, 153

inverse operations, 55, 93, 252, 266
irrational number, 411
irrational point, 411

join, 44

lateral face, 342
latitude, 350
least common denominator, 235
least common multiple, 211, 235
length, 170
less than

for numbers, 16
for sets,, 6, 16

. line, 142
lt-ne segment, 142

longitude, 350

match, 6
measure

error of, 188
estimate, 188
of a segment, 185
of an angle, 195
of time, 198
standard units, 1894

meridian, 351
metric properties of figures, 169
metric system, 190
Moebius band, 166
more than, for sets, 16
multiples, 205
multiplication

of decimals, 299

of negative rationals, 399, 401
of rational numbers, 257, 261
of whole numbers, 79

negative rational numbers, 389
non-repeating Oecimal, 414
number, 1, 12

number line, 15, 47, 62, 1 3, 223,
237, 249, 260, 276, 391

number property, 11, 13, 2 46, 53

number sentence, 15, 127
numeral, 21

numeration system, 21, 3], 43
numerator, 224

octagon, 160

one-to-one correspondence, 57, 310
open sentence, 127
operation, 44, 132

opposite number, 398, 401
order

of decimals, 296
of rational numbers, 233, 396
of whole numbers, 13, 21

ordered pair, 78

pairing, 5
parabola, 348

parallel, 153
parentheses, 32
path, 141
pentagon, 160
percent, 321
perimeter, 193

place viklue, 25, 27, 28, 41

place value numeration system, 31
plane, 145
plane curve, 157
point, 139
polygon, 160
poyers of ten, 293

prime factorization, 206
prime number, 204
prism, 343

product, 78, 203
proof, 264
proportion, 320
protractor, 198
pyramid, 342

quadrilateral, 160

classification of, 198
quotient, 94

radius, 179
rate, 319T-321
ratio, 317

rational number, 219, 224
ray, 144

real numbers, 409, 415
reciprocal, 263, 267, 277
rectangular grid, 372
region, 160
regrouping, 67, 252
remainder, 94
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remainder set, 55, 72
repeated subtraction, 114, 257
repeating decimal, 308, 414
right angle, 174

scale, 191
separation, 154
set, 1, 2, 5
signed numbers, 390
similarity, 327

of rectangles, 336
of triangles, 334

simple closed surface, 342
skew, 153
solid region, 343, 372
solution set, 132
space, 141

, sphere, 349
square root, 413
subscript, 32
subset, 53, 72
subtraction

of decimals, 299'
of rational numbers, 250, 397

of whole mmbers, 53, 55, 59, 70
sum, 70
superscript, 384

surface area, 382
symbol, 21

*tally, 21, 23, 24, 25
terminating decimals, 307, 414

theorem, 139
triangle, 160

classification of, 176

union, 44
unique, 11

vertex, 161, 344
volume, 372

of a cone, 381
of a pyramid, 381
of a rectangular prism, 374, 377

of a sphere, 381
of a triangular prism, 377
of any cylinder, 380 -

of any right prism, 378

whole number, 13
"wiggle", 55

zero, 12, 26, 27, 47, 97
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